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ABSTRACT 

This research is the result of a long-standing interest in the work of one individual, 

George Sword who composed two hundred and forty-five pages of text in the Lakota language 

using the English alphabet in the  period 1896 through 1910.  In the past scholars have studied 

Lakota narratives and songs and with each study new insights are gained.  However, the focus 

generally in oral literary research has been in the study of content and not process in Lakota oral 

traditions.  In order to better understand the characteristics of Lakota oral style this study shows 

how it is composed and structured in the work of George Sword.  The research focus is from a 

qualitative perspective concerned with exploring, describing, and explaining a culturally specific 

Lakota oral narrative more commonly found in history and ethnographic disciplines, where it is a 

special type of case study research.  The primary method used is an analysis of historic 

documents and original text in Lakota to address the issues raised in the general research 

problem:  How do you define Lakota literature?   In the end this study shows the way in which 

Lakota oral narrative is composed, how its practice produced a distinct form.  During the course 

of this study, what became apparent in George Sword’s Lakota narratives were the formulaic 

patterns inherent in the Lakota language used to tell the narratives as well as the recurring themes 

and story patterns.  The primary conclusion is that these patterns originate from a Lakota oral 

tradition.  This analysis can be used to determine whether any given written narrative in Lakota 

oral tradition is oral or not; and leads the way for further research 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is to use the written work of George Sword to demonstrate the way in 

which oral narrative is composed by the Lakota peoples, to show how their practice produced a 

form distinct from narratives composed in the period after contact with Europeans when writing 

was introduced.  Thus the initial challenge has been to prove that these narratives in the Lakota 

dialect were oral in character; to accomplish this, as will be explicated in this dissertation, 

formulaic structure has been the best criteria of oral composition.  What became apparent in 

George Sword’s narratives during the course of this study were the formulaic patterns inherent in 

the language used as well as the recurring scenes or themes and the recurrent story patterns.  This 

raised a key question:  Did these patterns originate from a tradition of Lakota oral narrative? 

Historically scholars have had difficulty in conceptualizing oral composition in American Indian 

oral tradition.  The failure to comprehend its oral character has contributed to misunderstandings 

of what oral literature is for American Indians.  Thus the findings in this study will help in 

determining the method of composition in Lakota oral narratives from an existing body of oral 

narratives written in the Lakota language and potentially, other related Siouan languages 

including those written in the Dakota and Nakota dialects.  This is accomplished by translating 

and analyzing texts written in the Lakota language by an American Indian individual, George 

Sword who was born in 1847 and died in 1910 of tuberculosis and as shown in the Lakota winter 

counts as having died in the winter of 1911 to 1912.   At the time George Sword wrote these 

narratives, what he expressed in them is best understood as that which he meant for those whom 

he wrote for, his contemporaries.  It is to them that he articulated his thoughts; thus, to fully 

appreciate his narratives, it is important for the reader to have a sense of how these thoughts may 

have formed in his mind through the careful selection of words to express Lakota ideas and 
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concepts.   George Sword shared a distinctly Lakota world with those for whom he wrote.  This 

is captured in the language of the original text, and it is this to which this study limits itself.
1
 

Thus the first chapter of the dissertation presents the background of the study, specifies 

the research question, describes the significance of the research problem and presents an 

overview of the methodology used.  The chapter concludes by noting the delimitations of the 

study and defining terms used in the study.  

Background of the Study 

In the past scholars have studied Lakota narratives and songs, and, with each era, new 

insights are gained, however, the focus generally in oral literary research has been in the study of 

content and not process in oral traditions (Bynum 29).  In order to better understand the 

characteristics of Lakota oral style this study shows how it works and the way it is realized in the 

written work of George Sword.  In order to accomplish this it is important at the beginning, to 

understand how oral tradition is generally perceived in early European literature; and as an 

analog, see how American Indian oral tradition is viewed as well. 

In Homeric studies many scholars believed that the Iliad and Odyssey originated from an 

original text or texts.  In contrast to this view an early scholar Friedrich August Wolf (1759-

1824) held that Homer may have lived at a time when the alphabet was not yet used.  Thus, 

                                                           
1
 Scholar Dell Hymes in writing the introduction to his seminal text, In Vain I tried to tell you:  Essays in Native 

American Ethnopoetics, first published in 1981, whose life long effort was to, in his own words, “gain a hearing for 

works from Native American traditions as genuine “works,” aesthetic accomplishments, literature, products of 

voices” (8), notes that Ernst Cassirer, a pioneering German scholar who sought an integrated conception of human 

culture wrote:  “The [text] is not merely the presentation of [a narrative] scene…these three dimensions-the physical 

thereness [Dasein], the object-presentation, and the evidence of a unique personality-are determining and 

indispensable in anything that is a genuine “work”…The exclusion of one of these three dimensions…yields only a 

surface image of culture, revealing none of its genuine depth” (In Vain 9).  Hymes goes on to state that first 

linguistic and cultural details and relationship have to be established, then the personal voice of the narrator comes 

thereafter in the final analysis (In Vain 10). 
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Homer may not have been read by his audience; that is, he would have no reason to write works 

the length of the Iliad and the Odyssey (Parry xvi).  Early scholars like Wolf, and his successors, 

had not developed a clear concept of what an oral tradition was like (Parry xvi).  Milman Parry 

(1902-1935), in contrast, began his studies in oral tradition with a focus on the telling of a 

narrative (421).
2
  Once Parry gained the understanding of the key role that oral tradition had in 

early European literature as David E. Bynum, scholar and author of Oral Literature at Harvard 

Since 1856 noted, “[he] knew how radical his procedure had to be if he was to break through the 

charmed circle of scholarly ignorance about the mechanisms of oral tradition that had persisted 

for centuries in Europe and America” (27-28).
3
  Through his work, Parry altered perceptions 

about oral tradition and helped change the focus in oral literary research from content to process 

in oral tradition.   

At the present time processes in American Indian oral tradition are not clearly 

understood; generally scholars still lack any clear concept of what an oral tradition is like, as was 

the case in Homeric studies in the 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries (Parry xvi).  Lakota narratives are part 

of Native American oral tradition in North America which, as this study asserts, belong on the 

shelf with oral traditions from around the world.
4
  At Harvard University, where oral literature 

based on oral tradition has been studied since 1856, four generations of oral studies are 

                                                           
2
 See Parry’s Master of Arts Thesis, ‘A comparative study of diction as one of the elements of style in early Greek 

epic poetry,’ University of California, 21 December 1923. 
3
 David Bynum accompanied Albert Lord on trips to Yugoslavia,  to augment material collected by Milman Parry.  

Bynum later developed methods to distinguish between oral and oral-imitation poems to help Lord determine how 

formulaic density is proof of a poem’s orality (Foley, The Theory 45-46).  Lord and Bynum published in 1974 the 

text and translation of, The Wedding of Smailagic Meho, dictated in 1935 by one of Parry’s valued singer of tales, 

Avdo Medjedovic.  Bynum helped Lord fulfill Parry’s ideal for the comparative study of oral epic by editing Parry’s 

collection through a series titled Serbo-Croatian Heroic Songs (Foley, Theory 56) 
4
 The terms Native American, American Indian, and Indigenous refer to the same peoples in North America, 

specifically tribes living in the United States of America.  These terms are used interchangeably in this study. 
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accounted for at the Center for the Study of Oral Literature in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

Bynum, a scholar and author of Oral Literature at Harvard Since 1856 notes:   

Poetry and storytelling began so long ago in prehistoric time that no one can scientifically 

guess how or when they originated.  But one thing is certain.  Our biological ancestors 

did not cease to be a mere species of animal and become mankind until the capacity for 

rhythmic language and narration had evolved in them.  In myth the world over, these 

mental powers are said to be god-given and divine.  They are at the very least 

indispensable to any practical definition of humanity (1).  

 

It is at Harvard that the publications of the Milman Parry Collection are kept.  Parry, a 

foremost scholar in oral tradition, developed theory in a discipline that has impacted the study of 

many world cultures including American Indian oral traditions.  Originally, Parry’s theory was 

based on a close analysis of the text of the Iliad and Odyssey.  His primary interest was in the 

language of the text; and in the style in which they were written.
5
  He focused his work on one 

aspect of Homer’s diction:  on the use of the noun-epithet. Parry’s studies helped bring traditions 

that were previously isolated into the realm of literary study.   

Parry sought a solution to the problem of how the author of the Iliad and Odyssey 

composed these poems, formulating the hypothesis that they were not originally literary but the 

products of an archiac Greek oral tradition (Bynum 28).  Parry based his work on George 

problem of literacy; the assertion in this dissertation is that during the period that George Sword 

wrote these narratives, a limited use of writing for literary purposes produced a text that is very 

different from current concepts of literature.
6
  

                                                           
5
 Hymes states, “Poetics requires an evenhanded attention to stylistic and referential function alike, to the benefit of 

an understanding of  language and competence” (In Vain 8). 
6
 Tedlock notes, “Within their own social and cultural worlds, native North Americans of the post-Columbian era 

have seldom made much use of phonetic writing without the direct and continuing intervention of European 

missionaries and scientists.  Some of the exceptions…Wovoka transmitted the Ghost Dance doctrine by handwritten 

letters, George Sword wrote a comprehensive work on Oglala religion, and the Cherokee syllabary invented by 
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Problem Statement   

In his early work, Parry studied Homer’s language and diction closely.
7
  Initially Parry 

realized that knowing that the style of the Homeric poems was traditional was not enough, thus 

he developed a method whereby words and expressions could be closely analyzed to determine, 

more or less, how traditional this style was (1).  The text of the Iliad and the Odyssey inspired 

Parry, what encouraged him was his own intuition that the structure of Homeric verse is 

formulaic (Parry xxiii).   

George Sword’s text written in the Lakota language, his choice of words and phrases to 

express his thoughts, was the catalyst for this study as was a notion, early on, that formulaic 

structure was present in his work and thus the application of Parry’s Oral Theory was possible.
8
  

Originally, Parry’s hypothesis, that the Iliad and Odyssey were products of an archaic Greek oral 

tradition, provided the groundwork for what is now called the Parry-Lord Theory or Oral 

Formulaic Theory (Bynum 28).  This theory, called Oral Theory in this dissertation was initially 

formulated by Parry in his doctoral dissertation wherein he developed a method of analysis to 

determine which words and expression in the Iliad and Odyssey were traditional.
 9

  This 

dissertation follows Parry’s method by working within the limits of the original texts of George 

Sword’s narratives to apply a method of analysis that he found useful in his work, to address the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Sequoyah was extensively used for the notation o f prayers…Here and there, as among the Eskimo and Cree, writing 

systems introduced by missionaries have partially escaped their original purposes, but most native-language literacy 

projects, down to the present day, remain closely entangled with the proselytic purposes of Euorpeans, whether their 

missions be religious or not (Spoken Word 125). 
7
 For Parry:  “Homer” signifies the poet or poets of the Iliad and Odyssey or the text of the Iliad and Odyssey. 

 
8
 Other scholars have applied Oral Theory to Native American texts.  For example, Hymes writes: “…Chinookan 

narratives possess formulaic elements of the sort so important in the work on epic in Milman Parry, Albert Lord, and 

others” (In Vain 318).  Although Lord’s name is always associated with Oral Theory, it originated in the highly 

influential work of Milman Parry. 
9
 Parry wrote to obtain the degree of Docteur-es-Lettres at the University of Paris in 1928. 
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question:
10

  Can Oral Theory be applied to George Sword’s narratives to determine how they 

were composed?  The application of Oral Theory to American Indian texts by Indigenous 

scholars, fluent in the original languages of the American Indian texts being analyzed, is 

uncommon.
11

  Thus a systematic application of Oral Theory, as a first step to defining a specific 

American Indian literature, could be relevant since most American Indian literature is said to 

originate in oral tradition. 

 Professional Significance of this Study 

In more recent times, scholars have noted that Indigenous peoples have composed long 

verses of poetry and song without the aid of writing (Tedlock, Mayan 2).
12

  Homeric and literary 

scholars were unable to explain longer works in oral literature.  This is a problem that scholars 

Parry and Lord have researched in analyzing the construction of the larger poems in Homer and 

in Serbo-Croatian language based epic poetry (445; Singer 13).
13

 This is an important issue that 

will be expanded upon in this study. 
14

 At this point, it is important to know that most American 

Indian oral tradition is believed to rely primarily on extraordinary memory and not any singular 

process of composition (Densmore 61).
15

  When questions are raised as to how an American 

Indian oral narrator may in fact construct formulas to help in composition or how he or she, 

according to a particular tradition might use recurrent phrases, recurring themes and story 

                                                           
10

 Methodology that was further developed by Lord.   
11

As in the work of Hymes with Pacific northwest coast tribes. 
12

 Tedlock states, “Contemporary Mayan orators are able to improvise long runs of parallel verse without the aid of 

writing, choosing phrases that are appropriate to a particular occasion” (Mayan 2). 
13

 Parry states “Finally, I add that there is another way of getting at the problem of the authorship of the Homeric 

poems through the Southslavic epos, to wit, on the basis of the construction of the large as opposed to the shorter 

poems.  This is the problem of the technique of the themes, of which much must be said later.  Briefly the principle 

may be stated in the form that the shorter Serbian song is to the larger Moslem song, the Moslem song is to the still 

larger Homeric song” (445).  
14

 See Chapter Two on Lakota Practice and Narrative Form. 
15

Lord notes, “But scholars could call in to their help the “fantastic memories” so “well attested” of illiterate people.  

They felt that a text could remain from one generation to another unaltered, or altered only by inconsequential lapses 

of memory.  The myth has remained strong even to the present day” (Singer 9). 
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patterns in his or her narrative, then the prevalent myth among scholars who believe that a 

primary reliance on astonishing memory that is responsible for the continuance of Native 

American oral tradition narrative and song, will cease.  An example of how some scholars write 

about oral tradition is in the chapter:  Cannons and Canonization:  American Indian Poetries 

Through Autonomy, Colonization, Nationalism, and Decolonization, in the Columbia Guide to 

American Indian Literatures of the United States Since 1945, where scholar, Kimberly M. 

Blaeser analyzed Ofelia Zepeda’s poetry collection titled, Ocean Power.  Blaeser writes,  “In 

acts of decolonization, Zepeda, …incorporates Native language and also invokes and 

symbolically reenacts traditional rituals.  The book gathers part of its context from the 

recollection of the tribe’s ritual journey to the ocean for salt, and even from its relationship to the 

account of that journey in Ruth Underhill’s book, Singing for Power.  It sets itself a task of 

“remembering” and learning from those older ones who kept the rituals and language 

alive…And so the text itself begins a kind of recovery, undertakes a re-membering or putting 

back together of the old ways and beliefs, and perhaps itself offers a ritualistic preparation for 

sacred encounter or continuance…ritualistically recalling the older people and traditions, the 

way those people lived that was a journey into readiness.  Zepeda’s text achieves this symbolic 

movement partly through the inclusion of the Tohono O’odham language, the repetitive chantlike 

style…and the retelling of older songs and ways” (Columbia Guide 252).  Italicized are 

Blaeser’s words referring to Zepeda’s use of language in oral tradition;  words that seem to 

indicate a close association with “extraordinary memory” and oral tradition, these include: 

recollection, “remembering” re-membering, recalling, and retelling.  No where in this analysis 

is evidence of a clear concept or explanation of the process of Tohono O’odham oral tradition.  

Blaeser overlooked language and repetitive chant like styles. See also Ruth Finnegan Oral 
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Traditions and the Verbal Arts:  A Guide to Research Practices, where Finnegan states, 

“Theories of transmission usually implicitly assume some theory of memory” (114). 

Thus, our knowledge and appreciation of poetry and prose by Indigenous peoples in 

narrative and song has grown, and as one scholar, Dennis Tedlock has pointed out, “The time has 

come to take a further step and proclaim that literature existed in the Americas before Europeans 

got here- not only oral literatures but visible literature” (Tedlock  Mayan 1).  With this notion in 

mind, the time is right to consider and address issues like this where clearer concepts of what 

constitutes American Indian oral tradition in literary studies are needed; these may be tribally 

specific techniques of oral composition in oral tradition, as well as the larger issue of recognizing 

American Indian oral literatures and inscription as literature which Tedlock calls upon in his 

recent work.  

This study was conducted to analyze the oral tradition based literature of the Lakota 

people using methods selected that had not been widely used in American Indian studies to 

analyze oral tradition based narratives by scholars whose primary or heritage language is that of 

the text being studied.  The analysis in this dissertation will yield some useful methodological 

findings for American Indian Studies in the analysis of a specific tribal literature; for this study, 

specifically in the topic of Lakota oral tradition based literature. 

In order to determine the focus of this study, the following steps were taken:  First, a 

selection of  narratives, in George Sword’s manuscript,were identified to be analyzed.  Thus the 

first three chapters were selected and after determining that a longer text was needed, the Sun 

Dance chapter was selected.
16

  Second, a review of these chapters was undertaken to determine 

                                                           
16

 The narratives are part of a longer manuscript, however only the first three chapters were selected.  This involved 

a longer time period in order to become more familiar with the handwriting of George Sword; as well as translating 
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whether they were “literary” in order to include them under the topic of this study.  Third, a case 

is made for what is known about these narratives in order to determine how this knowledge 

addresses the research question initially raised in this study:
17

  How do you define American 

Indian Literature?  This led to the commencement of the research in this dissertation where 

findings and conclusions are shared. 

A survey on the topic of American Indian Literature was conducted where the literature 

was reviewed to see how it is defined.  In time the larger question was narrowed to:  How do you 

define Lakota literature?  The thesis for this study came after an intensive assessment of what is 

included, as it is often referred to, under the topic American Indian Literature or Native 

American Literature.  The problem with these categories was a lack of a clear definition of what 

constitutes this type of literature.  A general definition seemed impossible under what is 

currently known.  Thus a decision to focus on a specific American Indian tribe or nation came 

after an intensive appraisal of what is included under the description of literature by American 

Indians.  The evaluation occurred over a period of time, beginning at Wesleyan University in 

Middletown, Connecticut, where a general study of American literature began.
18

  The context for 

this study is postcolonial literary and cultural thought and theory that emerged as a distinct 

category in literary studies in the 1990s; where American Indian Literature is currently excluded 

in postcolonial criticism precisely for the lack of a clear definition of the literature.  This 

contradicts why postcolonial thought and theory gained influence in the beginning since 

originally it was widely accepted by those who viewed literature, as currently defined, as 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
the narratives.  The translation and analysis of the entire manuscript is a longer process beyond the scope of this 

dissertation. 
17

  A focus, early on in the study was the importance of analyzing language use in Lakota, in particular George 

Sword’s use of the Lakota language in these narratives. 
18

 As well as through a professional career of teaching, researching, writing; and publishing under the category of 

American Indian or Native American Literature, a memoir and a biography. 
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excluding or marginalizing certain peoples.
19

  The effect of postcolonial thought is a questioning 

of a practice that disregards cultural, social, regional, and national differences in experience and 

outlook (Barry 192).  This is the context for this study.  Initially, the research commenced based 

on a notion that a compilation of narratives in a specific tribal or tribally national literature could 

be used to build a case for a general definition of American Indian literature.  The scope of such 

a study would be enormous.  Thus, a revised goal and narrowed scope required an approach 

using a theory of oral composition to analyze the texts of a tribally specific individual, George 

Sword, an Oglala Sioux whose narratives written in the Lakota language have origins in Lakota 

oral tradition.   The narrower version of the original research question being:  How do you define 

Lakota literature?  Where, in the beginning, a tentative answer was sought through oral tradition; 

where the unit of analysis is the literary text written by George Sword in the Lakota language 

that provides proof of texts with origins in oral tradition. 

 

Overview of Methodology  

This collection of oral narratives by George Sword is exceptional in that it represents 

original text that is written in the Lakota language by a Lakota individual, who consciously 

bypassed the usual method of providing cultural information through an informant-translator 

relationship by choosing to construct these narratives by “writing as he spoke” (CHS File Folder 

108:1).
20

  George Sword’s narratives include two thousand and two hundred and forty (2,240) 

                                                           
19

 More significantly, the influence came from the rejection of the belief  that, “whenever a universal signification is 

claimed for a [literary]work, then, white, Eurocentric norms and practices [were] being promoted by a sleight of 

hand to [an] elevated status, and all others correspondingly [are] relegated to subsidiary, marginalized roles” (Barry 

193).   
20

 Parry notes in his work, “Homer could only have learned his formulas by hearing them spoken in the full voice of 

those poets to whom he listened from his childhood…Homer learning his formulas from manuscript is no harder to 

imagine than Homer using his formulas to write verses.  He is then keeping his thought to them not because he has 

to, but because he wants to” (322).  In the same way, George Sword wrote these narratives as he spoke.  
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lines of narrative text that were translated, for this study, from their original language into 

English.
21

  His narratives, including songs and speeches, are presented in the original Lakota 

language and for this study translated word-for-word into English.
22

  In the appendix a literal 

translation is provided along with the original Lakota text and the word-for-word translation.  

This reflects one aspect of this study: to analyze the content of George Sword’s narratives.  What 

sets this research apart from others is the examination of the techniques used by George Sword in 

the practice itself where an important initial question is:  How were these narratives composed?
23

   

In the 1930’s, Milman Parry gathered oral epic poetry in the Serbo-Croatian language, in 

Yugoslavia, with the objective of using as a framework his earlier work examining the formal 

structure of the Homeric poems, in order to show the way in which practice determined form 

(Lord, Singer1).  In his work Parry developed what is called “Oral Theory”  where he utilized a 

method of analysis to determine which words and expressions as used in the Iliad and Odyssey, 

were traditional as stated earlier in this study.  Using these texts he applied this methodology to 

the traditional epithet in Homer (Parry 1).
24

  He demonstrated that words and phrases were 

                                                           
21

 These are presented fully in the appendix in the original Lakota Language with translations.  Hymes’s 

observatioin that earlier anthologies, Astrov (1946) and Day (1951) treat American Indian poetry through translation 

noting the following: “…Day, like Astrov, must fall back upon evaluating the translations by appreciation of their 

literary merit in English…supported by the observation that the best translators from a literary point of view…were 

professional students of the Indian (and Eskimo)” (In Vain 38).  Thus, it can be concluded that this has been the 

primary methodology in the past to rely on translations done by someone whose heritage language is other than that 

of the original text. 
22

 Hymes writes, “Other literatures receive…attention.  Somehow the first literature of our country does 

not…Whatever the factors, the texts of Native American tradition have been largely ignored.  The translations have 

been consulted and sometimes analyzed, the originals mostly not” (In Vain 7).  The work of this dissertation is based 

soley on the original text written by George Sword.  This is important as Hymes reiterates as follows: “The modern 

founder of our work, Franz Boas, was clear and insistent about the need to work with the originals” (In Vain 7).  
23

Parry uses the term “style” to mean “the form of thought” (325).  Here it is used in the same way to indicate a 

particular type with reference to form, i.e. Lakota style.  This question seems to answer itself through the narratives 

presented in the Appendix.  The thought reflected is fully Lakota. 
24 The formulation of Oral Theory is best understood as follows: “As a scholar of Homeric poetry, Parry was 

initially interested in the problem of how the author of the ancient Greek Iliad and Odyssey had composed those two 

great narrative poems at the very beginning of European literary tradition.  His study …led him to the hypothesis 

that [they]…were not originally literary at all, but rather the products of an archaic Greek oral tradition…to test the 

theory, and to learn the distrinctive traits of oral literature from a living oral tradition, Parry went in 1933…[to] 
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selected for metrical convenience (Parry xxv).  Throughout his earliest work Parry emphasized 

that Homeric poetry was oral; although he never explicitly stated nor demonstrated that Homer 

himself was an oral poet (lx-lxi).  Parry sought to validate his theories through his work in 

Yugoslavia by observing and describing a process where poets composed by oral improvisation 

(lxi).  

In Yugoslavia, Parry performed fieldwork in order to gather material on the practice of 

oral epic poetry in song in the Serbo-Croatian language and analyzed the form that emerged from 

the needs of the practice (Lord, Singer 2).  Important to Parry’s work among the Yugoslav 

peoples were the singers themselves who were “unlettered” (Lord, Singer 2).  According to 

Parry’s student, Albert Lord, “Unlettered man is not encumbered with the idea of fixity of form, 

a concept which comes only with the development of writing.  The form of his song is 

determined by the fact that he must compose rapidly without the aid of writing or of memorizing 

a fixed text” (Singer 2).   

Although he could read and write in Lakota, George Sword’s frame of mind might be 

said to be in a similar state, so that he had a similar attitude toward form (Lord, Singer 2).
25

  This 

is more evident in the progression of his narratives, from the shorter narratives beginning with 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Yugoslavia where he had heard…that an oral tradition of heroic poetry still persisted…Parry was convinced that 

indeed Homer had been an oral poet whose superb knowledge of archaic Greek oral tradition made any dependence 

on writing not only unnecessary but even impossible in the original composition of the Iliad and the Odyssey.  This 

hypothesis which Parry argued with masterly technical precision quickly became known among the international 

brotherhood of classical scholars as the Oral Theory.  It is today widely recognized as the single most important 

theoretical advance in classical studies in this [20
th

] century.  But its effects were not confined to classical learning” 

(Bynum 28). 

25
  On this aspect of oral poetry, Lord states:   “We are more aware of change than the singer is, because we have a 

concept of the fixity of a performance or of its recording…or in writing.  We think of change in content and in 

wording; for, to us, at some moment both wording and content have been established.  To the singer the song, which 

cannot be changed (since to change it would, in his mind, be to tell an untrue story, or to falsify history), is the 

essence of the story itself.  His idea of stability, to which he is deeply devoted, does not include the wording, which 

to him has never been fixed, nor the unessential parts of the story” (Singer 99). 
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narrative one to the Sun Dance narrative which is longer.  In the longer narrative, he is able to 

deal effectively with traditional themes and expand and lengthen them according to Lakota 

tradition.
26

  He demonstrates skill in using the older language; stating his disdain for newer forms 

of expression after writing was introduced to the Lakota (CHS File Folder 108:1).  

George Sword learned from a trusted individual, Dr. James Riley Walker (1849-1925), 

the agency physician at Pine Ridge that Lakota knowledge could be saved through the medium 

of writing.  Walker convinced George Sword beginning in September of 1896 that Oglala 

Lakota oral tradition alone could not save important songs and narratives which were essentially 

poetry and prose or literature for the Lakota people (Walker 18).
27

  At first, George Sword 

utilized an interpreter to convey cultural information to Walker, but later began his own writing 

to record narrative and song in the Lakota language.  At the age of forty-nine, when he was 

convinced of the need for a systematic recording of these narratives and songs through writing, 

George Sword had already lived a life among the Oglala Sioux and was well-versed in the 

practice of Lakota oral tradition.  As this study describes, he demonstrates his skill in choosing 

his words the old way, his disdain for the new forms of expression in Lakota further 

                                                           
26

This is analogus to the Serbo-Croatian tradition:  “When Parry was working with the most talented Yugoslav 

singer in our experience, Avdo Mededovic in Bijelo Polje, he tried the following experiment…another singer came 

to us…without telling Avdo that he would be asked to sing the song himself…Parry…made sure that Avdo was in 

the room listening.  When the song came to an end, Avdo was asked…whether he could now sing it himself…The 

song was a long one of several thousand lines.  Avdo began and as he sang, the song lengthened, the ornamentation 

and richness accumulated, and the human touches of character, touches that distinguished Avdo from other singers, 

imparted a depth of feeling…”(Singer 78).  It can be said that a skill George Sword shared with this particular singer 

is the ability to lengthen a narrative and to do it well; the proof is in the longer Sun Dance narrative.  This is in 

contrast to what is foundon the Sun Dance in Lakota Tales & Text:  In Translation Volume I & II. 
27

 Keith Schrum, curator of the Colorado Historical Society stated that George Sword worked with Walker as early 

as 1896 and that the original manuscript was not dated however it may have been written prior to 1905. 
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demonstrates how his writing reflects a tradition that is old and conservative (CHS File Folder 

108:1).
28

 

How a singer or narrator learns his art is important in understanding the compositional 

process.  Parry and Lord have analyzed the way in which practice determines form by observing 

Yugoslav singers in three stages of learning the art of oral epic poetry:  first, learning common 

ideas in songs, second, learning recurrent formulas and patterns, and third, performing for an 

audience;  throughout the process evident are rhythms of thought and expression (Lord 1960: 

21).  Eventually, the singer becomes proficient as he learns to compose rapidly, without the aid 

of a written text through the use of formulas, and can at will recite them with ease (Lord 1960: 

2).  In a similar manner, George Sword may have learned this technique by learning songs and 

narratives spoken by the men he heard from childhood, adolescence, and through the time he was 

initiated into the life of a Lakota wicasa, where, in time, he learns the art of oral narration which 

he practiced throughout his life.
29

  Chapter Three will provide material on George Sword’s life as 

the context for understanding Lakota practice; as previously stated, the aim of this study is to 

illustrate how oral narrative is composed by the Lakota peoples to show how their practice 

produced a distinctive form.
30

   

                                                           
28

This is an analog to Parry’s work with language in Homeric studies where the evidence of different dialects in 

Homer give a clue to just how old and conservative Homer’s narratives are.  In George Sword’s narartives, the use 

of Dakota in the original text may offer a similar clue.    
29

 The word wicasa refers to a man, an esteemed reference to self, as one who considers himself a man must act so. 
30

 The chapter on the life of George Sword illustrates Parry’s core belief, as reflected in the words of Ernest Renan 

(1823-1892), French expert on Middle East ancient languages and culture, known for his writing on nationalism and 

national identity:  “How can we grasp the physiognomy and the originality of a primitive literature unless we enter 

into the personal and moral life of the people who made it; unless we place ourselves at the point of humanity which 

was theirs, so that we see and feel as they saw and felt; unless we watch them live, or better, unless for a moment we 

live with them?” (Parry 2).  Parry often referred to Renan’s words in his work; indeed they seem appropriate to the 

study of any culture where oral tradition is practiced. 
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The following example initially stood out as formulaic.
31

  The following demonstrates 

how this occurs:  in stanza eighty-one of George Sword’s Sun Dance narrative, the underlying 

formulaic structure of the narrative, becomes apparent, distinguishing its method of composition.  

A stanza is determined by George Sword and is a group of words that express a complete 

thought.  In this particular stanza the length corresponds to a seven line song;  as to the division 

into lines, initially this was completed for stanzas that stood out as poetic in George Swords’ 

narratives.
32

  A similar claim was made for Native American narratives by Dell Hymes, in his 

seminal text In Vain I Tried to Tell You:  Essays in native American Ethnopoetics, published in 

1981, in which said: 

In short, one can accept a minimal definition of poetry as discourse organized in 

lines…One does not fully face the issue posed by the claim that a body of oral narrative 

is poetic, in the sense of organization into lines, until one goes beyond the existence of 

line to principles governing lines and relates such principles to the organization of texts in 

other respects  as well…Older texts make us face the issue directly.  If they are 

manifestations of a tradition of organization into lines, that organization can be 

discovered only in the lines themselves, and in their relations to one another, for that is 

the evidence available (341).
33

 

 

Thus, this initial example shows the importance of the organization into lines of George 

Sword’s narratives; in particular in Lakota song which this dissertation recognizes as poetry.  

                                                           
31

 Initially, this stanza stood out as formulaic prior to any analysis; during the initial translation phase, early in this 

study when a word for word and literal translation were completed. 
32

 This method was first used by the researcher in writing the introduction to Luther Standing Bear’s My Indian 

Boyhood: where the researcher states, “The longest chapter, “Hunting and Fishing,” takes on a lyrical tone as 

Standing Bear recalls the natural ways of the winged creatures, or what he calls the language of the birds.  This tone 

is particularly evident in his description of the prairie chicken dance at daybreak;  Standing Bear tries to keep perfect 

time, as a Lakota man strives to in Lakota social and ceremonial dance.  Standing Bear’s appreciation of the perfect 

timing and rhythm exhibited in the dance of the prairie chicken comes through in the near poetic form of his 

description.  Breaking the description into stanzas gives rise to a form of free verse so that his prose can be read in 

poetic form as follows:  At daybreak/a circle forms/in the center/a leader/circles to the right/all step in time/all the 

same motion/perfect in time/in silence/every bird/makes a sound/deep in his throat/like the double beat/of a drum/in 

this too/the birds keep/exact time/no sudden motion/or conflicting noise/only a steady rhythmic tone/every bird 

carries a rattle/his tail/feathers rubbed together/time is kept/all tails moving, moving/rhythmically together” 

(Introduction by Delphine Red Shirt, Standing Bear 1931, 1959, 2006: viii-ix). 
33

 Hymes continues, “I do not expect that all Native American traditions will be found to parallel the Chinookan, but 

I do think that the starting point of the analysis of the Chinookan texts, the identification of verses and lines in terms 

of initial elements and associated discourse features, will most likely prove general” (341). 
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Underlying each phrase that is regularly used to express a given idea is a rhythmic and syntactic 

pattern (Lord Singer 3).
34

  This stanza is in the Sun Dance narrative and is stanza 81, it is forty-

four syllables long, concluding with seven ending syllables that are formulaic:
35

 

Tka anpetu wanji 

to wanjica ca 

okatakin wanica 

iyolilita ca 

he ognaya om ite 

wayecila kin 

kta ce eyapi ce
36

  

 

Within this analysis principles which govern lines that are poetic in George Sword’s 

narratives are initial and closing or final elements and associated discourse features that may 

include statements regarding the passage of time as well as the use of recurring or rhythmic 

verbs.  The syllable structure is 7-5-7-6-7-5-7 with the last group of seven syllables that are final 

or closing elements that show a pattern of 2-1 and 3-1 in the phrases kta ce and eyapi ce; that are 

narrative devices or formulas.
37

  The rhythmic pattern is demonstrated by how the stanza begins 

with tka anpetu wanji, a phrase that is an initial element indicating time, followed by a slight 

pause and continues to wanjica ca; again a pause continuing with okata kin wanica; again a 

pause continuing with iyolilita ca; pause continues with an older phrase he ognaya om ite; and 

ends with wayecila kin, where wayecila is a verb wanyanka meaning to see. The first four lines 

                                                           
34

 This is the first stage of learning which is marked by the internalization of the rhythms of thought and expression 

and the learning of the common ideas of songs (Lord, Singer 2). 
35

 This stanza is repeated in Stanza 17 of the Sun Dance narrative.  More will be said on this in Chapters 4 and 5 of 

this study.   
36

The breaks are analogous to lines in a song; in this stanza they are seven lines long. 
37

 More will be said on this syllable pattern and how songs that are formulaic are remembered verbatim based on 

syllable patterns.  Initially what were identified as “narrative devices” are later recognized as “formulas”. 
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lead to the two important ones which are he ognaya om ite and wayecila kin.
38

  In the fifth line or 

group of syllables, the use of om as opposed to ob reflects the older Dakota dialect.  In Lakota 

the preferred or spoken word in everyday usage is ob meaning with.
39

  The fifth and sixth lines 

indicate whom or what the stanza is about:  those whose faces appear on a clear blue sky day.  

What were initially identified as narrative devices, and later as formulas, follow:  kta ce is 

common formula indicting that this is “told by the people” as distinct from “as told by George 

Sword.”  Thus, together these features accompany the division into lines and stanzas in George 

Sword’s narratives. 
40

   

Throughout, fast composition is made possible by the recurrent ideas of the narrative, 

including common themes in the narratives, for example, how these themes are used in different 

ways, in different narratives, by George Sword.
41

  In narrative three, stanza twenty-three (23) and 

in the Sun Dance narrative, stanza one hundred and twenty-four (124) where in both narratives a 

warrior scout returns and reports to all the warriors what he saw; where the two stanzas in the 

separate narratives are strikingly similar in construction so that in both, sungmanitu oskiciye is 

                                                           
38

 This is a verse that is present in Black Elk Speaks in Black Elk’s prayer as well:  “”…all over the earth the faces of 

living things are all alike.  With tenderness have these come up out of the ground.  Look upon these faces of children 

without number..” (Neihardt 4).  In George Sword’s narratives the reference is to the faces upturned to the sky on a 

clear blue day; in context, these are the faces of the Sun Dancers. 
39

 Parry discusses language and conservative tendencies to use older forms in formulaic language:  “…for we now 

know that some of the forms in the Iliad and Odyssey are much older than others, while some could never have been 

a part of the everyday speech of any Greek.  Also Homer’s use of the forms and words of different dialects follows a 

fixed rule and no varying chance of memory“(Parry 326). 
40

 This is analogous to what linguist Hymes noticed in Northwest coast Native American narratives when he wrote: 

“The recurrent…particles…are markers of measure…it defines a verse.  The verses, so defined, are grouped in sets 

of three and five (“stanzas”).  Within the verses, verbs signal lines.  Sometimes other…elements occur where the 

overall pattern leads one to expect indication of a verse” (In Vain 318).  Hymes continues “Once discovered the 

patterning does not seem surprising in Chinookan or elsewhere.  We know the [Native American] languages to be 

marvels of intricate coordination of form and meaning” (In Vain 319).  Although all of the features Hymes identified 

are not present in this study, the fact that he recognized these patterns indicates their distinction and existence.  

Initially these were identified in Lakota narrative early in this study due to the investigator’s fluency in the language; 

thus from this investigator’s perspective Hyme’s observation were relevant for this study.   
41

 In terms of composition, one could argue, in the case of George Sword, because he stated at the onset that “he 

wrote “as he spoke,” at the time he wrote these narratives, he was compelled to compose in a manner similar to an 

actual performance; where as Parry states, “The formulas in any poetry are due to the “theme” (272).   
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used to express the idea of enemy movement.
42

  In everyday speech sungmanitu is translated as 

wolf and oskiciye is movement.  The reference to an animal is significant in Lakota cultural terms 

as the Lakota believe that in war, they are no longer human, but animal-like.  In a comprehensive 

study of all the material collected by Walker, this may be even more evident as to how a given 

theme is used in different narratives by different narrators.  Particularly, since George Sword 

convinced other holy men at Pine Ridge to cooperate with Walker in the recording of Lakota oral 

tradition.   

In 1896, Walker was transferred from the U.S. Indian School in Carlisle, Pennsylvania to 

the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation for the Oglala Sioux who spoke the Lakota language.  Within 

ten years after he arrived, a series of events encouraged Walker to take on the role of field 

researcher among the Oglala Sioux:  first in 1902, Clark Wissler from the American Museum of 

Natural History in New York, New York visited Pine Ridge and met and encouraged Walker to 

collect information, then in 1905 George Sword and other men, including Little Wound, 

American Horse and Gray Goose began the systematic teachings of Lakota culture to Walker 

(Colorado Historical Society, Mss.653).  It can be shown, perhaps, through a close comparison 

of their separate narratives the necessary elements of the narrative, which a narrator then retells 

with the formulaic and thematic material he knows (Lord, Singer 3).  This is one phase of 

composition where versions of any telling vary both in thematic content and in the way in which 

the narrator handles the theme.  In this way, the length of the narrative is determined by the 

narrator, by what he chooses to elaborate on and what he tells concisely.  It can be shown that 

some narrators are able to elaborate more than others, with full cultural descriptions while others 

                                                           
42

This is an example of a recurring scene or theme. 
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tell only the necessary details of the story.
43

  Thus the methods chosen for this study have not 

been widely used to analyze Lakota oral narration and song, for example determining the 

principles that govern lines, including syllable structure as well as narrative devices,  and initial 

and closing elements that appear consistently at the end of stanzas, phrases that indicate the 

passage of time;  and the prevalence of recurring or rhythmic verbs whose function in the 

narrative is to convey important cultural information to the listener.
44

  The aim of this 

dissertation is to yield useful methods for such an evaluation. 

Delimitations of the Study 

The scope of this dissertation and its aim are limited to the compositional elements of 

Lakota oral narrative tradition in George Sword’s text.  Thus its boundaries are apparent as can 

be seen in a visual examination of the text in the appendix which represents one aspect of this 

study in the way the findings are limited to the original text examined and the language therein; 

conversely other aspects of this study that are potentially unlimited are the cultural implications 

of the language of the original text which is covered in chapter six of this dissertation.   

George Sword was a skilled narrator who was able to demonstrate the best of Lakota oral 

narrative tradition.  His skill is shown in the first narrative, stanzas 24-26 which ends in a song.
45

  

The full text is provided in the appendix.  Other scholars, not fluent in the Lakota language, have 

recognized his special ability as a narrator, including Elaine Jahner, editor of Lakota Myth.  In 

her discussion of Ella Deloria’s critique of George Sword’s work, Jahner suggested that his work 

                                                           
43

 This is evident in other collections:  see Lakota Tales & Text:  In Translation Volume I & II where this can be 

observed in the narrative:  “One called Head Sundanced Here:  It is said to be a Vision of the Sun.”  This narrative is 

discussed comparatively in Chapter Five of this dissertation. 
44

 This will be discussed in Chapter Four in this dissertation. 
45

 The text is provided in the Appendix in the original Lakota language and in English; where the original language 

provides proof of his proficiency. 
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be viewed in relation to the other Lakota informants who worked with James Walker.
46

  Such a 

comparison would show, according to Jahner, how creative and literary George Sword was as a 

narrator (Walker, Lakota Myth ix).  A compelling reason why his narratives are not recognized 

today as literary has been partly due to translation.
47

  According to Tedlock, this was a major 

obstacle in the advancement and acceptance of the view that literature existed in the Americas 

before the arrival of Europeans; where the problem in translation occurs because it is often 

guided by linguistic rather than literary goals (2010:1).  He notes, “After labeling the signs that 

compose a…text and giving them a rough translation, specialists whose interests lie elsewhere 

than in literature extract fragments of information and reorganize them to fit forms of discourse 

that originated in Europe” (Tedlock 1).  A consequence is a marginalization of American Indian 

oral tradition as primitive in character thereby negating its status as literature; where because of 

poor translation, its poetic nature is often completely overlooked.
48

     

Thus in order to apply the knowledge gained from Parry and Lord in their work  on the 

processes of composition of oral narrative poetry, it is important to understand what the initial 

challenge has been: to prove that these narratives in the Greek, Germanic or Serbo-Croatian 

language were oral in character.  As Parry and Lord have found, in Oral Theory, formulaic 

structure is the best criterion of oral composition.  As this study shows in George Sword’s 
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 Parry in his analysis of Homer writes, “We can recognize the beauty, the propriety, or the originality of a style 

only by comparing it with other styles which are like it or which make a contrast with it…Consequently when we 

judge the style of Homer, we must not overlook those styles which were familiar ot him, and which he knew were 

familiar to his contemporaries” (3). 
47

 In Chapter Six of this dissertation translations and translated copies are briefly discussed as are other factors. 
48

 In analyzing Henry Schoolcroft’s Ojibwa poem, “Chant to the Fire-fly,” Hymes evaluates the text in Ojibway, in 

particular its literal and literary translations and first notes, “Where both translations parallel the original in content, 

it is the literal version that is more concrete;” second, “neither translation conveys the structure of the original 

accurately;” third, “as a consequence of the other two points, most of us…would wish for a specialist in Algonquian 

languages, if not in Ojibwa (Chippewa) itself, to analyze the original text” (In Vain 40-41).  Thus, according to 

Hymes access to the original text in the original language is of utmost importance, as is “independent control of the 

results of translation,” as well as fluency in the original language of the text or “linguistic aids necessary for their 

analysis” are also key to the analysis (In Vain 42). 
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narratives written in the Lakota language, in lines from the three shorter narratives and the longer 

Sun Dance narrative, Oral Theory is applicable to Lakota oral narrative where the generalities 

that Parry first identified in his work are relevant.
49

  The recurring phrases, themes and story 

patterns vary but it can be shown that within each narrative they are consistent within the 

narrative itself and within the tradition as a whole.  It can also be shown that a common type of 

structure emerges from the analysis of these narratives which is analogous to Parry and Lord’s 

work with oral narrative poetry.  In the end, through this type of analysis, it may be concluded 

that these Lakota narratives are the products of oral composition; and  may be used to determine 

whether any given narrative in Lakota tradition is oral or not; and clearing the way for further 

research in the application of oral theory to these Lakota narratives and further analyzing their 

formulaic construction and thematic structure. 

Definitions of Key Terms 

In general, within the framework of this study, key terms are defined in the context where 

they are used, thus the terms formula and formulaic are defined as Parry defined them and are 

more fully discussed in the sections on Parry’s work as well as where they are used in the 

analyses.  The formula in Parry’s Homeric studies is defined as “a group of words which is 

regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea” (Parry 

272).  The term formulaic is that which demonstrates qualities that can be determined to be 

formula-like.  The term theme, as used in this study, is derived from Parry’s definition of 

formula where Lord, following Parry, defines groups of the essential ideas in Parry’s definition 
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 In Cor Huso:  A Study of Southslavic Song, Parry writes:  “The purpose of the present collection of oral texts has 

then been made not with the thought of adding to the already vast collections of that poetry, but of obtaining 

evidence on the basis of which could be drawn a series of generalities applicable to all oral poetries; which would 

allow me, in the case of poetry for which there was not enough evidence outside the poems themselves of the way in 

which they were made, to say whether that poetry was oral or was not, and how it should be understood if it was 

oral” (440). 
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as “themes” of the poetry (Lord, Singer 68).  Both formulas and themes aid a singer or narrator 

in rapid composition as he or she proceeds in song or narrative, quickly from idea to idea or 

theme to theme (Lord, Singer 124).  In Chapter Four, formulas in Lakota oral narratives will be 

discussed; in Chapter Five the topic of themes in Lakota oral narration will be covered.   

Conclusion 

 In conclusion, what follows in the next chapter is the plan of study. Chapter two will 

cover practice and form.  Chapter three will be on George Sword’s life.  Chapter Four and 

Chapter Five will present the results.  Chapter Six will present a summary and discussion.  The 

purpose of this dissertation is to show the way in which oral narratives are composed among the 

Lakota people; to show the way in which the practice of oral narration determined the form that 

distinguishes it from other Native American narratives. 
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CHAPTER ONE PLAN OF STUDY 

 

Briefly, the aim of the study was to fix with exactness the form of oral story poetry to see wherein it differs 

from the form of written story poetry.  Its method was to observe singers working in a thriving tradition of 

unlettered song and see how the form of their songs hangs upon their having to learn and practice their art 

without reading and writing (Parry 469). 

 

In this study I describe and examine the practice of oral narrative among the Lakota peoples in 

order to determine the factors which make a certain form necessary, and then to analyze that 

form in detail.  Initially this research began as a long-standing interest in the work of one 

individual, George Sword, who composed two hundred and forty-five pages of text in the Lakota 

language using the English alphabet.  My interest was in how George Sword composed these 

long narratives, in particular, the longer Sun Dance narrative, without the aid of any written text 

as a reference.  Historically, a problem for scholars in Homeric studies was in trying to explain 

how longer works were achieved in oral tradition based literature (Lord, Singer 10-11).
50

  They 

could not comprehend the technique of oral composition in oral poetry and narrative in longer 

works.  Perceiving this problem early in this study, a way was cleared for seeking an answer to 

the question of how George Sword comgoogposed these narratives; to determine if George 

Sword’s work was the product of an oral tradition that is older than any written text that existed 

at the time he wrote these narratives. The exact period when these texts are written is unknown 

and could have been in the period 1896-1910.  This time period reflects the year that Walker 

arrived at Pine Ridge (1896) and the year that Wissler refers to George Sword’s writings (1910).  

The curator of the Colorado Historical Society, Keith Schrum stated that although the manuscript 
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 Scholars like Wolf (1759-1824) developed a theory that: “These texts, the original pieces of the poems, unwritten, 

composed around 950 B.C. orally for recitation by rhapsodes, were handed down by oral transmission until the 

‘Pisistratean Recension’ in the sixth century B.C.  In the course of transmission they were much changed and 

probably expanded.  The unity of the poems as we now have them is due not so much to Homer, the original creator 

of most of them, as to the later editors who fused them, not always successfully, into whole works” (Parry xv). 
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is not dated, in the years prior to 1905, appear to be when it is thought that George Sword’s 

manuscripts may have been written.   

The value of George Sword’s work comes from his initiative to learn to read and write in 

Lakota using the English alphabet.  My intuitive approach, first, led me to learn to read his 

distinctive handwriting in the original text written in the Lakota language and grammar, then, to 

translate four texts from the large collection of texts written by him and kept at the Colorado 

Historical Society in Denver, Colorado.  During the two years it took to translate George 

Sword’s text from Lakota to English it became more and more apparent that his text is of a 

poetic nature arising from a practice that is old and conservative.
51

     

What was missing then was an analytical framework within which to analyze the problem 

of how George Sword composed these narratives.  The work of Parry and Lord provided an 

attractive framework for analyzing George Sword’s text; in particular, Parry’s emphatic edict to 

seek a solution from the text.
52

  George Sword’s narratives are analogs to the epic poetries that 

Parry studied and what Parry concluded about Homer’s poems applies to George Sword’s 

narratives:  “An artifice of composition of this variety and of this thrift must have called for the 

long efforts of many poets who all sought the best and easiest way of telling the same kind of 

stories in the same verse form” (Parry 266).
53

     

George Sword composed these narratives, some of great length, with only memory and 

the spoken word as his guide.  An important factor that guided both Parry and Lord that 
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 And formulaic. 
52

 Scholar Vaugh, author of the Power of Critical Thinking:  Effective Reasoning about Ordinary and Extraordinary 

Claims, states, “Very often we may propose a theory as an explanation for a phenomenon, or we may have a theory 

thrust upon us for consideration.  In either case, we will likely be dealing with an argument in the form of inference 

to the best explanation.  The conclusion of the argument will always say, in effect, this theory is the best explanation 

of the facts.  And we will be on the hot seat trying to decide if it really is.” (348). In deciding whether Parry’s theory 

was the best explanation, the translation process itself provided evidence in the case of George Sword’s original text 

written in long-hand in the Lakota language. 
53

 For Parry:  “Homer” signifies the poet or poets of the Iliad and Odyssey or the text of the Iliad and Odyssey. 
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influenced this study is their determination that the poem in oral epic song, and by analogy, this 

narrative, originates in sound, not writing, and is composed in the same style others used which 

the singer or narrator remembers and follows (Parry 270).  According to Parry, writing may be 

known, but it will not influence its style or form which are cultural and traditional (Parry 270).  

Indeed some Homeric scholars thought that the question of writing was more or less irrelevant.  

Friedrich Wolf (1759-1824) author of the Prolegomena, published in 1795, pointed out that 

literacy was limited at the time and the original pieces of the poems, the Iliad and Odyssey, were 

unwritten.  Wolf believed that they were “composed around 950 B.C. orally for recitation by 

rhapsodes, [and] were handed down by oral transmission until…the sixth century B.C.” (Parry 

xv).
54

  By analogy, George Sword lived at a time when there was a limited use of writing for 

literary or any other purpose and the narratives he composed were unlike those that have been 

written since;  it could be stated that although they were written, they were oral.
55

  He stated at 

the onset that he wrote as he spoke, preferring the old language, and rejecting the new (CHS 

Folder 108:1).  In composing he used syllables, words, and word groups that he combined into 

sentences, stanzas, themes, and story patterns that he could easily recall as he was culturally 

familiar with how they were used in composition in the Lakota oral tradition.  He was able to 

construct these narratives, putting together both short and long narratives.  He used familiar 
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 Lord indicates, “So the problem of the date of Homer still remains with us.  Wolf and some of his predecessors 

turned to the Peisistratean legend to answer the question of date...and the date accepted now by most scholars is the 

second half of the eighth century” (Singer 9).   
55

 This is analogous to a statement Lord made when he wrote: “A written text was thus made of the words of song.  

It was a record of a special performance, a command performance under unusual circumstances.  Such has been the 

experience of many singers in many lands, from the first recorded text, I believe to the present times.  And what has 

been said of other performances can be said of it; for though it is written, it is oral.  The singer who dictated it was 

its “author,” and it reflected a single moment in the tradition.  It was unique” (Singer 124).  By analogy this can be 

said of George Sword who recorded in writing Lakota oral tradition. 
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words and narrative phrases in accordance with fixed patterns determined by Lakota narrative 

tradition (Parry 269).
56

   

In the Lakota language, according to George Sword, syllables are combined to form 

words; this is true for nouns and verbs as conjugated which are used to form sentences.
57

  In a 

simple Lakota sentence, the conjugated verb can serve as both the subject and verb with the 

insertion of a pronoun syllable as a prefix or infix; verbs play a special role in composition as 

will be shown later.  Lakota verb conjugation becomes complex as one progresses from simple 

sentence construction to the sophisticated syntax found in George Sword’s narratives.  Indeed, in 

the Lakota language there are approximately five hundred syllables that form all words (Buechel, 

A Grammar 129):  of these approximately twenty percent are complete words, of the rest, many 

are stems only, some are prefixes or suffixes, and a few are used as stems, prefixes, or suffixes 

(Buechel, A Grammar 129).
58

   

Although he is free to weave his narrative, George Sword is bound by the traditional 

Lakota style he uses because it is not entirely his way of telling a narrative but is a way, within 

the Lakota culture, of telling these narratives; in a style used by many others in Lakota oral 

tradition.
59

  It is a tradition seen in the Yugoslav oral tradition, for example, where oral poets 
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 According to Lord, “With oral poetry we are dealing with a particular and distinctive process in which oral 

learning, oral composition, and oral transmission almost merge; they seem to be differenct facets of the same 

process” (Singer 5).  In the same way George Sword constructed the narratives syllable by syllable, word by word;  

line by line and stanza by stanza. 
57

 Lakota syllables usually terminate in a vowel; pure or nasal vowels.  Although some do terminate in a consonant 

in special cases (Buechel, A Grammar 5). 
58

 According to Buechel, combinations of syllables can include both prime words and stems that become composite 

words through the addition of prefixes or suffixes or both; stems can also be composite words by joining another 

stem, of which there are many of this type.  Buechel also notes that both prime words and composite words join 

others and become compound words (6). 
59

 This study will use Parry’s definition of style in Studies in the Epic Technique of Oral Verse-Making.  II.  The 

Homeric Language as the Language of an Oral Poetry:  “As language, however we look at them as used by a 

certain people, at a certain time, and in a certain place; as diction, as the material by which thought is expressed; and 

as style, as the form of thought” (Parry 325). 
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recite epic poetry in a diction that is comprised of a large number of word groups that serve two 

functions: first, each one expresses an essential idea and second each fills a space in a verse to 

make a sentence (Parry 270).
60

  Lord takes Parry’s work further in his research by defining 

formula using these elements as well as expanding upon them.  This will be discussed further in 

Chapter Four on formulas in this study.  In assessing style, Parry analyzed text to determine 

whether the diction used in constructing narrative poetry through formulas is oral and 

traditional.
61

  What Parry found was: the more formulas in a poet’s diction, the less likely one 

could attribute their use to a single poet (272).  This line of reasoning holds for George Sword’s 

text, in particular in the Sun Dance narrative, as will be discussed in Chapter Four on Formulas 

and Chapter Five on recurrent story elements or themes.   

In George Sword’s work the knowledge of writing is proof of his literacy, although his 

literacy may be restricted to the Lakota language only.  What may be said about his familiarity 

with writing using the English alphabet is that his proficiency in the English language is highly 

questionable because of the time period he lived in and when he wrote these narratives.
62

  

Historically, the Lakota culture was in transition between an oral world and the introduction of 

writing at the time of the writing of these narratives.  According to Parry, “Writing may be 

known…the knowledge of writing may thus have some bearing on the text of the poem.  But it 

will not have any upon its style, nor upon its form, nor upon its life in the group of poets and the 

social group of which its author was a part” (270).
63

  Thus a good way to judge whether a given 
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Parry defines formula as a group of words which is regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to 

express a given essential idea (272).   
61

 Both in his original work in Homeric studies and in his later work in Yugoslav epic poetry. 
62

 See Chapter 3 on George Sword. 
63

 His statement applied to a time in Yugoslavia, when poetry song books were published as nationalist propaganda 

during the time period he and Lord were collecting.   Lord concludes in The Singer of Tales, “...(A)s long as the 

singer himself remains unlettered and does not attempt to reproduce the songs word for word, these books have no 

other effect on him than that of hearing the song (Singer 23).   
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style is oral and traditional or not, is to hear it in use, or to compare it to other poets who have 

composed verses using the same formula (Parry 270).  For George Sword’s text the evidence 

would be the hanbleble chapter in Black Elk Speaks where similar formulaic language was used 

by both narrators; which will be elaborated upon in Chapter Four.  The greatest single obstacle to 

our understanding of Homer, according to Parry, was a failure to see the difference between 

written and oral verse which is analogous to how scholars view oral tradition based literature in 

American Indian and literary studies (269).  Early in his work Parry’s interest was in how these 

poems were made (421); which was influenced by literacy at the time they were composed (270).  

This is true for American Indian oral tradition based literature. 

Purpose and Research Perspective    

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate, using the example of George Sword’s 

original text, how oral narratives are composed by the Lakota peoples, to show how their 

practice produced a form.
64

  The focus is on four Lakota narratives written by George Sword 

whose use of language, both in the historical and contemporary Lakota culture and society, is set 

apart by special conventions and traditions.  An important assumption in this study is that there 

are genres, kinds of stories that are set apart in various ways by the texture of their language, by 

their form and structure.  A major assumption is that this occurs within a cultural framework that 

is not imposed upon externally. 
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 A question then comes to mind as to whether one would consider George Sword as representative of all Lakota 

narrators or as a uniquely gifted narrator within the greater tradition in Lakota.    Through this analysis it can be 

determined that George Sword is bound by the traditional Lakota style he uses because it is not entirely his way of 

telling a narrative.  See also Parry’s statement: “[With regard to] language... as used by a certain people, at a certain 

time, and in a certain place; as diction, as the material by which thought is expressed; and as style, as the form of 

thought” (Parry 325).  George Sword’s language in the narratives reflects this statement. 
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The Research Perspective is from a qualitative perspective concerned with exploring, 

describing, and explaining a culturally specific oral narrative.  It is a type of research that is 

primarily qualitative in nature, more commonly found in history and ethnographic disciplines, 

where ethnographic research is a special type of case study research.  The primary method used 

is an analysis of historic documents and original text in Lakota to address the issues raised in the 

research problem.  In the beginning primary sources of oral narrative were evaluated including 

recordings and text written in Lakota.  Some of the recordings and text are kept at the Oral 

History Center at the University of South Dakota, Vermillion; other material is at the Folklife 

Center at the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.; recordings and written text are available 

at the Colorado Historical Center in Denver, Colorado.  Initially, inquiry was made and access 

gained to valuable recordings and text in all three locations, however only the George Sword 

manuscript was selected for this study; the lines of text and extensive use of the Lakota language 

were dominant factors in the selection of the narratives.
65

  This research made use of primary 

text written in Lakota; specifically sections of a manuscript written by George Sword that 

included three shorter narratives and a longer narrative on the Sundance that were translated to 

analyze a tribally specific oral tradition.  The historic recordings and text identified and 

evaluated are a small sample of the vast amount of oral literature that exists in the Lakota 

language.   

Research Methods 

The methodology used is as follows: first, an analysis of the content of the original text of 

the narratives written by George Sword in the Lakota language; second, a word-for-word 

translation of the text written primarily in the Lakota language into English, complete with a 
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 Researcher is fluent in the Lakota dialect. 
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literal translation;
66

 third, an application of the Oral Theory to analyze the text in the original 

Lakota language to determine the process of composition of these narratives.  Thus two thousand 

and two hundred and forty (2,240) lines of narrative text were fully translated from their original 

language, Lakota into English.  In the process of translation, the basic structure of these 

narratives were fully analyzed in order to determine how they were composed to gain first-hand 

knowledge of what Lakota oral composition is.  The goal was to establish the form of Lakota 

oral narrative.  The term structure is used here to mean formulaic structure in the organization of 

these narratives by George Sword, line by line and stanza by stanza.  The foundation for this 

study is the work completed in the translation of these narratives from the original text written in 

the source language, Lakota, to the target language, English.  The focus is on the Lakota 

language and culture in the work of George Sword who spoke the old language and wrote it as he 

spoke it.  George Sword’s essay on the change in the Lakota language is evidence of the rapid 

transformation after colonization or forced relocation, in 1882, to the Pine Ridge Indian 

reservation for the Oglala Band of the Lakota people.
67

   

In this study, translation occurred in three steps, first as an initial word-for-word 

translation from Lakota to English; second as a syllable-by-syllable analysis of each word to 

obtain meaning;
68

 and third as analysis of each word in context within each stanza as written by 

George Sword.
69

  As stated earlier, in Lakota, syllables are combined to form words; in Lakota 
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 In a letter to Walker, on March 8, 1912, Wissler wrote:  “It is usually customary in translating Indian text to make 

the literal translation simply the statement of the English equivalent, not attempting to indicate the grammatical 

structure, leaving that to those who are interested in the subject” (CHS: File Folder 4, No. 9)  In the same letter, with 

regard to Walker’s ‘free translation,’ Wissler wrote: “The literal translation…gives all the exact equivalents 

necessary” (CHS: File Folder, No. 9). 
67

 Researcher is an enrolled member of the Oglala Sioux nation, located on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, in 

Pine Ridge, South Dakota; where George Sword composed these narratives. 
68

 Especially in verb conjugation in the use of recurring or rhythmic verbs in the narratives. 
69

 The most prominent characteristic is the stanza; stanzas are groups of lines.  This will be further explicated in 

Chapter 4 of this dissertation. 
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there are approximately five hundred syllables used to form all words.  In the appendix is the 

Lakota text and  literal translation for each narrative including the Sun dance narrative used in 

this study. 

Of the translation methods used, a syllable-by-syllable approach demonstrates accurately 

verb conjugation when meaning is not so apparent, for example, the use of the word eyapi, by 

George Sword in the narrative, a formulaic word that is a verb meaning “they said.”  Where the 

base word is eya and is conjugated to function as a final or closing element in the narrative.  In 

Lakota verb conjugation occurs for first person, second person, and third person singular and 

plural with a special designation occurring in the first person plural form, identified as “dual.”
70

  

This form is culturally used to include the speaker in the narrative; George Sword does not use 

this form.
71

  Instead he uses a third person plural form to indicate that these narratives are told by 

the people by using the “they” form in eyapi.
72

  The practical application of a syllable-by-

syllable approach allows for a grounded approach that does not theorize or generalize about what 

George Sword meant.  Using this approach, the text speaks for itself. 

A second level of meaning occurs when syllables are combined to form words or phrases  

or sometimes whole sentences, as in the insertion of a pronoun in a verb as is done in verb 

conjugation.  These syllables are meaningful when combined to form words and in turn these 

words are meaningful within the context in which they are used.  In Lakota, for example, a 

compound word like wakinyan tonwanpi, that is in the first word-for-word translation draft, is 
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 Sometimes referred to as the “you and I” form; a culturally specific form. 
71

 The dual form is unkeye. 
72

 The syllable pi indicates the plural “they.” 
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identified as two separate words, however when put into context, a compound word exists in the 

dictionary combing these two words to mean lightning (Buechel 531).
73

 

Orignally, the Lakota language was not a written language, thus when George Sword 

adapted the Engish alphabet to represent both the consonant and vowel sounds in Lakota, he did 

not use any differentiating marks for special consonant sounds.
74

  As a speaker George Sword 

intuitively knew that Lakota is in fact very phonetic and generally easy to pronounce; that is one 

could read it, as written using the English alphabet and pronounce it easily, if one is a fluent 

speaker.  In Lakota it is important to know how speech sounds are articulated, for example, 

voiced sounds in z or v,  or voiceless as in s or f; in the  Lakota language,the English letters v or f 

are not used (Yule 41).  The letters of the English alphabet used then and now are:  a, b, c, e, g, h, 

i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, s, t, u, w, y, z;  excluding the letters d, f, q, r, v, and x.  Thus, Lakota sounds 

are produced as bilabials, alveolars, alveo-palatals, velars and glottal; there are no sounds in 

labiodentals or dentals.  Voiceless glottal sounds are found in the sounds made as alveo-palatals.  

Consonants peculiar to the Lakota language are often indicated using diacritical marks to mark 

this peculiarity.  In this study George Sword’s orthography is followed where the letter “r” 

indicates a guttural “h”; and the letter “q” indicates a glottal stop.
75

  He assumed that the reader 

was familiar with Lakota syntax and could therefore rely on context for proper pronunciation, i.e. 
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 Wakinyan tonwanpi is a noun-verb word grouping where the verb tonwan, to see, is conjugated in the third person 

plural form, tonwanpi. 
74

 In working with American Indian languages, Hymes notes:  “The poetics of language requires citing the words of 

a language.  That is an obstacle to many readers and publishers.  American Indian languages often make use of 

sounds for which the English alphabet makes no provision” (In Vain 24).  Hymes worked primarily with Northwest 

coast American Indian languages where he makes an important observation, “It is possible to adopt the letters of the 

English alphabet, avoiding special symbols and diacritics, for almost all sounds” (In Vain 24).  As noted in this 

study, George Sword adeptly accomplishes this in his writing, i.e. substituting the guttural h with the letter r; and the 

glottal k with the letter q. 
75

 As of the date of this study, there is no uniform orthography for the Lakota language.   
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in the difference in the pronunciation of he, meaning, that or re meaning a high hill; thus one 

who is fluent can be guided by word placement in the sentence.   

Other aspects of the Lakota language include: glottalized stops, affricates, nasals, and 

approximates, with a limited number of fricatives.  In Lakota, the approximates [w] and [y] act 

as semi-vowels or glides that are typically produced with the tongue moving or gliding to and 

from the position of a nearby vowel;  both are voiced when occurring at the beginning of wa, we, 

wi, wo and ya, ye, yo and yu.  Today there are phonetic symbols used for consonants and vowels 

that are commonly used to transcribe Lakota, however at the time George Sword composed these 

narratives, these symbols were not in use, as stated earlier.  It is important to note that the sound 

of a word is what is translated not its spelling.  In vowel articulation in the Lakota language, 

vowels may be tense or lax, where tense vowels are longer than lax vowels.  These vowels 

except e occur as nasal sounds similar to the French language.  A schwa or short /e/ sound occurs 

between consonants where a syllable begins with bl, gl, gm, gw, and mn.  Diphthongs or double 

vowels occur only in a few words.  When two or more vowels are connected, each is pronounced 

separately. 

The information gained from a brief linguistic analysis of a relatively obscure language 

among the world’s dominant languages is essential to understanding the dialect spoken in 

George Sword’s text.
76

  It is also important to look at the parts of speech used to construct 

sentences as George Sword has, using English symbols to represent both the consonant and 

vowel sounds in the Lakota language. There is no punctuation used in the original text in the 

Lakota language instead certain words serve as sentence markers including the use of the 

conjunction na; where na signals the beginning of a new sentence. 
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 The Lakota language is a part of the Siouan language family. 
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  This knowledge is fundamental to the organization of the text in George Sword’s 

manuscript.
77

  Thus his work is important both linguistically and culturally; not only the 

preservation of the old Lakota language, grammar and syntax but also the preservation of Lakota 

culture through the special language of oral tradition.  He painstakingly uses Lakota nouns to 

name lizards, turtles and dragon flies where cultural knowledge is encoded in each word; 

including the position each occupies in the cultural landscape and narrative tradition, i.e. 

tusweca, the dragon fly’s role in Lakota cultural life and imagination.  As if he knew that one 

day, the Lakota people would cease to remember ordinary words used to describe the co-

inhabitants of their cultural homelands.  

A method used at the onset of this study was a word-for-word translation process that in 

the beginning seemed unproductive; a process that may appear even more futile for a non-Lakota 

speaker who does not have access to the cultural knowledge in each word or word grouping.
78

  

As the study progressed it soon became apparent that a word for word analysis, by itself was 

inadequate, and another method was added which separated each word into syllables to further 

analyze word construction; and eventually into word groupings according to each stanza.
79

  The 

George Sword Manuscript contained previous word for word translations, hand-written in 
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 His use of the Lakota language is fluid and sophisticated.  The question remains whether this manuscript was 

meant for Lakota readers only. Through it he imparts a special kind of knowledge.  See Chapter 6 in this dissertation 

for a discussion on cultural implications.
   

78
 Especially frustrating for nonspeakers of any language, who attempt to read a text in another language with 

minimal knowledge of the original language of that text.  Another factor impinging on this is what  Parry identifies 

as the time period in which the text is written:  “The literature of every country and of every time is understood as it 

ought to be only by the author and his contemporaries…The task, therefore, of one who lives in another age and 

wants to appreciate that work correctly, consists precisely in rediscovering the varied information and the complexes 

of ideas which the author assumed to be the natural property of his audience” (2).  It is the argument in this 

dissertation that this can only be accomplished through fluency in the original language of the text; where only true 

fluency bridges the language and time gap (Foley How to Read: 120). 
79

 Where it was determined that Lakota words are indeed short words as indicated by George Sword.  The longest 

word in the narratives analyzed is nine syllables long:  wicakiciyuecetupi, meaning “custom” in stanza 48 in the Sun 

Dance narrative.  In addition, approximately 87% of the total words in the first narrative are short words, that is, out 

of 920 words, 117 words are longer than three syllables.   
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between the lines of text for the three narratives analyzed.  These translations were not useful for 

this study as stated above where words are only meaningful within the context of each narrative 

and for a second reason in that they appear to be glosses.
80

  Only in rare instances where George 

Sword’s writing is illegible were the word for word English translations as found in the George 

Sword manuscript useful.  There are no handwritten English translations in between the lines of 

text for the longer Sundance narrative.  What exists is a manuscript published in the Journal of 

American Folklore in 1929 by Dakota scholar Ella Deloria using George Sword’s Sundance 

narrative text in entirety.
81

  In the introductory paragraph Deloria writes:   

The following text account of the Oglala Sioux was originally written by Sword, an 

Oglala and accompanied Dr. Walker’s manuscript.  Since the orthography used by the 

Dakota is inadequate and the manuscript was obscure in some places I revised it with the 

help of several old people and give it here.  Its interest, aside from linguistic value, lies in 

the importance given to various phases of the ceremony by an old Dakota, and in the 

prayers and songs (JAF 354).   

 

Deloria correctly states that the text utilizes limited orthography however the evaluation 

that they are only important for linguistic and anthropologic information presents a limited view.  

Its significance in this study lies in its literary content and value.  George Sword’s account in the 

original Lakota language brings the narrative closer to the reader and thus the people for whom it 

could be argued, his narratives are written;
82

 where the events described involve people who are 
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 File Folder 4-2  in the folder-by-folder inventory of the Walker Material,  wherein Walker in a letter to Clark 

Wissler, written on February 20, 1910, discusses George Sword writings and interlinear versus free translation 

(CHS: Mss. 653).   
81

 Deloria, Ella, Title, Volume 42, Number 166, October-December, 1929 issue.  An important note in this 

dissertation is Deloria’s familiarity with the Dakota dialect and not the Lakota dialect. 
82

 See Chapter 6 of this dissertation regarding the importance of fluency in the language of the original text. 
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in essence characters in a larger narrative; in Lakota oral narrative characters are commonly 

anonymous human characters.
83

   

In this study of George Sword’s text, this analysis does not rely on any previous work but 

stands on its own.  Further, it does not ignore the processes of oral composition as was 

previously done.
84

  In addition, George Sword’s autobiographical statements are corroborated by 

Lakota winter counts that provide some historical evidence by the Lakota people themselves, as 

to what was recorded by him.  This approach, using Lakota winter counts to augment George 

Sword’s known life history, promotes a decolonized approach; wherein Native American 

scholars since the late 20
th

 century have called for the inclusion of Native American perspectives 

in history written about them (Mihesuah, Natives and Academics 1). 

The final product of the translation process is the text in English that bears the title of this 

study, under the research topic, oral narrative and literature, George Sword’s Warrior 

Narratives:  A Study in the Processes of Composition of Lakota Oral Narrative.  The first step in 

this process is the translation of George Sword’s text, from Lakota into English from a Lakota 

perspective.  In the appendix of this dissertation the outcome of this work is presented in full. 

As part of this analysis a closer look at what currently exists under the rubric of American 

Indian/Native American/Indigenous Literature is essential.  An important step in this process is 

to determine what scholarship has occurred in the development of Indigenous approaches to 

defining a tribally specific literature.  A critique of current approaches in defining and analyzing 

American Indian/Native American/Indigenous oral and written literatures raises important 

questions about ways of defining and analyzing oral narratives from an Indigenous point of view 
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 This is common among other American Indian peoples as noted for Northwest coast Indigenous peoples by 

Hymes (In Vain 128). 
84

 More will be said in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of this dissertation. 
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since these approaches have come, for the most part, from non-Indigenous scholars.  Currently, 

Indigenous scholars are collaborating and proposing their own ways of analyzing American 

Indian written literatures (Weaver, Womack, and Warrior, Literary Nationalism 15).  Presently 

there is no Indigenous theory or approach to the definition and interpretation of oral narratives 

by Indigenous peoples and what is proposed in this work is a beginning step in the right 

direction.
85

  As stated earlier, Oral Theory, as applied to other cultures throughout the world, 

provides a useful analytic framework in this study for analyzing a tribally specific literature, 

written in the Lakota language.  The assertion made in this study is that Parry and Lord 

developed methods that can be applied to many other world traditions in oral literature in other 

languages; and that Lakota is one such tradition in a specific language.  

  This brings up an important question from an Indigenous point of view:  How do 

scholars today view American Indian literature? 

American Indian Literature 

In general literature includes written works including fiction, poetry, drama, and 

criticism that are recognized as having an important or permanent artistic value.  Views on 

American Indian Literature hold that it is no different than any other world literature in that it 

contains oral based literature as well.  As one scholar, Lavonne Brown Ruoff defines it in 

American Indian Literature:  An Introduction, Bibliographic Review, and Selected Bibliography:  

“[T]he term literature refers to both oral and written works.  Although the origins of the term 

literature have led some to apply it only to what has been written, such a strict interpretation 

ignores the oral basis of our literary heritage, Indian and non-Indian” (vii).  Instead, Ruoff 
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 As early as 1981, Hymes suggested the development of theories that are specific to each American Indian 

tradition (In Vain 341). 
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prefers a definition suggested by William Bright, a scholar in American Indian linguistics and 

literature:   “[T]hat body of discourses or texts, which, within any society, is considered worthy 

of dissemination, transmission, and preservation in essentially constant form” (80)” (vii).
86

  Most 

scholars agree that oral tradition was the dominant form until the nineteenth century (Ruoff 

vii).
87

  An eminent scholar in oral tradition, John Miles Foley, writes,  

We customarily think about edition and translation as before the fact activities, as the  

preliminary things one has to do before getting down to the real work of interpretation.   

This reflex is the unexamined assumption of a highly print-oriented, text determined 

culture…For us verbal art is usually a product, and it is edition and translation that make 

it so.  Only too often we conveniently overlook the processes that generated it.  Nowhere 

is this reflex more crippling than in the case of oral tradition, which dwarfs written 

literature in both size and diversity” (Evers and Toelken vii).  

 

A survey of American Indian oral tradition and written literature always begins with this 

distinction between the oral and the written.  In 2006, Eric Cheyfitz, Ernest I. White Professor of 

American Studies and Humane Letters at Cornell University, in his introduction to The Columbia 

Guide to American Indian Literatures of the United States since 1945, writes that while oral 

forms are an integral part of social and cultural life of American Indian communities, he chose in 

his work to distinguish them from American Indian written literatures for political, historical and 

cultural reasons (55): 

…I am using “literature” in the literal, or strictest, sense of the word to denote what is 

formed by letters, that is, written.  Native cultures in what Europeans were to name the 

Americas were oral.  Until the European invasion, beginning in 1492, writing was not a 

part of Native technological repertoires; and even after that, Native societies, if not 
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 With regard to transmission, Ruth Finnegan in Oral Traditions and the Verbal Arts:  A Guide to Research 

Practices, states, “Theories of transmission usually implicitly assume some theory of memory.  The earlier model 

was often a somewhat passive one:  stories pictured as coming down automatically irrespective of human agency.  

Inso far as the ‘traditor’ had a role, it was that of recalling items lodged in the memory through a generalized and on-

culture specific process.  This approach also sometimes drew on assumptions about the ‘tradition’ and ‘past-bound’ 

nature of non-western societies, with the conclusion that people’s memories in this ‘primitive state must necessarily-

and naturally-have been vastly better than in literate societies” (114). 
87

 Oral literature is sometimes designated as myth, verbal art, folklore, and oral poetry and narrative (Ruoff vii). 
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geographically removed from its influence (and by the second half of the nineteenth 

century, such distance would come to an end for all the U.S. tribes) were divided over its 

adoption… (55). 

 

Scholars like Cheyfitz choose written forms over oral forms in writing a literary history of 

American Indian literature.  Cheyfitz states, “I have no choice but to narrativize this negation, 

which, because of the discontinuities between the oral and the written, cannot simply be written” 

(Columbia Guide 55).   In doing so, Cheyfitz is released from an obligation to explain oral 

tradition forms.   Further, in the minds of many American Indian literary traditionalists, there is 

no discontinuity between oral and written forms; in the poetry of many, there is continuity 

through language.
88

  

Cheyfitz, seemingly unaware of the limits he places on American Indian oral literary 

tradition continues: 

Nevertheless, here is the outline of the story, which I will attempt to complicate.  Before 

contact with European cultures, there was no Native American literature, precisely 

because the word “literature,” which derives from the Latin word for “letter” and thereby 

implies the technology of alphabetic writing, cannot translate a preinvasion Native oral 

relationship with language, however we (Natives and non-Natives alike) may imagine 

such a relationship.  (Columbia Guide 55). 

 

Cheyfitz continues with a major claim that resistances to the translation of land into property 

and of orality into alphabetic writing are linked, stating that since its introduction, writing was 

destructive of the traditional native relationship to land.  Cheyfitz,, in what he calls a “(post) 

colonial construction of Indian country,” utilizes an “American Indian Studies (AIS) approach 
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Foley writes on the need to examine present-day assumptions about poetry:  “In many cases what we know about 

[written] poetry will carry over, with minimal translation, to the much broader spectrum of oral poetry.  All poetry 

begins with oral tradition, so we should expect a continuity between oral and written expression” (How to Read 20).  

Foley concedes that within these cultures there are differences in poetic features and strategies that operate 

differently.  Further, see poetry of Simon Ortiz among others who feel that there is continuity through language 

(Weaver, Womack, Warrior, Literary Nationalism vii-xxii) 
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based on terminology from federal Indian law” (Columbia Guide 6).  His writes from a 

postcolonial perspective; adding borrowed terminology from AIS to validate his approach to 

American Indian literary studies.  This type of borrowing and modifying existing terminology 

without developing new and needed methods for analysis, is precisely what Indigenous scholars 

today are seeking to replace.    

This study is not specifically concerned with the historical political contexts of American 

Indian literary history except as it pertains to George Sword.  Thus in Chapter Three of this 

dissertation on George Sword’s life, this study sought to emulate Parry’s work by providing a 

historical explanation through an  “…attempt to explain the specific product of an age by the 

unique conditions of life in that age” (xxiv).  In order to accomplish this, an Indigenous 

perspective is included in order to explain important events in George Sword’s life by 

augmenting George Sword’s autobiography with historical information provided by Lakota 

wintercount keepers who function as tribal historians.  The primary purpose of this study is to 

describe the form of Lakota oral narrative by analyzing the process of composition of Lakota 

oral narratives through the George Sword text;
89

 of vital importance is the text itself as well as an 

understanding that the language used in the text is the product of a tradition.
90

  Important for this 

study is the reliance on the original Lakota language as the language of literature.  The narratives 

in the Lakota language offer a detailed road map, for anyone proficiently fluent in the Lakota 

language, a return to the original and traditional way of communicating essential ideas through 
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 Parry’s statement attributing his focus on the text to Aristarchus (310 BCE-ca. 230 BCE) of getting ‘the solution 

from the text’(268).  Adam Parry in the introduction to “The Making of Homeric Verse:  The Collected Papers of 

Milman Parry, writes, “[As to] the order of events in Parry’s scholarly history.  When we read his Master of Arts 

dissertation we discover that the initial impulse in his work was not the insights and suggestive theories of earlier 

scholars, but the text of Homer itself” (xxii).   
90

 The reliance on language proved useful beyond measure to Parry.  See also:  “…[Antoine] Meillet (1866-1936), 

who was primarily a linguist, and as such more disposed to see the language of Homer as the product of a tradition 

than most straight Homerists.  Meillet gave Parry confidence in following out his intuition that the structure of 

Homeric verse is altogether formulary…”(Parry xxiii).    
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oral tradition.  Thus George Sword’s text represents for one American Indian group, that which 

is worthy of preservation, the literature of the Lakota peoples as recorded in his manuscripts 

through Lakota oral tradition.  This is a start in the right direction in current efforts to develop 

Indigenous approaches to define a tribally specific literature. 

Lakota Oral Tradition 

The nineteenth century interest in Lakota oral lore includes an active period of collecting and 

publishing of oral narrative and song in the nineteenth century that has continued through the 

present time.
91

  Historically, an example of this is the Walker collection which began, according 

to Walker, in 1896 when he was transferred to the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (CHS Mss. 

653).  While at Pine Ridge, Clark Wissler, an anthropologist, then serving as a curator in 

ethnology at the American Museum of Natural History in New York, visited the reservation and 

upon meeting Walker in 1902, enlisted him as a field researcher (CHS Mss. 653). Commencing 

on June 8, 1903, Wissler began a long correspondence with Walker wherein he initially enclosed 

a payment of a hundred dollars and suggested items for collection.  Subsequent correspondence 

from Wissler to Walker included, on March 31, 1904, suggestions to Walker to encourage him to 

conduct research on war shields and their manufacture, that included suggesting a way of 

calculating compensation for collectors; on October 13, 1904 Wissler offered to send a 

phonograph to Walker to record rituals and songs; on March 1, 1905, Wissler offered to 

subsidize Walker’s research by requesting that he send a formal proposal; on May 17, 1905, 

Wissler wrote to Walker regarding phonograph recordings of Sioux music; on July 6, 1906, 

Wissler wrote regarding Walker’s manuscript on Dakota games; on April 11, 1906, Wissler 
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 These include Alice C. Fletcher’s (1838-1923) collections and publications for the Peabody Museum of American 

Archeology and Technology in 1884; Clark Wissler’s (1870-1947) collections and publications; central to this effort 

were the publications of the Bureau of American Ethnology (BAE). 
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wrote about his intent to send measuring rods to measure stature among the Lakota; on June 17, 

1906, Wissler wrote regarding the collecting of Bear Songs and asking about their purpose, 

significance, and translation; on October 30, 1906, Wissler expressed the museum’s interest in 

obtaining skulls or skeletons of the Lakota; on January 25, 1907, Wissler wrote regarding 

Walker’s sale of a collection of eagle claws; on February 11, 1908, Wissler wrote about the value 

of measurement of the Lakota as it related to the growth of children and its value to pediatrics; 

on July 31, 1909, Wissler wrote to Walker regarding suggestions for Walker’s trip to New York 

and comments on Dakota-language manuscripts; on January 27, 1910, Wissler wrote about lists 

of work for 1910, including restoration of Indian regalia and collection of original manuscripts 

and translations (CHS Mss. 653).  Correspondence from Wissler relating directly to the George 

Sword material include: correspondence on February 20, 1910, wherein he discusses George 

Sword’s writings and interlinear versus free translation; on August 4, 1910, he sends suggestions 

to Walker on how to organize the manuscript on the Sun Dance; on February 14, 1911, he offers 

further suggestions to Walker regarding his description of the Sun Dance; On October 31, 1911, 

Wissler comments on informants and translations; on February 2, 1912, Wissler quotes a list of 

“the Gods of the Dahcotahs”; on February 5, 1912, Wissler discusses and offers suggestions to 

Walker on the manuscript on the Sun Dance; on February 26, 1912, Wissler again discusses and 

offers suggestions on Walker’s manuscript on the Sun Dance;
92

  on March 8, 1912, Wissler 

writes about “methods of translating from Indian tongues”; on March 26, 1912, Wissler writes 

about marking the accented vowels and on George Sword’s misspellings and how to approach 

the corrections (CHS Mss. 653).  In work by others citing the George Sword material, the earliest 

use of his manuscript was by Walker who acknowledged George Sword as an informant.   
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 This was published in 1917 in the Anthropological Papers of The American Museum of Natural History, titled, 

The Sun Dance and Other Ceremonies of the Oglala Division of the Teton Dakota” by J.R. Walker.  Included in the 

publication is a chapter titled, Autobiographical Note by Sword. 
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The appropriation of George Sword’s work is problematic through time as scholars in the 

twentieth century, including Dakota author Ella Deloria who used George Sword’s work without 

giving him credit.  Deloria’s name has solely appeared on all publications.  The Journal of 

American Folk-Lore, Volume 42, Number 166, in the 1929 October-December issue published 

Ella Deloria’s translation of George Sword’s Sun Dance narrative.  Other scholars who have 

used George Sword’s work include Raymond DeMallie in Lakota Belief and Ritual:  

The fourth volume will present a translation of the writings of George Sword, Oglala 

warrior later agency policeman and judge of the Court of Indian Offenses at Pine Ridge.  

At Walker’s request Sword wrote an extensive record of all aspects of the traditional way 

of life, from religion and myth to ritual, warfare, and even games.  And to introduce 

himself he wrote an autobiography.  Thus while the first three volumes are thematic, the 

fourth examines the totality of Lakota life from the perspective of a single individual 

(Walker, Lakota Belief xiv-xv).   

 

DeMallie’s reference to George Sword’s autobiography is a short document and is attached 

as an appendix in this study.  See a more comprehensive biography on George Sword in Chapter 

Three of this dissertation.  As of the date of this study, the fourth volume referred to by DeMallie 

has not been published.  What has been published about George Sword remains problematic 

including DeMallie’s statements on the changes in the Lakota language that he attributes to 

George Sword, “(Sword) insisted a great change had come over the Lakota language since it had 

been reduced to writing by white missionaries.  Sword felt that as the language was formerly 

spoken-and as it was still spoken in ceremonies and formal speeches-each syllable was a distinct 

unit of meaning.”  DeMallie clarifies this by stating, “Sequences of syllables that missionaries 

accepted as equivalents for English words were really phrases, according to Sword.  But the 

younger Oglalas had come to accept the newer view and the language had changed to the extent 

that younger men could no longer understand the old formal speech.” (Walker, Lakota Belief and 

Ritual 21).  The actual quote is as follows:  “The young Oglalas do not understand a formal talk 
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by an old Lakota because the white people have changed the Lakota language, and the young 

people speak it as the white people have written it.”
93

  There is no direct reference by George 

Sword to missionaries regarding the Lakota language as they were not the primary educators of 

the Lakota people during this and later time periods.
94

  Other educational institutions in Lakota 

communities included the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) thus George Sword most likely used 

the word wasicu to refer to European Americans generally.
95

  The reference to missionary thus 

may be more political than what George Sword intended.
96

  In publications about George 

Sword’s relationship with Walker, knowledge of the Lakota language is said to come from 

George Sword alone;
97

  whereas, Walker attributes his knowledge of the language to Thomas 

Tyon as well as George Sword.
98

   

Earlier reference was made to Elaine Jahner who was familiar with George Sword’s work 

and who edited Lakota Myth and wrote the introduction.  In comments on a piece in the Hughes 

Collection, titled “A Myth of the Lakota as it Is Told in Their Winter Camp,” Jahner writes: 
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 See also full quote on page 64 of this dissertation. 
94

 This is an example of misappropriation of George Sword’s words. 
95

 There is no distinct word for missionary, as the Lakota have a distinct word for each religious denomination by 

sect.  Thus the Catholic are referred to as Sapa un and the Episcopalian are called Ska un; respectively meaning 

“Those who wear black” and “Those who wear white.”  There is significance in the perception of what these colors 

mean in Lakota cultural life as well. 
96

 A brief introduction to the Dakota dialect would show that structural differences exist between the dialects in 

major ways, i.e. consonant replacement in words.  Stephen R. Riggs (1812-1883), a Presbyterian missionary wrote A 

Grammar and Dictionary of the Dakota Language in 1852 and Dakota wowapi wakan kin:  The New Testament, in 

the Dakota language in 1871.  Exposure to Riggs documentation of the Dakota language may have been limited.  

According to the Minnesota Historical Society, Riggs worked as an interpreter during the U.S.-Dakota war in1862.  

During the time period (see chapter on George Sword’s life) the Lakota peoples kept winter counts, recording 

historical events that were important to them.  The Dakota people did not keep winter counts.  During this time 

period the Dakota and Lakota people were separated geographically by the Missouri river.  The last crossing of the 

Missouri river in the Lakota winter count,  in the chapter on George Sword’s life, occurred in the wintercount kept 

by No Ears as the “Last time they went across/ehako kowatan ai” in 1874-75.   
97

 See DeMallie’s statement:  “Walker’s understanding of the Lakota language seems to have come largely from 

George Sword” (Walker, Lakota Belief & Ritual xiii-xiv).   
98

 As Walker writes in his correspondence to Wissler regarding the deaths of George Sword and Thomas Tyon and 

the loss that he personally felt (CHS Mss.653).  Further:  “During the winter of 1911, Thomas Tyon wrote a series of 

texts for Walker based on interviews he had with older shamans.  Tyon was a mixed blood…oriented primarily 

toward Lakota culture…entirely literate in Lakota.  One of his texts was an account of the Sundance, with 

recordings of the songs sung by George Sword…the text was translated by John Monroe…there is no evidence that 

Walker ever translated the remainder of Tyon’s writings on Lakota religion” (Walker, Lakota, Belief and Ritual 32). 
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Structural and thematic differences between the manuscript and the edited material published 

in 1917 make speculation about which one is closest to Sword’s original more than a narrow 

textual consideration.  The previously unpublished manuscript suggests a much more 

artistically gifted narrator than we can sense in the edited stories (Walker, Lakota Myth 15).   

 

George Sword’s work has contributed in important ways to anthropology and other 

disciplines except literature;  as stated earlier, this may be due to problems in translation that 

Tedlock and other scholars note, including Jahner’s observations on how close we stay to George 

Sword’s original work in translation.
99

  These views reflect a movement in the right direction, 

toward oral tradition.     

Scholars in the twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first century were not 

critically equipped to handle the question:  What is American Indian oral tradition?
100

  One 

explanation according to Cheyfitz was, since there was no Native American literature, with the 

absence of the technology of alphabetic writing, there was no relationship with language, 

Before contact with European cultures, there was no Native American literature, precisely 

because the word “literature,” which derives from the Latin word for “letter” and thereby 

implies the technology of alphabetic writing, cannot translate a preinvasion Native oral 

relationship with language…(Cheyfitz, Columbia Guide 55). 

 

Cheyfitz elaborates by stating: 

[Further],it has been one of the major drives of Native American literatures of the United 

States (by which I mean writing by Indians) to imagine this precontact relationship…The 

assertion of tradition by Native Americans has been historically a crucial mode of resistance 

to European colonialism (Columbia Guide 55).   
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 See also Tedlock on Translation (Mayan 1). 
100

 In a similar way, scholars who preceeded Parry had no clear concept of what oral tradition was:  see Parry:  “Like 

his successors,[Friedrich August Wolf, 1759-1824] lacked any clear concept of what an oral tradition is like” (xvi).  

See also Bynum:  “For five years from 1851-1856, [Francis James Child] “who discovered in British ballads an 

original, pre-literary form of intellectual and moral expression…Child knew that the “popular” ballads of Britain 

belonged in principle to an immemorial oral tradition and not at all to written literature (Bynum 5)…new awareness 

of the oral traditional component in European culture lay hidden from view…Parry’s path to his first knowledge of 

oral tradtion was the same as Child’s but once he had that knowledge, his response to it was quite different” (Bynum 

26). 
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Cheyfitz and other scholars could not or did not reflect on the possibility that a preliterary 

form of intellectual expression existed before contact.  This study is not one of resistence.  It is a 

description of what existed prior to contact;  perhaps for thousands of years.  It is a systematic 

analysis of one aspect of a people’s literature through a close analysis of language. 

Other scholars make attempts to describe what oral tradition is by conducting extensive 

fieldwork and collecting vast amounts of cultural material in an effort to both understand and 

explain oral tradition.  One scholar, Frances Densmore (1867-1957) who began recording music 

in 1907 for the Smithsonian Institute Bureau of American Ethnology, recorded, and had 

transcribed in written form, a large collection of Lakota songs in the period 1911-1914.  She 

interviewed singers who composed these songs.  They told her that they learned them from 

someone else.  Densmore felt this supported a communal theory of authorship which provides a 

partial explanation of what oral tradition is.
101

  This view of communal authorship persists today 

and stems from what Parry and Lord identify as a belief by scholars that a fixed text exists that is 

somehow passed unchanged from generation to generation with only small changes due to lapses 

in memory (Lord, Singer 9-10).  We more or less think of oral tradition based narrative as or like 

“fixed” text; where Lord states, “But when we look more closely at the process of oral 

composition and come to appreciate more fully the creative role of the individual singer in 

carrying forward the tradition, we must begin to query our concept of a song” (Singer 99).  A 

common misconception on the reliance on extraordinary memory by non-literate people is 

confirmed by Densmore’s work where she notes, “The recording of 50 or 60 songs by one 

individual is not unusual in the present work, selections being made from this number after 
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 In defining folklore, Finnegan bases her definition on the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO)’s “communal creation” view (Oral Traditions 12).  Finnegan states, “[A] view of 

‘art’…[through] still influential assumptions about the ‘natural’ or ‘communal’ status of ‘oral’ or ‘folk’ forms” 

(Oral Traditions 122). 
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transcription, and many records being used for comparison with records of the same song by 

other singers.” (Densmore 61-62).
102

  In the time period that Densmore was collecting, Lord and 

others have noted that collectors were apt to make corrections to texts, or what they felt were 

improvements and warned against this;
103

 and if several versions of a song or text were available, 

they would publish a composite.  

If rote memory was the sole reason for the continuance of oral tradition, scholars could not 

find an adequate explanation for it in the longer works; Parry first identified this gap in oral 

tradition in his work in Homeric studies.  Lord, in response to Parry’s observations on this issue, 

writes,”The problem of the way in which the Homeric poems had attained their length if they 

were not literary productions of a single author, remained unsolved” (Singer 10-11).  Both 

concluded, in their work that earlier theories and approaches were inadequate because scholars 

could not comprehend the technique of composition in oral poetry [Parry 270, Lord 1960: 11].  

That is, generally in oral literary research the focus had long been on the study of content and not 

process in oral tradition (Bynum 29).   
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 Finnegan notes the following with regard to transcription:  “Transcription is a common stage in processing texts, 

normally in the form of transforming audio-recordings into written words.  Similar issues arise as for translating-of 

which in a sense transcribing is one form” (Oral Traditions 194).  With regard to memory, Finnegan states, “[T]he 

processes of remembering are likely to be socially shaped by the particular devices and values developed in specific 

societies.  Because it is so often assumed that ‘memory’ is some psychological fact of nature or alternatively, that 

‘good verbal memory’ and absence of literacy automatically go together, there has  been until recently little culture-

specific work on social strategies relating to memory or the ways in which particular kinds of remembering are 

sanction…” (Oral Traditions 116) 
103

 Lord notes that as a text-based society, we are more likely to “seek an original” text.  He argues that in oral 

tradition, we have to let go of this concept of an “original text”:  “We are occasionally fortunate enough to be 

present at a first singing, and we are then disappointed, because the singer has not perfected the song with much 

practice and by the test of repeated performance.  Even after he has-and it may change much as he works it over-it 

must be accepted and sung by other singers in order to become a part of the tradition, and in their hands it will go 

though other changes, and so the process continues from generation to generation.  We cannot retrace these steps in 

any particular song.  There was an original, of course, but we must be content with the texts we have and not 

endeavor to “correct” or “perfect” them in accordance with a purely arbitrary guess at what the original might have 

been” (Singer 100). 
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In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries there were many collectors of American Indian 

music and narrative.
104

  This movement gained momentum in the late nineteenth century when 

scholars and others believed that American Indians were disappearing or vanishing from the 

American continent.  This study looks at the George Sword narratives in the Walker Collection.  

Collecting is an art with its own techniques, where the informant must understand what is 

expected of him or he will not give his best performance; such techniques rely heavily on the 

scribe recording the process who is required to guide the process as objectively as possible 

(Parry 474).
105

  George Sword was his own scribe, as Walker’s friend, he understood exactly 

what was expected of him.  Thus George Sword’s decision to record these narratives in his own 

handwriting greatly increased their cultural and linguistic value; and as this study argues, their 

literary value as an example of Lakota oral tradition. 

What then was the practice of collecting American Indian songs and narratives beginning in 

the early nineteenth century?  What were the techniques?  Corresponding to the time period, 

from the nineteenth century into the early twentieth century, are the efforts of Wissler, who in 

1902 encouraged Walker to conduct fieldwork among the Lakota at Pine Ridge.  Wissler’s 

correspondence from June 8, 1903 forward, encouraged, and subsidized Walker’s work (CHS 

Mss. 653).  In time, Wissler deferred to Walker when he wrote on February 20, 1910: 

I can answer on general principles that we certainly want a faithful copy of just what Sword 

wrote and a correct translation.  I believe that I suggested the free translation that your 

experience indicates that an interlinear one is the best as it gives a check on the material.  Of 
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 These include Alice C. Fletcher’s (1838-1923) collections and publications for the Peabody Museum of 

American Archeology and Technology in 1884; Clark Wissler’s (1870-1947) collections and publications; and 

Frances Densmore’s (1867-1957) work as well. 
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 See Homer, Parry, and Huso, by Albert B. Lord, first published in American Journal of Achaeology 52 (1948), 

34-44.  In Parry’s work, an individual, Nikola Vujnovic, himself a singer from Hercegovina, assisted Parry in the 

field (1934 and 1935); in 1938, Vujnovic was brought to Harvard University to complete his work of transcription.   
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course, I do not feel that I can give good advice because you have the conditions before you 

and know what to expect of your men (CHS Mss. 653, FF4, 2).     

Indeed Walker appeared to have what Lord understood as an instinct, even though he may 

not have known about anthropology, he knew the people he was gathering information from and 

understood the narratives from their point of view.
106

  Walker innately understood that a serious 

study of the content, even though during his lifetime it had not progressed to studies of the 

method of composition of these narratives, could not be undertaken unless the texts collected 

were reliable.  As Walker gained experience in his research in the field he encouraged his 

informants through better methods of collecting, i.e. George Sword’s manuscript written directly 

in Lakota; and by actively seeking to publish the material including songs and narratives through 

Wissler.  Unlike Densmore whose practice involved the collecting, studying and publishing 

composites of songs; or perhaps Neihardt who collected and published a composite of what the 

narrator said in Black Elk Speaks.
107

 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century 

collecters amassed large amounts of cultural material from Native American tribes including the 

Lakota.  At the start of the twentieth century other factors assumed importance including music 

analyses and notation which were considered an integral part of a song as published in the work 

of Densmore, among others.
108

  In the work of Parry and Lord both scholars were in contact with 

the singers themselves in describing the practice of poetry.  Analogous to this and of equal 
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 Walker was a physician, a man of science, thus it is likely that his background and training helped him in his 

efforts. 
107

 This may be analogous to what Hymes indicates that Edward Sapir, a student of Franz Boas,did  in collecting 

stories, “[Sapir] did not read the texts back to Louis Simpson for translation, but to this interpreter…Moreover, it is 

known that Sapir was prepared to modify the order, and even the grammatical form, of a dictated text, for the sake 

of what appeared to be sense, coherence of content” (In Vain 163).   
108

With regard to Densmore’s work, in a footnote, Hymes writes, “See, however, the appreciative essay, focused on 

the publication of the Bureau of American Ethnology-and particularly the work of Frances Densmore-by Kenneth 

Roxroth (1961b)” (In Vain 38).  The essay Hymes refers to as praising the work of Densmore can be found in:  

American Indian Songs, Assays, 52-68.  Norfolk, Conn:  New Directions (Reprinted from Perspectives USA, No. 

16). 
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significance was a connection with informants, singers, and narrators, as published by Walker 

through Wissler.  Both were in contact with those who provided cultural material and elicited 

their contributions in describing the practice that produced the work. A factor of great interest 

was the life of the singers and narrators as reflected in both Densmore and Walker’s work.  

These individuals, including George Sword were now identified as individuals living at a certain 

time and place.  The value of both Densmore and Walker’s work is the descriptive material each 

collected on Lakota song and oral-derived text that are valuable repositories of language and 

culture.
109

  For this study they are important for an understanding of the practice; enabling an 

analysis of the process of composition of oral narrative and poetry in the original Lakota 

language.   

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries advancements were made in collecting and editing 

oral-derived texts in order to publish them as they were sung, including the music notation, and 

recordings, as well as the context for the practice of oral tradition, yet the process of composition 

of the songs and narratives was not understood by most scholars.
110

  With the progression of 

time, according to Foley, a more common approach was collaboration which included the 

following variables:  an American Indian tradition to be explored and represented, the 

performer(s) who investigate, and the investigator(s) who are part of the performance (Evers and 

Toelken x).  In collaboration, scholars often sought to engage the performer, or tradition bearer, 

in all stages of the process; and the best scholars, according to Foley, attempted to,  

“(A)cknowledge the subjectivity that the investigator necessarily brings to the study from the 
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 The term “oral-derived work or text” is one used by Foley to describe this type of narrative (Evers and Toelken 

viii) 
110

 Foley writes, “Consider an all too familiar scenario:  an outside scholar, complete with a carefully organized 

outside agenda, invades a culture for a limited period of time in order to sample its verbal wares.  Recording 

apparatus in hand, the investigator imposes an external frame of reference from the start, proceeding from 

convictions that may well have little internal validity or, at worst, may actively deform the reality of the experience 

he or she seeks to collect and eventually to represent to other ousiders” (Evers and Toelken vii-viii) 
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initial stage of planning all the way through fieldwork and publication” (Evers and Toelken viii). 

Despite the advances made, the controversy of what constitutes American Indian oral tradition 

continues.  This is the problem the twenty-first century has inherited. 

In the present century, a new assessment of American Indian literature was undertaken; 

important in this reassessment is the role of the informant and of the researcher.  An important 

question raised by Indigenous scholar, Linda Tuhiwai Smith in Decolonizing Methodologies:  

Research and Indigenous Peoples, is:  “What happens to research when the researched become 

the researchers” (143).  Smith identifies a methodological debate between the researched and the 

researchers in post-colonial studies; a debate that is concerned with the politics and strategic 

goals of Indigenous researchers where Smith argues,  non-Indigenous and Indigenous researchers 

have to clearly state their intentions in order to get beyond what she identifies as a crossroad 

(143).  Cheyfitz identifies the methodological debate as two sides rejecting the existence of the 

other (Columbia Guide 3); that is post-colonial studies have largely ignored Indigenous peoples 

and Indigenous scholars have actively resisted or rejected post-colonial methodologies (Weaver, 

Womack, & Warrior, Literary Nationalism 39).
111

 Cheyfitz believes that this resistance to theory 

may be why post-colonial studies have ignored Indigenous issues.  Within this environment 

Indigenous scholars are pressured to rely on existing methodological approaches and Indigenous 

practices; or to completely break free and reject theory and in the process find new ways to 

frame the necessary questions, and identify new methods for analysis based on Indigenous 

methodologies; one based on American Indian intellectual sovereignty that in turn relies on 

political and cultural sovereignty (Brown 6).   

                                                           
111

 Weaver writes, “[A]n indigenous critique of post colonial theory- a theory, as I have alluded to earlier, that tends 

to exclude indigenes and then lectures them for not participating.  The relevant point here is that, as I have written 

elsewhere, there is a troubling temporal aspect to most postcolonial discourse-“postcolonial” truly means a time 

after colonialism, and for the indigenes of the Anglo-colonial settler colonies that time has not yeat come” (Literary 

Nationalism 39). 
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In surveying the field of American Indian oral traditions in American Indian Studies (AIS), 

where oral traditions is a subfield, or concentration,  it is evident that scholars often rely on the 

interdisciplinary method of ethno-history to gain knowledge of American Indian cultures; an 

approach that uses a combination of historical and ethnological methods and materials (Szasz 1).  

Ethnohistory came into wide use by scholars in the 1980’s when growing interest in American 

Indians prompted more scholarly research and publication (Szasz vi).   Cheyfitz writes that the 

dominant methods used in American Indian Literature in the same time period in the 1980’s had 

been primarily ethnographic or ethnographic-formal, a term he defines in the following way, “It 

places a strong emphasis on the formal or aesthetic of Native texts in limited cultural contexts, 

while deemphasizing or ignoring the social, political, and historical contexts in which U.S. 

American Indian literatures take place” (Columbia Guide 5).  While this may be the case, in oral 

tradition based literature, it is important to place the narrative in the cultural context within 

which it was produced so that the practice that determined the form is understood as a starting 

point for defining literature for that particular culture.
112

   

In surveying other subfields of AIS, including Federal Indian law and Indian education, 

methods of ethno-history are still in wide use.  As late as 1988, scholars working in the field felt 

that there was a lack of a theoretical framework for AIS (Szasz viii).  One researcher 

summarized the challenges in AIS, by stating “theory has not figured prominently in discussions 

of research, writing, and teaching about the past in American Indian Studies” (Szasz viii).  One 

reason, Smith argues is most Indigenous voices have been marginalized, “having been immersed 

in the western academy which claims theory as thoroughly western, which has constructed all the 

rules by which the indigenous world has been theorized, indigenous voices have been 
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 See Chapter Six in this dissertation, Foley’s quote:  “To read this oral poem, we need to read the culture” (How to 

Read 199). 
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overwhelmingly silenced” (29).  Many scholars, in the interdisciplinary field of AIS feel that a 

lot has to be done before a comprehensive matrix of analysis could be constructed for AIS and 

the subfields in American Indian oral tradition and American Indian literature (Weaver, 

Womack, & Warrior, Literary Nationalism 15, 201).
113

    

How then do we frame the questions and determine the methods to be employed in the 

analysis of oral literatures?  What Indigenous methods can be relied upon?  In what ways should 

we proceed in our analysis?  One approach useful to this study has been the theory developed by 

Parry in what was originally called Oral Theory.
114

 It has been applied to oral traditions in other 

regions of the world.  In this dissertation, as an analog to Parry’s work in Greek and Serbo-

croatian languages, methods were developed; within this framework this study relied primarily 

on the original text written by George Sword in the Lakota language to develop a culturally 

appropriate way of analyzing the oral-derived narratives.  Traditional ways of telling the 

narratives were identified primarily through an analysis of the original Lakota language of the 

text.  This came about through the researcher’s fluency in the Lakota language of the text; where 

key to the understanding the importance of fluency is dialect since dialect evokes a frame of 

reference.
115

  Throughout the analysis, relying on the Indigenous language and using culture as 

the context, Indigenous methods emerged and proved to be invaluable aids, i.e. in properly 

identifying and analyzing recurring or rhythmic verbs in the narratives so that their cultural 
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 Non-American Indian authors, Evers and Toelken, coauthors of, Native American Oral Traditions, Collaboration 

& Interpretation write, “It remains for us, and for our many colleagues engaged in the study of Native American 

oral traditions, to continue opening up the mutually exclusive, mutually responsible, dialogues that will bring forth 

the hundreds of other tribal literatures and languages of America” (12). 
114

 Other names for this theory, currently, are Parry-Lord Theory and Oral-Formulaic Theory. 
115

 Foley writes:  “Those fluent in the language of oral poetry have heard these formulas before; there’s nothing new 

or original or iconoclastic about them.  Nor should there be, since their effectiveness depends on their idiomatic 

quality” (How to Read 90).  With regard to dialect, the dialect George Sword speaks is Lakota; a fact that has been 

ignored in past. 
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implications are known and communicated in this study.
116

  In addition, as noted earlier,  

American Indian scholars have advocated an Indigenous approach to history, one that consults 

tribal people in writing Native American history (Mihesuah, Natives and Academics 1).  This 

study consulted tribal history for Lakota peoples in corroborating George Sword’s life history.  

This reflects an Indigenous approach.   Further, George Sword fully emerges as the individual he 

is, through this account of his life and not as an “object of study” (Mihesuah, Natives and 

Academics x).
117

   

The controversy in the early twentieth century for the Lakota material collected was that 

there was no doubt that it was traditional material as reflected in the narratives and songs 

collected, but that the final form was literary and not oral composition.  For example Black Elk 

is depicted as a Lakota man skilled in traditional song and narration which he demonstrates in 

Black Elk Speaks.  Black Elk’s story is compelling yet an important question remains today 

whether Neihardt who ultimately wrote his story understood the oral tradition of the Lakota?
118

  

In George Sword’s work, the pattern of oral formulaic structure emerges clearly when one reads 

it in the original Lakota language.  Its oral character and its structure are important to the 
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 As will be elaborated further; it can be shown that the use of the recurring verb in the same passage, fixes in the 

mind of the listener what the essential idea is.   
117

 Further, the inclusion of his name in the title of this study was a conscious effort to attribute to George Sword, the 

individual the telling of these narratives. 
118

The context within which these questions are raised, is best expressed in Evers and Toelken’s text  on 

collaboration where they write:  “Admittedly, Native communities and academic communities have been trying to 

work together for a long time in the study of language, culture, literature, art, and dance.  Yet the rapprochement has 

always been awkward and imbalanced in favor of the academics.  The complexities of this history of interaction 

have received significant treatment in recent years…scholars have returned to archives to scrutinize correspondence 

and manuscripts as they attempt to unearth the complexities of who contributed what to early anthropological field 

projects.  The relationship between George Hunt and Franz Boas has been subject to intense review (Murray 1991; 

Berman 1994), as have those of Francis LaFlesche and Alice C. Fletcher (Liberty 1978) and Black Elk and John G. 

Neihardt (DeMallie 1985)” (3). 
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understanding of what Lakota oral tradition is.
119

  Parry first noted that tradition determined 

design and by analogy Lakota tradition provides the blueprint for the structure of Lakota oral 

tradition (270).  In the next chapter I will describe the practice of oral narration and show how 

the way of life among the Lakota which gave rise to this kind of oral narration also determined 

its form; only the elements that helped create this form will be considered.  In chapter three, just 

as it was important for Parry and Lord to know who the singers of the songs were, it is important 

to know who the narrator George Sword is and through his writing to see the practice itself.  In 

Chapters Four on formula and Chapter Five on theme,  the question of what constitutes Lakota 

oral tradition is addressed through a close analysis of the original language to determine 

characteristics of that tradition.  In both chapters the narratives are analyzed in the original 

Lakota language to see how the needs of the practice were met.  In the sixth and final chapter the 

principles thus gained are discussed in summary and the implications they have for American 

Indian Studies.  In this only the preliminary steps will be taken and some indication given of 

what results further research may be expected to produce. 
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 A reliance on oral theory clears the way for a better understanding since Parry first challenged concepts of 

composition for oral tradition based literature in his work; analogous to Parry’s work is George Sword’s original 

text in the Lakota language.   
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CHAPTER TWO LAKOTA PRACTICE AND NARRATIVE FORM 

For many millennia the only instrument of rhythmic words and narrative known in any 

part of the world was the tongue men were born with, not the stylus or the pen, for 

writing was not invented until too late in human evolution for it to reveal anything about 

the origin of speech.  So for long ages the only way any knowledge could survive from 

one generation to another was through oral tradition (Bynum 1). 

 

The art of telling stories in narrative form has existed among the Lakota people since 

time immemorial as it was the only way cultural knowledge could be imparted to future 

generations.
120

  A comprehensive study of the written texts based on Lakota oral tradition has not 

been done for the Lakota and for other Indigenous peoples.
121

  Consequently, there appears to be 

a quantum leap from oral tradition to dictated and translated written texts without a systematic 

study of the orally-derived traditional forms.  In most European cultures, this kind of significant 

leap would not occur as it has as suddenly and dramatically occurred in Native America; where 

the loss of language often occurs rapidly and may be a significant factor.  So that today, while 

contemporary forms continue to exist, i.e. trickster narratives, the type of oral narrative art 

practiced by men of George Sword’s time has all but disappeared; his oral narrative style was 

generally and widely accepted in the Lakota culture where writing as practiced by the Europeans 

was unknown prior to contact.  His writing thus represents a time period in which this type of 

oral narrative art flourished.  The Lakota way of life furnished the opportunities for the telling of 

                                                           
120 In more recent times, for example, some of these “tales and text” were published, both in the Lakota and English 

languages, from material collected and retained in the archives of Marquette University.  See Lakota Tales & Texts: 

Volume I & II.  Collected by Eugene Buechel, S.J. in Lakota in translation to English by Paul I. Manhart, S.J., 

published by The Tipi Press, Chamberlain, South Dakota, 1998.  These tales are told by a list of contributors where 

a contributer named Pretty Weasel narrated a story about the Sun Dance on pages 375-377 in the Lakota language 

and may be a comparative text for a future study and is used in this dissertation in a limited way.  
121

Hymes writes, “Often non-Indians did not wish to preserve the culture of the Indians.  Conviction or guilt 

persuaded them that it was already gone, or best gone.  It is a shameful act that most of what can be known today 

about he cultures of the Indians…[in] Oregon, is due to the efforts of…Franz Boas…[who] recorded Shoalwater and 

Kathlamet Chinook [language and text]” (In Vain 6).  Boas student, Sapir, analyzed the ways in which language and 

culture influenced each other.  Hymes, thus writes, “Sapir recorded Wishram and Tekelma [language and text]…all 

that has been published so far in Sahaptin…most of what we know of the first literature of Oregon is due to 

representatives of [European] intellectual tradition…”( In Vain 6). 
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these narratives and singing of these songs.  As with many cultures, when writing was introduced 

and used for the same purposes as the oral narrative, then the older form gradually 

disappeared.
122

   

Literacy among American Indians, including the Lakota people, came early with the 

introduction of boarding schools in the late 1800’s and the founding of the Carlisle Indian School 

(1879-1918).  Captain Richard Henry Pratt who founded the school persuaded Lakota leaders by 

telling them that the reason the wasicu, or whites were able to prevail against the Lakota was 

because the Lakota were uneducated and were disadvantaged by not being able to speak and 

write in English.  Pratt convinced Red Cloud and Spottted Tail to send their children to Carlisle 

by convincing them that education might protect them from the unscrupulous wasicu.  Many of 

the first children to be sent to Carlisle were sent voluntarily by prominent Lakota families.  

Along with the ability to read and write in English, Lakota speakers were often more fluent in 

reading and writing in the Lakota language using the English alphabet; where no special 

diacritics were used.  The Lakota language was written phonetically which aided in fluency in 

reading and writing in Lakota.  The introduction of Christianity among the Lakota people often 

meant higher rates of literacy since religious denominations like the Episcopal church published 

the Common Book of Prayer and hymnals in the Lakota language and those who attended church 

could pray and sing in their own language, especially after the reservations were established; in 
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 In Post Colonial Studies:  The Key Concepts, authors, Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin, state, “In the hands of the 

early missionary patrons, the acquisition of literacy was seen as the mark of civilization, and being raised to a 

‘civilized ‘ state was a concomitant of, if not an absolutely necessary precondition for, salvation…Literature was 

given support, while oral practices were seen as primitive and were thus neglected or actively discouraged (44).  

While this was true for American Indians, other forms of what we call literacy today existed i.e. visual literacy.  

Wintercounts and sign language were widely used among the Lakota peoples;  other bands of the Sioux did not keep 

wintercounts, only the Teton or Lakota speaking bands.  In addition most members of the tribe were familiar 

(literate) with sign language which was used to communicate with allies from other tribes including the Cheyenne 

and Arapaho nations who spoke different languages.  Thus symbols and gestures were a part of literacy for Lakota 

peoples. 
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the early part of the twentieth century, Buechel published Wowapi Wakan Wicowoyake 

Yuptecelapi Kin: Bible History in the Language of the Teton Sioux Indians in 1924 for the 

Catholic Church.  This corresponds to a time period when American Indians, including the 

Lakota people, were unable to practice their own religions; it was not until the late 20
th

 century 

that religious freedom was granted through the passage of the American Indian Religious 

Freedom Act, Public Law No. 95-341, 92 Stat. 469 (Aug. 11, 1978).  

In addition, late in the nineteenth century, Lakota men, many of whom were formerly 

warriors, and their families, traveled in William Cody’s (1846-1917) show, titled Buffalo Bill’s 

Wild West.  Cody employed Lakota men who often wrote letters home in the Lakota language; 

the show toured Europe four times in the period from 1887 to 1892 then again four times in the 

period 1902 to 1906.
123

  Whether scribes were used or individuals wrote their own letters, the art 

of letter writing in the Lakota language flourished early in the lives of the people.  Even with the 

introduction of writing and literacy, the practice of oral tradition continued essentially 

uninterrupted through the period in which George Sword composed these narratives.  As scholar, 

Bynum writes, “Rhythmical speech was the world’s first great medium of communication for 

complex ideas and there were certainly media men of astonishing skill long before anyone on 

earth knew how to write” (1).   

                                                           
123Many of those employed in Cody’s shows were Lakota from Pine Ridge, South Dakota.  Authors, Henry 

Blackman Sell and Victor Weybright, of the book:  Buffalo Bill and the Wild West, New York: Oxford University 

Press, 1955, give an interview with a Lakota warrior, Red Shirt, who traveled with Cody in his first European tour:  

“Red Shirt gave a special interview to the Sheffield Leader on the treatment of the Indians in the United States.  It 

was published in that paper on May 5, 1887.  “The red man is changing every season,” the chief said.  “The Indian 

of the next generation will not be the Indian of the lst.  Our buffaloes are nearly all gone, the deer have entirely 

vanished, and the white man takes more and more of our land.  But the United States government is good.  True, it 

has taken away our land, and the white men have eaten up our deer and our buffalo but the government now gives us 

food that we may not starve.  They are educating our children and teaching them to farm and to use farming 

implements.  Our children will learn the white man’s civilization and to live like them” (166).  The investigator in 

this study is a direct descendent of Red Shirt whose tiospaye or extended family resides presently on Red Shirt Table 

Village in South Dakota. 
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Lakota Practice 

The art of storytelling was practiced by both men and women in Lakota culture and 

society where a form of high culture existed prior to the reservation period.  Those individuals 

born in the early part of the twentieth century retained memories of narratives told by 

grandparents who lived during this “high culture” period:  this period extends from the time 

before contact with Europeans to approximately 1850.
124

  These are what Parry calls a peoples’ 

social conditions that create a more noble or less noble tradition in oral narration and song (461).  

This study, for the purposes of establishing a cultural timeline, identifies the eighteenth century 

to the end of the nineteenth century as a high culture period for the Lakota.
125

  At the time that 

George Sword wrote these narratives the culture was in a declining cultural period due to 

subjugation by American soldiers who had defeated Lakota men in combat and had gradually 

confined them to reservations under strict police order and control;
126

 comparisons have been 

made of these early reservations to concentration camps during World War II.   

George Sword acted as the first police chief on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, but in 

many respects, the newly established reservation police force was perceived by the Lakota 

people as similar to the traditionally esteemed akicita societies in Lakota culture.  These men 

maintained necessary order among the people and were thus culturally accorded deep respect and 
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 See Red Shirt, Delphine, Turtle Lung Woman’s Granddaughter, Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press, 2002. 

 
125

 Thus continuing into the present time so that the interval from 1900-1945 can be seen as a declining cultural 

period; 1946 to 1972 as an acculturation period; 1972-2000 as a low culture peiod; 2000- to the present time as a 

period of cultural loss.  In this dissertation these periods correspond to significant events in Lakota history including 

the impacts of World Wars I and II; the occupation of Wounded Knee in 1972; where the low and declining cultural 

periods are primarily based on language loss as a marker for the loss of culture. 
126

This comment seems contradictory to the rapid decline in language loss in that cultural loss is slower;   even more 

recent surveys taken suggest that a larger older population among the Lakota peoples continues to retain and teach 

cultural knowledge through the retention of the language.  Thus as long as the language remains the culture is 

strong.  See Chapter 4 for a survey taken in 2007 that indicates that approximately 86% of the speakers are over the 

age of thirty; it can be stated accurately that these are the culture keepers. 
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were often obeyed by all.  The term akicita was not directly used to refer to the newly 

established police force but they were seen as keepers of law and order.  At the time, these 

narratives were written, the culture was still intact and memory of traditional ways was strong in 

the minds of the people who could make slight distinctions in what, for example, this new type 

of akicita meant.  The word preferred by the Lakota people to refer to the police force was cank 

sa or “short-stick” referring to the club wielded by the police-force.  Adaptation to new 

circumstances and a new way of life on Indian reservations meant swift and abrupt changes.  In 

the case of storytelling, and oral narration, George Sword’s writings illustrate a slower change in 

the beliefs and traditions of a people who saw themselves occupying a place or homeland that 

had been theirs from time immemorial.  As long as the land could withstand this new occupation 

by a foreign people the people themselves were resilient like the land and the stories could still 

be told.  The types of stories told were distinct, and although the distinction by type or genre is 

beyond the scope of this work; those relevant to this study will be incorporated into the analyses 

and explained.  The focus here is on the older form based on oral tradition from which George 

Sword’s oral literature originates.  The form George Sword’s narratives represent were those that 

belonged in the realm of men whose societies imparted knowledge through narrative and as the 

title suggests, some were warrior narratives as is the topic of the longer narrative, the Sun Dance 

narrative; telling of a warrior’s vow and fulfillment of a pledge.  The narrative forms that have 

survived today are more for entertainment for men, women, and children.  In contrast, George 

Sword’s narratives speak of a way of life, that of the warrior;  who lived a certain way at a 

certain time in a place so that the people might live.  Some of what he writes has not changed but 

remains constant in the minds of the Lakota people, even today, including the Sun Dance.  At the 

present time, this is a lost art of narration among the Lakota people, these types of warrior 
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reflections that George Sword expressed in oral literary form; oyake, it is said, were once told 

more frequently than they are today.  The practice of the Sun Dance continues as the modern day 

warrior mentality persists and the songs are still sung; and this way of life is still reenacted 

annually. 

When writing was introduced and used for the same purposes as the oral narrative the 

older art gradually disappeared.  It was briefly revived in the nineteen sixties and seventies when 

copies of traditional narratives written in Lakota were mimeographed and disseminated in an 

effort to bring the tradition back.
127

  These efforts were not successful, in part the failure may 

have been the lack of understanding of the practice and form of the art, thus eventually hastening 

the loss of the tradition itself.  What has survived of the storytelling traditions are the trickster 

stories which are shorter and more conducive to memorization and recall.  These types of 

narratives exist, for example, in Lakota Tales & Texts: Volume I and II; where the translation in 

these texts is sometimes problematic as well be illustrated in chapter 5 on themes.
128

 

In George Sword’s time, Lakota men expressed themselves using oral means through 

sound and gesture where ideas took on momentary oral and visual shape, analogous to what Lord 

writes of Serbo-croation tradition, that they are received aurally and visually, in ways that are not 

permanent in form but of the moment (Singer 78).  This is illustrated in George Sword’s work in 

the first narrative in stanza twenty-four and twenty-five; as shown in the appendix.  Stanza 
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 Tedlock states, “Raymond DeMallie called my attention to George Sword’s work, which was written in the 

nineteenth century but is not yet in general circulation, except in mimeographs and photocopies that are much in 

demand on Sioux reservations” (Spoken Word 125).  Vivian One Feather, appears to be the individual who was 

responsible for the dissemination of these early copies in the 1960’s and early 1970’s. 
128

 See Buechel and Manhart’s translations of the narrative titled, “One Called Head Sundanced Here:  It is said to 

be A Vision of the Sun” in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.  As Hymes states:  Astrov, a 20
th

 century English 

anthologist who  in 1946, wrote on American Indian text, “In any case, in reading aboriginal prose and poetry, as it 

is compiled in this anthology, the reader is at the mercy of the translator, not only for bad but also for good” (In Vain 

37).  Future studies should take into account bad and good translations in text like these by scholars fluent in the 

Lakota language. 
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twenty-four sets up the story within a story whereas in stanza twenty-five, both sound and 

gesture are needed to express the idea of a single warrior inspired by his dream to act.  His action 

or movement is accomplished in the narrative through the use of double syllables or 

reduplicatives, as underlined in the following, at the end of each verb: hiyaya, owecinhanhan, 

ahiyaya, homnimni, wacici;
129

 and at the end of the adverb, anongnong.  The use of the double 

syllable at the end of a word is not clearly explained by most linguists and is a lesser understood 

form of the language.
130

  This study asserts that this is because the process of composition of 

Lakota oral narrative is also never fully explained nor well understood.  Thus, an explanation 

follows:
131

  in this narrative the use of the double syllable creates a sense of movement in the 

narrative, especially in stanza twenty-five where it is very prevalent, so that the warrior moves a 

certain way, hiyaya; sings a certain way, ahiyaya, and turns himself in a dance, iglu homnimni; 

and looks both ways, anongnong etowan; he dances, wacici.  In explaining it thusly even one not 

fluent in the Lakota language can sense the movement inherent in each word.  In performance a 

narrator may often demonstrate these movements as he or she narrates, i.e. iglu homnimni where 

the narrator may turn his or her body at ninety-degree angles to the center, repeatedly.
132

  In 
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 Where tension occurs, reduplicates seem necessary in these circumstances; in order to bring the listener into the 

moment.  Otherwise recurring verbs are used. 
130

 Buechel explains this in A Grammar of Lakota as follows:  “Reduplication:  Doubling syllables and even some 

dissyllabic words is a peculiarity of the Sioux Indian tongue.  Good grammar calls for it in certain cases, and the 

nature of some words demands it regularly.  Reduplication does not denote degree, nor does it stress importance of a 

syllable.  Its purpose is to express plurality within a unit of persons, places, things, times, etc., or a repetition of 

action, being and condition that the plural form of words does not express.  The syllable to be doubled is usually the 

base or principal syllable, and hence a prime word or a stem, verbs, adjectives (and consequently the nouns derived 

from them) adverbs, and prepositions are subject to reduplication.  The accent of the doubled syllable at once moves 

to the second syllable of the new formation.  The position of the personal pronoun, however is not affected by the 

process.  The important words to study are, as usual, the monosyllables and the dissyllables, for their manner of 

doubling passes on unchanged to their derivatives” (136). 
131

See previous footnote (107) on reduplicatives. 
132

Hymes writes, “It does prove necessary to consult the original [referring to Boas’ insistence on using the original 

Native American text if one exists] transcription…Mostly what is required is to “listen” to the text in all its 

details…The gestures, voices, tunes, pauses of the original performances cannot be recovered for most of the 

maerials dealt with (in native American texts)…still, much of the structures persists and can be perceived” (In Vain 

7).  Fortunately the use of the reduplicated syllable and fluency in the original Lakota language allows for this kind 

of analysis. 
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summary, George Sword’s expert use of oral tradition to demonstrate the notion of sound 

intertwined with gesture is demonstated in these two stanzas.  According to Lord, sound and 

movement, as demonstrated here, are eventually associated with an idea through tradition and 

through repetition can produce a desired effect.  It is the form of the idea that takes on a 

“somewhat higher degree of fixity” especially in cultures where there is no writing and thought 

is expressed in sound patterns that are fixed (Lord, Singer 25).
133

   Stanza twenty five and 

twenty-six are followed by a song that does not utilize the double syllable pattern; instead the use 

of rhythmic verbs is more common so that the conjugated verb using the wa form or the ma 

form, fixes in the mind of the listener, the essential idea.
134

  For example, in the Sun Dance 

narrative in stanza 21, the verb, kage meaning “to make” is conjugated and used repeatively: 

Micage meaning to “make for me”, is alternated in repeating lines with wakage meaning “I 

make”.  The lines, Kola lena micage con and oyate waste wakage lo, are thus repeated in the 

song; the first line can be translated as “Friend, these you made for me” and the second line as, 

“A good nation, I make.” These lines are repeated in the song.  As will be elaborated upon in the 

next paragraph,  it can be shown that the use of the rhythmic verb in the same song or passage 

plays a special role in Lakota oral tradition in song and narrative.  Thus, it is the idea that is 

important and the exactness of the form is not, as long as the essential idea is imparted to the 

listener (Parry 270).  In George Sword’s narratives, the use of the rhythmic verb fixes in the 

mind of the listener the essential idea.  For example in the first narrative in stanza 5, the verb 

icaga, translated as to grow, is conjugated in the same passage: icagapi and waicaga and is used 

three times; also in the same passage, the verb kaga, translated as to make, is conjugated in its 

plural form, kagapi, and is repeated twice in the same stanza.  The repetition of the verb without 
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According to Lord, “Man without writing thinks in terms of sound groups and not in words, and the two do not 

necessarily coincide (1960: 25).  
134

 Recurring or rhythmic verbs are further explicated in chapter 4 of this dissertation. 
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changing its form is an example of a recurring verb; this is different from the rhythmic verb 

which does change form when conjugated.
135

  

Further, Lord emphasizes the notion that there is in oral tradition a lack of awareness of 

the concept of fixity of form as we know it from written text.  In essence, men like George 

Sword thought in terms of sound groups rather than words.
136

  Thus for example, in the first 

narrative in stanza 5, the use of a conjunction-noun pattern demonstates a common thought 

pattern beginning with an essential idea to be expressed, where the internal rhythmic pattern is 

illustrated in each syllable within each word group, where every syllable carries its meaning as 

emphasized by George Sword.  The conjunction-noun pattern demonstrates the following: na, a 

conjunction is used with a noun so that, na maka, na wamakaska and na taku are used to produce 

sound groups that aid in rapid and rhythmic composition within this passage.  These are 

underlined in the following passage in Lakota:    

Na maka kin waicaga keyapi 

na on taku kesa waste kagapi 

na icaga kagapi 

na wamakaska 

na is wicasa hena is isam icagapi kta on 

na tuktel maka wanji howinyapi  canna yujajapi 

na taku el onpi oyasin  kahintapi.  
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 This will be further explicated in chapter 4 of this dissertation. 
136

 In the work of scholar John Miles Foley, responses to the question:  “What is a word in oral poetry?” provide 

similar answers:  “For [Mujo] Kukuruzovic a word in oral poetry is a unit of utterance, an irreducible atom of 

performance, a speech-act.  It may be as short as a phrase but no shorter, as his examples of “miserable captive” and 

the hero’s name “Ograscic Alija” testify.  Or it may be a whole line in length, as in the verse “Mustajbey of the Lika 

was drinking wine.”  Or a single rec may even be some multiple of a line, such as a couplet “Around him thirty 

chieftains,/ All the comrades beamed at one another” (How to Read 13). 
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In chapter 4 on formulas more will be said about the breaks in the stanza above that 

represent lines where a seven line stanza seems to be common in George Sword’s narratives 

which appear to correspond to the length of a Lakota song.
137

  In this chapter, in the section titled 

Model for Analysis which follows, more will be said on the characteristics of Lakota songs.
138

   

The English word for word translation of this stanza is:   

and, earth, the, grow, said they  

and anything, good, make,  

and, grow, make,  

and, animals,  

and, also, men, those, also, beyond, grow, shall, for,  

and, where, earth, one, impure, then, wash,  

and, what, at, are, all, sweep  

 

A succinct English literal translation would be:  “And everything on earth is made to 

grow and flourish; and animals and men, too.  The places on earth where it is putrid, there, a 

cleansing comes.”  Where the essential idea in the narrative is: “Wakinyan empowers all living 

things to grow.  Wakinyan cleanses the earth of all impurities.”    This is the cultural information 

George Sword imparts to the listener.  This stanza as a whole illustrates the Lakota capacity for 
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 As to the division into lines, as noted earlier in this study, initially this was done for an introduction to  text in 

Luther Standing Bear’s My Indian Boyhood, by the researcher:  “Again, [Standing Bear] captures the imaginaition 

of the reader.  In lyrical form, this section would read:  Owl Lodge/wearing caps covered/with owl feathers/our faith 

is great/believing/the wearing of owl feathers/the showing of respect for nature/we will be favored/gaining our 

own/increasing power of sight/indeed the members of the Owl Lodge/had keen sight” (Red Shirt, Delphnine.  

Introduction.  My Indian Boyhood.  By Luther Standing Bear.  Lincoln and London:  University of Nebraska Press,  

2006: x).  Hymes’ comment that “In short, one can accept a minimal definition of poetry as discourse organized in 

lines” seems appropriate (In Vain 341). 
138

 According to Lord, “The length of the song is also important, because a short song will naturally tend to become 

more stable the more it is sung” (Singer 100).   
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rhythmic language and narration; in na maka, na wamakaska, and na taku there is a rhythmic 

quality.
139

   

The Lakota language is identifiable by whole phrases and cannot be compared to single 

terms in English, i.e. single words; for this reason, the term “word-unit” seems more applicable 

to Lakota words.  It is a language where every syllable carries meaning and as George Sword 

states, his narratives reflect the spoken word, more concisely they reflect oral tradition rather 

than everyday speech.
140

  The language George Sword uses, as this study seeks to illustrate, 

reveals that it is not his own, nor that of his particular generation of men, but the product of a 

tradition that must have been widely used (Parry 6).
141

  In George Sword’s text, for example in 

the third narrative, in stanza 22, a warrior scout returns and this is expressed three times in three 

different ways using a noun-verb thought pattern: tuweya u kiye, tuweya ku, and tuweya glipi.  

The noun-verb combination is a common form of a simple Lakota sentence.  These sound groups 

all express the essential idea that:  tuweya, the scout returns through the use of three verbs 

including ukiye, ku, and glipi.   

Lakota Form 

In terms of form, both Parry and Lord make a distinction between those who practice the 

art of oral composition and those who memorize a text and recite it; where in the former, there is 
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 In maka and wamakaska the word maka is repeated, meaning earth; in taku the consonant k is a different sound 

from the k in maka and wamakaska where it is a special consonant and is considered a guttural k; George Sword 

sometimes uses the letter q to demonstrate the different sound.   The sound of  k in taku accentuates maka and 

wamakaska so that the sound is pleasing and in many ways comforting to a listener.  In demonstrations of these 

ideas, the researcher usually has listeners repeat these sounds to hear its rhythmic quality. 
140

 George Sword identifies this in his essay on the change in the language, as the “language of old men.” 
141

 Parry further elaborates:  “By language we mean all the elements of phonetics, morphology and vocabulary 

which characterize the speech of a given group of men at a given place and a given time…By diction we mean the 

same elements of phonetics, morphology and vocabulary considered under another aspect: as the means by which an 

author expresses his thought.  It is this problem…to discover why Homer chose certain words, certain forms, certain 

constructions to express his thought, that we shall deal with..” (6).  In the same way, it is the language that George 

Sword uses that is the focus of this study. 
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no concept of a fixed form whereas in the later there is a notion of a fixed form (337, Singer 

5).
142

  Those, like George Sword, who practice the art compose as they narrate and what he does 

in the telling of these narratives is distinct from those who conceive of it as having an exact form 

as examples of such contemporary definitions of oral tradition try to show.  In the early part of 

the twentieth century, Dakota scholar, Ella Deloria sought to verify Walker’s versions of 

different narratives by seeking information on the informants who provided the narratives.  Her 

assumption that a correct version could be found provides an example of this type of thinking; 

the mistaken notion that there are exact versions of a story in oral traditional literature.
143

  Even 

from a cursory review of the literature on the Lakota Sun Dance, in what exists in the Lakota 

language or in English, one sees that there is no one correct version.  Lord emphasizes that the 

idea of form is still evident in the concept of fluidity of form which does not mean formlessness 

and demonstrates what this form is by studying the distinct stages of learning the art of oral 

narrative poetry in song among the Yugoslav poet (Singer 20).  Understanding the learning 

process means discovering what this form is for any culture.  Thus a student learning the art 

begins with an unconscious decision to learn, first by listening to the stories of his elders, then 

consciously learning the narratives and becoming familiar with the themes; where he learns to 

appreciate them and may even discuss them with others.
144

  Throughout he learns the rhythm of 
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 Of this Parry indicates the following:  “Thus the oral poem even in the mouth of the same singer is ever in a state 

of change; and it is the same when his poetry is sung by others” (336).  Lord writes, “There may be ambiguity also 

when we say that the oral poet learns his songs orally, composes them orally, and transmits them orally to others…if 

the reader interprets oral learning as listening to something repeated in exactly the same form many times, if he 

equates it with oral memorization by rote, then he will fail to grasp the peculiar process involved in learning oral 

epic” (Singer 5). 
143

 According to Lord, “Our real difficulty arises from the fact that, unlike the oral poet, we are not accustomed to 

thinking in terms of fluidity.  We find it difficult to grasp something that is multiform.  It seems to us necessary to 

construct an ideal text or to seek an original, and we remain dissatisfied with an ever-changing phenomenon” 

(Singer 100).  Where Lord states, “I believe that once we kow the facts of oral composition we must cease trying to 

find an original of any traditional song…it is impossible to retrace the work of generations of singers to that moment 

when some singer first sang a particular song” (Singer 100). 
144

 The use of the male pronoun is due to the fact this process is analogous to what George Sword might have 

experienced; in cultures where the subject involves women, the use of the female pronoun is more appropriate. 
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the song or narrative, as in the sophisticated use of verbs in Lakota in rhythmic ways to express 

an essential thought in a single stanza in a narrative; or lines in a song.   In this way he 

internalizes the repeated phrases or formulas in songs and narratives (Lord, Singer 34).
145

  The 

next stage in the learning process is applying what he learns through listening and absorbing this 

cultural knowledge; where the final stage of learning is singing or telling a narrative for an 

audience (Lord, Singer 26).  

In the case of George Sword who could read and write in Lakota, the argument could be 

made that since the Lakota culture, at the time of his writing, was in a transition stage between 

orality and literacy, his semi-literacy is not significant enough to change his thought patterns 

(Parry 270).  This study hopes to show that the habit of writing had not yet changed the Lakota 

concept of form in oral narration.  The type of writing George Sword learned was alphabetic 

writing that represented consonant and vowel segments that were commonly used to represent 

the Lakota language as he and others spoke it.  Through it he preserved Lakota grammar and 

syntax as used in Lakota oral tradition; where the use of the old language is analogous to the 

archaic language used by the Greek in their oral literary tradition.
146

  By admitting that he was 

not literate in English, George Sword made a case for why he wanted to preserve a way of life in 

his own language.  He not only successfully made the English alphabet adapt to his own 

language phonetically but was able to capture through the written word a rich Lakota oral 

narrative tradition. 

The distinct stages of learning the art of oral narrative poetry in song, identified by Parry 

and Lord, in any culture, provide an understanding of what form is for any culture.  In George 
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 In the case of the Lakota song, the recurring verb may be repeated versus conjugated forms of the verb. 
146

 What Parry identifies as conservatism. 
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Sword’s case the first stage of learning occurred in childhood and adolescence, followed by 

adulthood, then the final stage of practicing oral narration.
147

  The first stage begins in the period 

of listening and learning as a boy and adolescent; then the period of application; and finally the 

period of assuming a traditional role as a Lakota adult male, one who is expected to demonstrate 

personal skill in expressing the  knowledge of what this particular title, i.e. ozuye wicasa or 

warrior, calls for by using oral tradition to impart this cultural knowledge.  George Sword’s life 

was enriched by his father’s status within the tribe, in all that he was able to observe, hear, and 

absorb as a Lakota child; later he may recall in order to learn and apply tribal custom, in 

particular many if not all that his father knew and practiced in those special male roles.  Lakota 

children, as early as six years old, can bear witness to important cultural events and later recall 

them with accuracy (Densmore 93).
148

  For example, Black Elk born in 1863, received a vision at 

the age of nine from Wakinyan that he later recalled in his life narrative in the book Black Elk 

Speaks by John G. Neihardt.   George Sword indicates that his father died before 1856, when he 

was nine or ten years old; thus both Black Elk and George Sword reported significant events that 

they vividly recall.  A few years later, a second man assumed his father’s role, at the age of 

thirteen, like all Lakota adolescent males, George Sword participated in a coming of age 

ceremony.  At the same time he adopted a father to replace his own; this new father, One Star, 

imparted cultural knowledge to him through oral tradition.  After his coming of age, George 

Sword began to live the life of a young man, it is then that the second stage began, when he 

learned the Mato Lowanpi, the ceremony and songs of the Bear Medicine and in the following 

year when he chose Takuskanskan, the patron spirit of moving things and that which is sacred, to 
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 In his autobiographical writing George Sword wrote, “I will write of the old customs and ceremonies for you.  I 

will write that which all the people knew” (CH Ledger 108:1).  From this one can infer that he learned all this 

through the medium of oral tradition through which this knowledge is passed from one generation to the next. 
148

 In covering the last Sun Dance for the Sioux, Densmore writes:  “As a boy of six years he was present at that 

final Sun Dance (1882) wearing the Indian garb and living the tribal life” (93). 
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be his guardian spirit. The translation of Mato Lowanpi, is “bear singers”, and makes reference to 

special songs that were taught to those initiated.  This, then, is when George Sword begins to 

sing, with or without a drum, as evident in the second stage of learning.
149

  The rhythm and 

melody of these songs that he learns thus establish, according to Parry and Lord’s theory, the 

primary element of form, that is the framework for the expression of ideas for those initiated in 

the Mato Lowanpi, from the moment George Sword learns the songs he is bound by the limits 

they set, by their rhythmic pattern (Singer 43). 

Model for Analysis   

In Lakota tradition, the rhythmic pattern in a song, since most songs are remembered 

verbatim, in the George Sword narratives, themselves, provides the model for analysis.
150

  The 

first song in the Sun Dance narrative, stanza 19 through stanza 21, is comprised of seven lines, 

each line eight and nine syllables showing a pattern of nine syllables for line one and two, eight 

syllables for line three, nine for line four, eight for line five, and nine for line six, and finally 

eight syllables for the last line; the pattern of syllables for the seven lines is 9-9-8-9-8-9-8.  A 

further break down per line of the syllables in each word shows a pattern of 3-2-3-1 for the nine 

syllable line and a pattern of 2-2-3-1 for the eight syllable line; since in Lakota each word unit 

consists of a single-syllable, two-syllable, or three-syllable; four-syllable word units are 

uncommon.
151

  In the first song in the Sun Dance narrative, each word unit is within the range of 
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 See Densmore for reference to singing with or without a drum.   
150

 Just as Hymes used Parry and Lord’s work, see his statement “Chinookan narratives possess formulaic elements” 

(In Vain 318); he conversely states, “There is a fundamental difference, however…The formulaic elements of 

Slavic, Greek, and other oral poetries occur within, manifest, and adapt to, verse that is regulated by another 

principle.  In Chinookan and I suspect, in American Indian oral narrative generally, the recurrent initial elements 

represent the regulatory principle itself.  They are aspects of the measuring which makes the material verse” (318).  

Hymes accedes to patterning in such cases, for American Indian oral narratives: thus the patterning found in songs 

serves as a model for this study. 
151

It would be a mistake to call these words so the term word unit refers to the syllable composition of units that are 

equivalent to words. 
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one to three syllables.  The longest syllable word unit is a conjugation of the verb kage: micage 

and wakage where both utilize the same syllable composition:  mi-ca-ge and wa-ka-ge. 

Translated, kage means to make; micage meaning “to make for me” and wakage meaning “I 

make”.  The seven line composition of a song with each line approximately eight or nine 

syllables gives the singer approximately sixty syllables to remember for the first Sun Dance 

song.  The longest song in the Sun Dance songs collected by Francis Densmore, the noon song, 

is similar in length to the first song in the George Sword Sun Dance narrative, it is sixty-two 

syllables in length; it has three renditions showing the total number of syllables for each 

rendition, a pattern of 21-19-22 syllables in length (Densmore 138).  Songs of this length are 

often highly repetitive.  According to Lord, lines in a song such as this in the epic songs sung in 

the Serbo-Croatian language, the rhythmic pattern is comprised of a ten syllable line and 

establishes rhythmic fixity.  The challenge for the singer of tales is the structure of the ten 

syllable line in rapid composition (Singer 32).  In the same way George Sword’s narratives, 

when they assume a poetic quality, as demonstrated earlier in this chapter, for the first narrative, 

in stanza 5, a seven line stanza seems common; this would correspond to the length of a Laktoa 

song that is remembered verbatim.  Thus songs provide a useful model for analysis in George 

Sword’s text.
152

  

Lakota Oral Composition 

Two factors essential to oral composition, not present in written literature are:  first, the 

lack of a fixed model text to guide the singer and second, the necessity of rapid composition 

where the moment of composition is the performance (Lord, Singer 13).
153

  How then can a 
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 The length of these songs can be compared in length to songs in the Densmore collection. 
153

 In George Sword’s work this is evident in the way he writes; in a fluid and consistent manner.   Lord states, “an 

oral poem is not composed for but in performance” (Singer 13). 
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singer or oral poet rapidly compose without the help of a written text that one can memorize?
154

  

Lord turned to Parry to provide the answer where central to Parry’s theory is the notion that in a 

society where there is no reading and writing the poet composes by selecting from a large 

number of fixed phrases that he has heard from others: 

Each of these phrases does this:  it expresses a given idea in words which fit into a given 

length of the verse.  Each one of these fixed phrases, or formulas, is an extraordinary 

creation of itself.  It gives the words which are best suited for the expression of the idea, 

and is made up of just those parts of speech which, in the place which it is to fill in the 

verse, will accord with the formulas which go before and after to make the sentence and 

the verse.  Each formula is thus made in view of the other formulas with which it is to be 

joined; and the formulas taken all together make up a diction which is the material for a 

completely unified technique of verse-making.  Finally, the formulas of an oral poetry are 

not each one of them without likeness to any other; in that case the technique would be 

far too unwieldy.  They fall into smaller groups of phrases which have between them a 

likeness of idea and words, and these in turn fall into groups which have a larger pattern 

in common, until the whole diction is schematized in such a way that the poet, habituated 

to the scheme, hits without effort, as he composes, upon the type of formula and the 

particular formula which, at any point in his poem he needs to carry on his verse and his 

sentence (Parry 329). 

 

In the second stage of learning, these formulas are learned, thus George Sword would 

have been taught enough of these formulas to sing a song which he learns through Lakota oral 

tradition; where according to Densmore the memory for songs is extensive (61).  In this stage, 

the instructor becomes important, thus for George Sword, his adopted father, One Star became 

his teacher as a surrogate father (CHS: Ledger 108:1). According to Lord, learning in this stage 

is a process of imitation of the instructor who demonstrates his own composition techniques or 

teaches the formulas and themes of the tradition that he knows (Singer 23).  In this period, the 

instrument, or the use of a drum, flute, or eagle bone whistle may be learned and taught as well.  

This process of imitation requires assimilation through listening and practice.  In the case of 
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 See Introduction to this dissertation in the section titled Professional Significance of this Study. 
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George Sword, his initiation into a particular men’s society ensures that he will hear certain 

songs and narratives over and over so that he can learn the formulas in the songs and narratives.   

The third stage of learning occurs when the singer can sing before a critical audience; that 

is, his first song, or narrative, is complete in its story from beginning to end, in this he will 

imitate to a large degree his teacher (Singer 24).  What he learns from his instructor is that there 

is fluidity in tradition and his imitation of him means that he will try to stay close in language 

and theme to his teacher; later as he becomes more accomplished he will learn to shorten or 

expand the song or narrative (Singer 22).  In this stage, what George Sword learned from his 

hunka ate, adopted father, One Star, he can sing, or narrate, all the way through on his own.  He 

practices constantly until he can compose it, or recompose it, since there is no written text 

provided by One Star that he can memorize, thus practice becomes essential.
155

  For George 

Sword, his hunka ate, One Star gave him his wopiye, or “medicine bag,” as well as an arrow and 

spear and from that day forward, he imitates One Star to the very end.
156

     

Although audience is an important factor, it will only be covered in a limited way in this 

study in an effort to limit the scope to the compositional elements of oral tradition.  According to 

Lord, in oral narrative, the process includes oral learning, oral composition, and oral 

transmission (Singer 5).
157

  In Lakota, as with any specific tribal oral tradition, these are aspects 

of a culturally unique process.  The length of a narrative and the description provided therein 

depend on the audience.  In this study, the audience for the George Sword’s narratives is the 
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 In Lakota, the process of learning something is expressed in the verb unspe, to learn; unspemakiye, is the 

conjugated form that indicates how one is taught unspemiciya, is the conjugated form that indicates how one 

“teaches self” or how one practices.  Or in the case, where he is taught by another, George Sword might say, 

“wounspeya maku,” or “teachings were given to me.”  To gain a proper understanding of what the actual process is, 

the verb okahniga, to understand, may hold the key since the conjugated form of okahniga, is owakahniga which 

means that one grasps the meaning of something ; when this occurs then learning is complete. 
156

 See chapter three on George Sword’s life wher a definition of wopiye is a thing of power. 
157

 Lord includes all story poetry in oral narrative poetry (Singer 6). 
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reader who is fluent in the Lakota language; in a usual cultural setting, the audience would be the 

adult Lakota audience who may well be the warriors themselves.  Men, like George Sword 

represent singers and narrators who are the carriers of tradition.
158

 His prestige is important 

because of his influence on tradition more than a man of a lesser rank in Lakota society.  George 

Sword, in 1896, at the age of forty-nine, stated through an interpreter, why he was qualified to 

speak, that he has served as a pejuta wicasa, a medicine man; a wakiconze, a marshal; a blota 

hunka, a war leader; and a Sun Dancer who has all the scars on his body to show that he has 

fulfilled the hardest of vows a Lakota warrior can make (Walker, Lakota Belief 74).   Like his 

father, George Sword served his people in these and other ways; these are traditional roles played 

by Lakota men who receive a special calling to them and are not hereditary. Through them he 

has earned traditional leadership roles that require a thorough knowledge of oral tradition.  In all 

of these roles, he will have an audience for each aspect of his life as a Lakota man; and as the 

form of his singing and narrative is perfected.  His audience, according to Lord, will determine 

the length of his song or narrative (Singer 25).  And in turn the length of his performance will 

depend on his ability and the stability of the audience (Lord, Singer 25).  This is corroborated in 

the work of Densmore where Lakota ceremonial songs tend to be longer than non-ceremonial 

songs.  

 The end of the learning process occurs when the singer or narrator is able to move freely 

in the tradition; when he has acquired enough formulas to sing any song which he hears and 

enough thematic material to lengthen or shorten a narrative as the circumstance calls for.  His 

skill demonstrates whether he has mastered the tradition (Lord, Singer 26).  In this collection of 

narratives, George Sword proves his ability time and again, in stanza after stanza, he shows that 
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 Refer to the Lakota cultural practice of old men lining up to recite cultural narratives in camps; where the cultural 

belief is that a people who do not know their history are like wind in the buffalo grass. 
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he can tell the narrative as he heard it, though, Lord states, “In this…the singer does not mean 

word-for-word, when he says exactly as he heard it, and his comments about not changing and 

adding may be tinged by the fact that that is what he thought he was expected to say” (Singer 

65).  In summary, what the learning process illustrates is that the role of the formula is important 

in an oral tradition as it facilitates rapid composition since it expresses an essential idea in the 

required rhythmic form; or stated another way the phrases that express in rhythmic patterns, 

ideas that are common in the narratives (Lord, Singer 22).   

The role of the theme is just as important, as stated earlier in the introductory chapter of 

this dissertation, where thematic content and the way in which the narrator handles the theme are 

important.  The length of the narrative is determined by the narrator, by what he chooses to 

elaborate on and what he tells concisely.  It can be shown that some narrators are able to 

elaborate more than others, with full cultural descriptions while others tell only the necessary 

details of the story.  Thus Parry indicated that the formulas in any poetry are due to the theme 

(272).  A question to consider in subsequent chapters is thus:  What is the form of the narrative 

thus produced?   

In chapter three a closer look at the life of George Sword will give an account of the life 

of one man, and how his life among his people gave rise to a certain oral literary form as 

represented in his narratives.  As stated in chapter one, just as it was important for Parry and 

Lord to know who the singers of the songs were, it is important to know who the narrator George 

Sword is and through his writing to see the practice itself.  In the following chapter, George 

Sword’s biographical information is supplemented with traditional Lakota wintercounts.  The 

traditional roles that George Sword assumed in his life enabled him to learn these songs and 
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narratives.
159

  In his own biographical statements he often told the name of a significant person 

in his life who may have imparted cultural knowledge through narration and song; thus the 

cultural context for these narratives can be gained through these statements.  In the end the 

Lakota language he used remains the final proof.  The careful word for word translation, though 

tedious and long, provided the material for analysis.  A fluency of the Lakota dialect aided the 

process; knowing from Parry’s work in Homeric studies what a subtle change from an older 

dialect, which in this case is from the Dakota dialect to the Lakota dialect, could mean in terms 

of conservative tendencies in oral tradition based cultures to adhere to older dialects in oral 

tradition.
160

  The longer narrative on the Sun Dance provides a version of a narrative that is 

similar thematically to other narratives on the Sun Dance.  George Sword’s narrative differs in 

detail only.  At the time that he wrote about the Sun Dance anthropologists including Wissler 

were collecting descriptions of the Sun Dance from other Plains tribes: see Anthropological 

Papers of The American Museum of Natural History (Walker, Lakota Belief 13-14).
161

  Where 

his narratives can be analogs to the work of Parry and Lord is in the descriptions of a warrior’s 

life, as in the third narrative in this study, and more fully in the longer Sun Dance narrative.  

Comparing George Sword’s Sun Dance narrative to other narratives on the same topic in the 

Walker Collection or other collections may be a topic for further study at a later time.
162
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 In Oral Theory, the focus is on epic narrative poetry.  In this study, the focus is on Lakota song as poetry and 

Lakota narrative as poetic literature;  where narrative is constructed along the same lines as a song. 
160

 See Greene and Thornton (274) in which the winter count of No Ears:  “refers to this time as “Last time they 

went across/Ehako kowatan ai.” “ After 1874-1875, the Teton remained on the western side of the Missouri River.  

Prior to this time there was continued contact with the eastern band of Sioux who spoke the three dialects. 
161

 In the section titled, James R. Walker:  His Life and Work, the editors state, “By comparing the ritual details of 

the sun dance and of the military societies from tribe to tribe, investigators hoped to come to an understanding of 

historical dimensions, such as where these social phenomena had originated, how they had spread from tribe to tribe, 

and which details were contributed by which tribe.  Ethnologists believed the sun dance and the military societies to 

be the central and most important institutions of the plains tribes; through comparison of the historical development 

of each they hoped to reconstruct a more general history of the dynamics of cultural development on the plains (14). 
162

 Comparing it in length to Lakota Tales & Text:  In Translation Volumn I and II, only three and one-half (3 ½) 

pages of text in Lakota were provided to Buechel, S.J. whereas George Sword’s text is fifty-five (55) pages long; 
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 Chapters 4 on the topic of formulas  and Chapter 5 on themes will examine the narratives 

to determine the way in which this practice-induced form manifests itself through a closer look at 

certain features of Lakota oral tradition.  An important question is:  What part of George Sword’s 

narratives can be attributed to tradition?  A related question is:  What part of the narratives can 

be attributed to the individual, George Sword?
163

  Then in chapter five, I analyze the themes and 

determine their function in the short and long narratives.  As in this chapter, the George Sword 

narratives will serve to illustrate and explain how formula and theme play a role in narrative 

composition in Lakota oral tradition to produce a specific form. The limited scope of this study 

necessitates that the formula, in particular the recurring and rhythmic verbs are an important 

feature and are a focus in this analysis; the topic of themes follows the chapter on formulas.  The 

final chapter will provide a summary and analysis of the study in the processes of composition 

among the Lakota in their oral narrative tradition. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
written in the Lakota language, on the same topic.  See also chapter 5 on themes where a comparison is made of 

these two narratives. 
163

 Parry poses these questions in the section on the general character of formulary diction in his dissertation in 1928 

as:  “Scholarship has always admitted…that Homer’s diction is made up to a greater or lesser extent of formulae; but 

no careful study was ever made of this matter until it became necessary to refute theories which found in these 

formulae a proof of imitation.  As we know, every repeated expression, indeed every echo of another expression, 

was considered a sure sign of imitation…no one has done more than to show with certainty…that Homeric formulae 

must derive from a traditional style.  Consequently, Homeric scholarship has been forced to recognize a certain 

element of the formulary in the Iliad and the Odyssey, but it remains divided on the question of capital interest:  

what portion of Homeric diction is to be attributed to the tradition and what portion to the poet?” (8).  Such was 

Parry’s thesis. 
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CHAPTER THREE GEORGE SWORD 

In an unpublished government-briefing document titled:  “Character of Prominent Indians 

of the “Sioux Delegation,” at Washington, D.C., February 1891”, George Sword is identified as 

“Major Sword.”
164

  The historical document reads:    

 Major Sword:- 

“Oglala, Pine Ridge Agency.  Not a Ghost Dancer.  A Christian.  He has been the head of 

the police Force (native,) at Pine Ridge Agency for the past 13 years.  Friendly and loyal to the 

Government during the late troubles.  He was not a participant in the troubles of 1876 and 

1877
165

.” 

 Other important men named in the document are in order:  

 “Young-Man-Afraid-of-His-Horse, Little Wound, American Horse, Fast Thunder, 

Spotted Horse, Fire Lightening, Big Road, He Dog, Spotted Elk, Hump, Two Strike, High Hawk, 

and High Pipe. “
166

  

 

 The men, including George Sword, are identified as “Oglala” from the Pine Ridge 

Agency, except for Two Strike, High Hawk, and High Pipe who are “Brule” from the Rosebud 

Agency and Hump who is Minneconjou from the Cheyenne River Agency.   They are identified 

first by band and agency and then whether or not they are ghost dancers.  They are then 

designated as “Friendly” or “Hostile” during the most recent uprising, and finally, whether or not 

they did or did not take part in the “troubles of 1876 and 1877.”   

 These men, including George Sword were considered influential and significant among 

the seven bands of the Teton.  The Teton are one of the seven council fires that are allied together 
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 Michael G. Porlides Lakota Research Collection, Torrington, Connecticut; originally held by the Robinson 

family of Bennington, Vermont as part of their legal archives from the historic period 1790-1910.  Members of the 

family were largely lawyers and politicians in Vermont and Washington, D.C..   
165

The Great Sioux War of 1876-1877, also known as the Black Hills War, during which the Battle of the Little 

Bighorn involving George Armstrong Custer, June 25-26, 1876, occurred. 
166

 Researcher is a direct descendent of High Hawk from the paternal grandmother’s side (Brule). 
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to form political units in which they kept their independence but acted together for purposes of 

defense.  This confederation consisted of the Dakota and Nakota speaking bands that included 

the Mdewakantons, the Wahpetons, the Wahpekutes, the Sissetons, the Yanktons, the Yanktonais, 

and the Lakota-speaking Tetons.  The Tetons were further subdivided into seven central bands 

including the Oglala, Sichangu (Brule), Miniconjou, Hunkpapa, Sihasapa, Itazipcho, and the 

Oohenonpa.  The largest of the Tetons was the Oglala Lakota band, of which George Sword was 

a member and spoke the Lakota dialect of the Siouan Language.  Although the grammar used in 

the text shows some words are of the Dakota dialect, for example, the use of om, meaning 

“with”; in his text, George Sword uses the Dakota form, om, whereas, the Lakota form is ob.  

The difference is minor yet reflects an older dialect used in oral tradition and not in spoken 

language which would have been, for George Sword, the Lakota dialect.
167

  

The character of each man, fifteen years after the resounding defeat of Custer and the 

Seventh Cavalry at the Little Bighorn by the Teton, was important to the federal government as 

evident in this brief that was never published.
168

  The reason for the government brief may have 

been to determine whether or not these men could be judged capable, individually and 

collectively, of engaging in further subversive activities against the United States government.  

Indeed, Hump, a Minneconjou, was a warrior and leader in the Battle at the Little Bighorn, along 

with other Minneconjou.  Among the Oglala, warriors and leaders in the battle were Crazy 

Horse, He Dog, and Long Wolf.  Crazy Horse, along with Sitting Bull and Gall, both from the 
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 This would corroborate Parry’s work with language and older dialects in his studies with Homer; that these types 

of oral tradition based texts use older archaic language that are not used in spoken everyday language.  Parry states, 

“The remains of Ionic and Aeolic verse are more helpful, though they too have suffered from copiers and mistaken 

theories of language, and their evidence, as we shall see, bears on the poetic rather than on the spoken language.  

Thus the study of Homeric language must be based above all on the inscriptions” (Parry 342).  In the case of George 

Sword’s text, statements made about language and dialect must be made based on the text itself.  
168

 According to George Miles, Curator of the Western Collection at the Beinecke Library at Yale University, March 

30, 2010. 
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Hunkpapa band were principal leaders in the battle.  Whatever the reason for the government 

brief, it was apparent that Major Sword had the full confidence of the federal government as he 

was deemed both “friendly and loyal to the government.” 

Who, then, was this man, George Sword, to his own people?  In his own unpublished 

biographical writings, George Sword stated:  “I will write that which all the people knew.  But 

the secrets of the shaman I am afraid to write, for I have my old outfit as a shaman, and I am 

afraid to offend it.  If a shaman offends his ceremonial outfit, it will bring disaster upon him” 

(CHS Ledger 108:1).  George Sword’s autobiographical statements are corroborated by Lakota 

winter counts that provide some historical evidence, by the Lakota people themselves, as to what 

was recorded by him.  In comparing the dates of his autobiographical writings to the many 

winter counts kept by different Lakota winter count keepers, one emerges as having been 

consistently consulted by George Sword or editors and translators of his autobiographical 

writings; as maintained in the archives of the Colorado Historical Society (Walker 385). The 

winter count of “No Ears” as recorded by a man named John No Ears who lived in the time 

period 1853 to 1918, who was a contemporary of George Sword, provides support for the dates 

entered in his autobiographical statements.  No Ears was an Oglala Lakota who lived in the 

White Clay District on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (Greene and Thornton 45).  His winter 

count provides the historical validation for George Sword’s autobiographical writing.  In the 

typewritten manuscript of the No Ears winter count, titled, “Oglala Sioux Names for Years From 

A.D. 1759 to A.D. 1919,” the following information is provided.  According to Greene and 

Thornton, before contact with the Wasitu, the Lakota people divided time into days, months, and 

years which began with new growth in the spring until the following spring (44).  Using this 
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system, they named each year for an event that may have occurred during the year and to 

designate this year by the identified event which marks the year (Greene and Thornton 44).  

In his own accounts of his life, George Sword writes: 

I was born on Muddy Water, the Missouri River, near the mouth of Big Water, the 

Niobrara River.  It was during the Moon of the Raccoon, (in) February, in the winter 

when Eagle Crow was Stabbed, A.D. 1847.  This was in the winter camp of Bull Bear’s 

camp.  My people were visiting this camp (CHS Ledger 108:1). 

 

George Sword was born in Bull Bear’s winter camp on the banks of the Missouri River, 

near the mouth of the Niobrara River, near present day Yankton Indian Reservation and Santee 

Sioux Indian Reservation in the year, Kangi-wambli capapi or the year “Crow-eagle-stabbed”, 

1847-48, as recorded in a winter count by No Ears (Greene and Thornton 222).  A decade earlier, 

in 1837, Alfred Jacob Miller painted a portrait of Bull Bear, a formidable leader, wearing a hair-

fringed shirt.  In this portrait, Bull Bear wore his hair loose, framing a majestic Lakota face.  The 

leader wore two eagle feathers, a bear claw necklace, and held a metal pipe tomahawk in his 

arms (Hassrick 49). 

Other winter counts record the year 1847-48, as a severe winter when there were many 

accidents from the ice and deep snow, “It was a difficult winter when many were thrown from 

their horses while surrounding buffalo in the deep snow, and some had their legs broken,” 

records Cloud Shield (Greene and Thornton 222).  These winter counts, as indicated in the No 

Ears winter count, tell about what happened from one spring to the next, thus each year is 

explained in this manner, for example from the spring of 1847 to the end of winter in the 

following year, 1848, so that a new year began at springtime and ended with winter the following 

year when the new grass grew in the spring (Greene and Thornton 44).  In this study, the winter 
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count keepers referenced are:  American Horse, Cloud Shield, “The Flame,” “The Swan,” 

“Major Bush,” Long Soldier, Battiste Good, Lone Dog, and No Ears.
169

 

From the time of George Sword’s birth, the keepers of the winter counts record several 

significant events that occurred:  American Horse records a cholera epidemic in 1849-50, when 

the Asiatic cholera epidemic in the United States, according to Greene and Thornton, reached the 

Plains region from immigrants passing through on their way to California and Oregon (226).   

No Ears calls the epidemic, nawicatipa, or “cramps”, a time when many died from the disease.  

The following year, Cloud Shield tells about a smallpox epidemic, as a time when many more 

died than when the disease was first introduced to the Lakota in 1818-1819 (Greene and 

Thornton 228).  No Ears records this year as icahanhan, referring to the suffering endured by 

many.  Then in the following year, Cloud Shield, records that, “many goods were issued to them 

at Fort Laramie,” referring to the signing of the Treaty of Fort Laramie (Wyoming) on 

September 17, 1851 which promised an annuity in the amount of fifty thousand dollars for fifty 

years to the Lakota and other tribes, for allowing the federal government to build roads and forts 

in their territories for the safe passage of immigrants along the Oregon Trail.  No Ears records 

the event as Wakpanini pi tanka, or the “Great Distribution”.  In several winter counts, the year 

1854-55 was recorded by “The Flame” as, “Brave Bear was killed by Blackfeet;” by “The 

Swan,” who records this year as “A Minneconjou Dakota named Brave Bear was killed by the 

Upper Blackfeet; and, by “Major Bush” who records this as the year when the “Minniconjou 

Sioux named “Brave Bear” killed by the Upper Blackfeet Indians” (Greene and Thornton 235).  

The most accurate description appears to be the one recorded by, The Flame.  The others may 

have confused the killing of Brave Bear, George Sword’s father, with the death of Conquering 
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 Researcher is a direct descendent of Battiste Good who is also known as Brown Hat, a Brule. 
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Bear, a Minneconjou, who died from wounds incurred by soldiers at Fort Laramie.  Conquering 

Bear, who signed the Treaty of Fort Laramie in 1851, was shot by soldiers under the command 

of Lieutenant John Grattan of the Sixth Infantry, on August 17, 1854.  Conquering Bear died 

nine days later from his wounds.  American Horse’s winter count accurately records this time as, 

“Conquering Bear was killed by white soldiers, and 30 soldiers were killed in retaliation 9 miles 

below Fort Laramie.”  No Ears records the year as “Conquering-bear killed/Mato-wayuhi ktepi” 

(Greene and Thornton 237). 

 In his own writings, George Sword recalls the following:  “The first I remember is When 

the Crows Were with the White People, (in) A.D. 1856.  Then I thought the Crows and the white 

people were all enemies of the Lakotas.  The Crows killed my father in battle” (CHS:  Ledger 

108:1).  The death of George Sword’s father occurred then prior to 1856.  His father seems to 

have assumed many responsibilities within the tribe, like many of the Oglala Lakota men at that 

point in tribal and cultural history.  He stepped forward when called upon to serve his people, 

setting an example for George Sword to follow: 

My father was (w)asica (w)akan, a shaman, and he was a pazuta wicasa, a medicine man.  

He was a bear medicine man.  He was ozuye wicasa, a war man, and in the camp he was 

akicita, (a) marshall.  He was a Fox, an order among the Oglala Sioux, and a bearer of the 

itazipi wakan, mysterious bow, the banner of the Foxes, the bearer of it on a war party 

holds a position of especial honor.  I have never borne the mysterious bow on a war 

party.  When I was living as an Indian I wished very much to bear the mysterious bow 

(CHS:  Ledger 108:1). 

 

 In comparison, George Sword, later in 1896, reflected on his life, stating through an 

interpreter, why he was qualified to speak: 

I know the old customs of the Lakotas, and all their ceremonies for I was a wicasa 

wakan, and I have conducted all the ceremonies.  I have conducted the Sun Dance, which 

is the greatest ceremony of the Lakotas.  The scars on my body show that I have danced 
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the Sun Dance, and no Lakota will dispute my word.  I was also a pejuta wicasa, and 

belonged with the Bear medicine people.  The Bear medicine men have all the medicine 

ceremonies that other kinds of medicine men have and much more.  So I can tell all the 

medicine ceremonies.  I was a wakiconze and so I know all the customs of the camp and 

of the march.  I was also a blota hunka and have led many war parties against the enemy, 

both of Indians and white men.  The scars on my body show the wounds I have received 

in battle.  So I know the ceremonies of war.  I have been on the tribal chase of the 

buffalo, and know all the ceremonies of the chase (Walker, Lakota Belief 74).   

Like his father, George Sword served his people in these and other ways, as a wicasa 

wakan, a pejuta wicasa, an ozuye wicasa, an akicita, and a wakiconza.  Through his service he 

would learn the customs and traditions of the Lakota that were passed from generation to 

generation through the Lakota oral tradition.  

 In the following years, in 1855-56, Lone Dog, The Flame, The Swan, Long Soldier, 

Battiste Good and No Ears made reference to the Oglala Lakota’s conflicts with Brevet 

Brigadier General William S. Harney, United States Army.  No Ears records that period of time 

as “Hornet would not give up/Wicayajipa wa aksija”, referring to “Hornet,” the name for 

Harney, who took some Lakota women and children as prisoners (Greene and Thornton 239).  In 

the years 1857-58, the winter count keepers recorded different events, Cloud Shield’s winter 

count indicated, “They have an abundance of buffalo meat;”  American Horse records, “They 

received annuities at Rawhide Butte;” Lone Dog records, “Four-Horn was made a calumet or 

medicine man” (Greene and Thornton 239-240).  No Ears writes in his winter count, “Crows 

with the whites/Kangi wasicu obkju” (Greene and Thornton 241).  The Flame, Lone Dog and 

The Swan all record, as Battiste Good did, for the year 1858, “Hunted bulls only winter,” 

meaning that only the buffalo bulls were found that year and a few cows (Greene and Thornton 

242-243).  As a consequence, in order to secure better hunting, Lone Horn, a chief “made 

medicine with white buffalo cow-skin” (Greene and Thornton 243).  In the winter of 1858-59 

most of the keepers of the winter counts reference the “Bull-hunting winter.” 
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In 1860-61, Battiste Good recorded in his winter count, “Broke out with rash and died 

with pains in the stomach winter.”  It was not known whether it was smallpox, German measles, 

or scarlet fever, or some other disease.  No Ears records for the period 1860-61, “Many babies 

died/Hoksicala ota tapi,” as noted earlier, George Sword’s autobiographical text corresponds to 

this winter count.  At the age of thirteen, Sword participated in a coming of age ceremony like all 

Lakota adolescents:      

When Many Babies Died, (in) A.D. 1860, I sought a vision and the Spirit of the Bear 

revealed to me that I should be a war man like my (f)ather.  This was in the Moon When 

the Strawberries are Red, (in) June.  When I told this to my people they gave a feast, and 

I became a Hunka to an old (s)haman named One Star.  He was my Ate, ceremonial 

father, and taught me the wisdom of the Lakotas.  He taught me Mato Lowanpi, the 

ceremony of the cult of Bear Medicine.  

When Spotted Horse was Killed, (in) A.D. 1861, I chose Takuskanskan, the patron spirit 

of moving things and of mystery, to be my guardian spirit.  I was then fourteen years old.  

The(n) One Star gave me my arrow and spear and my mystery bag.  Thes(e) he made 

powerful by his magic.  In the bag was the spirit of the eagle.  From that time I never 

killed an eagle until after I had killed an enemy.  Then I took an eagle alive and killed it 

with my bare hands and my Ate split the middle feather of its tail and knotched it and tied 

it to my scalp lock (CHS Ledger 108:1). 

 

In the year following his vision quest, the keepers of the winter counts, the year 1861-62, 

as recorded by The Flame, The Swan, and Lone Dog, was a time when the “Buffalo were so 

plentiful that their tracks came close to the tipis (Greene and Thornton 249).  No Ears, records 

this as a time when “Spotted-horse killed/Sunkgleska ktepi.”  In 1862-63, Lone Dog, The Flame, 

and the Swan, record that “Red-Feather, A Minneconjou was killed.”  In this year, an uprising 

occurred among the eastern Dakota, in August 1862.
170

  The eastern Dakota did not keep winter 
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 On August 17, 1862, Dakota, Little Crow led an uprising in southwest Minnesota, near the Minnesota 

River.  The Dakota were hungry and the agent told them to “eat grass,” and it angered the Dakota men 

which led to a massacre of the whites in the area.  The uprising ended with a mass execution of thirty 
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counts and the Teton, or western Lakota, did not keep track of significant events for them 

(Greene and Thornton 251).  In the year 1862-63, No Ears recorded that a boy had been scalped, 

“Hoksila wan waspapi,” this was verified by American Horse who indicated that the “Crows 

scalped an Oglala boy alive.”  Cloud Shield records that “Some Crows came to their camp and 

scalped a boy.”  Battiste Good indicates that this was the “Cut up the boy in the camp Winter,” 

when the Crows came into the camp and cut up the boy while the people were away (Greene and 

Thornton 252).   

The period, 1863-1864, was recorded by Lone Dog, The Swan, and The Flame, as the 

year when “Crows killed eight Dakotas on the Yellowstone” (Greene and Thornton 253).  No 

Ears states that it was the year when “Eight were killed/Saklogan ahi wica ktepi” (Greene and 

Thornton 254).  In historical accounts on the life of Red Cloud, Oglala Lakota leader, a young 

man identified as “The Sword,” a nephew of Red Cloud, was killed, in April of 1863.  He was 

one of eight men from Red Cloud’s band who were killed by the Crow Chief Spotted Horse’s 

men.  Spotted Horse and his men had taken five hundred horses from Red Cloud’s winter camp.  

When Red Cloud’s nephew, The Sword, considered a courageous young man, pursued the leader 

and overtook him, a close face to face battle occurred.  The Sword shot Spotted Horse as both 

men mounted on horses faced each other, when he dismounted to approach the wounded enemy 

Spotted Horse point blank shot The Sword through the heart killing him instantly (Paul 81).  

Spotted Horse died shortly thereafter.  After his death, The Sword’s younger brother took the 

name of “Sword” as his own (Paul 182-183). 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
eight Dakota men on December 26, 1862 in Mankato, Minnesota; the largest mass hanging in United 

States history.  Many Dakota fled their homeland and settled in Canada where they still reside today. 
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 In the following year, 1864-65, Long Dog, The Flame, The Swan, and Major Bush, 

record that, “Four Crow Indians were killed by the Minniconjou Sioux.”  No Ears, refers to this 

year as “Four crows were killed/psa loka top wica ktepi,” a time when four Crow men were 

caught stealing horses and were killed (Greene and Thornton 256).  The following year, 1864-65, 

is referred to by Long Dog, The Flame, the Swan, and Major Bush, as the year when “Lost an 

immense number of horses in the snow,” due to starvation.  Battiste Good, called it, “Deep snow 

used up the horses winter,” while No Ears named it “sunk sotapi,” when, “all the horses died” 

(Greene and Thornton 258).  In the autobiography of his own life, George Sword stated: 

When I was a child my mother called me Growling Bear, and this was my name until 

after I went on my first war path.  The year, All the Horses Died, in A.D. 1865, I went on 

the war path.  I was then 18 years old.  When I returned my Ate, ceremonial father, gave 

me the name of Wato Kicon, which means Takes Revenge on Them.  This was my name 

from that time until I changed my Indian way for those of the white people (CHS Ledger 

108:1). 

George Sword accounts for the change in his life as follows: 

When A Hundred White Men Were Killed, in A.D. 1866, I was wounded twice, and 

nearly taken prisoner.  Then I thought that the Great Spirit of the white men must be 

greater than the Great Spirit (t)he Sun.  Takuskanskan had never taught me how to make 

cloth or things of the metal, and the white men knew how to do this.  So, I became a 

friend of the white people.  Then my name was changed to Sword (CHS Ledger 108:1). 

 

In the years after 1865, it appears that One Star, a holy man assumed responsibility for 

George Sword, in ways a Lakota father would traditionally help a young son reach full 

adulthood, through careful instruction and guidance.  George Sword called One Star, his 

ceremonial or Hunka father, a designation that indicates that One Star may as well have been his 

real father for the care he would receive from him as a surrogate father; as well as the cultural 

knowledge imparted through Lakota oral tradition.
171

  The name One Star gave to him, Wato 
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 Hunka, meaning the making of relatives. 
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Kicon, or Takes Revenge on Them, may have had to do with the killing of George Sword’s 

father by the enemy.  

 In the winter counts the period 1866-67 is marked by Lone Dog, The Flame and The 

Swan as “Minneconjou Dakota chief, named Swan, died.”  Military records show that he died 

approximately seventy-five miles northwest of Fort Sully (South Dakota) on Cherry Creek 

(Greene and Thornton 258-259).  American Horse and No Ears indicate that “A hundred white 

men were killed/Wasicu opawinge wica ktepi,” referring to the Fetterman massacre at Fort 

Phillip Kearney (Wyoming) located along the Bozeman Trail which occurred on December 21, 

1866 (Greene and Thornton 259-260).  George Sword participated in this battle, in his own 

words, “When A Hundred White Men Were Killed, in A.D. 1866, I was wounded twice, and 

nearly taken prisoner.”   

Beginning in 1867-68, many of the winter counts refer to interactions with the military.  

Lone Dog records that “Many flags were given them by the Peace Commission,” referring to the 

visit by the Peace Commissioners, including General Sherman’s visit as indicated in the Annual 

Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1868 (Greene and Thornton 260).  The meeting 

occurred at Fort Leavenworth (Kansas), August, 13, 1867 (Greene and Thornton 260).  The 

Flame, The Swan, Major Bush, Long Soldier, Battiste Good, and Cloud Shield signify this time 

as the year when “Blankets were issued to them at Fort Laramie [Wyoming],” referring to the 

1868 Fort Laramie treaty, when the Great Sioux Reservation was established wherein the federal 

government set aside the Black Hills in Dakota Territory for the exclusive use by the Sioux 

nation.  No Ears, calls this period, “A Shoshoni that came into camp was killed/Susuni ti hi wan 

ktepi (Green and Thornton 262).  In 1868-69, Lone Dog, The Flame, The Swan, and Major Bush 

refer to this winter as the “Winter of plenty of White men’s cattle,” referring to Texas cattle that 
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were brought to the Lakota as a result of the 1868 Fort Laramie treaty (Greene and Thornton 

262-263).  In this year, the southern Oglala Lakota faced a hard winter and American Horse and 

Cloud Shield record, “People were starving and had to sell many mules and horses,” referring to 

the time they sold mules that they owned for a sack of flour (Greene and Thornton 263).   No 

Ears referred to this year as “Horned-thunder escorted/Wakinyan-heton e ihpeyapi, “a reference 

that seems to refer to something abstract or unexplainable as a common recorded event.   

In the following year, 1869-1870, an eclipse of the sun occurred.  Lone Dog, The Flame,  

Major Bush and The Swan reference the eclipse, as “Dakotas witnessed eclipse of the sun; 

frightened terribly (Greene and Thornton 265).  This was Major Bush’s last entry in his winter 

count and he records, “”Great eclipse in August-A white man bought one hundred (100) hides 

belonging to the Ogalallah and Brule (Lower) Sioux soon after returned them, cause unknown” 

(Greene and Thornton 265).  No Ears and Battiste Good record this time as “Trees killed them 

winter,” when a tree fell on a woman who was cutting wood and killed her (Greene and Thornton 

266).  In 1870-71, The Swan last recorded that “A Crow war party of 30 were surprised and 

surrounded in the Black Hills by the Dakotas and killed” (Greene and Thornton 267).   In that 

year Long Soldier reports that “Another party of 10 Frenchmen came and traded with Indians,” 

while American Horse, Cloud Shield, Battiste Good, and No Ears record that High Backbone 

also known as Hump was killed by the Snakes or Shoshoni (Greene and Thornton 268).  In 1872-

73, there were a number of killings by the enemy of different men, including Crow Feather, Sans 

Arc John, Chief Turn Bull, and Little Bull.  Battiste Good records this year as “Issue year 

winter” (Greene and Thornton 270-271).  In the period 1873-74, American Horse notes that “The 

Oglalas killed the Indian agent’s [Seville’s] clerk,” referring to the killing of the clerk inside the 

stockade of the Red Cloud Agency at Fort Robinson [Nebraska] (Greene and Thornton 272).  
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Battiste Good refers to this period as, “Measles and sickness used up the people winter,” while 

No Ears records that “Two Omaha killed/ Monah nonp wica ktepi” (Greene and Thornton 273).  

The following year, in 1874-75, both Cloud Shield, Rosebud and Battiste Good record that “Utes 

stole horses winter,” when the Utes stole five hundred horses (Greene and Thornton 274-276).   

American Horse records, “The Oglalas at Red Cloud Agency cut up the flagpole,” referring to 

the flag staff that the Oglala Lakota cut down because they did not want the agent to put up the 

American flag near their encampment at Fort Robinson, located in Nebraska (Greene and 

Thornton 274).  No Ears refers to this time as “Last time they went across/Ehako kowatan ai,” 

referring to the last crossing of the Missouri River by his band.  Thereafter they remained on the 

west side of the Missouri (Greene and Thornton 274). 

In the years that follow, the winter counts depict more and more engagement with the 

United States Army, for instance, American Horse’s winter count for 1876-77 depicts, “The 

Oglalas helped Gen. Mackenzie to whip the Cheyennes,” referring to the time after the Battle of 

the Little Bighorn when Oglalas that surrendered were recruited to serve as scouts for the U.S. 

Army against the Cheyenne (Greene and Thornton 277).  Cloud Shield indicates this time as, 

“Three Stars (General Crook) took Red Cloud’s young men to help him fight the Cheyennes” 

(Greene and Thornton 277).  No Ears records this winter as, “Horses taken from Red 

Cloud/Marpiya-luta sunkipi” (Greene and Thornton 277).  In the next winter, 1877-78, American 

Horse, Cloud Shield, Battiste Good, and No Ears indicate that “Crazy-horse killed/Tasunka-

witko ktepi,” which occurred on September 5, 1877 at Fort Robinson.  This event alone marked 

the defeat of the Oglala people, American Horse simply states, “Crazy Horse was killed;” while 

Cloud Shield indicated that “Crazy Horse’s band left the Spotted Tail Agency (at Camp 

Sheridan, Nebraska) and went north, after Crazy Horse was killed at Fort Robinson, Nebraska:”  
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Battiste Good’s winter count depicts the killing as “Crazy Horse came to make peace and was 

killed with his hands stretched out winter,” referring to the murder of the Oglala Lakota leader 

Crazy Horse while a prisoner at Fort Robinson (Greene and Thornton 279). 

In Lakota tradition, a man’s name can change over his lifetime for any significant event 

in his life.  Thus, in what appears to be a mere stating of his name, George Sword, in true cultural 

form, tells of his new identity:  “My name is George Sword.  My name was given to me when I 

quit the ways of the Indians and adopted those of the white people.  I was then first called Sword.  

Then when they put my name on the rolls they gave me the name of George” (CHS Ledger 

108:1). 

He gives his account of why he took the name “Sword:” 

I took the name of Mila Wakan, which means a mysterious knife.  This I did when I saw 

the swords (of) the officers of the army.  I thought that the sword was an emblem of 

power and authority, so I chose this name.  When the Indian speak this name they say Mi-

wakan.  This means the same as Mila Wakan.  It means a sword.  So the white people call 

me Sword.  I do not know who gave me the name of George (CHS Ledger 108:1). 

 

As early as August of 1874, George Sword had been handpicked by J.J. Saville, the agent 

at the Red Cloud Agency located on the banks of the White River near Fort Robinson (close to 

present day Chadron, Nebraska).  Saville trusted Sword, along with five others including Sitting 

Bull, and issued weapons to them with the permission of the Interior Department, against the 

Army’s wishes, to help him maintain order at the agency (Price 134-138).  In the winter counts, 

American Horse had reported for the year, 1873 to 1874, “The Oglalas killed the Indian agent’s 

(Seville’s) clerk” (Greene and Thornton 272).  In that year, agent Saville first sought to establish 

a police force using Sword’s skills as a former akicita, one who traditionally saw that there was 

general order in an Oglala camp.  An akicita’s duties were not only to enforce order when the 
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Oglala Lakota were traveling from one place to another but to oversee the vitally important 

buffalo hunt so that the hunt was communal and no single hunter acted on his own.  An akicita 

also enforced tribal rules against senseless murder among the Oglala Lakota.  If one committed 

murder, the akicita were empowered to kill the murderer on the spot or destroy all of his 

property, including the destruction of his tipi, and the killing of his horses (Utley 10).  George 

Sword, like his father, had served as an akicita in the traditional Oglala political system, a skill 

that later proved useful to him.  

George Sword’s tribal affiliation is succinctly stated as “Oglala” in the government brief 

in 1891.  A simple designation that belies the complexity of what it meant to be an Oglala 

Lakota in the years George Sword records in his autobiographical writings.  In 1891, the year 

following the Wounded Knee Massacre, where the death toll was one hundred and forty-six 

including one hundred and two adult men and women, twenty-four old men, seven old women, 

six boys between five and eight years old, and seven infants and young children under the age of 

two, George Sword along with other delegates was sent to Washington DC to present grievances 

to the President, Benjamin Harrison, and Secretary of the Interior, John W. Nobel.  On February 

4, 1891, George Sword, Young-Man-Afraid-of-His-Horse, Little Wound, American Horse, Fast 

Thunder, Spotted Horse, Fire Lightening, Big Road, He Dog, Spotted Elk, Hump, Two Strike, 

High Hawk, and High Pipe arrived in Washington, D.C. (Utley 275).  Among themselves, they 

elected Hump, Two Strike, High Hawk, Hollow-Horn Bear,
172

 American Horse and Young-Man-

Afraid-of-His-Horses to speak for them (Utley 276).  The delegation was not treated well by then 

Secretary of the Interior Nobel.  Young-Man-Afraid-of-His-Horses, spoke to Nobel, saying: 
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The troubles spring from seed.  The seed was sown long ago by the white man not 

attending truthfully to his treaties after a majority of our people had voted for them.  

When the white man speaks, the government and the army see that we obey.  When the 

red man speaks, it goes in one ear and out of the other.  The Indian is for eternity 

interested in the subject, the white man only when he comes into office for two or three 

years.  I am not an old man, but I have seen many Great fathers and his headmen.   

Why was not the late treaty fixed promptly by the Great Council?  Why were our rations 

cut down a million of pounds?   Why have not our winter annuities come?  Why was the 

whole Sioux nation called to account for dancing a religious dance? (Utley 276-277).   

 

In the document, “Character of Prominent Indians of the Sioux Delegation, Major Sword 

is identified as “Oglala, Pine Ridge Agency.”  Dr. Valentine T. McGillycuddy, post surgeon at 

Fort Robinson at the time of Crazy Horse’s death, was assigned to serve as the first government 

agent at the newly established Pine Ridge Agency.  In March of 1879, Dr. McGillycuddy arrived 

at Pine Ridge where he served as a government agent until 1886, a period of seven years.  While 

there, he established an all-Indian police force to serve the six thousand Oglala Lakota living at 

the new agency.  In August of 1879, he appointed George Sword as a captain in charge of the 

fifty member Oglala police force at Pine Ridge.  The Indian police were issued new Springfield 

rifles or Sharps Sheridan rifles, each man outfitted in full uniform, and ranked according to his 

assigned duty for the force.  These men earned a salary of five dollars a month to enforce all civil 

and criminal laws within their jurisdiction within the reservation boundaries (Starita 80-83). 

In his autobiographical writing George Sword writes about the colonizing phase of life on 

the newly established reservation.  In the Agreement with the Sioux of Various Tribes, 1882-

1883, the Sioux ceded title to the Great Sioux Reservation and agreed to settle permanently on 

five separate reservations including Pine Ridge, Rosebud, Standing Rock, Cheyenne River and 

Lower Brule Agencies.  This was a time when the process to subdue the Oglala Lakota 

intensified.  Oglala Lakota leader Red Cloud, who had signed the Agreement with the Sioux of 
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Various Tribes, in 1882-83 on October 28, 1882, expressed his bitterness in a speech to the 

Oglala people, twenty-one years after signing the agreement.  On July 4, 1903, Red Cloud 

stated:  “The white man came and took our lands from us.  They put (us) in bounds and made 

laws for us.  We were not asked what laws suit us.  But the white men made the laws to suit 

themselves and they compel us to obey them.  This is not good for an Indian” (Walker, Lakota 

Belief, 138).  Indeed, a clearly distinguishable period of colonization began for the Oglala 

Lakota after 1878.  Red Cloud articulated fully for his people the resentment he felt toward the 

American government: 

They tell us that we are Indians and they are white men and that we must be treated 

different from the white man.  This is true.  But the white man should say how he should 

be treated and the Indian should say how he should be treated.  It is not so.  The white 

man says how the white man should be treated and the white man says how the Lakota 

should be treated and the Lakota has nothing to say in this matter.  The commissioners 

and the white people sent to us by the president tell us that the white people know what is 

best for us.  How can this be?  No white man was born an Indian, then how can he think 

as an Indian thinks? (Walker, Lakota Belief 139). 

 

 George Sword, Red Cloud’s nephew was thirty-two years old when he began his service 

as Captain of the all Indian police force in 1878.  Indeed, some historians view his position as 

usurping Red Cloud’s power since it had been the agent’s intent to undermine Red Cloud’s 

leadership (Utley 28).  McGillycuddy, the first agent at Pine Ridge, fully trusted, his all-Indian 

police force led by Captain Sword.  In his statements to government authorities, he wrote: 

Situated as the agency is, in close proximity to the ever increasing white settlements, it 

would be impracticable and almost impossible to conduct this agency without this 

organization.  It represents law and order, and the members, uniformed and disciplined 

and far advanced in civilization, offer the best and most practical example for the other 

Indians of the tribe to copy after, which they are rapidly doing in the way of adopting 

civilized clothing, etc… (Starita 80-83).  
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 In photograph after photograph in which George Sword posed in police uniform, he 

epitomized what McGillycuddy envisioned as a civilized Indian.  In the thirteen years he served 

on the police force, George Sword became one of McGillycuddy’s most trusted men who later 

earned the rank of Major.  When McGillycuddy first established the all-Indian force, it was not a 

foreign concept for Red Cloud or the other leaders at the new agency in Pine Ridge.  The duties 

assigned to George Sword and the fifty member police force, were similar to what was expected 

of an akicita in Teton society.  The akicita were an elite policing force appointed traditionally by 

the Teton leaders.  They enforced cultural rules or laws and maintained social order when the 

large bands assembled as well as for other times when their policing services were needed.  

Traditionally, these men served for honor.  Thus when McGillycuddy paid these men to perform 

the same duties that they had always done for their people without remuneration, Red Cloud and 

other Lakota leaders resented them.   

George Sword served well as a civilized Indian for the government agent McGillycuddy 

but a the question remains:  what motivated him internally, to later write thousands of lines of 

text in his native language to preserve everything meaningful to his culture?  His writings could 

very well have been interpreted as subversive, especially in light of McGillycuddy’s intentions 

and actions.  Indeed, for the civilizing process to progress successfully McGillycuddy believed 

that the language, customs, leadership practices, and the very culture of the Oglala Lakota had to 

be eradicated.  These were the antithesis of everything he sought to establish at the new agency 

in order to civilize them.  Had McGillycuddy known, what George Sword eventually recorded in 

writing, he would have seen the futility of his efforts. 

George Sword, dressed in full police uniform was physically a recognizable symbol 

representing everything McGillycuddy and the United States government hoped for civilized 
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Indians.  McGillycuddy, himself, served as an icon for the colonizing forces at play during this 

time in history.  He represents the power unleashed against a people who dared to defeat the 

United States cavalry in battle.  His true opinion is historically recorded as follows, “It is a mere 

waste of time to attempt to teach the average adult Indian the ways of the white man,” he stated, 

“He can be tamed, and that is about all” (Starita 80-83).  He acted on his convictions regarding 

the Oglala people and ordered anyone who practiced Indian religion or the Ghost Dance, to be 

jailed, and to cut their food rations if necessary to enforce the ban on all Indian religious and 

cultural practices.   

The government briefing document in 1891 states succinctly that George Sword, is a 

“Christian.”  Yet, the greatest religious ceremony for the Oglala Lakota people, according to 

George Sword, was the annual Sun Dance, an event representing a ceremony of the warriors.  In 

it, each warrior who vowed to participate in the Sun Dance did so to overcome the enemy so that 

the people might live.  At the age of fifteen, he made his first vow to participate in the Sun 

Dance, and at the age of sixteen, he states that he did participate in it for the first time.  He 

briefly relates his own experience in the Sun Dance in his autobiographical statement, “When I 

came back from my first war party I vowed to dance the (S)un dance when the sage was next in 

bloom, because the great spirit Wi, the sun had been good to me” (CHS Ledger 108:1).  Later in 

his life when Sword wrote a text about the Sun Dance, he writes about how a leader is selected, 

just as he helped select One Star to lead his first Sun Dance.  He states: 

Many other brave men danced the [S]un [D]ance with me and many camps joined in the 

ceremony.  I danced to the end and then I was in a trance when Wi revealed to me that I 

must all my life search the great spirits.  So I became a shaman and asked every man 

about the spirits.  I learned all I could of the spirits and what men should do to serve them 

(CHS Ledger 108:1). 
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Contrary to this early experience, George Sword, on September 5, 1896, stated,  

When I served the Lakota Wakan Tanka, I did so with all my power.  When I went on the 

warpath I always did all the ceremonies to gain the favor of the Lakota Wakan Tanka.  

But when the Lakotas fought with the white soldiers, the white people always won the 

victory.  I went to Washington and to other large cities, and that showed me that the 

white people dug in the ground and built houses that could not be moved.  Then I knew 

that when they came they could not be driven away.  For this reason I took a new name, 

the name of Sword, because the leaders of the white soldiers wore the swords.  I 

determined to adopt the customs of the white people and persuade my people to do so 

(Walker, Lakota Belief 74). 

 

The 1891 government brief verifies George Sword’s intent, notation is made that “Major 

Sword, (was) Friendly and loyal to the government,” and that he was a “Christian”.  A full five 

years after this, he states in his own words, “I became the first leader of the U.S. Indian Police 

among the Oglalas, and was their captain until the Oglalas ceased to think of fighting the white 

people.  Then I became a deacon in the Christian church, and am so now, and will be until my 

death” (Walker, Lakota Belief 75).  He served on the all-Indian police force until 1892 when he 

retired at the age of forty-five.   

It appears then that George Sword served as a deacon in the Episcopal Church, and 

because he served as a deacon in a Christian church, like Black Elk, historians have questioned 

the validity of his writings on Lakota belief and ritual.  The question is always to what extent are 

his writings influenced by Christianity?  What most fail to recognize is that true religious 

freedom did not exist for the American Indian until almost a hundred years later with the passing 

of the American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA) in 1978; as a federal law and a joint 

resolution of Congress, it was passed to protect and preserve the traditional religious rights and 

cultural practices of American Indians, Eskimos, Aleuts, and Native Hawaiians.  Thus, in 

circumspect, until modern times, the physical reality for men like George Sword who practiced 
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Christianity was under threat of imprisonment if they practiced their own religion.  The most 

compelling argument against those who doubt the validity of George Sword’s, and Black Elk’s 

views on Lakota belief and ritual is the language that George Sword spoke, in his own words, “I 

cannot speak English, but I understand it so that I know when it is interpreted wrong.
173

  I have 

learned to write in Lakota, but I write as the old Lakota spoke when they spoke in a formal 

manner” (CHS Ledger 108:1).
174

  George Sword was at home in one language and one culture 

using the language, he had the power to construct oral narrative in one literature which he wrote 

in Lakota.  Thus using Lakota oral tradition he wrote primarily for those fluent in the  Lakota 

language.  The evidence for this is in the language itself which uses sophisticated grammar and 

syntax.  He shares this power with Black Elk and others who speak the same language and share 

many of these beliefs and rituals that were passed from one generation to another through Lakota 

oral tradition.
175

 

A reason for switching allegiances for George Sword may have been strictly from a 

resolute and courageous warrior’s perspective, as indeed he had been a Lakota warrior in many 

battles.  In his own words, perhaps as a stalwart warrior, he had said, “When I went on the 

warpath I always did all the ceremonies to gain the favor of the Lakota Wakan Tanka.  But when 

the Lakotas fought with the white soldiers, the white people always won the victory” (Walker, 
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 In chapter 3 of this dissertation, in 1896 George Sword spoke through an interpreter, stating why he was qualified 

to speak (Walker, Lakota Belief 45-50).  Thus in the beginning he may have utilized an interpreter but as time 

passed he took it upon himself to construct these narratives in the Lakota language without using an intermediary. 
174

 Dr. James Walker corroborated this fact in his, Walker’s autobiographical statement (Walker, Lakota Belief 45-

50). 
175

 Parry, in Studies in the Epic Techique of Oral Verse-making.  I. Homer and Homeric Style, [first published in 

Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 41 (1930), 73-147, writes:  “Writing may be known, and the poem may be 

dictated and recorded, and the knowledge of writing may thus have some bearing on the text of the poem.  But it 

will not have any upon its style, nor upon its form, nor upon its life in the group of poets and the social group of 

which its author was a part” (Parry 270). 
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Lakota Belief 74).  It is not surprising then to find that he had completely allied himself with 

them: 

The white people told me of many strange things and I found them to be so.  Then I knew 

that the whites were a powerful people and that their ways were better than the ways of 

the Indians.  So, I helped the white people and I became a scout for the army.  When 

There was a Great Distribution, in A.D. 1851, my people told me that the white people 

had plenty of food and clothing all time, and since I can remember, every year they 

brought much and gave it to the Indians, so I knew that they could do things that the 

Indians could not.
176

  When Seven Loafers Were Killed, in A.D 1875-76, I joined the 

white people, and have remained with them ever since (CHS Ledger 108:1).
177

 

 In the government brief, George Sword was noted as “Not a Ghost Dancer.  A Christian.”  

A civilized Indian had to be a Christian and in the brief Major Sword appears to be both.  George 

Sword, himself, stated his views on religion:  “I still have my Wasicun (ceremonial pouch or 

bundle of a shaman) and I am afraid to offend it, because the spirit of an Oglala may go the spirit 

land of the Lakota” (Utley 34).  It was within self-imposed cultural restrictions that George 

Sword was able to write about Lakota belief and ritual stating, “I can tell you the ceremonies of 

the people and the warriors but I am afraid to tell you of the ceremonies of the shamans” 

(Walker, Lakota Belief 75). 

 After the Wounded Knee massacre on December 29, 1890, George Sword, then captain 

of the all-Indian police force took a survivor, a young girl, age five, and raised her as his 

daughter (Utley 4).  The death toll was one hundred and forty-six including one hundred and two 

adult men and women, twenty-four old men, seven old women, six boys between five and eight 

years old, and seven infants and young children under the age of two.  In 1890, Charles 

Alexander Eastman served as the agency physician at the Pine Ridge Agency.  Within two years 

after the massacre a hospital was opened on the reservation.  Six years later Dr. James Riley 
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 See also Cloud Shield’s wintercount. 
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 In Greene, this is depicted in “No Ear’s winter count as “1875-76,” (276).  A significant event that occurred on 

June 25, 1876 is the Battle of the Little Big Horn. 
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Walker arrived at Pine Ridge to serve as the agency physician.  Dr. Walker had served 

previously for eighteen years with other Indian agencies including the White Earth Chippewa 

Agency in Minnesota for fifteen years and for three years at the Colville Agency in northeastern 

Washington.  Dr. Walker brought improvement in health care for tuberculosis by closely 

monitoring his patients at Pine Ridge.  He was not afraid to serve the people as previous doctors 

had, stating, “I was determined to know the Indian from the Indian point of view.”   Shortly after 

he arrived, Walker began collecting information from older Oglala Lakota men in order to treat 

his patients in a more systematic way since their belief in the pejuta wicasa or medicine men 

seemed to be more effective in what he called “minor ailments.”  His intent was to study their 

methods of treatment for their patients using traditional medicine and cures.  As early as 

September 12, 1896, Little Wound, American Horse, and Lone Star arrived at Walker’s 

residence at the agency with Antoine Herman, an interpreter, to instruct him, “We have decided 

to tell you of the ceremonies of the Oglalas…We will tell you of the ceremonies as if you were 

an Oglala who wished to take your part in them.  We will not tell you of the parts of them that 

the shamans do secretly” (Walker, Lakota Belief 68).  Earlier, on September 5, 1896, George 

Sword, with interpreter Bruce Means, gives Walker the foundations he needed to begin his study 

of Lakota belief and ritual (Walker, Lakota Belief 74).  Initially, Walker convinced George 

Sword that the Oglala Lakota oral tradition alone could not possibly save Lakota knowledge and 

that only through the medium of writing could it be preserved.  This was Walker’s guiding 

principle for all of his work among the Oglala Lakota (Walker, Lakota Belief 18).  Thus, 

converted to Walker’s belief that only through a systematic recording through writing could 

Oglala cultural knowledge be preserved, he, according to Walker, convinced the holy men to 

cooperate with him: 
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Long Knife (George Sword), who had been a renowned holy man but had renounced the 

traditions of the order to become a consistent deacon of a Christian denomination, then 

argued to the holy men that soon they would go from the world and their sacred lore 

would pass with them unless they revealed it so that it could be preserved in writing; that 

future generations of the Oglalas should be informed as to all that their ancestors 

believed and practiced; that the Gods of the Oglalas would be more pleased if the holy 

men told of them so that they might be kept in remembrance and that all the world might 

know of them (Walker, Lakota Belief 47). 
178

  

Initially, the holy men had refused to talk to Walker, as time passed, his informants 

numbered thirty-eight in total (Walker, Lakota Belief 283).  One of his informants was Afraid of 

Bear (Mato Kokipapi), older brother of George Sword (Miwakan), born in the year 1842, and 

along with George Sword, was listed on the government census rolls as being from the 

Wakpamni District on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (Walker, Lakota Belief 284).  The other 

significant informant whom Walker, in time, came to rely on was Thomas Tyon, who was from 

the White Clay district, according to the census rolls.  His date of birth was 1855 (Walker, 

Lakota Belief 285).  Seventeen years after his work began, in a letter to Clark Wissler on August 

8, 1915, Walker wrote, “My most valued informants are all now dead, the two I most depended 

upon, George Sword and Thomas Tyon, have gone the way of all flesh” (Walker, Lakota Belief 

36).  George Sword died in 1911-12, according to the No Ears winter count; Thomas Tyon died 

in the winter of 1914-15, in No Ear’s winter Count.   

Initially, in 1902, at the age of fifty-three, Walker first met Clark Wissler, an 

anthropologist from the American Museum of Natural History in New York who visited Pine 

Ridge (Walker, Lakota Belief 13).  Wissler had been working under Franz Boas, an 

anthropologist who in 1905 left the American Museum of Natural History, to teach at Columbia 

University, leaving Wissler as head of anthropology and director of research at the museum 
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 George Sword does not translate his name to mean “Long Knife” but “Sacred Knife” or Miwakan.  There is a 

great difference between the two words, “long” and “sacred.”  George Sword would prefer the word “sacred”  (CHS 

Ledger 108:1). 
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(Walker, Lakota Belief 14).  In 1907, Wissler began a study of mythology, religion, ceremonies, 

symbolism, and men’s and women’s social, religious and military societies and associations, in 

order to do comparative studies of the Plains Indian cultures following the work of Alfred L. 

Kroeber among the Arapahoe (Walker, Lakota Belief 14).  Of particular interest for comparative 

studies was the Plains Indian Sun Dance (Walker, Lakota Belief 14).  Wissler recruited Walker to 

conduct fieldwork and to send his notes, manuscripts and texts in Indian languages to the 

museum in New York (Walker, Lakota Belief 14).  Wissler’s goal was to publish a complete 

record of all aspects of Oglala Lakota life.  Ironically, the most important document that Walker 

had in his possession, the George Sword manuscript, he was reluctant to send to Wissler.  In a 

letter written to Wissler on March 14, 1916, he wrote, “I will shortly mail to you the pictures by 

Short-bull, but I would like to keep the book written by Sword for a time as it contains some 

things that have not yet been translated and I should like to learn what they are” (Walker, Lakota 

Belief 41).  The greatest challenge for Walker was in trying to get the George Sword texts 

translated (Walker, Lakota Belief 23).  It appears this did not occur even after Walker retired in 

1914 from his position at Pine Ridge; Walker died in 1925, at the age of seventy-six.  

Throughout the years he collected material, the ultimate challenge he faced was in the difficulties 

of translation from Lakota to English.  In a letter to Wissler, in 1909, he wrote, “Another serious 

difficulty I have encountered is to get a correct interpretation of the narrations of the older 

Indians, for interpreters give their ideas instead of translating what the Indians say” (Walker, 

Lakota Belief 20).  Despite this, Walker appreciated the material he accumulated, earlier in 1908, 

he wrote to Wissler, stating, “The elaborateness and detail of stories told by these Indians 

depends much on the teller just as among the white people” (Walker, Lakota Belief 20).  His 

views did not change throughout the years.  In a letter to Wissler on March 14, 1916, he wrote:  
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“In translating the legends of “When the People Laughed at the Moon” and “When the 

Directions Were Made on the World” as written by Sword, I came upon what appears to me to 

be valuable information relative to the relation of the Supernatural beings…the legends are quite 

long, they in fact being of the kind told by the professional story tellers of the Lakota who tell 

their stories at the winter camp, usually prolonging the story during the entire occupancy of the 

camp” (Walker, Lakota Belief 39).
179

  Walker knew that George Sword was in fact, not a 

professional story teller, only a man who decided on his own, on the basis of all that he 

witnessed during a time of great change in Oglala Lakota life to record in written form all that he 

felt compelled to write.  He stated, “The young Oglalas do not understand a formal talk by an old 

Lakota  because the white people have changed the Lakota language , and the young people 

speak it as the white people have written it.  I will write of the old customs and ceremonies for 

you.  I will write that which all the people knew” (CHS Ledger 108:1).   For him, an effective 

strategy was to produce a manuscript to ensure the survival of his language and culture at a 

particular time in history.    

In the end, then who was George Sword?  When he spoke of imparting all that he knew, 

he was reluctant to offend his Wasicun.  In the beginning when he first instructed Walker on 

what he called the foundations for Lakota belief and ritual, he stated, “The common people of the 

Lakotas call that which is the wrapping of a wasicun, wopiye.  Most of the interpreters interpret 

this wopiye as medicine bag.  That is wrong, for the word neither means a bag nor medicine.  It 

means a thing to do good with.  A good interpretation would be that it is the thing of power” 

(Walker, Lakota Belief 80).  After all was said and done, George Sword firmly believed that, the 

reason he did not want to offend this “thing of power,” the power to do good, was because, “the 
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 Lord contradicts this, proving why it would be practically impossible to tell a story more than one night. 
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spirit of an Oglala may go to the spirit land of the Lakota,” (Utley 34).  A place he wanted to 

make sure his spirit would go as an Oglala Lakota wicasa. 
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CHAPTER FOUR LAKOTA FORMULAS 

The cultural context within which the process of composition occurs is the key to understanding 

the manner in which George Sword composed these written narratives.  The preceding chapter 

provided a description of the circumstances that created the environment within which the 

practice of Lakota oral narration, and song, to a limited degree, occur in the George Sword 

narratives.  This study is not a comprehensive study on the topic of Lakota oral tradition in 

narration and song but is a beginning effort to determine the form of Lakota oral narrative and is 

consequently limited in scope.  Thus with respect to the George Sword narratives, the way in 

which the practice of oral narration occurs creates the need for a method of composition that 

differs from the way we generally think of narration as developing using written forms.  In oral 

traditional forms, Parry’s definition of the formulaic use of repeated word groups or formulas 

became a standard.  Parry defines formulas in Homeric poems as “a group of words which is 

regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea” (272).  

In this study, this definition is broadened to include Lakota oral narrative; others have adapted 

Parry’s work to texts in Native American cultures, for example Hymes calls these repetitions, 

“iterations” which he describes in the Native American narratives he analyzed.
180

 

In George Sword’s narratives, multiple layers of translation and interpretation do not 

exist to complicate the process, as in the case of Black Elk Speaks for example.  In the period 

1930-31, a sixty-two year old Lakota man, Black Elk told his life narrative in the Lakota 

language to a poet, John G. Neihardt.  Ben Black Elk, his son, translated the story, as told by the 

elder Black Elk, into English.  This was then written down in short-hand form by Enid Neihardt 
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 Wherein Hymes identifies these as:  “Two types of iteration:  descriptive cataloguing and cumulative repetition 

of actions” that provide evidence of this structure (In Vain 150). 
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who acted as a stenographer and scribe for her father John Neihardt.
181

  This process entailed 

many different levels from the original narration as it was first told by Black Elk to the final 

publication by Neihardt.  These levels of composition- first in Lakota, translated into English, 

which was then written in shorthand form by a third person, before it was finally given to 

Neihardt who put it into English literary form- has created controversy among scholars.   The 

debate centers on the authenticity of the narrative as discussed in length and detail by the author 

of The Sixth Grandfather:  Black Elk’s Teachings Given to John G. Neihardt, Raymond J. 

DeMallie, an anthropologist whose work focuses on the cultural history of American Indian 

tribes, including the Lakota.  DeMallie and others have questioned whether Neihardt’s text gives 

an accurate or truthful representation of Black Elk’s original narrative.  Inquiries like his help to 

identify the next step in the study of Lakota oral tradition which requires a closer look at the 

basic elements of oral composition in narrative in the original Lakota language.  When this is 

done, even a preliminary look at the theme would reveal how Black Elk’s narration, written in 

1930-1932, of his vision at age nine is similar to the vision in the first narrative of George 

Sword’s text, written in 1896-1910.
182

  Themes are what Parry and Lord, in Oral Theory, call the 

groups of ideas regularly used in telling a story in the formulaic style of traditional song (Singer 

68).
183

  More will be said on themes in chapter five.   
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 Other examples can be found in contemporary American literature as well, i.e. Lame Deer, Seeker of Visions, 

John (Fire) Lame Deer and Richard Erdoes (1972); Fools Crow:  Wisdom and Power, by Thomas E. Mails (1990). 
182 See Notes, Narrative One, Stanza Twelve in the appendix.  The progression from Stanza 11 to 12 is a realization 

that this is a hanble oglaka.  Sword uses many forms of dreaming, for example ihanbla, ihanbli.  In Lakota literature 

this may be identified as a genre, i.e. Black Elk Speaks.  The story pattern progresses thus:  travel to spirit world in a 

dream-like journey, awaken there, mind clears, regain consciousness there, given message by older wiser beings, 

bring knowledge home to people.  The given in this other world is wisdom.The syllables kta and ca combined to 

mean will.  Stanzas 12-14 used kta ca in the third and first person.  A story within a story:  the hanble oglaka.  A 

more succinct translation that reflects larger cultural implications is:  I, too am a Heyoka and I will relate my dream 

to you.  I was told in my dream to return to the people and tell them that these ways belong to us. 

183
Foley indicates, “both…formulas and typical scenes [themes] lay at the compositional basis of the poetry of 

Homer and the guslari.  Later research added a third level of recurrence:  the story pattern…like the return pattern 

that underlies the Odyssey and myriad South Slavic songs (How to Read 111-112).    
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In the following analysis a comparison of story patterns in both narratives are made.  

Thus in George Sword’s manuscript, in narrative 1, stanza 12,  is a story within a story where he 

recalls a vision and provides a story pattern strikingly similar to the one used in Black Elk’s 

narrative:  The underlined sections indicate where the two narratives are similar: 

Black Elk Speaks:     

                             

I could see out through the opening and there two men were coming from the clouds, 

headfirst like arrows slanting down…They came clear down to the ground this time and 

stood a little way off and looked at me and said, “Hurry! Come! Your grandfathers are 

calling you!”…I went outside the teepee and younder where the men with flaming spears 

were going, a little cloud was coming very fast.  It came and stooped and took me and 

turned back to where it came from, flying fast (Neihardt 18). 

 

In comparison, in the Lakota language: 

 

George Sword, stanza 12, narrative 1: 

 

Na heon wicasa ekta wanna Wakinyan Heyoka ihanbla wan lecel woglaka ihanbil wai 

wiyohpeyatahan ista nicatankawan mahiyohin ca hecel wakangli iyecel iblable. 

 

George Sword’s stanza in an English approximation:
184

 

 

That is why when a man dreams of Wakinyan in a Heyoka dream in the same way, I had 

the following dream:  From the west, a bird came for me and like lightning I went.
185

 

 

In both narratives, beings came for the dreamer and the dreamer goes quickly to another 

world.  In the next section, the dreamer awakens in a different world: 

Black Elk Speaks: 

Then there was nothing but the air and the swiftness of the little cloud that bore me and 

those two men still leading up to where white clouds piled like mountains on a wide blue 

plain, and in them thunder beings lived and leaped and flashed.  Now suddenly there was 

nothing but a world of clouds, and we three were there alone in the middle of a great 

white plain with snowy hills and mountains staring at us; and it was very still; there were 

whispers (19). 

                                                           
184

 Lakota, as with any language cannot be translated word for word in English.  Thus any translation is an 

approximation. 
185

 There is no accurate translation of Heyoka, although many exist; in George Sword’s narratives, Heyoka is 

identified as Dreamer.  The same is true for Wakinyan; in the George Sword narratives it is translated as Sacred 

Ones. 
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George Sword, stanza 12 narrative 1: 

 

na Wakinyan wicoti egna ewacin maksapa wicasa san iciyayapi ca huha iyohila sa on 

yuglaksiksa wicanape kipiya on oiciwapi  

 

English approximation 

 

And where Wakinyan live, I regained consciousness and men who were painted white all 

over with zigzag patterns (greeted me). 

 

In both narratives, the dreamer regains consciousness in a place where Wakinyan lives.  

In Black Elk Speaks this is described as a place where “white clouds were piled like mountains 

on a wide blue plain, and in them thunder beings (Wakinyan) lived and leaped and flashed.”
186

  

In George Sword’s narrative he describes it simply as “Wakinyan wicoti” which gives the 

impression that it is a village no different from those that men live in.  Once there, they both say 

they are in the company of men:  Black Elk refers to “two men” whereas George Sword simply 

states wicasa; in the case of George Sword’s narratives, no actual number is given however the 

plural indicator pi tells us that there may have been several.  However many men there are in 

each narrative, they speak, and the narrators relate this: first, in Black Elk Speaks, “there are 

whispers;” in George Sword’s narrative he tells us exactly what is said to him.  This will be 

compared to what is given in Black Elk Speaks: 

 Black Elk Speaks: 

 

Then the two men spoke together and they said: “Behold him, the being with four legs!”  

I looked and saw a bay horse standing there, and he began to speak: “Behold me! He 

said, “My life history you shall see.
187
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See Hymes, Translation and Structure for an analysis of Henry Schoolcraft’s (1793-1864) Chippewa (Ojibwa) 

text, literal translation and literary translation: wherein Hymes states:  “Almost anyone sharing modern standards 

and taste first of all, will prefer the literal translation as more satisfactorily poetic, both in what it avoids and in what 

it contains” ( In Vain 39-40).  Hymes contines, “…[W]here both translations parallel the original in content, it is the 

literal version that is more concrete” (In Vain 40).  According to Wissler, the literal translation is preferred  with 

regard to American Indian texts (CHS: File Folder 4, No. 9).   
187

 What is said to Black Elk occupies pages 19-36 in the text. 
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 George Sword, stanza 12, narrative 1: 

 

Hoksila wicasa ankantula wasteya wacin ksapayo nita oyate ekta yuha yakin na lena tain 

yayin kta ce eyapi 

 

 English approximation: 

 

“Boy, common man, in a good way regain consciousness.  You will return to your people 

and these things you will make known, “ they said. 

 

 

 

The basic story pattern in both narratives is:  the narrator travels to a spirit world in a 

dream-like state; he awakens there; his mind clears and he regains consciousness; an important 

message is given to him by older beings; he brings this knowledge back to this world for the 

oyate or people.
188

  In George Sword’s first narrative, stanza 13 which immediately follows 

stanza 12 an explanation or justification is given for telling this vision: “That is why when a 

Heyoka ceremony is called, I as a dreamer, and others who have had this dream rush forward as 

warriors and line up in formation when we know that Wakinyan approaches.”  Indeed Black Elk 

is also a Heyoka and his vision is identified as one from Wakinyan, thus both narratives can be 

identified as following a similar story pattern in a Heyoka dream; wherein the common story 

pattern is apparent.  For the purposes of this study, this pattern can be described as a Heyoka 

ihanbla or dream.  In George Sword’s narratives, the common pattern demonstrates its 

organization:  so that his narratives are organized in lines, stanzas, and scenes; including the 

overall story pattern.
189

 The cultural context within which the process of composition occurs in 

both narratives is the key to understanding the manner in which both George Sword and Black 

                                                           
188

 This is similar to what Foley states, in reference to Yugoslav singers:  “…the singers command a number of story 

patterns…that serve as flexible molds for composing oral epics and readily recognizable maps for reading 

them…Each story-pattern underlies and helps plot any number of different, individualized stories” (How to Read 

209-210). 
189

 More will be said on this in the section prior to the discussion of formulas in this chapter.  On the topic of story 

patterns, Hymes states, “the common pattern is the mode of organization” (In Vain 150). 
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Elk composed these narratives in Lakota oral traditional ways.  In the case of Black Elk Speaks, 

the flowery language, i.e. “Then there was nothing but the air and the swiftness of little cloud 

that bore me and those two men still leading up to where white clouds piled like mountains on a 

wide blue plain, and in them thunder beings lived and leaped and flashed,” may be Neihardts, but 

the bare elements of the narrative may belong to Black Elk in the Lakota oral narrative tradition; 

so what George Sword said, “Wakinyan wicoti” as the place where Wakinyan lived is a more 

accurate description in Lakota narrative tradition.  The author may have used descriptive 

language to enhance Black Elk’s narrative because the author is a poet in his own right.  The use 

of color to indicate the “wide blue plain” is also questionable in this section because the use of 

color is specific in Lakota oral tradition where blue is a special color and would be used in a 

specific way in oral narrative.  See the Sundance narrative stanza 17 and stanza 68 which refer to 

“blue” days in the formulaic phrase, “anpetu wanji towanjica ca”.  Where the use of towanjica is 

a special sign which indicates the existence of encoded traditional meaning wherein the color 

blue which in Lakota is to, is referred to; here it calls for a working fluency in the language of 

the oral poetry (Foley How to Read 109). 

Returning to the question of how George Sword’s narratives were composed in an oral 

traditional style and how it is to be understood if it is oral (Bynum 34).  Parry’s response to his 

critics is an appropriate response to those who insist on providing little or no explanation for 

American Indian oral tradition(s):  “[T]his failure to see the difference between written and oral 

verse was the greatest single obstacle to our understanding of Homer...we shall find that many, if 

not most of the questions we were asking, were not the right ones to ask” (Parry 269)
190

.  If read 
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 Lord provides a solution to the problem of oral versus written text: “Formula analysis, providing, of course, that 

one has sufficient material for significant results, is therefore, able to indicate whether any given text is oral or 

“literary.”  An oral text will yield a predominance of clearly demonstrable formulas, with the bulk of the remainder 
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critically in the original language, Lakota,  the traditional text in George Sword’s narratives 

provides an answer to the question of how these narratives were composed at the beginning of 

Lakota literary tradition.  What this study hopes to show is that these narratives were originally 

not literary at all but are the products of an archaic Lakota oral tradition based on a special 

grammar.
191

   

George Sword’s narratives make use of spoken Lakota, without the additional layer of 

translation and interpretation that exists, for example in Black Elk Speaks, and his account is 

representative of the practice of Lakota oral narrative tradition.
192

  His spoken language is 

analogous to the special language so common to many of the world’s oral traditions, as Bynum 

indicates, “For many millennia the only instrument of rhythmic words and narrative known in 

any part of the world was the tongue men were born with, not the stylus or the pen…” (1).
193

   

George Sword indicated that he wrote as he spoke which is evident in the neatly structured visual 

flow of the handwritten narratives with almost no outward signs of editing or misspellings.  

There exists, within the text, a pattern of phrases that fit into rhythmic patterns of narration and 

song that appear to enable him to compose these narratives fluidly, in steady, consistent, and 

legible handwriting as evident in the Sun Dance narrative.  What emerges are narratives that are 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
“formulaic,” and a small number of nonformulaic expressions.  A literary text will show a predominance of 

nonformulaic expression, with some formulaic expressions, and very few clear formulas” (Singer 130). 
191

 Hymes states:  “[T]he value of the hypothesis of a [special] “grammar” of narrative presentation and 

context…keeps one searching for all the structure that the evidence permits one to find” (In Vain 151). 
192

 He claims to speak the old language (CH File Folder: 108).  In writing on the topic of translation, Finnegan asks:  

Can translation be ‘accurate’?  Like other scholars, including, Wissler (see earlier footnote) she writes:  “’Literal’ 

rather than ‘free’ translation is often taken as the ideal.  But this is not really a clear single-factor opposition since 

translation involves multiple decisions about models of meaning, delimitation of units, purposes, audiences, and so 

on.  There is no such things as a neutral’literal’ or ‘exact’ rendering-or not unless one accepts an extreme denotative 

model of language (as in some machine translation)” (Oral Traditions188). 
193

 On literacy, Foley states, “…[W]riting is recent and literature is rare.  On the other hand, as far as we know all 

peoples have composed and transmitted oral traditions…more widespread than texts but also more adapatable and 

durable…oral poetry is a major presence in today’s word, not just an antique from the past but a living part of the 

contemporary [world]” (Foley, How to Read 25). 
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organized in a consistent structure; for example, stanzas that are grouped as scenes in a larger 

narrative as in the Sun Dance narrative (Hymes, In Vain 150). 

Two important questions are:  first, did George Sword compose anew each time he told 

these narratives?  Second,  did he write what he had memorized verbatim?  He did not dictate 

this text, for example, as was done in Black Elk Speaks.  Parry indicates that the pause for 

writing is distracting and trying on the singer’s attention; where phrases may be forgotten or 

skipped (451).   George Sword methodically, in his own handwriting, wrote out these narratives.  

Parry and Lord performed field work among Yugoslav poets that led to the theory that epic 

singers composed anew each time they sang, using formulas to compose rapidly which is 

analogous, perhaps, to the way in which George Sword composed his narratives.
194

     

In this chapter I will analyze some of the formulas in Lakota oral narrative tradition and 

show their use to demonstrate their basic pattern.
195

  Parry identified phrases in epic oral 

narrative which allowed for rapid composition, as formulas, defined as “a word or group of 

words which is regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given 

essential idea…the formulas in any poetry are due, so far as their ideas go, to the theme, their 

rhythm is fixed by the verse form but their art is that of the poets who made them and the poets 

who kept them” (272).  In chapter 5 on themes, Lord following Parry’s definition of formula, 

defined groups of essential ideas as themes (Singer 68).  In the case of George Sword’s 

narratives, a detailed analysis is important so that a method can be described and used as a 

touchstone to determine whether a given Lakota narrative is an oral composition or not.   
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 Foley indicates that epic singers used traditional formulas to fill in key slots in a sequence of thematic slots (How 

to Read 209-210).   
195

 The scope of this study is such that a comprehensive list of formulas will not be completed; however future 

studies will show how prevalent they are in George Sword’s work. 
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This is timely and imperative because of the rapid language loss presently occurring 

among the Lakota people.  In a language survey taken in 2007, a sample population of 8,886 

Oglala Sioux Tribal members, was taken from a total population of 28,787 individuals living on 

the Pine Ridge Reservation in Pine Ridge, South Dakota; those surveyed represent thirty-one 

percent of the total population.  The survey results indicated that of the 8,886 tribal memobers, 

only 1,565 were Lakota speakers;  further, of the 1,565 speakers,  eighty-six percent were over 

the age of thirty while only fourteen percent were under the age of twenty-nine (OLC Case 

Statement 1/28/13).
196

  Thus with each successive generation, text written in the language, i.e. 

George Sword’s narratives, will become linguistically and culturally inaccessible because of 

progressive language loss.  It is important that studies like this are completed while speakers 

remain and important discussions can occur on this subject and ideas can be exchanged and more 

importantly consensus can be reached on what truly constitutes Lakota oral tradition.   

An analogy can be drawn from Parry who stated that the purpose of his study of 

Yugoslav oral poetry was to provide him with exact knowledge of the characteristics of oral style 

so that their presence or absence would help oral literature scholars worldwide (Bynum 34).   In 

essence, Parry sought to obtain evidence so that generalities applicable to all oral poetries could 

be drawn; where he indicated, the aim was to determine whether a given poetry was oral or not, 

and how it should be understood if it was oral (Bynum 34).  In a similar way, a close analysis of 

the text written in the original language, Lakota, in George Sword’s text provides material 
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 The total population is based on 2005 HUD government figures for the population on the Pine Ridge or Oglala 

Sioux Reservation.  A further breakdown of the 14% under the age of twenty-nine category indicates that in the age 

group 18 to 29 there were 1,576 individuals surveyed, out of this only 137 indicated they spoke the language; In the 

7-17 age group there were 2,491 children and adolescents surveyed, out of this group 59 said they spoke the 

language; in the 0-6 age group there were 1,566 children and out of this 26 spoke the language.  The largest groups 

of speakers being:  for the age group 30-49, 1,977 individuals were surveyed, out of this 610 spoke the language; for 

the age group 50 and older, 1,276 were interviewed, out of this 733 were speakers of the Lakota language. 
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through which the basic elements of Lakota oral tradition can be determined and understood.  In 

the next section the relative degree of formulas in Lakota oral narrative will be discussed.   

 Prior to a description of formulas in Lakota oral narrative, common structural elements 

will be delinated.  In general Lakota narratives in George Sword’s text are organized in lines, 

stanzas, and scenes.  The most prominent characteristic is the stanza; stanzas are groupings of 

lines made up of words and word-units.  These often follow a structure similar to songs, for 

example, what is common to the Lakota is a song comprised of seven lines.  Where the number 

of stanzas that comprise a theme vary.  Within the stanzas two features can be identified:  first 

are initial and final formulaic beginnings and endings, where hehanl an adverb meaning “then,” 

is an example of an beginning or initial formula and eya a verb meaning “to speak,” that is 

conjugated to the third person plural form, is an example of an final formula ending a line in a 

stanza.  These give form to the structure of the narrative as beginning and ending formulaic 

elements; they do not always do so in exactly the same way in each text.  A second feature is one 

in which statements of succession or lapse of time are made for example, in the longer Sun 

Dance narrative, in stanzas 144 and 145:  hehal, glustapi and iconhan, all indicate the passage of 

time.  Hehal and iconhan are adverbs of time, respectively meaning, “then” and “meanwhile.”  

Glustanpi is a verb meaning “to finish.”  Within the narrative structure this feature is seen in 

selected stanzas as indicated for these two stanzas where through their use the narrative moves 

forward in time.  A third feature identified in this study is a recurring or rhythmic verb.  A 

recurring verb is repeated in the exact form, for example the repeated use of the verb eyapi in the 

narratives.  A rhythmic verb is a conjugated verb that is repeated in conjugated forms, so that 

often there is a lyrical quality to it, for example the verb eya is conjugated in the following forms 
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in the narratives:  eya, eyapi, keya, keyapi.
197

  These and variants of these forms, along with 

particles, i.e. ce, are used in George Sword’s narratives.  In some cases, unless the conjugated 

forms are recognized by a fluent Lakota speaker, the word may appear unrelated to the base verb.  

The purpose of the recurring or rhythmic verb is to convey an essential idea to the listener.  

These recurring or rhythmic verb formulas are prevalent and unique to Lakota oral narrative as 

identified in this study.  Throughout this chapter they will be discussed in the stanzas where they 

are used as formulas.  Some nouns are utilized in a similar way, within stanzas, however to 

narrow the scope of this study, only recurring or rhythmic verbs will be analyzed.  The following 

section describes formulas in Lakota oral narrative and song. 

Formulas in Lakota  

The formula in Parry’s Homeric studies is defined as “a group of words which is 

regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea;” in 

applying it to George Sword’s narratives, the notion of repeated words and word groups is used, 

the definition is broadened in this study to include within its scope Lakota narrative.  Wherein 

the length and internal composition of the formula in Lakota oral narrative form depends on 

conditions present in Lakota songs; as noted in the previous section in this dissertation.  Thus 

before describing the formulas in George Sword’s narratives it is important to look at Lakota 

songs that are traditionally sung verbatim; where the length and internal composition of the 

formula would depend on the metrical conditions present in the songs sung.   The meter and its 

characteristics have previously been analyzed by Frances Densmore among others, thus, only 

what is relevant to formula structure will be covered here.  The language and grammar have 

likewise been fully discussed by Eugene Buechel, S.J., among others, and only what is 
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 Due to the lyrical quality of conjugated verbs, in some Lakota songs, its use appears to be because it rhymes with 

another word in a separate line. 
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distinctive to the formula structure will be covered here.  At the onset, it is important to note, 

with respect to the language used by George Sword in these Lakota texts, each word unit 

commonly consists of a single letter syllable or a combination of two letters in a single syllable 

along with a combination of three letters in a single syllable, what Parry and Lord call 

monosyllables;
198

 highly unusual are a four letter single syllable used in the formation of a word.  

George Sword states at the onset of his writing,   “I write the Lakota words as (I) speak them.  

They are short words” (CHS: FF 169:1).  He lamented the fact that the result of teaching literacy 

to the Lakota resulted in a change, “Now the young men write long words, and the(y) speak in 

the same way.  They make one long word of many short words” (CHS: FF 169:1).  Further, in 

length, most Lakota words used in song and narrative are three syllables or less; uncommon are 

word units in the narrative that are comprised of six or more syllables.  In the first narrative, 

stanzas 1 through 27 illustrate this where out of three hundred and twenty three lines of text, 

consisting of nine hundred and twenty words (920), only one hundered and seventeen (117) 

words are longer than three syllables.  Thus in narrative three eighty-seven percent (87%) are 

short words comprised of three syllables or less which corresponds to George Sword’s  statement 

that most Lakota words are short words.
199

  These words include plural forms of nouns, i.e. 

akicitapi where the base word akicita is a four syllable noun meaning “soldier,” when combined 

with the plural indicator, pi a five syllable word is formed.  They include conjugated verbs, i.e. 

omanipi where the base word omani is a three syllable verb meaning “to walk;” however when it 

is conjugated to a third person plural form, it lengthens the word to four syllables.  In both cases 

the base verb is shorter than the plural or conjugated forms; where the base word is shorter but is 

lengthened when conjugated.  Verbs can be as long as six syllables as shown in stanza 1 
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 The term word-unit more accurately describes “words” in Lakota. 
199

 Approximately thirteen percent (13%) are words longer than three syllables. 
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narrative 1 in the first sentence where the word owiciyakapi is six syllables; a conjugated form of 

the verb oyaka;  a three syllable verb meaning “to tell,” when conjugated the longer word can be 

equated to a phrase meaning when “something or someone is spoken of.”  This longer phrase 

refers to the noun, Wakinyan that preceeds it so that Wakinyan owiciyakapi, is a phrase meaning 

“When Wakinyan is spoken of,” or because oyaka, “to tell” is the base word, the phrase can also 

be translated as, “When a story is told about Wakinyan…”  The conjugated form, and the 

resulting phrase show a richer narrative tradition whose special language and wording George 

Sword knew well and used proficiently.
200

 

The longer Sun Dance narrative will provide most of the material for analysis in this 

chapter and chapter 5; although material in the three shorter narratives will also be used.  A total 

of two thousand, two hundred and forty (2,240) lines of text in George Sword’s manuscript 

provides the material for this study.  The Sun Dance narrative, in length is one thousand, five 

hundred and twenty two (1, 522) lines of text and represents sixty-eight percent (68%) of the 

total text analyzed.  While the other three narratives represent seven hundred and eighteen (718) 

lines of text and are respectively:  fourteen percent (14%) of the total text for narrative one which 

is three hundred and twenty three (323) lines of text; four percent (4%) of the text for narrative 

two which is eighty-five (85) lines of text; and fourteen percent (14%) of the text for narrative 

three which is three hundred and ten (310) lines long. The most common word groups that 

represent recurring thought patterns in all the narratives include conjunction-noun and 

conjuction-verb combinations.  There is no punctuation in any of the narratives, thus, 

conjunction-noun and conjunction-verbs serve as verbal punctuation, setting one thought apart 
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Foley states, “Thanks to the modern rediscovery of long-dead oral traditions…we have tools to reconstruct the 

context of Homer’s oral-dervied poetry…through patient analysis of now silent texts we can start to learn the bard’s 

specialized language, or register” (How to Read 10). 
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from another; they signal the beginning of a new sentence, thought, or stanza.  As previously 

indicated, adverbs like hehanl, translated as “every now and then” also serve this purpose.  A 

verb eya meaning “to speak” occurs often in all the narratives and appears at the end of a 

sentence as visual punctuation and expresses the idea, “to say anything.”  There are forms of eya 

including eyapi and keyapi.  It is a verb that will be discussed later as a formula whose purpose is 

to help the narrator compose rapidly to communicate essential thoughts.   

The Sun Dance text presents material in the form of narrative, songs, and prayers where 

Lakota songs are perfect for this type of analysis since the length and internal composition of the 

formula, in this study, will depend on the metrical conditions present in Lakota songs.  A line by 

line analysis of the first song in the Sun Dance narrative indicates a seven line composition; 

each, eight or nine syllables long, showing a pattern of 9-9-8-9-8-9-8 syllables for the seven lines 

comprised of sixty syllables.  This number of syllables corresponds to what is easily remembered 

since most Lakota songs are of this length; sixty to sixty six syllables in length.  The words in the 

nine syllable line are repeated and show a word pattern of 3-2-3-1 syllables each where no word 

is longer than three syllables; which provides proof of George Sword’s statement that in the 

Lakota language most words are short words.
201

  In a similar way the words in the eight syllable 

line are repeated and show a syllable pattern of 2-2-3-1 each where again, no word exceeds three 

syllables.  An example of a rhythmic verb follows:  a three syllable word, wakage, in the nine 

syllable line rhymes with a three syllable word, micage, in the eight syllable line:  both wakage 

and micage are verbs conjugated from a two syllable verb kage meaning “to make.”  In Lakota, 

verb conjugation, unlike English, occurs where the verb remains unchanged except for the 

insertion or addition through prefixing, an inseparable personal pronoun; and where plurality is 
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 In narrative 3, the majority, or 87% of the words used are three syllables or less. 
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indicated by the suffix particle pi (Buechel, A Grammar 34).  Inseparable personal pronouns can 

be subjective as in the form wakage; or objective as in the form micage.  In both cases, the verb 

kage is conjugated in the first person singular form; its repetitition brings up the key question:  

What is the traditional implication of using a recurring or rhythmic verb in Lakota oral tradition?  

Since it is a recurring feature, used extensively, a response necessitates the analysis of the 

George Sword narratives line by line and stanza by stanza; and the analysis of Lakota songs in 

the narratives, line by line and verse by verse.  

A Lakota singer would sing a song of seven lines comprised of nine or eight syllables 

each; sometimes as long as twelve syllables per line.
202

  A seven line song composition, unless it 

is a ceremonial song, seems consistent in the narratives.  In Parry and Lord’s work, singers 

occasionally made lines of nine or eleven, or even twelve syllables.  An eight line song 

composition, of sixty six syllables, in the Sun Dance narrative is illustrated in Stanza 228 to 230 

where the pattern is 8-4-8-4-15-8-4-15 where two repeating words, mitasunke and wanlakape are 

each four syllables long.  The longer words are repeated so that mitasunke is repeated in all the 

eight syllable lines and is combined with wanlakape in the two longest lines in the following 

way:  mitasunke wanlakape, a phrase meaing “My horses you see.”  The verb wanka, meaning 

“to see” is in the third person singular form, meaning “he or she sees.”  As indicated earlier for 

the use of the verb kage, the recurring use of  conjugated forms of a verb, signal an essential idea 

that the singer or narrator wishes to communicate.  In its conjugated forms, the verb is lyrical 

within the song in the way it is used.  In the shorter four syllable lines in the song wanlaka is 

used; a shorter version of the verb wanlakape so that the last particle pe is truncated.  In the 

longer fifteen syllable line it is combined with mitasunke, meaning “my horses.”  What is 
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 See Stanzas 224 through 226 in the Sun Dance Narrative for a song illustrating a pattern of 12-12-11-8-12-11-8 

as discussed later in the paragraph.  The song is seventy four syllables long. 
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important is the role it serves as a rhythmic verb so where it appears five times in the song, in the 

shorter and longer forms, it communicates the essential idea. Thus in this song, each form of the 

verb reminds the listener to see or witness for the singer that which signifies wealth in Lakota 

culture:  the horse.    

A woman’s song, in the Sun Dance narrative in stanza 263 to stanza 265, in comparison, 

also shows a seven line composition with a pattern of 7-4-6-5-5-4-5 syllables per line.  The 

woman’s song is thirty-six syllables in length.
203

  The longest words are four syllables long.  The 

verbs in the woman’s song are:  paha najin, a compound verb meaning “ready to strike”, tayakpe 

meaning “to charge or attack,” hiyuniya meaning “to reach for you”, kte meaning “to kill,” 

blihiciya meaning “take heart.”  There are no repeating lines or rhyming phrases in the woman’s 

song.  Ceremonial songs are longer in length as demonstated in the Sun Dance narrative in stanza 

224 to 226 where a ceremonial song is seven lines long showing a pattern of 12-12-11-8-12-11-8 

syllables per line comprised of seventy-four syllables. The longest word, sitomniya, is four 

syllables long and is formulaic meaning “something all over” and is often used in ceremonial 

language and is repeated three times in the song.  George Sword indicates that the language he 

uses is known only to the holy men and are words that others do not use, “[T]he people do not 

know the meaning of any words in the holy language…used…in holy songs and ceremonies” 

(CHS FF: 169:1  

 An analysis of thirty-three Sun Dance songs in Densmore’s work corroborates line 

composition and syllable length of Lakota songs;
204

 where the longest song is number twenty-

                                                           
203

 Approximately half the length of a men’s song where the length is commonly sixty to sixty six syllables in 

length. 
204

 As stated earlier, this claim was made for Native American narratives by Hymes, wherein he stated, “In short, 

one can accept a minimal definition of poetry as discourse organized in lines…” (In Vain 38).  It was also noted that 
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four, titled Noon Song which is comprised of sixty-two syllables:
205

  there are three renditions in 

the song, each rendition comprised of six lines and the total syllables for each rendition is 

twenty-one for the first, nineteen for the second, and twenty-two syllables for the third rendition.  

The shortest song in Densmore’s Sun Dance series, is number twelve, titled Song of Victory over 

the Sacred Pole which is comprised of twenty-six syllables: there are three lines in the song 

where the first line is comprised of eight syllables, the second is nine syllables and the third is 

nine syllables long.  Most songs of Densmore’s Sun Dance series fall between six and four lines 

which number fifteen songs; while the longest is eighteen lines long, which is the Noon Song as 

noted above.
206

  In summary, the foregoing analysis is important since George Sword constructs 

each stanza or group of stanzas for a scene in syllables and lines similar to syllables and lines in 

Lakota songs.  So that lines, stanzas, and themes comprise Lakota narratives; and lines and 

verses comprise Lakota songs.  This will become evident as the analysis proceeds; the proof is in 

the narratives themselves.  The syllable composition in each stanza is as long as some of the 

songs so that in narrative one, stanzas 1 through 4, are, respectively 47, 33, 26, and 37 syllables 

in length; and in narrative two, stanzas 1 through 4, are 42, 47, 79, and 53 syallables in length; 

and so forth.   

Oral composition as discussed in chapter 2 of this dissertation refers to two factors that 

are essential to oral composition that are not present in written literature:  lack of a fixed model 

to guide the singer or narrator and the necessity of rapid composition (Lord, Singer 13).  Where, 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
the investigator, apart from Hymes work, intuitively set lines of text in Luther Standing Bear’s work into lines in the 

Introduction to the text (Standing Bear, My Indian Boyhood v-xxi). 
205

 Sixty-two syllables seems to be the length that is readily remembered.  As noted earlier, most songs are of this 

length or longer; except for women’s songs which are shorter.  See previous analysis for stanza 263 to stanza 265 in 

the Sun Dance narrative which is thirty-six syllables long. 
206

Where 4 songs are six lines in length; 4 songs are five lines in length; 4 songs are four lines in length; 3 songs are 

three lines in length; 3 songs are nine lines in length; 1 song is eighteen lines in length; 1 song is twelve lines in 

length; 1 song is eight lines in length.  Where twelve songs do not have words.  See Densmore pp.87-151. 
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in the case of George Sword, the use of formulaic words, word-units, and phrases reflects a way 

of composing narratives that is analogous to Parry’s notion of a poet who composes largely by 

selecting from a large number of fixed phrases which he has heard from other; especially in a 

society where there is no reading and writing (329).  Once these formulaic words and phrases are 

learned, the length of the narrative  depends on how well the narrator knows the themes and 

special language used within the tradition.  Thus, each stanza length is as short as a short song 

and as long as longer songs; in the example of the Song of Victory over the Sacred Pole, the song 

is comprised of only twenty-six syllables while the longest song is the Noon song comprised of 

sixty-two syllables.  Syllable and line composition in a song, since as stated earlier, represent 

common organizational patterns in Lakota narrative and provide a way to analyze structure in 

George Sword’s naratives.  

What the formula does in the composition of songs is it helps the singer compose rapidly 

without writing as an aid.  Formulas were created to help the poet set the heroic tale to 

hexameters (Parry 266); where the oral poet expresses only ideas for which he has a fixed means 

of expression (Parry 270).  Lord, in his work, succinctly summarized the role of formulas as an 

aid in formulaic composition where an idea is expressed in the required form.  His assessment is 

derived from Parry ‘s definition of a formula as “a group of words which is regularly employed 

under the same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea” (272).  In defining formula, 

the “essential idea” according to Parry, is “that which remains after taking out everything in the 

expression [that] is purely for the sake of style” (272)  In the second narrative in George Sword’s 

manuscript, stanza 23, the essential idea in canonpa opagi yuha najin, is “a sacred object he 
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holds standing.”
207

  This word group is regularly used when George Sword wishes to 

communicate this idea in the narrative: it is used where there is a need for it in the narrative.  It is 

employed in a similar way in the Sun Dance narrative in stanzas: 51, 60, 132, 164, and 168; in 

stanza 51 it is expressed as canonpa opagepi wan yuha, in stanza 60 it is cannonpa opagepi he, 

in stanza 132 it is canonpa opagi gluha, in stanza 164 it is canonpa opage yuha, and in stanza 

168 it is canonpa opagipi he.  It is used in other narratives as well, for example in narrative three, 

in stanza 3 it is expressed as canonpa opagi yuha najin, in stanza 20 it is canonpa opagi, in 

stanza 21 it continues as yuha najin, in reference to canonpa opagi in the previous stanza; in 

stanza 23 it is expressed as canonpa opagi yuha najin.  The canonpa is the most sacred object for 

the Lakota and its presence requires adherence to Lakota values including truthfulness as was 

required of the warrior returning to report the whereabouts of the enemy. 

In Lakota song and narrative composition, the recurring and rhythmic verb demonstrate 

this notion of how formulas that are similar in metrical value and meaning can take the place of 

another thereby creating systems of formulas (272). Since conjugated forms in the Lakota 

language use consistent forms for first, second, and third person; as well as singular and plural 

forms including the dual.  These forms are set forms for most verbs.  Thus for rhythmic verbs, the 

lyrical sound does not often change greatly for the conjugated verb and in sound and meaning it 

stays close to the previously used verb formula.  Thus the use of lyrical verbs in song and 

narrative represent a system of formulas that show how George Sword, the narrator composed 

his narrative (Parry 276).
208

    

                                                           
207

 The canonpa is a sacred object.  It was brought by a beautiful young Lakota woman referred to as a wakan 

winyan meaning “sacred woman” (Brown, Black Elk’s Account 3) 
208

 According to Parry formulas are of two kinds:  first those that are unique and second those that use similar words 

to express a similar idea.  Those of the second type comprise a system (Parry 275). 
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Another example is in narrative three, stanza 11:  ipahlalya meaning “in a row”.  As a 

word-unit, ipahlalya is a formula used to express the idea of a formation, as in a warrior’s 

gathering or military formation, as implied through its use.  In narrative 3 it is useful where the 

overall theme is comprised of scenes in a warrior’s life including a council for war, preparations 

for war, and seeking the enemy in war.  George Sword creates an image where the warriors who 

act as a unit whether sitting or standing, do so in a particular way, ipahlalya, or “in a row,” 

which expresses this idea succinctly where it is needed.   George Sword, using this phrase, 

verbally paints an image of Lakota warriors moving cohesively as a unit, in all these situations 

where it is used in similar ways.  Thus in narrative three, stanza 11, it is employed as, ipahlalya 

iyotankapi ; in stanza 19 it is ipahlalya inajin;  in stanza 20 it becomes, ipahlalya inajin;  in 

stanza 22 it is, ipahlalya najinpi and ipahlalya iyotanke.  The verbs, iyotankapi and inajin mean 

“to sit” and “to stand,” respectively.  The use of the formula ipahlalya represents a system of 

formulas that show how George Sword composed his narrative.  The essential idea imparted is 

that of a warrior formation, and similar words are used to express this idea, comprising a 

system.
209

  

In order to show his use of language as fitting the needs of the Lakota narrative tradition 

an underlying assumption, prior to any textual analysis, is that he composed these narratives out 

of formulas.
210

  In doing so these phrases appear to be composed without conjunctive words 

where its usefulness is due to the idea it expresses succinctly.  Lord states, “The poetic grammar 
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 It is the system of formulas that allows one to see how the singer or narrator made his song or narrative (Parry 

276).  Parry indicates that systems of formulas allow one to determine how extensive a system is and how it is free 

of phrases, similar in construction and expressing the same idea that could replace one another.  These he found in a 

system of noun-epithet formulas for gods and heroes in Homer (Parry 276).  In this dissertation, it is evident that 

such a system exists for recurring or rhythmic verbs in Lakota oral narrative; that each rhythmic verb is a system 

within the narratives taken as whole. 
210

 According to Parry:  “In a society where there is no reading and writing, the poet, as we know from the study of 

such peoples in our time, always makes his verse out of formulas.  He can do it no other way…he makes his verses 

by choosing from a vast number of fixed phrases which he has heard in the poems of other poets” (Parry 329).   
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of oral epic is and must be based on the formula” (Singer 65).
211

  A formula, according to Parry 

expresses a given idea in words which are best suited for the expression, for example in George 

Sword’s narratives, the formula canonpa opagi yuha najin expresses the idea “a sacred object he 

holds standing.”
212

  In a similar way ipahlalya inajin and ipahlalya iyotankapi express the idea of 

a formation of warriors.  In Parry’s Homeric and Yugoslavic studies, these ideas fit into a given 

length of verse that fit with the formulas that come before and after it to make a sentence and 

verse (329).
213

  In George Sword’s narratives, the words canonpa opagi yuha najin is comprised 

of a noun, verb, verb, and verb, in the stanza where it appears it fits with the stanzas that come 

before and after itto express an important idea.  In a similar way ipahlalya inajin and ipahlalya 

iyotankapi are comprised of an adverb and verb, in the stanzas where they appear the repeated 

phrases fit in, to invoke the image of a line of highly disciplined Lakota warriors.  Indeed in 

examining the Sun Dance narrative in entirety, virtually all of the stanzas are comprised of lines 

that are reproduced word for word in one or many other stanzas and are made up of formulas or 

are formulaic.  It is what enabled George Sword to express his ideas in narrative form.  Whether 

this is traditional or not can be determined from the systems of formulas, as stated earlier.
214

      

                                                           
211

 Lord continues with this thought, “It is a grammar of parataxis and of frequently used and useful phrases.  

Usefulness in composition carries no implication of opprobrium.  Quite the contrary.  Without this usefulness the 

style, and more important, the whole practice would collapse or would never have been born.  The singer’s mode of 

composition is dictated by the demands of performance at high speed, and he depends upon inculcated habit and 

association of sounds, words, phrases, and lines.  He does not shrink from the habitual; nor does he either require the 

fixed for memorization or seek the unusual for its own sake.  His oft-used phrases and lines lose something in 

sharpness, yet many of them must resound with overtones from the dim past whence they came” (Singer 65). 
212

 The most sacred object to the Lakota, the canonpa which was brought to the Lakota by a sacred woman. 
213

 “Each one of these phrases does this:  it expresses a given idea in words which fit a given length of verse.  One 

one of these fixed phrases or formulas…is made up of just those parts of speech which, in the place which it is to fill 

in the verse, will accord with the formulas which go before and after to make the sentence and the verse” (Parry 

329). 
214

 “An oral text will yield a predominance of clearly demonstrable formulas, with the bulk of the remainder 

“formulaic,” and a small number of nonformulaic expressions.  A literary text will show a predominance of 

nonformulaic expression, with some formulaic expressions, and very few clear formulas” ( Lord, Singer130). 
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In George Sword’s text, using Lord’s analytic form, canonpa opage yuha najin, can be 

described as a ten-syllable formula with a syllable composition of 3-3-2-2 and a syntactic content 

of noun-verb-verb-verb which expresses the idea, “a sacred object he stands holding”.
215

  This is 

comprised of two formulas, canonpa opagi and yuha najin.  The first is a six syllable formula 

with a syllable composition of 3-3 and a syntactic pattern of noun-verb, expressing the idea “a 

sacred object”.  The second is a four syllable formula with a syllable composition of 2-2 and a 

syntactic pattern of verb-verb, expressing the idea “stands holding.”  Formulas like canonpa 

opagi yuha najin have been used generation after generation until they became part of Lakota 

oral tradition.  Repeated phrases like this facilitate rapid composition as well as help create new 

formulas; as in the Sun dance narrative, stanza 132, canonpa opage gluha, where gluha is a 

conjugated form of yuha, meaning “to have.”  A similar analysis of ipahlalya iyotankapi or 

ipahlalya inajin can be done and these phrases described respectively as a nine-syllable formula 

with a syllable composition of 4-5 and a syntactic content of adverb-verb which expresses the 

idea “in a row they sit”; or the second, as a seven-syllable formula with a syllable composition of 

4-3 and a syntactic content of adverb-verb meaning “in a row they stand.”   Formulas like 

ipahlalya iyotankapi or ipahlalya inajin are useful in the tradition and accessed as needed by a 

narrator who has heard them used time and again to describe these types of warrior formations.  

In George Sword’s warrior narrative the cultural implications of this formula are clear to one 

fluent in the Lakota language.   

In this study, a formula, using the material in George Sword’s narratives, is made up of 

an expression comprised of at least one word unit that may be a compound word or at a 

                                                           
215

 The four elements in a formula that Lord identifies are:  first, a given essential idea to be expressed; second, the 

metrical or musical space into which the idea must fit; third, the internal rhythmic pattern, the syllable or word 

grouping, the metrical content; and fourth, the syntactic or thought pattern (Singer 32-33).  The second element is 

represented by determining syllable length since this corresponds to song length; for example most songs are seven 

lines in length that are comprised of approximately sixty to sixty-six syllables. 
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minimum, two syllables in length; where some words such as hanbloglaka, in the Sun Dance 

narrative in stanza 11, 66, 168, and 214 that appear to be single words that are actually 

compound words.  Thus hanbloglaka is made up of two words ihanbla and oglaka and when 

combined can be described as a four-syllable formula with a syllable composition of 2-2.  The 

original words ihanbla and oglaka would represent a six syllable formula with a syllable 

composition of 3-3 with a syntactic content of verb-verb which expresses the idea “to tell one’s 

dream.”  The exact meaning of hanbloglaka is a difficult word to translate although its meaning 

is clear to one who is fluent in the language.  The definition used here is the same as when the 

two separate words are defined: “to tell one’s dream.”  George Sword’s statement that Lakota 

words are short words is corroborated since most compound words are longer words made up of 

shorter ones.  For the purposes of analysis, Parry’s definition is applied to Lakota words that are 

made up of expressions of at least one Lakota word unit that may be a compound word or at a 

minimum, two syllables in length.
216

  This is to comply with George Sword’s statement that 

Lakota words are short words; and to provide an analysis consistent with the language.
217

 

Another way to see what makes a formula is to see how frequently an expression is used 

that is irreplaceable by another expression (Parry 14).  One such formula in George Sword’s 

narratives is eya, meaning to speak which occurs in all the narratives.  This also represents a final 

formulaic ending at the end of a scene as discussed earlier.  In the first narrative there are eleven 

(11) occurrences of the use of this formula; in the second narrative there are four (4) occurrences; 

in the third narrative there is one (1) occurrence.  In the longer Sun Dance narrative, there are 

thirty-one (31) occurrences.  When it is used other common formulas are found in the form of 

                                                           
216

 “The formula in Homeric poems may be defined as a group of words which is regularly employed under the same 

metrical conditions to express a given essential idea” (Parry 272). 
217

 Where formulas are longer words, when possible, the base word will be given. 
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prayers that are sometimes retold verbatim.
218

   Eye can be described as a two syllable formula 

with a syllable composition of 1-1 and a syntactic content of noun-verb which expresses the idea, 

“to say anything”.
219

  The use of eya in George Sword’s narratives illustrates a pattern that is 

followed in Lakota narrative tradition to aid in rapid composition.  Its forms include iyapi, eyapi, 

keyapi, lecel eya, kta ce eyapi, kta ce eya, lecel eya, kta eya ce, kta ce eyapi ce, and eyasta.  It 

serves, as previously mentioned, as a final formulaic ending and is a verbal punctuation at the 

end of a sentence.
220

  What follows is a textual analysis of the sections of stanzas from narrative 

three and from sections of stanzas from the longer Sun Dance narrative to further illustrate the 

points made in this section. 

Textual Analysis 

A section of stanzas 1 through 9 from narrative 3, representing seventy-six (76) lines of 

text in the manuscript, including a song, will provide material for formula analysis of a specific 

text in the George Sword narratives.  This will show how extensive formulas are in any one 

sample.  This textual analysis shows the phrases that are repeated throughout all the narratives in 

this study that are formulas and are underlined once in stanza 1 through stanza 9; and are 

formulaic in Lakota oral tradition in general and their use in George Sword’s narratives are 
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 In stanza 68 of the Sun Dance narrative a prayer starting at “anpetu wanji to wanjica ca iyablakela ca iyolilita ca 

he kici ite cokaya ite wayecila kin kta” is one such prayer that is repeated in stanza 17 and in 68 in the Sun Dance 

narrative.  Here the prayer ends with a form of eya that is ce eyapi ce. 
219

 This analysis is based on the compound words i and ya; i meaning “mouth” and ya meaning “something that is 

done with the mouth”. 
220

 According to Buechel, “A simple sentence is a sentence containing only one subject and one predicate, either or 

both of which may be compound.  In Lakota, the subject can be a noun, an adjective used substantively, a pronoun, 

or a clausal substantive.  The predicate verb is a verb of either complete or incomplete predication.  As to the word 

order, the general rule is that—barring the inseparable personal pronoun as a subject, because it is incorporated in 

the predicate verb—the predicate follows the subject.  There are exceptions…As to the agreement of the subject and 

predicate in number and person, the Lakota has his own rules which differ much form ours” (Buechel , A Grammar 

of Lakota 198).  A sentence in George Sword’s narrative, for example, in the first narrative, stanza one is:  Wakinyan 

kin wiyohpeyata tipi (keyapi); where the subject wakinyan is a collective noun, thus the predicate, tipi is in the 

plural.  The spelling of the word, tipi, is the same as the word for “dwelling” but in this sentence the verb ti meains 

“to live or to dwell”. 
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common; words and phrases that are marked with a double underline are formulas in the selected 

stanzas being analyzed in the sample selection; what is not underlined is non-formulaic.   

1 Ikce wicasa ozuye econpi wicasa tuwe wanji toka wicayapi ekta zuya yacin kin  

2  takola wicaya wanji is nonpa ecel om aokiyapi na tukte wanji kahnigapi  

3  canna anpetu wan el wohan na tuwewe wicacin kin wicakicopi na wanna tipi ogna 

ahiyotanke canna canonpa opagipi na hupguzapi na Ho wakantanka le iyahpeyaya taku 

wowahtani wanil misna wasanica wanji kte eya hehal iye onpa na unmapinakun oyasin 

onpa 

4 Nakun wohanpi kin he waksica ognakapi na ciska nonpa el ognakapi na hoihanke eciya 

tanhan nonpa yutapi na ake iyeyapi canna ake ciska nonpa icupi na ake nonpa yutapi na 

woyute wacanla okawinge yutapi na tebyapi 

5 Na tuweni nonpa okawinge sni wasuyapi tuktel zuya wohanpi wanji nonpa okawinge 

cinhan he ozuye kin secaya wa a kipapi keyapi 

6  Maka he amaniya zuya aye kta ehatanhans ohanhepi wan el oyasin wityapi tipi wanji el 

ogna na tokel igluza omanipi kte ca con iyecehce igluzapi witayapi na oiyokipiya 

woiyuskin ou woglag yankapi tehan sni hehanl inapapi na hocokatanyan  

7  Inajin na sunk kag lowanpi na yahen ahiyayapi na eyastapi na lila ungnahala akisapi na 

hehal olowan he lila ahiyayapi na itazipa el wauhinkpe on icatasahan lowanpi apapa 

najinpi na oyasin yusisi iwacici najinpi na lowanpi 

8  Olowan:
221

 

1.  Kolapila tohal wagli keciyas ecin  homawaniye 

2. Kolapila tohal wagli keceyas ecin homawaniye 

9  Olowan ota on lowanpi 

 

The first stanza informs the reader that this narrative is about one who desires to go to 

war against an enemy nation; stanza 2 indicates who may assist the warrior.  In stanza 3 a 

council is called, in stanza 4 a feast is held, in stanza 5 each warrior abides by protocol at the 

feast; in stanza 6 the warriors prepare and spend the night together in comradrie; in stanza 7 they 

stand and sing and when they stop they were quiet but would suddenly howl; and the singing 
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 What follows are two refrains of the song. 
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would begin again while the men danced hitting the wooden side of the bow while they kept time 

to the song, moving their shoulders to the rhythm; in stanza 8 they sing a song; finally in stanza 9 

they sing more songs.  In the double underlined phrases in stanza 1 through stanza 9 above, show 

the prevalence of formulas.  In stanza 1 ozuye translated as “ preparation for war” appears six 

times in the following stanzas: 5, 14, 15, 20, 21, and 22; wanji in stanza 1 translated as “any one” 

appears twenty-seven times in all the narratives;
222

 toka translated as “one from an enemy 

nation” appears  a total of sixteen times: four times in narrative 3 in stanzas 11, 16, 17, and 18; 

twelve times in the Sun Dance narrative in stanzas 2, 42, 120, 148, 165, 173, 181, 184, 251, 263, 

268, and 291.  Thus a closer analysis shows in stanza 1: ikce wicasa, ozuye econpi, toka 

wicayapi, and zuya yacin are formulas indicating common ideas for common man, going to war, 

seeking the enemy, and going to war. 

More importantly, this section of the selected sample displays an organizational pattern 

that is comprised of lines, stanzas, and grouping of stanzas into scenes or themes; themes will be 

covered in the chapter 5.  Features that were idientified earlier as peculiar to Lakota oral 

narrative are present.  These include:  first, the initial and final formulaic beginning or ending; 

second, statements of succession or lapse of time; third, recurring or rhythmic verbs.  The use of 

verbs reflects a culture that has no place in its grammar for the passive voice.
223

  An initial or 

beginning formula in stanza 3 is the word canna an adverb meaning “when”; in stanza 4, nakun, 

an adverb meaning “also”; in stanza 5, na, a conjunction meaning “and”.  Final or ending 

formulas can be seen in stanza 3, the word eya, a verb meaning to say; in stanza 5, the word 

                                                           
222

 In narrative 1:  Stanzas 5, 11, 16, and 19; in narrative 3 in stanzas 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 12, 18, and 20; in the Sun 

Dance narrative in stanzas:  1, 17, 42, 68, 75, 81, 120, 148, 167, 216, 251, 276, 286, and 301. 
223

 As with many languages, transitive verbs have two forms:  active and passive where the passive voice is the form 

of a verb which represents that the subject is receiving the action, as in “The boy was killed by a wolf,” where in 

Lakota, because there is no passive voice, this is stated as “Sunkmanitu wan hoksila kin kte,” translated as “A wolf 

killed the boy” (Buechel, A Grammar 30). 
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keyapi, a conjugated form of the verb eya.  George Sword uses this formula in cases where he 

particularly wants to emphasize that “they said.”  The second feature in which words, word units, 

or phrases that are formulas that indicate the passage of time include, in stanza 3, canna that is 

used twice; anpetu wan el meaning “on a given day”; wanna, an adverb meaning “now”;  kte, a 

particle indicating a future time and is sometimes translated as “shall”; and hehal, an adverb 

meaning “then”.
224

   The passage of time is indicated in stanza 4, in the word wancala, an adverb 

meaning “a single time”; in stanza 6 the word ohanhepi, a noun indicating “nightfall”; and in the 

word tehan sni, an adverb meaning “in a short time”.  In stanza 7, the following words indicate 

time as well:  eyastanpi, a verb meaning “to finish” and ungnahala, an adjective meaning 

“suddenly”.  In the narratives as a whole, certain stanzas appear to fulfill this function for the 

scene at hand thus for narrative three, stanzas 1 through 9, stanza 6 is used for this pupose. 

The third feature identified is the recurring or rhythmic verb where the difference 

between the two is in form such that the recurring verb maintains its form while the rhythmic 

verb changes form; in both cases the meaning of the verb is not changed.
225

  Rather than seeing 

repetition as repetitive and dull, the Lakota use its conjugated forms in the rhythmic forms as 

lyrical poetry.  It is this quality in oral narration that sets it apart from everyday language.  The 

speaker who can master this feature is adept in the telling of narrative, as George Sword has 

proven himself to be.  This feature can be seen in stanzas 1 and 2 where the forms of ya, meaning 

to go are utilized in the following forms:  wicayapi, yacin, and aokiyapi.  In using these forms, 

the narrator stresses the idea that it is the toka wicayapi that is the reason for the telling of this 

warrior narrative; to tell of the going to war against the enemy; toka meaning “other or enemy” 

                                                           
224

 Hehal is used in stanza 6 as well for the same purpose. 
225

 Vocalizing these verbs best illustrates the sound of a certain verb in narration; in rhythmic verbs it lyrical quality 

comes out. 
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and wicaya, meaning “to go as a group”.  The verb is repeated in  different forms as well in  

stanza 4, iyeyapi and in stanza 6, amaniya.  The use of recurring verbs is common: in stanza 3, 

onpa meaning “to smoke” is repeated twice; in stanza 4, ognaka meaning “to place in” is 

repeated in the form ognakapi;  yuta, meaning “to eat” is repeated in the form yutapi where it is 

used three times to indicate that this is a zuya wohanpi, a “warrior’s feast”; in stanza 5, okawinge 

meaning “to come around” is repeated twice; in stanza 7, lowan meaning “to sing” is repeated in 

the form lowanpi; also in stanza 7 ahiya meaning “to sing” is repeated in the form ahiyayapi; 

also in stanza 7, najin meaning “to stand” is repeated in the form najinpi.  The use of rhythmic 

verbs is prevalent:  in stanza 6, igluza meaning “to dress” is expressed as igluzapi; also in stanza 

6, mani meaning “to walk” is expressed as amaniya and omanipi. 

A second section of stanzas 14 through 21 from narrative 3, representing one hundred 

and twenty-eight (128) lines of text in the manuscript, including a song, will provide material for 

formula analysis of a specific text in the George Sword narratives.  This will show how extensive 

formulas are in any one sample.  This textual analysis shows the phrases that are repeated 

throughout all the narratives in this study that are formulas and are underlined once in stanza 14 

through stanza 21 from narrative 3; and are formulaic in Lakota oral tradition in general and their 

use in George Sword’s narratives are common; words and phrases that are marked with a double 

underline are formulas in the selected stanzas being analyzed in the sample selection; what is not 

underlined is non-formulaic.  

A second set of stanzas 14 through 21 from narrative 3: 

14  Ozuye wan wicotapi ehantanhans Blotahuka sagloga wahecetuya wicakagapi hena 

ozuye kin hel wiyukcanpi kta ca on hena wicakagapi 

15  Hehal akicita wicakagapi kta on Blotahuka wowasi ion ake koskalaka waste nonpa 

wicakico i na awicagli hehal ataya zuya itancan con koskalaka kin hena he wicakiya 
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“ozuye kin le waste kta ca on Blotahuka kin lena wicakagapi ca nis leniyas akicita 

itancan nicagapi Blotahuka ho anawicayagoptapi kta na nita hoksila (honge)
226

 kta on 

akicita wicayakage kta” eyapi hehas akicita wicakagapi 

16  Hehal tuwepi nonpa atokanyan wahukeya nonpa kagapi inkpata okijata na el okijata 

iyokiyin el sonkaha ohiye nonpa baslecapi iyakaska pi na okijate nonpiya kangi son 

ptaptaya iyakaskapi na tacante ogi con i el akagegepi oikan yamni kagapi na wahukesa he 

el iyakaskapi na koska sinte nonpa koska wastepi kta itepi na heca nonpa iwicacupi na 

wacaconpi canna hena koska kin mni aku wicakiyapi canna ozuye wicoti ataya mni 

wickagli omanipi hena toka sankanyan ata wicayapi kin iye toka ktepi wowitan yuhapi 

kta wowicakican 

17  Wanna toka tahmakoce ekta wapaya ihuni kin iconhan koska nonpa na etan 

owicakiyapi yunke enatanhans hena toka ta otoweya
227

 onpi ca hena tunweya sa 

ewicakiyapi na koska kin tuwe hecel econsa kin he woyuonihan yuhakiyapi 

18  Na hehal Blotahuka kin wanna toka ekta takul atogyapi canna Hocokam iyotankapi 

na koskalaka tuwe wicakahnigapi tuwekesa Blotahuka wanji na is akicita tuwekesa el opa 

cin kin okihi na hena aglimna wicayapi na hena tuweya yapi kta ca okihipi canna wicasa 

kin tuweyayin kta yuowecinhan ewicaglepi 

19  Is hoka eya ipahlalya inajin na lowanpi na tukte tokeya eglepi he cajeyatapi na ake 

wanna ake iyayelo tiyata heyapi
228

 na tona ewicaglepi otiyohi cajeyal ilowan ihuni 

wicayapi hehal inyag iyayapi ca awicasapi na wicakice lowanpi 

20  Iyayapi con ekta wanna sunka ho kupi kin on ozuye kin he nahonpi kin hehal heyapi 

“hochanhe tuweya u kiyelo” eyapi na oconhegla canna iyaye wicayapi conhan
229

 wicasa 

eya el lowanpi ion hena eepi is wanji tokeca el aopeya ake ipahlalya inajin cokata ptece 

ptayela egnakapi na el wicasa kin wanji canonpa opagi 

21  Na yuha inajin canna ozuye eciyatanhan tuweya u kiye etkiya wicasa tona okihipi 

etkiya anawicatapi tuweya kupi kin iwastegla awicapapi he wacanhiye koyag kupi kin he 

iye tokeya icupi cinpi on 

 

Blotahuka in stanza 14 is translated as tuwa wazuye itancan ca he, or whomever leads the 

warriors into battle; it appears five times in narrative 3 in stanzas: 12, 13, 14, 15, and 18.  Hehal 

                                                           
226

 honge is some. 
227

 Otonwahe, n. town (village, city) (Buechel 783). 
228

 When heya precedes and eya follows a phrase or sentence, the former may be rendered, he said as follows, and 

the latter, he said what precedes (Riggs, Dakota Grammar with Texts and Ethnography xxxi). 
229

 k’unhan, adv. When (Buechel 321).  This always referes to past time.  It becomes c’onhan after the “e” which has 

taken the place of “a” or “an.”  A narrative device. 
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appears six times in narrative 1;
230

 eight times in narrative 3;
231

 and seventy-nine times in the 

Sun Dance narrative.
232

   

In narrative three, stanzas 14 through 21 show organization patterns that are similar to 

those identified in the first textual analysis for narrative three, stanzas 1 through 9.  Thus lines, 

stanzas, and groupings of stanzas into themes are similar in structure.  Features that are peculiar 

to Lakota oral narrantive are thus present in the selected stanzas.  The first feature is an initial or 

beginning formulas as follows:  hehal in stanzas 15, 16, and 18; it is used twice in stanza 15.  A 

final or ending formula is the word eya, in stanza 15 in the form eyapi, meaning they said.  This 

form is utilized when the narrator is quoting someone.  It is not at a terminal point in stanza 15 

however, in the narratives it  is commonly found at the end of a stanza.  In stanza 14 and 15, a 

form of a formulaic ending is used where the verb kaga, meaning to make is used:  wicakagapi.  

It is used as the end of these two stanzas.  The second feature is a word or phrase that is 

formulaic and indicates the passage of time:  in stanza 14, the phrase, kta ca meaning shall; 

stanza 15, the separate words, hehal and kta; stanza 16, hehal, canna, and kta;
233

 in stanza 17, 

wanna, ihuni, and iconhan.  Only those words that have not been previously defined are those 

that follow: ihuni, meaning” arrive at” and iconhan meaning “meanwhile”.  In the narratives as a 

whole, certain stanzas appear to fulfill the function of indicating the passage of time for the scene 

at hand: in narrative three, stanzas 14 through 21, stanza 17 serves this purpose.   
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 Stanzas 8, 17, 19, 22, 24, 27. 
231

 Stanzas 7, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23. 
232

 Stanzas 16, 17, 18, 22, 28, 37, 46, 47, 59, 60, 62, 64- 66, 72-74, 78, 84, 87, 88, 92-96, 98, 101, 102, 105, 113, 

117, 119, 123, 129, 140, 144, 148, 152, 155, 157, 158, 161, 169, 179-182, 187, 192, 195, 197-200, 206, 210, 222, 

232, 245, 248, 252, 253, 255, 260, 267, 277-280, 282, 283, 285, 286, 289, 291, 301, 307. 
233

Canna is used twice; it is paired with hena, meaning those, as in canna hena and in the separation between canna 

and hena in “canna ozuye wicota ataya mni wicakagli omanipi hena” 
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The third feature is comprised of recurring or rhythmic verbs, where one such verb is 

kaga; see also final formulaic ending discussion in this paragraph.  Kaga is a rhythmic verb and 

is repeated seven times in stanzas 14 through 16; in stanza 14 it is in the form wicakagapi; in 

stanza 15 it is in the forms wicakagapi, nicagapi and wicayakage.
234

  Stanza 14 and 15 indicate 

that first leaders are chosen then warriors are selected.  To indicate this the verb wicakaga 

stresses that these individuals are made to serve these roles.  In stanza 18, ya is a rhythmic verb 

meaning to go is used in the following forms:  atogyapi, wicayapi, yapi, yayin; in stanza 19 it is 

used in the forms iyayelo, tiyata, wicayapi and iyayapi; and in stanza 20 it appears as iyayapi, 

iyaye, and wicayapi.  In stanza 19, cajeya a rhythmic verb meaning “to name” is used in the 

following forms  cajeyatapi and cajeyal; also in stanza 19 is lowan meaning “to sing” which is 

repeated in the following forms:  lowanpi and ilowan.  This verb is rhetorically effective in the 

way it is used:  through song, warriors are called forth.  The image is strong to one who is fluent 

in the language.  Finally, in stanza 21, ku meaning “to return homeward” is repeated in the 

following forms:  u kiye and kupi which is repeated twice.  The stress in this stanza is on the 

return of the warrior scouts sent to spy on the enemy and honor is bestowed on any warrior who 

can win the race and touch one first.  Recurring verbs are used in stanza 16 where the verb form 

is not changed:  iyakaska meaning “to tie” is repeated three times; kaga meaning “to make” is 

conjugated and repeated twice in the form kagapi. 

George Sword’s account of the Sun Dance in the original language brings the narrative 

closer to the people, where the events described involve people who are in essence characters in 

a larger narrative.  In this study, in particular, the characters in the sun dance narrative include 

the warrior(s) who made a vow, the medicine man, and the people.  This will be noted in each 

                                                           
234

 Nicagapi is in the second person plural form; and wicayakage is in the second person singular form. 
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example.   A section of stanzas from the longer Sundance narrative will provide additional 

material for formula analysis of a specific text in the George Sword narratives where such an 

analysis will illustrate how extensive these formulas are in any sample.  This textual analysis 

shows the phrases that are repeated throughout all the narratives in this study that are formulas 

and are underlined once in stanza 10 through stanza 24 in the Sun Dance narrative and are 

formulaic in Lakota oral tradition in general and their use in George Sword’s narratives are 

common; words and phrases that are marked with a double underline are formulas in the selected 

stanzas being analyzed in the sample selection; what is not underlined is non-formulaic.  This  

represents ninety (90) lines of text in the manuscript, including a song.  

10  Na wicasa wakan iglawan wan hoyeye sipi kin ins iglujuju na wicilazata inajini na 

okihi kin lowan iye wakan olowan tawa wan heca ca
235

 

11  Iho hanhan he topa eya ca ehake eye cinhana ihecegla woglag hanbloglaka
236

 na lecel 

eya 

12  Anpe wi kin wasteya nongopta icuwo peji hinyapaza oyasin ite tokeca ahinape cinhan 

hoksila wahehatu kin lena ite wanwicalakin kta ce eyapi 

13 Tka wamakaskan yeye cinhan ehena om ite wankiciyakapi kta ce eyapi 

14 Na wokicize kin le el taku wacanrize
237

 oyasin nagi wasakala kte na wacanrize hena 

oyasin mitawa kte 

15
238

Tka miye etkiya taku wowartani
239

 wanil mita oyate ekta wakinajin kta eya ce 

kinhan 

                                                           
235

In stanza 10: wicasa wakan translated as holy man appears seventeen times in the Sun Dance narrative in the 

following stanzas 10, 24, 54, 56, 59, 62, 64, 66, 76, 78, 94, 131, 132, 134, 161, 168, 176.  Iglujuju, a verb translated 

as “to undress”, appears in stanzas 9, 51, 56, 88, 100.  Inajin appears in narrative 3: 7, 11, 19, 20, 21 and in the Sun 

Dance Narrative in stanzas 9, 10, 15, 56, 101, 108, 117, 189, 246, 268, 270, 277, and 295.  

 
236

 Hanbloglaka is also used as a verb meaning “to pray”. 
237

 In wacanrize, the r represents a guttural h.  Although there are no r’s or q’s George Sword uses an r symbol and a 

q to indicate a guttural h and a k’ sound as in k’un. 
238

 This is George Sword’s Stanza 4.  The numbering system originally used by George Sword differs from that 

which is later inserted into his manuscript. 
239

Although there are no r’s George Sword uses an r symbol to indicate a guttural h in wowartani. 
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16  Hehal tate ouye topa kin ekta tuwa warupakonza ewicakiyapi kin na ihukuya 

wamakaskan wanbli cetan tehan houtka hena oyasin ca nonpa niciyuzapi kta ce eyapi 

17 Anpetu wanji towanjica ca iyolilita ca iyblageyela okatakin wanica hena kici ite 

cokaya kici wanyecila kapi kta ce eyapi ce eyasta hehal wicasa el najinpi oyasin haye 

eyapi 

18
240

Hehal
241

 olowan kin le ahiyaya
242

  

19
243

Oyate waste wakage lo 

20  Oyate waste wakage lo 

21 Kola lena micage con 

Oyate waste wakage lo 

Kola lena micage con 

Oyate waste wakage lo
244

 

Kola lena micage con 

22
245

Hehal enakiyapi na wokicize el opapi eya taku icekiyapi na tanyerce
246

 iyeceturce
247

 

sni eyas hecena econpi kta na  

23  Wicasa wi wanyag waci kte cinhan hehanyan wicasa kin he yuwakanpi eciyapi na on 

wakan iglawa on na takuni sicaya econ sni na tokecincinya ou sni 

24
248

Wicasa wakan otapi tka conala o wi wanyag waci kaga okihipi
249

  

Stanzas 12 to 17 are a hanbloglaka; stanzas 19 to 21 are a song.  Stanza 11 alludes to the 

eight syllable formula that expresses the idea, “on the fourth try, do what is attempted in the 

three previous tries”.  The formula is underlined as follows: topa eya ca ehake eye cinhana 

ihecegla woglag hanbloglaka .  In this formula the number four is indicated by topa and ehake 

                                                           
240

 This is George Sword’s Stanza 5. 
241

 Hehal was initially identified as a narrative device; in this study it is identified as an initial or beginning formula. 
242

 What follows is a song.   
243

 This is the first verse of the song he sang.   According to Lord, refrains do not count as formulas.  In this study it 

is the structure of a song:  its syllable composition and lines that serve as a model.  The verb conjugations for kage 

are used to illustrate a rhythmic verb. 
244

 This begins the second verse of the song the man sang in the original numbering system. 
245

 George Sword’s Stanza 6 
246

 The r in tanyerce represents a guttural h sound. 
247

 The r in iyeceturce represents a guttural h sound. 
248

 George Sword’s Stanza 7 
249

There appears to be a break in the narrative here in accordance with George Sword’s numbering system. 
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ihecegla wogla hanbloglaka indicates “at the fourth he at once told his hanbloglaka”.  The 

number four is important in Lakota oral tradition and all ceremonies have an element of four in 

them; including the four cardinal directions, etc.  This is expressed in topa an adjective meaning 

the number four.   

The organization patterns present in the textual analysis for the other two samples 

selected in narrative three, stanzas 1 through 9 and stanzas 14-21, apply to the Sun Dance 

narrative, stanzas 10 through 24.  The features that are distinctive to Lakota oral narratives are 

also present.  The first feature, initial or beginning formulas are:  na a conjunction meaning 

“and”, tka a conjunction meaning “but”, and hehal are used.
250

  A final or ending formula is the 

word, ca an adverb meaning “so”; in addition, ending formulas used are eya, and kte.
251

  

Statements of succession of time include iye, an adverb meaning “out or put forth”; ihecegla, an 

adverb meaning “immediately or without delay”; anpe wi, a phrase meaning “on this day”; 

eyasta, a verb meaning “to finish speaking”; hehal, an adverb meaning”then” and enakiyapi, an 

adverb meaning “to finish or come to an end”.
252

  The third feature in Lakota oral narration is a 

recurring or a rhythmic verb.  In this selection of stanzas two verbs that are repeated include 

forms of lowan, meaning “to sing”:  in stanza 10, it is lowan; in stanza 10 and stanza 18 it is used 

as olowan.  This section includes a prayer and all references are to speech or to speaking: in 

stanza 10,  hoyeye meaning “to send the voice out as in cry out”; in stanza 11, iho meaning “to 

behold, or to listen”; also in stanza 11 are eya, eye, and woglag meaning “to speak”; eyapi 

                                                           
250

Na in stanzas 10 and 14; tka in stanzas 13 and 15; and hehanl in stanzas 16, 18, and 22. 
251

 Where ca appears in stanas 10, 16, and in stanza 17 in the form ce; eya is at the end of stanzas 11 also appears in 

the form eyapi in stanzas 12, 13, 16, and 17; kte, appears at the end of stanza 14 and at the end of stanza 16 and 

stanza 22 in the forms kta ce and kta na. 
252

 In stanza 10, iye; stanza 11, ihecegla, in stanza 12, anpe wi; in stanza 17 anpetu wanji; in stanza 17 eyasta; stanza 

22, hehal and enakiyapi.    
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meaning “to say anything” in stanzas 12, 13, 16, and 17;
253

 eyasta in stanza 17, meaning “to stop 

or finish speaking”.  The song employs kaga meaning “to make” in the following rhythmic 

forms:  wakage repeated four times and micage repeated three times.    

Finally, a section of stanzas from the longer Sundance narrative will provide the final 

material for formula analysis in this chapter:  stanza 76 through stanza 93 in the Sun Dance 

narrative representing eighty-six (86) lines of text in the manuscript, including a song.  This 

textual analysis shows the phrases that are repeated throughout all the narratives in this study that 

are formulas and are underlined once in stanza 76 through stanza 93; and are formulaic in Lakota 

oral tradition in general and their use in George Sword’s narratives are common; words and 

phrases that are marked with a double underline are formulas in the selected stanzas being 

analyzed in the sample selection; what is not underlined is non-formulaic.  

76 Wicasa wakan kin owanka kagapi el cannonpa pahu isleyatan kiye tonwan opage 

ompapi he icu kta yamini ayugata na icitopa el icu 

77  Na na iconhan is el wizilye izilyapi kta isiya yamini epazo na icitopa el zilya 

78  Hehal wicasa wakan kin canonpa kin icu na Ptecel el ankanl pahu kin egle na oyape 

kin  wankanl kiya yus yanke ca oyasin a inila yankapi 

79  Wakantanka kamaka takiya ahitonwan ca unsi emakiyayo 

80  Hoksila waste wahehantu lena om ite wayecila kte con wana iyapi otkonzela 

81  Tka anpetu wanji to wanjica ca okatakin wanica iyolilita ca he ognaya om ite 

wayecila kin kta ce eyapi ce 

82  Oyate mitawa om taku wowartani wanil wani kta ce eyapi
254

 

83  Na tatank na tawicu cincala opeya mi ito kaga wapaya
255

 ca oegle miciciya yunka 

hena on oyate wani kta ce eyapi ce 

                                                           
253

 Eya appears in stanza 22 where the spelling is the same as the verb, however this form is pronounced differently 

and is a conjunction meaning although.  This represents the complexity in the original language, how fluency aids in 

contextual meaning within the narratives. 
254

 End of prayer. 
255

 Wapaya as a word is not defined.   See footnote. 
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84  Oeyasta oyasin oyate kin Haye eyapi hehal lowan 

85  Heyaya le hibu we
256

  Heyaya le hibu we  Heyaya le hibu we 

86  Wakanpi
257

 maka sitomniya henake taku waye lo  Eyaya le hibu  Wakanpi maka 

sitomniya henake taku wayelo 
258

  Eyaya le hibu we lo  Heyaya le hibu we  Heyaya le 

hibu we 

87  Hehal canonpa kin iyarpeyapi na onpapi
259

 

88  Hehal wi wanyag waci oyasi iglujujupi na sina wanhiyakata inpi na wanblirupahu 

hohu wan ahiyohi siyotanka yapi catku ta iparlalya najinpi 

89  Wicasa wi wanyag waci roka wayupika oyasin tahaska qon he oksa iyotankapi na 

lowanpi na lila iyasape canna wi wanyag wacipi kin oyasin ceyapi he 

90  E Toqo weceyapi eciyapi 

91  Olowan tokeya kin he ahiyayapi na yamini tahasaka kin iyuswu apapi na icitopa el 

iwacipi apapi 

92  Hehal wi wanyag waci oyasin wacipi 

93  Hehal olowan ota on lowanpi  

  

Stanzas 79 to 83 are a prayer; Stanzas 85 to 86 are a song.  Stanza 76, 77, and 91, show a 

formula in the form yamni___na icitopa el___ in all three stanzas.  It represents an eight syllable 

formula with a syllable composition of 2-1-4-1 and a syntactic pattern of adjective, conjunction, 

adjective, preposition and expresses the idea, “on the fourth try, do what is attempted in the three 

previous tries”.  So, in stanza 76:  yamni ayugata na icitopa el icu; in stanza 77:  yamni epazo na 

icitopa el zilya; and in stanza 91: yanmi tahasaka kin iyuswu apapi na icitopa el iwaci apapi.  The 

formula is underlined in each phrase. The number four is important in Lakota oral tradition and 

all ceremonies have an element of four in them; including the four cardinal directions, etc.  This 

is expressed in icitopa an adjective meaning the fourth.  

                                                           
256

 This is the first verse of the song according to George Sword.  According to Lord, refrains do not count as 

formulas. 
257

 Difficult to define.   
258

 This is the second verse of the song according to George Sword. 
259

 canonpa kin iyarpeyapi na onpapi is according to Parry a formula. 
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The underlined phrases stanza 76 through 93, above, show that many of them are formulas.  

In stanza 76, wicasa wakan translated as “holy man” appears in the Sun Dance narrative in the 

following stanzas 10, 24, 54, 56, 59, 62, 64, 76, 78, 94, 131, 132, 134, 161, 168, 176.  Owanka 

kaga translated as “altar” is a noun-verb fomula that appears in 64, 76, 181, 211, 212, and 213.  

Cannonpa…opage translated as a “sacred object” is a formula and appears in stanza 3, 20 and 23 

in narrative 3 and in the Sun Dance narrative in stanzas 122, 132, 168, and 293.  The rest of the 

underlined phrases are covered in the notes in the appendix for Stanzas 76 to 93.  Many of these 

phrases are repeated elsewhere in these narratives.    

Textual analysis for the Sun Dance narrative stanzas 76-93 indicates organizational patterns 

that are similar to analyses for previous sections of narrative three, including stanzas 1 through 9 

and stanzas 14 through 21; as well as the Sun Dance narrative, stanza 10 through 24.
260

  Thus an 

initial or beginning formula for stanzas 76-93 include: na, a conjunction meaning and at the 

beginning of stanzas 77 and 83; hehal at the beginning of stanzas 78, 87, 88, 92, and 93.  Final or 

ending formulas include eya in stanzas 81 in the phrase kta ce eyeapice and in stanza 82 in the 

phrase ce eyapi ce, to indicate that a prayer is being said.  This prayer is similar in wording to the 

prayer in the Sun Dance narrative; where stanza 17 can be compared to stanza 81 where each 

stanza is comprised of sixteen words: 

17:  Anpetu wanji towanjica ca iyolilita ca iyablageyela okatakin wanica hena kici ite cokaya 

kici wanyecila kapi  

81:  Tka anpetu wanji to wanjica ca okatakin wanica iyolilita ca he ognaya om ite wayecila kin 

                                                           
260

 This section includes a prayer and a song; both are formulaic. 
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In the first stanza the prayer is for the individual; using similar wording the second prayer 

is for individual and the people.  The only difference between the two are in the phrases miye 

etkiya meaning “toward me” in speaking for the individual, and om in the second prayer, using 

an older term, a preposition meaning “with”, thus in the way it is used oyate mitawa om in stanza 

82meaning “with my people” refers to a prayer for all.  It is the formulaic phrase taku wowartani 

wanil that is used to express the essential idea “that which represents hardship will not be with 

the individual” as in the first prayer; or the group as in the second prayer. 

Other examples of final endings include verbs with plural ending pi; yankapi in stanza 

78; onpapi in stanza 87; najinpi in stanza 88; ceyapi in stanza 89; eciyapi in stanza 90; apapi in 

stanza 91; wacipi in stanza 92 and lowanpi in stanza 90.  These are verbs in the third person 

plural form meaning where the base verbs are yanka, to sit; onpa, to smoke; najin, to stand; 

eciya, to do to self; apa, to strike; waci, to dance; and lowan, to sing; in the plural form, for 

example, yankpi means they sit.   

The second feature indicating the passage of time is present in the following stanzas:  in 

stanza 76, el, a preposition meaning “at”; in stanza 77, icohan, an adverb meaning “meanwhile”; 

in stanza 78, ca, an adverb meaning “in the way that follows”; in stanza 84, oeyasta, a verb 

meaning “to come to an end”; in stanza 78, hehal, an adverb meaning” next in order of time”, 

also appears in stanzas 84, 87, 88, 92, and 93.  In stanza 91 are the following:  tokeya, is an 

adverb meaning “first” or “before all others in time”; yamni, an adverb meaning “third”; and 

icitopa, an adverb meaning “fourth”.  All words indicate position in time. 

The third feature in Lakota oral narration is the use of the recurring or rhythmic verb.  In 

stanzas 76 and 78, the verb icu is used, meaning “to take.  It is repeated to indicate the taking of a 
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sacred object.  The verb eya, meaning to say, is a rhythmic verb that also occurs as an ending or 

final formula as previously discussed.  The verb waci meaning “to dance” is repeated in stanzas 

88, 89, 91, and 92; in stanzas 89 and 92 it is repeated in conjugated forms; in 89 it is repeated as 

waci and wacipi, both are in the third person singular and plural forms; in stanza 92 this pattern 

is repeated.  The verb lowan, meaning “to sing” recurs in stanzas 84, 89, 91 and 93; in stanza 93 

it is repeated twice in the forms olowan and lowanpi.  In this selection of stanzas the important 

verbs are eya, waci, and lowan; where a prayer is recited, the dancers congregate to begin the 

dance, and the singing begins with, first a sacred song, and next the timing of the beats are 

important to the narrative as indictaded in stanza 91.  Within the selected stanzas the narrative 

moves forward as the narrator choses the right formula to accomplish this. 

According to Lord, “The formulas in oral narrative style are not limited to a comparatively 

few epic “tags,” but are in reality all pervasive.  There is nothing in the poem that is not 

formulaic” (Singer 47).  In the same way, George Sword’s Sun Dance narrative is highly 

formulaic, where many of the lines are formulas.   An objective in this chapter was to see how a 

formula identified in any of George Sword’s narratives is traditional or not.  According to Parry, 

the more formulas are in a poet’s diction, the less likely it is the work of a single poet and is thus 

traditional (271-272).
261

   

The question of how George Sword composed his narratives is answered by Parry in what he 

defines as a system as noted earlier in this chapter.  The length of a system of formulas, 

according to Parry, consists of the number of formulas it is comprised of; where the thrift of a 

                                                           
261

 Diction is defined by Parry as the material by which thought is expressed (325).  “…Homeric diction (is) made 

up of formulas” (272). 
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system is in the degree to which it is free of phrases that could replace one another (276).
262

  That 

is, either the tradition has no alternate or the narrator uses it through habit.  If the last is true, 

according to Lord, there is a way in which the individual style of the singer can be seen (Singer 

50).  In the case of George Sword’s narratives, by taking one of the formulas in the analysis of 

stanzas 76 through 97 in the Sun Dance narrative and tracing the lines of text of the essential idea 

in all the narratives.  The purpose is to discover whether George Sword had only one formula to 

express that idea or whether he had several.  This would show his thrift if any:  where an 

example is cannonpa…opage translated as a sacred object, it appears in stanza 3, 20 and 23 in 

narrative 3 and in the Sun Dance narrative in stanzas 122, 132, 168, and 293.
263

  The formula is 

selected here since this sacred object is important in the lives of the Lakota people and its 

presence indicates that preparations are being made for an important or ceremonial event.     

In stanza 3 narrative 3, George Sword uses it as follows: 

Canna canonpa opagipi                    when a pipe filled…         (preparation for event) 

In stanza 20-21 narrative 3: 

canonpa opagi na yuha inajin           stand with the pipe filled   (preparation for event) 

      In stanza 23 narrative 3:  

Cannopa opagi yuha najin                 a filled pipe he holds   (preparation for an event) 

     In Stanza 122 in the Sun Dance narrative: 

Canonpa opagipi na onpa wicakiyapi    a filled pipe they gave them to smoke   (preparation 

for an event that occurs which is similar if not identical to event in stanza 23 in narrative 3)  
                                                           
262

 Parry states, “What the length and thrift of a system of formulas are can be best explained by describing one of 

the most striking cases in Homer, that of a system of noun-epithet formulas for gods and heroes, in the nominative.  

All the chief characters of the Iliad and the Odyssey, if their names can be fitted into the last half of the verse along 

with an epithet, have a noun-epithet formula in the nominative, beginning with a simple consonant, which fills the 

verse between the trochaic caesura of the third foot and the verse end…It is the number of different formulas of this 

type, well above fifty, which makes the length of this system…the length and the thrift of the system are striking 

enough to be sure proof that only the very smallest part of it could be the work of one poet…Homer composed his 

verses entirely in a style that was traditional and adapted to oral verse-making” (276-278). 
263

 In stanza 20 narrative 3 the thought is carried into stanza 21 so although canonpa opagi is mentioned in stanza 

20, both stanzas are needed for illustrative purposes here.  In addition George Sword’s different spellings of 

canonpa opagi are shown here.  In his time and presently there is no uniform orthography for Lakota. 
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Stanza 132 in the Sun Dance narrative: 

Canonpa opagi gluha                    a filled pipe he has      (preparation for a ceremony) 

Stanza 168 in the Sun Dance narrative: 

Canonpa opagipi he on            a filled pipe therefore      (preparation for a ceremony) 

Stanza 293 in the Sun Dance narrative: 

Canonpa opagi                        a filled pipe is offered       (preparation for a ceremony) 

 

George Sword had only one formula to express the idea that a sacred object is present, in 

preparation for an important event, or for ceremonial purposes.  

Thus, in narrative 3:
264

 

Stanza 3, the sacred object is prepared for an important event in which a warrior, on a given 

day prepares a feast and invites other warriors.  In their presence he raises the sacred object 

and offers a prayer. 

Stanza 20, warriors return after a scouting trip, and those present say, “tuweya u kiyelo”, the 

scouts return and a place is prepared along with the sacred object which is held in preparation 

for an important event that is about to occur. 

Stanza 23, the one who stands with the sacred object, the sacred pipe, lights it in preparation 

for an important event that was anticipated in stanza 20.  “tuweya u kiyelo” means that the 

warrior who returns is expected to report truthfully all that he saw in enemy country. 

In the Sun Dance narrative: 

Stanzas 122, warriors return after a mock scouting trip, where the sacred tree for the Sun 

Dance is “hunted” as an enemy.  The scouts return and the singers get ready.  The sacred 

object is prepared for a ceremonial event.  The ceremony itself is the same as in stanza 20 in 

narrative 3, however, it is an imitation of that event, since, in this case, a sacred pole or tree is 

being “hunted” and found rather than the real enemy.  Those who hunted it must now report 

truthfully what they found. 

                                                           
264

 In this analysis, stanzas are separated from other stanzas, whereas in Lakota oral narrative, the narrator’s 

challenge is to quickly construct one line after another.  According to Lord, “To meet it the singer builds patterns of 

sequences of lines, which we know of as the “parallelisms” of oral style…Moving from one line to another is not 

merely, perhaps not even correctly, the adding of one ready-made phrase, to another.  Oddly enough, because of the 

variety of patterns for sequences of lines there is greater flexibility possible and greater skill is needed than in pure 

juxtaposition of formulas.  The complexity and artistry of the result are often surprising to anyone who feels that 

illiterate singers can produce only simple structures.” (54).  
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Stanza 132, the holy man carries his sacred object in preparation for the ceremony wherein 

the sacred pole is cut. 

Stanza 168, the holy man raises the sacred object and offers a prayer for the ceremony 

wherein the sacred pole is prepared for use in the Sun Dance. 

Stanza 293, one who is preparing himself to Sun Dance offers the sacred object to the holy 

man he selected to help him in the ceremony. 

 

George Sword does not bother with alternate ways of saying the same thing under the same 

conditions because the tradition has no alternate.  According to Lord, “We have had to 

examine…the habits of the singer in other lines, so that we may enter his mind at the critical 

creative moment.  We have found him doing more than merely juggling set phrases.  Indeed, it is 

easy to see that he employs a set phrase because it is useful and answers his need, but it is not 

sacrosanct” (Lord, Singer 53).  The phrase canonpa opagi is used in all of the instances 

illustrated to express the idea that a sacred object is held in preparation for an event calling for 

truthfulness in stanzas 20 and 23 in narrative 3 and stanza 122 in the Sun Dance narrative; or in 

preparation for a ceremonial event in stanzas 132, 168, and 293 in the Sun Dance narrative that 

requires an intercessor or holy man to recite prayers or hanbloglaka.  Another example as an 

analog to Parry’s concept of thrift is to look at the systems of recurring and rhythmic verbs in 

Geoge Sword’s narratives where in this study this feature is identified for the first time. 

In this chapter the primary objective was to explain what formulas are and to show how they 

are used by the narrator in composing his narratives.  In the case of George Sword, the way he 

tells the story is partially his style and partially that of the tradition.  George Sword consciously 

wrote these narratives in a way that bears the mark of his own narrative style, a style that could 

only come from the tradition that he was a part of from birth.  His text does not demonstrate all 

the possibilities of formula construction or usage in Lakota oral tradition.  Indeed there is no 
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handbook of formulas in Lakota that George Sword or any other narrator can use or follow, 

however, according to Lord, “Formulas are, after all, the means of expressing the themes of the 

poetry, and therefore, a singer’s stock of formulas will be directly proportionate to the number of 

different themes he knows” (Singer 49).  In any group or language area there are systems of 

formulas known to all singers and are used by them in a community, where according to Lord, 

“Even as these represent the most common and most useful ideas of the community, so too the 

stock of formulas known to all practioners of the art of traditional narrative poetry represents the 

most common and useful ideas in the poetry.  Again they can be correlated with the thematic 

material” (Singer 49).  In the next chapter the topic of themes will be covered.  When you 

consider the story element in the narrative, according to Parry, the formula is the result of the 

theme (Parry xx).  More will be said on themes in George Sword’s narratives in Chapter 5.   
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CHAPTER FIVE LAKOTA THEME 

[M]ore important than this mere demonstration by analysis of accumulated material, is the establishing on 

logical grounds of the reason why such a singer as Petar has no original lines in his poems:  the verses and 

the themes of the traditional song form a web in which the thought of the singer is completely enmeshed; 

there is some strand of words to bind his lightest thought.  His major theme can be made up only of minor 

themes, his minor, only of lesser, and his lesser, only of the verses and phrases which he has heard from 

other singers.  The old romantic notion of the poetry as a thing made up by the people is by no means a 

completely false one.  The poetry does stand beyond the single singer.  He possesses it only at the instant of 

his song, when it is his to make or mar.  Make it or mar it he will as he is able or unable to tell a story well, 

but well told or poorly told a song must be made of the traditional themes and traditional verses” (Parry 

449-450). 

 

This chapter discusses the function of the theme and its different versions, in the short 

and long narratives.  In 1935, Parry died unexpectedly in an accident, scholars have speculated as 

to what direction his work would have taken had he lived to see and hear the longer songs which 

he had collected.  According to Adam Parry, editor of his father’s life work, The Making of 

Homeric Verse:  The Collected Papers of Milman Parry, the principal theoretic change in his 

father’s work later in his life was more emphasis on theme in oral narrative poetry and less on 

the formula (xli-xlii).
265

  Although Parry had developed a morphology of themes:  major, minor, 

simple, essential, and decorative themes that were not mutually exclusive, he did not classify nor 

define these terms (Parry xlii).  Adam Parry speculates that the subject of theme would have 

occupied Parry’s scholarly work had he lived a longer life.
266

  Despite these observations, Parry’s 

                                                           
265

 According to Adam Parry: “The theme is a sort of basic unit of narration in an oral poem.  It may be a unit of 

action:  a single combat, the calling of an assembly, the arrival at a palace; or it may be a description, of arms, or a 

chariot, or a feast.  It is clear that such themes recur often in the Iliad and Odyssey, indeed that the poems are to 

some extent made up of them.  Parry…and others after him, saw this as a distinguishing characteristic of oral poetry.  

Lord later took up the subject in an article, defining the theme as ‘a recurrent element of narration or description in 

traditional oral poetry’, and his Singer of Tales devotes a chapter to the project (xli-xlii). 
266

 See chapter 16 in The Making of Homeric Verse:  The Collected Papers of Milman Parry, in part III under 

“unpublished works,” Cor Huso:  A Study of Southlavic Song where Parry wrote: “Now even as the verse may be 

evidence of influence, so may the simple theme, and for similar reasons.  The great fluidity of the poetry, which 

makes it almost impossible for any given verse in a poem to remain unchanged for any great length of time or 

through any great number of singers also makes it difficult for any given simple theme to maintain itself for any 

great time in any given poem.  Indeed, it is obvious that the distinction between the verse and the simple theme is 

only one of degree, and that even as the verse and the theme might be called formulas, so the simple verse might be 

designated as one of the types of simple themes (Of the simple themes in a given song some are stable or essential, 

and others are momentary or decorative; this distinction will be developed later on)” (Parry 446).  Of course, Parry 

did not have the opportunity to develop these ideas. 
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development of theme in Cor Huso:  A Study of Southslavic Song is used as a reference for this 

study that relies heavily on his use of theme in oral formulaic poetry.  Parry observed that once a 

poet learned a poem, he absorbed the larger themes in a general way.  Parry made a distinction 

between essential and unessential themes so that a poet learns the former closely while the later 

were not so closely followed (450).  He notes that whenever a song or poem is learned from 

another poet or singer, it is the themes that are learned but the poet’s version is his own.  

According to Parry, the way this happens is as follows:  first, the introductory or first two or 

three lines of the poem or song are memorized; second, verses that sound remarkable are 

memorized; third, verses that are stark in some drastic way stay in the mind of the poet; fourth, 

verses that are used by all the singers of a given region, that are called common verses; fifth, 

verses that are common to his master teacher, he will learn verbatim; and sixth, verses that he has 

heard more frequently he will remember verbatim (442-443).  The lines of the poem or song that 

are often remembered line for line are those that are fixed in the tradition as a whole (Parry 450).   

Parry states, “From our literary point of view this is almost a startling thing:  the singer embodies 

the tradition, and what is true of the one is true of the other” (Parry 450).  The way Parry 

expresses this is to say, “The tradition is, of course, only the sum of such singers…One might 

symbolize it by the idea of a singer who is at once all singers” (Parry 450).  The implications of 

Parry’s work, before and after his death are recognized worldwide by scholars studying oral 

tradition based literature: 

In Cor Huso, in what he called his Digression:  Notes Suggested by the Reading of the 

Odyssey, Parry writes: 

The oral song is made up on the one hand of the essential theme, which may in itself be a 

bare enough thing, and on the other hand of the traditional oral material which furnishes 

its elaboration.  That oral material, if properly applied, is good in itself, and accordingly 
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whether more or less of it is used is not the deciding factor in the quality of a song, but 

rather the appropriateness of its use.  Thus one can say little more than that Petar’s 

version I is good for a shorter poem, and his version IV is good for a longer song.  The 

good or bad song is due to no mere accident of length, but to the singer’s narrative 

ability, which is in turn limited by the quality of the tradition, which is to say, by the 

quality of the themes which make the texture of his song.  This brings us into the 

fundamental but large problem, to be treated later on, of the social conditions which have 

made for a more noble or less noble tradition (Parry 461). 

 

A question is thus:  Did a noble tradition exist in Lakota oral narration?  For the Oglala 

Lakota, it can be said, a superior tradition flourished up to the time of contact.  This is evident in 

the formulas that were developed in Lakota oral tradition and examined in Chapter Four.  George 

Sword’s narratives reflect this rich tradition, that as a skilled narrator he may have had the 

opportunity to tell these narratives time and again because such a tradition did exist.  

Earlier, it was noted that Adam Parry indicated that his father did not provide a 

classification of the terms he used to refer to theme, despite this fact, Lord in his work emulated 

Parry in defining theme.  Recall that Parry defined a formula as “a group of words which is 

regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea (Parry 

272); Lord, following Parry, defines groups of these essential ideas, the themes of the poetry 

(Singer 68).  In both, formulas and themes aid a singer in rapid composition as he (or she) moves 

“forward rapidly from idea to idea, from theme to theme” (Lord, Singer 124).   

In this chapter, the formulas identified in narrative 3, stanzas 1 through 9 and stanzas 14 

through 21, as well as those identified in the Sun Dance narrative, stanzas 10 through 24 and 

stanza 76 through 93, will be the source material for identifying themes in Lakota oral narration.  

These are the same stanzas analyzed in chapter four under the topic textual analysis.  Their use in 

this chapter on themes relies on the wording in the original text in order to allow the text to speak 
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for itself.
267

  What follows here, and in subsequent sections in this chapter are selections taken 

from the narratives for analysis, the text from the original translations, as provided in the 

appendix are used to avoid error.
268

  Indeed, one of Walker’s major concerns involved the 

translator’s role in the George Sword manuscripts.   

The first major theme in stanza 1 through 9 in narrative 3 is a council for war.
269

  One 

who wishes for war against an enemy or hostile nation gathers warriors.  His friends or others 

who will assist him are selected to go with him.  On a given day, a feast is prepared and those 

whom he wants to go with him are invited.  They arrive and fill his house as his guests.  Upon 

their arrival a pipe is filled and he who prays with the pipe implores, “Ho Wakan Tankan, this 

prayer I send to gain your favor, without any transgression, on my side, join as one, so it shall 

be,” he beseeches good fortune for a successful undertaking.  Then he smokes the pipe and 

others smoke the pipe with him.  The way in which the one who wishes for war calls together a 

council, the theme is familiar to George Sword and most men of his time.  He has heard of the 

gathering of warriors many times before; and perhaps he himself had done so.  The narrative 

continues with a description of a scene:  a zuya wohanpi, a warrior’s feast that is done in a 

specific manner where the eating vessel is handled in a particular way, along with the two large 

horn spoons that are put into the vessel.  How each warrior must eat from the common vessel a 

certain way.  This protocol is part of the warrior’s feast and must be followed exactly or the 

ozuye kin secaya wa akipapi, that is, misfortune will befall the warriors.  George Sword must 

                                                           
267

With regard to reliance on the original text, Parry states:  “We must go back to the principle of Aristarchus of 

getting ‘the solution from the text’” (268).  In this Parry emphasizes, as has been done in this study, that such an 

undertaking should include the poems, or narratives in this case,  in entirety and not “only the meaning of a verse or 

passage” (268).  The three narratives and the Sun Dance narrative are in the appendix.  These have been analyzed 

word-for-word; the translated copy provides proof.  In this dissertation, only the literal translation is included. 
268

 Thus the wording appears to be in a different style from the text in the dissertation itself; however, the goal of 

this study is to let the text speak for itself. 
269

 What Lord indicates “is “one of the most common and most useful themes in all epic poetry (68). 
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have heard this description many times before and perhaps had experienced it himself.  A third 

theme theme centers on preparations for war which follows the feast.  On a certain night, all the 

warriors congregate in a witayapi tipi, a gathering place, there they dress accordingly and sit in 

camaraderie.  After a while they emerge and gather in a circle where they sing.  The way they 

sing and dance is specific to the way they hold their weapons, a bow and arrows; the way in 

which a warrior uses an arrow as a drum stick, to keep time by hitting the wooden end of the 

bow.  As this is done, they dance, moving their shoulders to the beat.
270

  A song is sung, where 

the theme is homawaniye, an approximate translation would be, “howling I journey”; because a 

warrior’s vow is be like a wolf when going against a hostile nation; he does not do so quietly but 

announces himself as he, like a wolf; as he travels seeking honor.  

Starting with the first nine stanzas in narrative three, George Sword’s use of recurrent 

ideas and themes in the narrative demonstates the way in which these narratives reflect story 

patterns that have surfaced in stories over many generations.  In the first nine stanzas, as 

discussed in Chapter Four, formulas have been created to meet the demand so that the narrator in 

composition moves rapidly from idea to idea and theme to theme.  Moreover, what holds it all 

together to form the narrative is the tradition that gave birth to it at the beginning of time for the 

Lakota people.  When a tradition is mature, like that which is demonstrated in George Sword’s 

narratives, it has formulaic ways of expressing these ideas that in turn form the themes that such 

a tradition binds as a whole (Lord, Singer 98).  An important question is:  What are the 

traditional implications of these recurring themes?   

                                                           
270

 Reduplication of ending syllables is used here in the words, ahiyayapi, apapa, yusisi, iwacici.  An earlier 

explanation of this in this dissertation follows: “in this narrative the use of the double syllable creates a sense of 

movement in the narrative, especially in narrative one in stanza twenty-five (for narrative one see the appendix) 

where it is very prevalent, so that the warrior moves a certain way, hiyaya; sings a certain way, ahiyaya, and turns 

himself in a dance, iglu homnimni; and looks both ways, anongnong etowan; he dances, wacici.   
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The first major theme in stanza 14 through 23 in narrative 3 is a continuation of the 

council for war and the selection of the leaders, warriors, and their helpers; as well as the 

selection of scouts to go ahead of the group and bring back news of the enemy.  In stanza 14, 

they select approximately eight men to serve as Blotahuka from the many warriors.
271

  They are 

the strategists or those that will “think about the war”;
272

 that is why they are selected.
273

  In 

stanza 15 what occurs next is: these warriors are to be inducted, so again the servant for the 

Blotahuka goes and brings back two good young men and all the war leaders speak to the young 

men and say, “Our effort at war shall be good (fortuitious) thus the Blotahuka are made and you 

are made akicita, obey the voice of the Blotahuka.   Some of your young men (boys) shall be 

made warriors.”  Thus orders are given to them and they are made warriors.  In stanza 16, there 

are two separate scenes: first, two young men, good and pleasant are selected.
274

  Then these two 

young men are allowed to bring water.  They bring water for the entire camp
275

 and in the second 

scene, those in the warrior camp all prepare to meet the enemy so that they will have the honor of 

killing the enemy.
276

  In stanza 17, scouts have been deployed so that what is told is:  Now with 

good fortune they arrive in enemy country.  In the meantime, the two young men and some who 

have come to help, come to the aid of scouts who are spying on the village of the enemy.  The 

young men who do this earn honor.  In stanza 18, when the Blotahuka seek revenge upon the 

enemy, at such time, the young men selected are brought to the center of the camp circle; the 

                                                           
271

 Blotahuka are the leaders. 
272

 Hel wiyukcanpi kta, is a new form of expression using kta.  It seems to indicate what is to occur next.  When it is 

used it seems to express the theme of the stanza.  This refers to the selection of the eight warrior’s who will devise 

an effective strategy for war against the enemy. 
273

 Ozuye where the prefix “o” forms a noun of the verb zuya meaning to go on a war party.  An army is camped. 
274

 Numb, is an adjective and in the way it is used here, there must be a residual “ritualistic flavor to these 

descritiptions, according to Lord who states:  “It may well be that the presence of the elaboration…is a survival from 

rites of initiation or dedication (88).  Throughout this narrative and in George Sword’s manuscript, the selection of 

two young men is prevalent. 
275

 Ozuye wicoti meaning the special camp in which the warriors live, apart from the people. 
276

 When they prepare for war, a camp separate from the people is made.  Indeed, the men when they are preparing 

for war think of themselves as animals or wolf-like and they thus, separate from the regular camp in order to fully 

prepare themselves for war. 
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men, whether a Blotahuka or an akicita, or whomever wants to join and is able to go, is placed in 

single file formation.
277

  In stanza 19, the narrative continues, and then, some singers stand 

together and they sing.  The singers call by name, one of the men they placed in the center; thus 

reference is made to the scouts they have selected.  “Now again he goes homeward,” they say.  

Those they placed, all are called, singing their names, they make them come.  Then running they 

leave so they yell out for them and sing with them.  In stanza 20, those who left return with wolf 

howls:  the call of war.  Those listening say, “hon hon he, a scout approaches”.
278

  In response to 

these words a commotion ensues and all the men go forth.  In the center they join the singers.  

Among them may be one who is different who joins in.
279

  In the center a man fills a pipe near a 

pile of buffalo chips.
280

  In stanza 21, And with it he stands.
281

  The scouts return from the 

direction of the enemy.
282

  All men who can charge do so, moving toward the returning scouts;
283

 

and when they reach them, they strike them gently and deliberately.
284

  They return with 

goodwill and he who touches them first is blessed by it.  Therefore they do this.
285

  To be struck 

this way is not an insult but an honor.
286

  Afterward they turn homeward.
287

  In stanza 22, what 

                                                           
277

 It is somewhat voluntary.  Although, some young men, will be wicakahnigapi  meaning they are selected while 

some are el opa cin or desire or want to join;  all these men are brought to the center for all the people to see. 

Ewicagle pi meaning they were placed there. 
278

 An approximate English translation for hon hon he  an interjection used as an exclamation to express 

apprehension is “alas, alas.”  
279

 “The one who is different,” may be the wicasa wakan or holy man.  He is the one who “in the center..fills a 

pipe…” 
280

 Significance of buffalo chips that contain the essence of the spirit of the buffalo. 
281

 Refers to the sacred pipe. 
282

 Tuweya ukiye is a concept of war; of scouts returning with news. 
283

 Tuweya kupi is similar to tuweya ukiye. 
284

 Iwastegla waicapapi where iwastegla is the same as iwastela, an adverb meaning slowly, moderately, carefully; 

the same way the returning scout is touched (Buechel, Lakota-English Dict.245) . 
285

 On heconpi, meaning that is why they do this. 
286

 Woyuonihan heca, meaning it is an honor. 
287

 Like the Tapa Wanyankap or the tab wankayeyapi ceremony where a girl throws a special ball in the air as she 

stands in the center of a gathering of people; whomever catches the ball will receive a great blessing.  The ball 

represents wisdom, like the mother buffalo passing knowledge to her calf.  Wisdom of how to get up and live well.  

The round ball stands for the world and living creatures in it, as well as Wakan Tanka.  In the same way, whomever 

touches the returning scout is fortunate. 
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follows is: the scouts return, forming a line one behind the other.
288

  The one who first sees them, 

starts the line, and they line up behind him.  They sing, tuweya lowanpi
289

 as they approach.  The 

first of the scouts stops at the place where the buffalo chips are in the center.  As they dismount, 

they say, “ha-ye,” and give thanks.  In stanza 23, they are thus allowed to sit together in a line.  

The first scout who returned is allowed to smoke the pipe first.
290

  The rest are allowed to smoke.  

Then the man who is told to speaks and says, “This country that you passed through where you 

stand looking around, some wolf movement did you see?
291

  Tell me.  Perhaps, I do not know, 

but you might lie to me.”
292

  After this is said, thusly, the man speaks and tells all he saw.
293

   

George Sword may have had extensive experience in telling these same basic scenes and 

descriptions, over time, so that the pattern of the theme is familiar (Lord, Singer 68).  He has 

heard many times, the gathering of warriors, how Blotahuka, leaders are selected, how akicita, 

soldiers are called to fight, and how tunweya, or scouts are deployed.  He knows the songs that 

are sung for them as they are each called by name.  He knows the importance of Blotahuka 

wowasi, or the helpers who are the messengers for the warriors; who go and bring any selected 

individual warrior to the center.  He knows the orders given in his use of the Lakota word 

anawicayagoptapi, an eight syllable verb that is a formula whose essential idea is imparted by 

imploring one who is subordinate speaking to one of a higher rank, “listen and obey.”
294

  

According to Lord, “The theme, even though it be verbal, is not any fixed set of words, but a 

                                                           
288

 This is consistent with the way Lakota people ride in formation.  When Crazy Horse surrendered, his people rode 

in formation to surrender. 
289

 Scout songs. 
290

 Unapon kiya, meaning, he takes a whiff of the pipe first; he is allowed to smoke first. 
291

 Yoptokakin is from iyopta (Buechel, Lakota-English Dict. 259), to pass through.  Oskiciye, refers to enemy 

movement.  The enemy is also considered an animal during war; thus reference to the enemy is also made using the 

Lakota word for wolf.   
292

 Ungna mayagnaye cinhan, meaning, perhaps you want to deceive me. 
293

 Oglaka, v. pos. (of oyaka) or to “Tell of one’s own”. (Buechel, Lakota-English Dict. 370). 
294

 The base word is anagopta, a four syllable verb meaning to listen.  This word is a rare eight syllable word since 

most words are commonly three to four syllables or less. 
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grouping of ideas” (Singer 69).  In these stanzas, George Sword moves his narrative quickly, in 

the words of Lord, as he “thinks through the story scene by scene, or theme by theme” (Singer 

71).  These in turn form story patterns that help plot any number of individualized stories (Foley 

How to Read 209-210). 

The first major theme in the Sun Dance narrative, stanza 10 to 24 is a warrior’s vow to 

participate in the Sun Dance.  In stanza 10, a man who considers himself sacred, is asked to send 

out a voice in prayer.  He undresses and behind them he stands and if he is able, he is asked to 

sing; to sing the sacred songs that belong to him.  In stanza 11, “Be it so,” he cries and sends his 

voice out in this manner;
295

 four times and at the last, when he finishes, he at once speaks.  He 

tells of his own dreams and visions
296

  In stanzas 12 through 17, the wicasa wanka or holy man’s 

prayer or invocation is given:  Thus, he prays, “Day sun, in a good way listen and accept this 

prayer, when the grasses or plants, their faces appear all different, then young boys about that 

time, these faces you shall see“, he implores.
297

  Like the creatures, they will continue, with 

them, their faces you shall see”;
298

 he continues, “In battle there is anger, make all of our spirits 

strong and all of the anger shall be mine.
299

  As for me, without hardship, I will return to stand 

with my people,” he cries out.  He continues his prayer, “Then from the four directions all those 

that fly and far below them all the creatures, the eagle and hawk, all of them, twice they will 

extend their arms to you”, he implores.
300

  Again, he continues, “On a calm clear blue sky day 

                                                           
295

 This seems to refer to the verses in his song or the song he sings? 
296

 Hanbloglaka is specific.  Refer to medicine men’s definitions.  Here it refers to his own sacred dreams and 

visions.  What makes him consider himself sacred.   The narrator finds it is not necessary to include those in this 

narrative.  But, they are important in the telling of this narrative.  Thus hanbloglaka is well understood in that time 

and place where the narrative is told. 
297

 This may refer to spring time when new grasses appear and the new year begins for the Lakota; approximately 

around the month of March. 
298

 Continue refers to “as long as it lasts.” 
299

Use of kte with wacanrize an important concept indicates intent.  Intent is everything in the Lakota worldview.  

This man expresses his intent in public which is also very important.   
300

 The same way that one holds a pipe and extends it out to the sky in prayer. 
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that is not too warm, their faces in the center you shall see”, he implores.
301

  In stanza 18, he 

sings a song: 

Stanza 19:  I made a good nation
302

 

Stanza 20:  I made a good nation 

Stanza 21:  Friend, these you made for me  

                 I made a good nation 

                 Friend, these you made for me 

                 I made a good nation 

                 Friend you made these for me. 

 

In stanza 22, they finished these and join the battle.  Although whatever they prayed for, 

even if it is not exceedingly done accordingly, even so, they shall do it; that is fulfill their vow in 

the Sun Dance.  In stanza 23, the one who desires to Sun Dance, that man dedicates himself to it 

and considers himself consecrated and for that reason he does nothing evil nor does he live as he 

pleases.  In stanza 24, he ends with the observation that here are many holy men however only a 

few are able to accomplish the sundance.   

In stanza 10 through 24, George Sword begins the narrative with the wicasa wakan, the 

holy man who intercedes on behalf of the warrior who is makes the vow to Sun Dance.  He ends 

this section of the narrative with the statement that this wicasa wakan is indeed special; that his 

prayers and songs are powerful.  The wicasa wakan’s lines of prayer of represent themes that are 

present in the life of a Lakota warrior:  in stanza 12 he beseeches Wakan Tanka to see the faces 

of the warriors who make their vows.  He calls them hoksila, or young boys.  In stanza 13, he 

                                                           
301

 This prayer is for fair weather during the Sun Dance.  The center refers to the circle where the warriors dance 

with their faces turned toward the sun. 
302

Lo is a particle used by men only. 
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asks for continuance, or survival.  In stanza 14, he acknowledges what may happen in battle but 

asks for deliverance.  In stanza 15, he prays that he will not face hardship but will come, mita 

oyate ekta, among his people once again.  In stanza 16, he tells Wakan Tanka that all of creation, 

saying tate ouye topa, in the four cardinal directions all will honor him.  Finally in stanza 17, he 

prays for good weather; and all who are present stand and say, “thank you.”  So that the prayer 

shows a group of themes:  vow, survival, deliverance in battle, individual protection in battle, 

how Wakan Tanka will be honored by all of creation, and ending with a prayer for fair weather, 

and the showing of gratitude by all who are present.  The song he sings is about his own tribe, 

“Friend, you gave me a good nation.”
303

  George Sword continues with the theme of the 

warrior’s vow as they go into battle and warns that even if everything does not go well, the vow 

must be kept; and the one who makes the vow, from that time forward, must be careful in how he 

conducts himself.   

The word for vow in Lakota is awasuic’iya and to make a vow is wiic’iglukcan, however 

neither of these words appears in stanzas 10 through 24 where the theme is “making a vow to 

Sun Dance.”  Instead, the prayer in stanza 12, and the direct reference to wicasa wi wanyag waci 

kte cinhan, meaning “the man who wishes to Sun Dance,” remind the listener or reader that this 

is about the vow.  In reference to this, Lord states: 

There is nothing in the poet’s experience (or in ours if we listen to the same song from 

several singers and to the same singer telling the same song several times) to give him 

any idea that a theme can be expressed in only set of words.  Those singers whom he has 

heard have never reproduced a theme in exactly the same words, and he has no feeling 

that to do so is necessary or even normal practice.  The theme, even though it be verbal, 

is not any fixed set of words, but a grouping of ideas (Singer 69). 

                                                           
303

 Thus he thanks the spirit listening to him. 
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Thus, with regard to the vow given by the intercessor in prayer, there is no single 

statement or use of the Lakota words for “vow,” yet, it represents a major theme in the Sun 

Dance narrative.  In the stanzas above, George Sword breaks it down into smaller parts that form 

the theme as a unit (Singer 71); as was previously explained in the lines of the prayer itself.  Both 

Parry and Lord analyze the experience of young singers learning the art from other singers or 

masters (330, Singer 71); to see how the young singer learns and what he learns.
304

  Lord 

discusses the building up of themes as the way a pupil learns from a teacher (Singer 71).  The 

framework on which themes are built up begin when a song opens with a simple statement of a 

theme and ends in the song when a new theme is introduced; that minor themes occur in the 

middle and these are learned as well (Lord, Singer 71).  The factors that influence this process 

includes: his primary teacher; elements of the theme in the same song sung by other singers; 

songs sung by other singers that contain elements of the theme; and elements that he adds (Lord, 

Singer 78).  These factors aid in the building up of a theme until the singer or narrator can use it 

proficiently.  In time they may even mirror those of his mentor, who in the case of George Sword 

might be his adopted father, One Star, a wicasa wakan, or holy man who taught him.  As he is 

inducted into different societies of men, George Sword, over the years, gains experience by 

listening to other singers.    

                                                           
304

 Parry states:  “The young poet learns from some older singer not simply the general style of the poetry, but the 

whole formulaic diction.  This he does by hearing and remembering many poems, until the diction has become for 

him the habitual mode of poetric thought.  He knows no other style, and he is ever kept from quitting the traditional 

diction and using phrases of his own make because he could not find any as pleasing or as useful as the old ones, 

moreover, since he is composing by word of mouth, he must go on without stopping from one phrase to the next.  

Since his poetry has being only in the course of his singing, and is not fixed on paper where it can show itself to him 

verse by verse, he never thinks of it critically phrase by phrase, but only faces the problem of its style when he is 

actually under the duress of singing.  Thus whatever change the single poet makes in the traditional diction is slight, 

perhaps the change of an old formula, or the making of a new one on the pattern of the old, or the fusing of old 

formulas, or a new way of putting them together.  An oral style is thus highly conservative…” (330-331). 
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The first major theme in stanza 76 through 93 in the Sun Dance narrative is an invocation 

to begin the Sun Dance.   Thus, in stanza 76, where a place is prepared, referred to as owanka 

kagapi, the altar; here the holy man is to take the pipe that is offered and when he accepts it, it 

will be smoked.  Ceremonially, he reaches for it three times and at the fourth he takes it.
305

  In 

stanza 77, in the meantime, he is to to offer incense to burn, and this too, he offers it three times 

and at the fourth, the incense is burned.  In stanza 78, the holy man takes the pipe and puts it on 

the buffalo chips, places the stem and the mouthpiece upwards and takes hold of it.  All the 

while, all who are present, sit silently.  The wicasa wakan meaning holy man, says the following 

prayer:
306

 

Stanza 79: Great mystery 

There earth toward look with pity toward me 

Stanza 80:  with innocent youth, together as one shall be. 

Now they equally go. 

Stanza 81:  A blue day without heat, a pleasant day, as one shall we proceed along that 

way, the holy man implores. 

Stanza 82:  Our people shall live without tribulation 

Stanza 83:  And, the buffalo together with his wife and young, I seek to set for myself, 

prosperity and good fortune.
307

  And also, together with my people shall we live, he 

implores.
308

 

Thus, in Stanza 84, he finishes speaking and all the people express joy and say, “Haye,” 

in gratitude.  Then he sings and the song he sings follows: 

Stanza 85:
309

 

                                                           
305

 This ritual of reaching for the pipe three times and accepting it, the fourth try, is continued to this day and is 

perhaps itself a “survival from the rites” of a specific ritual (Lord 88). 
306

 George Sword does not indicate this, the prayer is said immediately without introduction. 
307

 Itokaga grants property and good fortune. 
308

 The holy man’s prayer is complete. 
309

 This is the first verse of the song he sings. 
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Saying this, he arrives, 

Saying this, he arrives, 

Saying this, he arrives. 

Stanza 86:  Sacred ones all over the earth, those also, I am related to, saying this, he 

arrives. 

Sacred ones all over the earth, those also, I am related to, saying this, he arrives.
310

 

Saying this, he arrives, 

Saying this, he arrives, 

Saying this, he arrives. 

 

In stanza 87, the prayer and song end, they take the pipe and smoke.
311

  In stanza 88, all 

the Sun Dancers dress and wear their robes, fur out, and bringing with them, eagle bone whistles, 

they stand at the place opposite the entrance; lined up in a row like soldiers in rank formation.  In 

stanza 89, all of men who are skilled singers gather around the aforementioned dry skin and sit 

around it.  They sing and shout, all the while, the sundancers weep.  In stanza 90, it is told that in 

weeping, they lament for the enemy.  In stanza 91, the singers sing the first song (through) the 

third beat, as they lightly beat the drum; on the fourth beat, they strike it for dancing.
312

  In stanza 

92, all the sundancers dance.  Finally, in stanza 93, they sing many songs. 

Once a theme, a simple one is given, with the end in mind, the narrator can elaborate on 

the theme. In Lakota Tales & Text, In Translation, Volume II, a man named Pretty Weasel, gives 

a narrative titled, Naju Eciyapi Wiwanyankwacipi Le Econ:  Wi inhanbla wan eyapi (Buechel, 

Lakota Tales 374-383).
313

  Pretty Weasel’s version can be compared to George Sword’s Sun 

Dance narrative, stanza 76 to stanza 93:  In the narrative, Pretty Weasel speaks as one who is a 

                                                           
310

 This is the beginning of the second verse of the holy man’s song according to George Sword. 
311

 Canonpa iyarpeya is a Lakota concept.  Seize refers to the verb, the culturally connotation is larger.   
312

 Here the beat is faster and the dancing begins and continues thus, throughout the day. 
313

 Buechel and Manhart translate it as “One Called Head Sundanced Here:  It  is said to be A Vision of the Sun”. 
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bystander so he gives an account that is from the perspective of an observer; whereas George 

Sword’s version is that of one who knows the songs and prayers intimately.  In Pretty Weasel’s 

account of a Sun Dancer, he recalls verbatim, the words of the eyapaha, or camp crier who 

announces events, or calls to the people to respond, i.e. giving instructions or at any gathering 

including the Sun Dance.  Thus, instead of the wicasa wakan’s invocation, Pretty Weasel recalls 

what a man told the people:  Le yaglapin na tanyan wol niglastanpi; hehanl eyapaha wan yin kta 

na tokel econ nisipi kin he ecannonpi kta, ca wanna gla po.  An English approximation is:  “Go 

home now and after you eat, a crier will tell you exactly what you will be asked to do next, so go 

home now.” 
314

  Pretty Weasel states that the people all leave and return to their homes to eat; 

thereafter an eyapaha, or camp crier comes and tells them, “Come, to where the dance arbor is.  

We need you to come and do an owanka on’asto dance, so get ready!”
315

  Pretty Weasel 

continues, “wanna waci au, canke oiyokipi.  Mis ake el owapa” (Buechel, Lakota Tales 375); 

translated it means, “so then, the people came dancing, it was a happy time.  I joined in.”
316

 He 

continues, “Yunkan Naju ecipyapi kin cokam najin na tokel owanka onastopi he onspewicakiya.  

Olowan num ahiyaya lila oiyokipiya wanna wauncipi nains otuhanpi ko.  Na wanna kiblechanpi 

na hihanna el tona cante phaloke woiglakapi heci hena wanna hocokata ai.  Na tima wanna 

wicayutapi.  Na wanna ti igluksan e enajin na lila wicotapi” (Buechel, Lakota Tales 375).
317

  A 

translation is:  “So then, the man named Naju stood in the center and taught them the owanka 

                                                           
314

 Buechel and Manhart give the following translation:  “Now you are on your way home, and when you are 

finished eating well, then an announcer should go and tell you how to do so you will do this; so be on your way” 

(380). Note that in the translations in Buechel and Manhart punctuation.  These occur as noted in this study where 

George Sword does not use punctuation, instead in his narratives, verbal punctuation is used, i.e. use of conjunction-

nouns or conjunction-verbs.  Here, it appears Pretty Weasel used:  “conjunction-adverbs” in the form of  “na 

wanna”that  occur frequently; meaning “and now;” where Buechel and Manhart use punctuation so that in their text, 

sentences begin with “na wanna.” 
315

 Buechel and Manhart translate this as “Very well! Let all of you, when you go to the bower to clear the camp 

site, put on your paint!”  The translation by Buechel and Manhart  is not exact.  The crier does not want them to 

“clear the camp” but to perform an “owanka on’asto” dance to flatten the grass in the center.   
316

 Buechel and Manhart translate this as “they came to dance.  And so he was glad.  I too joined in” (381. 
317

 After the numerous tries of verifying Buechel and Manhart’s translations, what is presented here is the original 

language so that no mistranslation occurs but the Pretty Weasel text speaks for itself.   
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onastopi dance.  He sang two songs.  It was a happy time.  We danced.  Others gave away gifts.  

When everything was done, in the morning, some came to vow for the piercing.  Those who 

vowed to dance were brought to the center.  They brought them in with honor.  They stood 

around, there were many.”
318

  Here the theme of the vow is given in Pretty Weasel’s narrative.  

The commencement of the dancing is related as well in Pretty Weasel’s account where the 

translation given is not entirely what is said by Pretty Weasel in the original Lakota language:  

What follows is the translation given in Buechel and Manhart’s text: 

Twice the heart was to be pierced, and the first one a holy man had stand at the pole, raise 

his arms upward and he uttered a cry.  That done, he then had the other again stand at the 

pole and again cry out.  And when space was made in the place of honor (opposite the 

lodge entry), they were placed there, and he stands holding four wooden skewers and 

prays.  Some other man does the heart piercing (381). 

 

  A correct translation that relies on the original language would be “And now, num cante 

pahlokapi kta (Buechel, Lakota Tales 375), meaning “two men will pierce” not “twice the heart 

was to be pierced”; unma tokeya wicasa wan wakan k’on he wanna canwakan el eglena 

(Buechel, Lakota Tales 375), meaning, “so the other one who is first, the wicasa wakan, or holy 

man places him at the sacred pole.”  Na wankaltkiya yugal najin na h’oyeya (Buechel, Lakota 

Tales 375), meaning “And so with hands raised, he prays.”  Na wanna he yustan na hehanl 

wanna unma k’on he ake el egle na ake h’oyeya (Buechel, Lakota Tales 375), meaning, “And 

now he finishes and then he takes the other one who is to pierce and places him there and prays 

again.”  Na wanna catku el owankagapi ca el ewicaglepi, meaning, “And now, in the place of 

honor, opposite the entrance, there is an altar and there they stand.”  In the Buechel and Manhart 

                                                           
318

 Buechel and Manhart translated this as follows:  “The man called Head stood in their midst and he instructed 

them in how to clear a camp site.  He sang two songs, very delightful ones, and we danced or had a give-away.  Now 

they broke up and the next morning those who would like to vow a heart piercing went to the center.  Inside [the 

lodge] they were honored.  But they stood around in the the lodge, and very many they were” (381). 
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text, the altar is omitted; “owanka kagapi” or the altar is important in the Sun Dance and its 

omission in the translation is a significant one.  Na can kapestopi top yuha najin na hanbl’oglaka 

(Buechel, Lakota Tales 375), meaning, “And with four sharp sticks, he stands holding, and he 

tells a hanbloglaka.  Na wanna wicasa tokeca ca cante wicakipahloka, meaning “A different 

man, other than the holy man, does the piercing.”  In the Buechel and Manhart translated version 

given in the text, it is erroneously said that “twice the heart is to be pierced,” when it was 

actually two different men who were to be pierced in the chest; not two piercings in the chest.  It 

isn’t clear in the Buechel and Manhart translation who raised his arms upward and uttered a cry.  

In their version, the place of honor is identified correctly, however “the space” is actually an 

altar; its omission is significant.  In the original language the themes are present.  Throughout 

Pretty Weasel’s version is sparse compared to George Sword’s narrative.  Generally, his account 

is from a bystanders’ view whereas George Sword’s narrative is descriptive, as only a participant 

could describe; thus George Sword’s narrative is full of rich detail.
319

  An example is stanza 89 

where the eagle bone whistle is described precisely as wanblirupahu hohu that is used like a 

small flute.  The drum that is described in stanza 89 is one that is old, not the wooden base drum, 

but the dry skin type that the men lie flat and use as an instrument.
320

  George Sword’s skill, 

according to Lord, is one that is acquired from generations of singers and narrators who practiced 

the technique of building themes (Singer 81). 

A narrator’s skill depends largely on two elements identified by Lord: one is order and 

the other is balance within themes.  In narrative 3, stanza 1 through 9, the progression of events 

from the decision to attack the enemy, and leads up to the deployment and return of warrior 

scouts, allows George Sword to develop the theme of a council for war in an orderly manner.  

                                                           
319

 According to Lord, the quality of a description depends on the action it describes (Singer 92). 
320

 This type of drum is no longer used and its use is forgotten. 
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According to Lord, the singer always has a plan; that is he always knows where he is going.  So 

that he is constantly aware of the ending of the theme in his mind (Lord, Singer 92).  

Throughout, the narrator’s skill is evident; on this matter, Lord states: 

It might be expected, since the singer works out both in performance and in his solitary 

practice his own form of a theme, that the themes of one singer could be distinguished 

from the themes of another.  The flexibility of formula structure allows us to determine 

individuality of style on that level.  We can, I believe, do the same on the level of the 

theme (Singer 93).
321

  

George Sword’s expansion in length and fullness of any of the themes mentioned in 

Pretty Weasel’s short narrative on the Sun Dance, are evident throughout the entire Sun Dance 

narrative; and not just in the selected stanzas but within the narrative as a whole.  Thus the 

narrator’s skill can be seen in how themes are treated in oral narrative tradition; as shown in the 

comparison of Pretty Weasel and George Sword’s narratives of the commencement of the Sun 

Dance.  Indeed, the quality of the narrative depends on the narrator’s skill as can be seen in this 

comparison where according to Lord: “[This] depends in no small measure on the singer’s skill 

in fashioning descriptions of heroes, horses, arms, and castles.  In them the forward march of the 

story is halted while the listener sits and marvels at the scenes presented” (Singer 86-87).  In the 

quality of his descriptions, George Sword treats themes fully and adeptly in his long Sun Dance 

narrative where those required by Lakota oral tradition are present and the quality of his 

descriptions match those of any singer or narrator in oral epic tradition.
322

 

In summary, Lord states: 

                                                           
321

 Lord continues:  “In spite of the variety that we have seen in Avdo’s different handlings of the assembly (theme), 

one could make no mistake about is individual style in them” (Singer 93). 
322

 Examples of George Sword’s skill include those described in the sections selected for analysis in Chapter 4, i.e. 

the scene describing the ozuye wohanpi or warrior’s feast, where for one one who is fluent in Lakota, the scene 

unfolds. 
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Although the themes lead naturally from one to another to form a song which exists as a 

whole in the singer’s mind with Aristotelian beginning, middle, and end, the units within 

this whole, the themes, have a semi-independent life of their own.  The theme in oral 

poetry exists at one and the same time in and for itself and for the whole song.  This can 

be said both for the theme in general and also for any individual singer’s forms of it.  His 

task is to adapt and adjust it to the particular song that he is re-creating.  It does not have 

a single “pure” form either for the individual singer or for the tradition as a whole.  Its 

form is ever changing in the singer’s mind, because the theme is in reality protean; in the 

singer’s mind it has many shapes, all the forms in which he has ever sung it, although his 

latest rendering of it will natural be the freshest in his mind.  It is not a static entity, but a 

living, changing, adaptable artistic creation (Singer 94).  

 

The broader themes allow the narrator to proceed in an orderly and balanced way, 

according to Lord, “[Because] to him the formulas and themes are always used in association 

with one another and are always a part of a [narrative]” (Singer 95).  Descriptions, as was 

previously mentioned, follow the action and in developing a theme, the narrator meets the 

demand for action (Singer 95).  In George Sword’s narratives as a whole this can be seen in 

narrative 3 stanzas 14 through 23 where first the leaders are selected, then the warriors, and then 

the helpers who are subordinate to all; where once these men are selected, warrior scouts are sent 

out to spy on the enemy.  What happens in stanza 19 through 23 is action-driven so that in 

developing the theme of the council for war, George Sword adaptly moves from stanza 19 to the 

end where stanza 23 is ritualistic and appears to be part of a ritual for warriors.
323

   

In his analysis of theme, Lord identifies, for example five major themes for one of the 

songs;
324

 in it he recognizes patterns and structures in themes.  These he describes as follows: 

These complexes are held together internally both by the logic of the narrative and by the 

consequent force of habitual association.
325

  Logic and habit are strong forces, 
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 What Lord describes as vestigial or “a survival from rites” that were performed in the distant past (Singer 88). 
324

 We might divide the “Song of Smailagic Meho” into five major themes; one, the assembly; two, the journey to 

Budapest and return; three, the gathering of an army; four, journey, battle, and return; five, the wedding” (Lord, 

Singer 95-96). 
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particularly when fortified by a balancing of elements in recognizable patterns such as 

those we have just outlined (Singer 96-97).   

 

Lord distinguishes between linear and nonlinear habitual associations of themes (Singer 

97); linear is “when it is close to the logic of the narrative, and the themes are generally of a kind 

that are included in a larger complex” and nonlinear is when there is a force or tension that might 

be termed submerged that hold these complexes or groups of themes together (Singer 97).
326

  An 

example of this tension in George Sword’s narratives, is at the end of stanza 23, narrative 3, 

where a man speaks and asks a question:  “This country that you passed through, where you 

stood looking around, did you see any wolf movement?”  The man continues, imploring, “Tell 

me.  I am not sure, however, you might try to deceive me.”  Immediately thereafter, the warrior 

scout speaks, and tells truthfully everything he saw while traveling in enemy country.  These 

same words are repeated in the Sun Dance narrative when the warriors seek the sacred pole; they 

do so as if the sacred pole were an entity that was that represented the enemy in embodiment.  

Here a hidden force keeps these themes together:  in narrative 3 where the main theme is a 

council for war and in the Sun Dance narrative where a warrior’s vow is fulfilled.  What holds 

groups of themes together internally are both linear and nonlinear; according to Lord, logic and 

habit, both are strong forces.  In Lakota oral narrative, these forces are evident throughout as in 

the examples described in Chapter 4 and in this chapter.  Chapter 6 will discuss the traditional 

implications of formulas, themes, and story patterns. 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
325

In moving from theme to theme, general patterns exist and Lord developed a method for describing these 

“structures” or complexes of themes (Singer 96).  He also calls these “group(s) of themes” (Singer 97). 
326

 Lord elaborates on this by stating:  “[T]he habit is hidden, but felt.  It arises from the depths of the tradition 

through the workings of the traditional processes to inevitable expression.  And to be numb to an awareness of this 

kind of association is to miss the meaning not only of the oral method of composition and transmission, but of epic 

itself.  Without such an awareness the overtones from the past, which give tradition the richness of diapason of full 

organ, cannot be sensed by the reader of oral epic.  The singer’s natural audience appreciates it because they are as 

much part of the tradition as the singer himself” (Singer 97). 
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CHAPTER SIX SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION: 

TRADITIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

 

But writing, with all its mystery, came to the singers’ people, and eventually someone 

approached the singer and asked him to tell the song so that he could write down the 

words.  In a way this was just one more performance for the singer, one more in a long 

series.  Yet it was the strangest performance he had ever given.  There was no music and 

no song, nothing to keep him to the regular beat except the echo of previous singings and 

the habit they had formed in his mind.  Without these accompaniments it was not easy to 

put the words together as he usually did.  The tempo of composing the song was 

different, too.  Ordinarily the singer could move forward rapidly from idea to idea, from 

theme to theme.  But now he had to stop very often for the scribe to write down what he 

was saying, after every line or even after part of a line.  This was difficult, because his 

mind was far ahead.  But he accustomed himself to this new process at last, and finally 

the song was finished (Lord, Singer 125). 

 

 Studies in oral tradition are primarily interdisciplinary and draw from literature, 

linguistics, history, and anthropology.  Some scholars emphasize that this is because it is a 

universal human experience.  In this dissertation I offer, through translation, the opportunity for 

readers to experience Lakota oral tradition through George Sword’s narratives.  George Sword 

relied on the old way of speaking which he inherited from the Lakota narrative tradition; a 

practice Walker captured in manuscript form as he transcribed narratives from George Sword’s 

contemporaries, as well as others who also practiced the art of oral narration.  What became 

apparent in George Sword’s narratives during the translation process were the formulaic patterns 

inherent in the language used to tell the narrative; as well as recurring scenes or themes, and 

recurrent story patterns.  This raised a key question:  Did these patterns originate from a tradition 

of Lakota oral narration?   

 In seeking an answer to this question, an obstacle has been what Parry, Lord and other 

scholars have identified as a tendency to misinterpret oral poetry and narratives as unilaterally 
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textual (Foley, How to Read 8); a bias toward written text misdirects scholarly efforts when 

working with manuscripts from oral tradition based narratives or poetry, in particular older or 

archaic texts.  Thus, Parry, Lord and other scholars working in oral tradition have developed 

methods to help researchers and readers of texts derived from oral tradition from around the 

world.  This dissertation uses methodology originally developed by Parry and elaborated or 

further advanced by Lord.
327

  Parry’s methods are based on language, a specialized language, 

that the scholar or researcher knows or learned in order to gain knowledge and insight on a 

particular oral tradition that is being analyzed, i.e. Serbo-Croatian or South Slavic epic traditions.  

John Miles Foley in his seminal text, How to Read an Oral Poem, published in 2002, identifies 

this specialized language as a register; that is language that is routinely used in a group’s oral 

tradition setting.  Once a scholar discovers how language works in that register, he or she can 

gain important knowledge on meaning or cultural implications embedded in that language 

(Foley, How to Read 10).
328

  Foley utilized Parry and Lord’s work from the 1930’s in the former 

Yugoslavia to analyze the style of speaking that is peculiar to South Slavic poets.  He examined 

critically responses to the question:  What is a word in oral poetry?  He discovered that a word to 

a South Slavic poet was a phrase, line, couplet; or even scenes and motifs that followed a 

structural logic and were traditional (Foley, How to Read 12-14).
329

  That these words together 

comprised a shared epic vocabulary used by all the singers of tales (Lord, Singer 21) These 

words were what Foley identified as the idiomatic expressions that convey cultural tradition 

(How to Read 14);
330

 the language, dialect, and way of speaking that was peculiar to the South 
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 Including Hymes, Foley, and others. 
328

 In discussing the purpose of laments in his Chapter titled An Ecology of South Slavic Oral Poetry, in his text 

published in 2002, Foley states, “The lamenter is shaping reality in a fundamental manner, and she’s using oral 

poetry to accomplish that feat.  To read this oral poem, we need to read the culture” (How to Read 199). 
329

 These follow, structurally, the decasyllable meter of the heroic epic for the Serbo-Croatian or South-Slavic poet. 
330

 Although Foley does not provide a succinct definition of these terms that are italicized what seems to be implied 

is the meaning of idiom, or language, dialect, or style of speaking peculiar to a people. 
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Slavic poets who easily distinguished between two language registers; one for everyday speech 

and the other for epic narrative (Lord, Singer 36, Finnegan, Oral Traditions 175, Foley, How to 

Read 15).
331

  In order to be competent in the special register for epic narrative, the poet had to be 

fluent in the language in order to impart cultural knowledge.  Analogous to this is the narrator 

George Sword who demonstrated his competency in the special narrative register used by Lakota 

narrators; not only was he competent but demonstrated his fluency in Lakota and as this study 

argues, through his fluency was able to impart cultural knowledge as had been done for centuries 

through oral tradition.  These findings in the work of Parry, Lord, and others including Hymes 

and Foley, are highly relevant to Lakota oral tradition cultural practice.
332

  According to Foley, 

this special register engages a traditional frame of reference that is larger and more meaningful 

than any individual poem or narrative (How to Read 19).  Using Parry and Lord’s work, as well 

as more recent analysis, an inference can be made that certain theories are in fact applicable to 

George Sword’s work and that these narratives are derived from an older tradition; especially 

through a comprehensive analysis of the Lakota language used in the narratives as was done in 

this dissertation.
333

  

 In order to more fully explore this tentative conclusion it was important in this analysis to 

examine why scholars distinguish between oral and written poetry and narrative and conclude 
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 Lord states, “In studying the patterns and systems of oral narrative verse we are in reality observing the 

“grammar” of the poetry, a grammar superimposed, as it were, on the grammar of the language concerned.  Or, to 

alter the image, we find a special grammar within the grammar of the language, necessitated by the versification.  

The formulas are the phrases and clauses and sentences of this specialized poetic grammar.  The speaker of this 

language, once he has mastered it, does not move mechanically within it than we do in ordinary speech” (Singer 35-

56).  Finnegan indicates, “Special literary language or registers. [Where] An appreciation of complexity and 

sophistication has now mostly ousted the older view that oral forms are simple, communal, or equally accessible to 

everyone.  In practice they are not always presented in a language everyone understands…The style may appear 

‘natural’ to the participants or to those reading the transcriptions-all the more reason for conscious investigation” 

(Singer 174). 
332

 As shown in the way in which George Sword demonstrated his skill in the use of this special grammar; skillfully 

conveying the texture of what is now a lost art among the Lakota people.  Hymes through his work acknowledges 

this special grammar in his with the material collected by Edward Sapir (In Vain 151). 
333

 See Parry, “…we know Homeric diction was centuries making…”(314-315). 
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that there is not always continuity between them (Foley, How to Read 19-20, Chefyfitz, 

Columbia Guide 55, Finnegan Oral Traditions 178).
334

  In the case of the Serbo-Croatian or 

South Slavic poet, words are not printed characters but are in essence everything that is present 

in oral performance.  These can be:  words spoken, traditional ways of expressing those words, 

and the traditional implications of those words as expressed (Foley, How to Read 20; Parry 

328).
335

  Parry identified recurrent phrases and themes in the work of these epic poets; later Lord 

identified recurrent story patterns as well (449-450, Singer 26).
336

  Parry’s work established the 

notion that many cultures have composed and transmitted oral poetry and narrative traditions 

throughout history; and each culture has its own register of special language for its oral tradition, 

set apart for that specific use as stated at the onset of this dissertation.
337

  What impedes 

knowledge and appreciation for non-western oral traditions, including American Indian, are 

Western assumptions and biases toward written poetry and narration, so that oral traditions, for 

example Lakota oral traditions are largely ignored (Cheyfitz 2006: 55).  Although not all oral 

tradition based poetry is ignored, Beowulf, a European based oral tradition derived poem has 

achieved high literary status while poetry that is derived from peoples of this continent are 

largely ignored.  Some progress has been made more recently as scholars acknowledge that there 

is great diversity in the world of oral poetry and narrative (Foley 2002:29; Finnegan 1992, 1996: 

                                                           
334

 On this topic, Foley writes, “All poetry begins with oral tradition, so we should expect a continuity between oral 

and written expression” (How to Read 19-20).  Whereas Cheyfitz encourages readers to expect a discontinuity 

between oral and written forms (Columbia Guide 55).  Finnegan states, “The methodologies developed in studies of 

written literature…present a rich resource, and it is unfortunate that designating a form ‘oral’ has often obsucrued 

their possible relevance” (Oral Traditions 178). 
335

 Parry states, “It is my own view, as those who have read my studies on Homeric style know, that the nature of 

Homeric poetry can be grasped only when one has seen that it is composed in a diction which is oral and so 

formulaic, and so traditional” (328).  The underline is not a part of the quote but for emphasis. 
336

 Lord writes, “The singer never stops in the process of accumulating, recombining, and remodeling formulas and 

themes, thus perfecting his singing and enriching his art.  He proceeds in two directions:  he moves toward refining 

what he already knows and toward learning new songs.  The latter process has now become for him one of learning 

proper names and of knowing what themes make up the new song.  The story is all he needs: so in this stage he can 

hear a song once and repeat it immediately afterwards-not word for word, of course-but he can tel the same story 

again in his own words” (Singer 26). 
337

 See Purpose and Research Perspective section in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. 
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26-27);
338

 reflected in each are ways of composing, transmitting and interpreting that differ from 

those established in the Western academy.  This new knowledge permits advancement in the area 

of American Indian oral tradition; allowing the work in this dissertation to move forward. 

In an effort to examine biased western assumptions that do not consider oral poetry or 

narrative, Foley addresses two key questions:  “What is oral poetry?  What is an oral poem?” 

(2002: 29)
339

  An important observation he, and other scholars working in oral poetry and 

narrative, have made is that oral composition and performance are not included in the definition 

of poetry.
340

  In addressing the first question Foley proposed opening up the poetic line, the 

poetic genre and examining the oral versus written dichotomy; and looking at media dynamics 

(2002:30).  In opening up the poetic line, in the case of American Indian oral poetries and 

narratives, scholars including Foley suggest Ethnopoetics as an approach to providing a way to 

read oral poetry since it depicts the structures that exist in a given cultural group, i.e. what a line 

is in Zuni or Northwest oral performance (Tedlock, Spoken Word 17; Hymes, In Vain 38).  This 

is important for scholars who emphasize the importance of reading an American Indian poem 

according to that cultural group’s way of speaking; both Tedlock who has worked extensively 

with Zuni oral poetries and Hymes who has linguistically analyzed Northwest oral traditions, 

suggest ways of acknowledging composition and performance, i.e. marking the text to recreate 

composition and re-performing the oral aspect of the  poem or narrative to acknowledge for 

example pauses in the poetry  (Tedlock, Spoken Word 20-21).  

                                                           
338

 Finnegan in giving a background to the study of oral tradition indicates, “It is commonplace that the study of oral 

traditions…has moved from earlier preoccupations with origins and the ‘old’ to more recent emphases on meaning, 

structure, and contemporary dynamics…one formative strand in earlier studies was the evolutionist model of one-

way progress-particularly powerful in the nineteenth century, but still extant in such notions as ‘development’ and’ 

modernisation’.  This…affected the analysis of anything interpretable as ‘early’ or belonging to ‘oral tradition’, 

particulary ‘myths’ collected…or ‘folklore’ from European traditions…the binary ‘us/them’ opposition developed in 

both social theory and popular understanding…(1992, 1996: 26-27). 
339

 Ruth Finnegan and others have explored this question as well. 
340

 Finnegan, et al. 
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 In opening up the poetic genre, according to Foley what prevents most literary scholars 

from considering the highly diverse area of oral poetry is first, only a limited number of the 

world’s oral poetry and narrative have been collected and second, what has been collected has 

not been widely distributed in published formats (2002: 34; Hymes 1981, 2004: 36).  With 

respect to American Indian oral traditions, Foley states, “The scarcity of Native American poetic 

forms…[that] have long languished in archives without …gaining the wider audience that 

extensive publication and contextualization bring” (2002:35).
341

  This applies to material 

collected and kept in archives in the Walker Collection at the Colorado Historical Society 

including the George Sword material.
342

  Foley proposes an approach that embraces a pluralistic 

concept of genre.
343

  He believes that comparative analysis without considering genre will not 

yield adequate results and warns researchers and scholars to examine all features of each oral 

poem according to the tradition it originates from and not to a single set of expectations (Foley 

2002:35).  Once each oral genre is read on its own terms, for example Black Elk Speaks and 

George Sword’s narrative, then productive comparisons can be made; both within and across 

genres as well as across traditions (How to Read 36).  This is important for American Indian oral 

tradition based texts where, in Foley’s words, “due calibrations” have not been made (How to 

Read 36).  Thus, the analysis in this dissertation will allow Indigenous scholars who are fluent in 

the special registers of their oral traditions to examine features of their traditions and identify 

characteristics that can help others read on their own terms original text in a specific Indigenous 

language; as was done in this study, where Lakota oral narrative, and poetry in the form of songs 
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 Hymes, in his work stated, “Here I wish to deal with the largely neglected heritage of poetry, or, more accurately, 

of the verbal component of song, and to show ways that it too may have a structural organization, and “nonsense” 

vocables, or budens, a structural function, not hitherto perceived” (In Vain 36).  Both Hymes and Foley are well-

versed in the theory of oral composition as it applies to cultures other than American Indian. 
342

 See Introduction:  “Lakota narratives are part of Native American oral tradition in the United States which, as this 

study asserts, belong on the shelf with oral traditions from around the world”. 
343

 Foley warns against fitting all oral narrative, no matter what genre it actually was, into the “single sub-generic 

slot,” offered by Oral-Formulaic theory (How to Read 36). 
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were analyzed.  In time, comparisons can be made across traditions so that Lakota oral narrative 

can be compared in a productive way to other American Indian oral narrative traditions. 

In addressing the oral versus written dichotomy, Foley and other scholars criticize an 

academic preoccupation with differences between written and oral-based texts (How to Read 

36).
344

  This distraction often leads to strict divisions of the two into mutually exclusive, 

opposing or contradictory categories;
345

 for American Indians this dichotomy absorbs academics 

to the exclusion of oral tradition-based narrative and poetry as literature as stated at the onset of 

this study.
346

  An important observation that Foley makes is that the two, oral and written 

literature are historically and genetically related which is particularly true for American Indian 

cultures (How to Read 38).  There are three fundamental ways in which oral poetry and 

narratives differ from written literature, according to Foley: first in terms of composition, second 

in the realm of performance, and third in the area of audience reception (How to Read 38).  

Composition is the topic of this dissertation; performance a secondary concern, and reception a 

tertiary concern; of these performance and reception are only tangentially considered as they 

relate to composition due to the narrow scope of this dissertation. 

Most scholars recognize the importance of acknowledging how diverse oral poetry and 

narrative are in the world and more recently they also recognize that it is important to 

acknowledge the various media through which they have evolved through historical time (Foley, 

How to Read 38, Finnegan, Oral Traditions 199-200).  Foley proposed four models that outline 

                                                           
344

 On writing on the difference between oral and written, Finnegan stated, “The difference between oral and written 

is in some approaches taken as the basis of all further classifications…This convenient and widely used 

differentiation, however, also conceals many problems and controversies and some etsablished genre-terms (epic, 

legend, myth, riddle) cut across the apparent distinction.  Many scholars now see the contrast as at best a relative, 

many-faceted and perhaps changing continuum, rather than an absolute divide..and in any case not to comprhened 

all facets of communication (Oral Traditions 141).  Further, Finnegan stated that, “The influences do not just go 

from oral to written” (Oral Traditions 179). 
345

 See also Cheyfitz , Columbia Guide 55. 
346

 See also Cheyfitz, Columbia Guide 55. 
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media possibilities; and provide a way to look at composition, performance and reception for 

oral poetry and narration (How to Read 39).
347

  Foley defines categories as Oral Performance, 

Voiced Texts, Voices from the Past and Written Oral Poems.  Of these categories, Oral 

Performance entails oral composition, oral performance, and aural reception; Voiced Texts are 

written composition read in oral performance in front of a live audience; Voices from the Past 

come from oral traditions that are no longer practiced and what remains is the text;
348

 Written 

Oral Poems are texts composed in writing (Foley How to Read 39).  The third category, Voices 

from the Past, is applicable to George Sword’s text and provides a useful model to primarily 

analyze composition while secondarily considering performance and reception.      

What these four categories accomplish is to provide organization of the diverse forms of 

oral poetry and narrations (Foley, How to Read 65).  It provides a spectrum of media across 

which oral tradition can be seen even when, as in George Sword’s case, all that remains is the 

text.  In defining Voices from the Past, Foley concedes that there is flexibility to account for 

what is unknown.  Thus important questions are:  Was the poem or narrative’s original 

composition oral or written?  Is the text a product of a direct transcription?
349

 Or a text that was 

edited?  Examples of Voices from the Past include the Hebrew Bible, New Testament, Beowulf, 
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 He states:”…we need to find the most useful level for our inquiry.  Too broad and typological, and we condemn 

ourselves to overgeneralized models…Too narrow and case-study-oriented, and we miss the forest for the trees.  

The trick is to find a level…comprehensive enough to demonstrate some overall unities and offer…practical bases 

for comparison, and…flexible… to accommodate the natural diversity of human expression” (Foley, How to Read 

39).  
348

 Foley writes:  “Voices from the Past:  What does it include?  [I]t offers a slot for those oral poetic traditions that 

time has eclipsed and which we can now consult only in textual form” (How to Read 46).  Further, he stated:  

“Given the diversity of oral poetry in this third category, we cannot expect archetypal features across its wide 

expanse.  But if the particular shape and texture of signals and structures is always idiosyncratic, the plain fact of 

patterning and of variation within limits is not.  Voices from the Past reveal their status as oral poetry through their 

recurrency and multiformity of language, however their special poetic language may happen to work.  Oral poetry 

has left behind recognizable footprints in these silent texts” (How to Read 48). 
349

On basic issues in transcribing, Finnegan writes, “Contrary to what is often implicitly assumed, 

‘equivalence’between spoken and written texts is neither a self-evident nor culture-free matter.  For this reason if no 

other the process of transcribing is a problematic one and models of what this consists of-whether held by the 

researcher or by other participants-will most certainly affect the final result” (Oral Traditions195). 
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the Iliad and Odyssey as well as the Mayan Popol Vah (Foley How to Read 46).  The unknowns 

are thus blind spots, according to Foley, in how much is known about these texts.  He states:   

All of the poems in this category were composed according to the rules of the given oral 

poetry.  They bear a telltale compositional stamp.  Whatever the exact scenario of their 

commission to textual form and their history since that moment, they remain oral 

poetry…the evidence for calling them “oral poetry” is one of two sorts- direct accounts of 

how they were composed and performed on the one hand, and structural symptoms of 

oral composition and performance on the other  (How to Read 47). 

 It is the latter evidence that this dissertation covered, the structural symptoms of oral 

composition which are the focus of Parry and Lord’s work.  Foley states that those are the 

“features” that are the residue of oral performance that constitute what remains when an oral 

poem or narrative becomes a text where recurrent phrases and themes are characteristics of 

Voices from the Past” (How to Read 48). 

 Foley states: 

In the early going some specialists believed that the mere density of such patterning could 

serve as a litmus test…We now claim much less, but at the same time something much 

more fundamental:  that these features signal a background in oral poetry…[i]n the case 

of Voices from the Past…on the basis of…two kinds of evidence-direct accounts and 

structural symptoms- we can confidently pronounce Beowulf, the Odyssey..and many 

other manuscript works “oral poetry (How to Read 47-48). 

 

In the same way, George Sword’s narratives, through research and close analysis in this 

dissertation, are categorized as oral in nature through structural analysis and cultural meaning.  

Important features have been identified that designate his narrative as oral in composition; due to 

the limited scope of this study there is less emphasis on performance and reception in George 

Sword’s work.  Examples are formulaic phrases and recurrent scenes in the three shorter 

narratives and the longer Sun Dance narrative as discussed in the previous two chapters.   
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 A second question Foley addresses in his work is:  What is an oral poem?  This is not the 

same as the question asked earlier:  What is oral poetry?  In the latter, oral poetry is old, older 

than written poetry and it is still in use in different parts of the world.  Answering the question 

then is problematic, according to Foley, when a poem or narrative is identified as a single entity 

detached from the context that gave it its origin; problems can and do occur.  An oral poem or 

narrative is absolutely contingent upon its context; where its context is its language and when it 

is translated, it is inextricably changed (Foley, How to Read 60).  Foley  states: 

When we unthinkingly impose a context for interpretation we are in effect reframing 

[it]…when we face a poem in another language, for example- we’re loath to change 

anything fundamental in our approach.  This kind of “default reading” meshes with our 

myth of verbal art as a monolith and helps license the construction of a limited canon of 

works approved for cultural consumption (How to Read 60).
350

 

This is analogous to what occurred with George Sword’s text.  Many of his writings are 

taken out of context where prior to this study, his narratives have been mined for anthropological 

data; culled for information on customs and beliefs with little or no regard for its literary value.  

In this study, it is important as an oral tradition based narrative.  Within in its own context the 

language of the narrative is a special register based on Lakota oral tradition (Foley, How to Read 

60).  Thus through these narratives what is preserved is a way of composing Lakota oral 

narrative;  what is lost is the way in which he spoke and expressed himself through voice and 

gesture in the telling of these narratives.  In many ways, what also cannot be recovered is the 

reception of these narratives by the Lakota people, the way in which his audience responded or 
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 Important questions posed by Foley and other scholars, regarding American Indian oral tradition based literature 

are:  How are these narratives  framed? (How to Read 48).   Other questions along this line are:  How are they 

organized?  What do they mean?  What Foley intuitively saw as a valuable store of (first) literature in the Americas, 

he and other scholars have long been perplexed by the inability to properly contextualize American Indian oral 

tradition based narratives and provide adequate translations that speak to their poetic nature.  Thus the steps taken in 

this dissertation are a step in the right direction.   The use of Foley’s (1947-2012) work here is, in the Lakota way, 

an honor to him and his lifelong work in the study in the processes of composition of oral narrative; carrying on the 

work of Parry and Lord into the current generation of readers of oral poetry and narrative.  
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contributed, as alluded to, for example, when the audience within the narrative responds with 

gratitude, “haye” in the Sun Dance narrative, stanza 17.  All of this cannot be adequately 

expressed in the format of a text, when George Sword’s narrative is set down on a page; as he 

neatly writes his Lakota words in the letters of a language that is foreign to him.  How, then is he 

able to preserve his narrative’s identity as an oral narrative?
351

  This dissertation sought to 

answer that precise question.  It provides evidence in the form of structural elements, such as 

recurring formulaic phrases, scenes, and story patterns.  These are structurally evident in George 

Sword’s narratives and help identify its oral nature.
352

 

In the case of George Sword’s narratives, the documents, his text, have come directly 

from him; that is, there is no interruption in transmission from the source.  Recurrent words, 

word-units and phrases and as well as themes in the Sun Dance narrative in the form of initial or 

beginning and final or ending formulaic words and phrases; words and phrases that indicate the 

passing of time; and recurring or rhythmic verbs provide an indication that George Sword’s 

narrative is composed entirely of formulas.  If we look at any sample we recognize that lines or 

stanzas that are found in the narrative, are found elsewhere, in one or more stanzas in George 

Sword’s narratives.  So that, even those that are not found in another stanza, are formulaic.  

These are similar to what is found in Homer and in the work Parry did with Moslem epic poets in 

the 1930’s.
353

  According to Foley these recurrent phrases, scenes and story patterns “[C]arry the 
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 George Sword states, “I write as I speak” (Cite). 
352

Foley states, The “poetic tradition is lost when his narrative is textualized” (How to Read 61).  He strongly 

encourages readers of oral poems and narratives to read such poems “within their expressive context, within their 

poetic traditions” (How to Read 63). 
353

 Parry writes, “Such in its broades lines is the composition of oral poetry as it is practiced in our own times [in the 

1930’s] in Serbia, among the Tuaregs, in Afghanistan, and in many other places…it is clear that the best way of 

knowing whether a style is oral and traditional is to hear it in use…But we cannot do..[this] for the Greek epic…If 

we are to draw any solid conclusions about the style of Homer, we have only one course to follow.  Seeking ‘the 

solution from the text’ we must see whether the diction of the Iliad and of the Odyssey is of a sort that can be 

understood only as a traditional and oral technique of making verses by means of the formula…The nature of the 
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idiomatic expectation of mediation that is either consistently realized or ironically 

overturned…Ancient audiences knew the context of [the Odyssey]; they heard it against the 

background of a poetic tradition (How to Read 64).  In the same way, Lakota speakers, fluent in 

the Lakota language, know the cultural context and can read George Sword’s work against the 

cultural setting and time period of the events described in his narrative, i.e. in the Sun Dance 

narrative.  Thus in answering the question, “What is an oral poem?” What is apparent is that an 

oral poem or narrative cannot be removed from its cultural context (Foley, How to Read 65).  

In explaining ways of reading oral poetry or narratives, Foley describes three methods for 

reading oral poetry:  Performance Theory, Ethnopoetics, and Immanent Art.
354

  These three 

perspectives are different ways to read oral poetry and narrative and are used in literature, 

folklore, and anthropology.  What they have in common is a special consideration of context and 

a need to consider the poetry or narrative on its own terms and provide a unified theoretical focus 

(Foley, How to Read 82).
355

  They have been used throughout the world in the study of oral 

poetry and narrative (Foley, How to Read 82).  Which of these approaches is the most useful, for 

example, to this dissertation, or to the study of American Indian oral tradition?  That would 

depend on the particular tribal oral tradition that is being considered for a study; and ultimately 

on what the researcher hopes to accomplish in his or her study.  In general what these three 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
formula will show us that the more formulas we find in a poet’s diction, the smaller is the portion of them which 

could be the work of a single poet (272). 
354

 In addressing the question, “What is reading?” Foley states, To read…is to decode” (How to Read 77).  Further, 

he stated, “…at the most fundamental level these signs have nothing whatsoever to do with writing” (Foley, How to 

Read 80). 
355

 Foley indicates, “In a nutshell, these various approaches all champion what I have elsewhere called word-power, 

the special, idiomatic way in which oral poetry accesses meaning.  Whatever the approach, then each one strives to 

decode and represent the more-than-textual implications…( How to Read 82). 
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approaches provide is help in gaining fluency in the language of that particular oral poetry or 

narration under evaluation (Foley, How to Read 82).
356

 

Richard Bauman, originator of Performance Theory states: 

[P]erformance represents a transformation of the basic referential…uses of language.  In 

other words in an artistic performance of this kind, there is something going on in the 

communicative interchange which says to the auditor, “interpret what I say in some 

special sense:  do not take it to mean what the words alone, taken literally would 

convey.”  This may lead to the further suggestion that performance sets up, or represents, 

an interpretive frame within which the messages being communicated are to be 

understood, and that this frame contrasts with at least one other frame, the literal (9). 

 

What this study attempted to do was to bring about an appreciation and understanding of 

the characterists of Lakota oral tradition that had been passed from generation to generation that 

are inherent in the Lakota language in which George Sword told these narratives.  In contrast, 

most scholars who have worked with this material see these narratives as an exemplification of 

George Sword’s own unique style (Walker, Lakota Myth ix).
357

  Analogous to what Bauman has 

stated about Performance Theory, in an environment where live performance occurs between the 

oral narrator and his or her audience, there is an exchange that is based on language that occurs 

in George Sword’s text between author and reader.  Just as scholars focus on the verbal and 

nonverbal components of the performance, in George Sword’s narratives, although all we have is 

the text, there is a special language which holds the key to the communicative interchange 

(Foley, How to Read 85). In general, all of the elements found in performance are present, for 
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 Foley states, “[O]nly via multiple perspectives can we come to a fair and suitably nuanced appreciation of how 

oral poetry works, what it does, how its audience responds, and so on” (How to Read 82). 
357

 Jahner who edited Lakota Myth stated, “The Lakota men who taught Walker were strong and remarkable people 

whose names occur regularly in accounts of Lakota history.  The available historical accounts tell us about their 

political lives, but only the Walker papers tell us about their artistic abilities.  George Sword, Left Heron, Bad 

Wound, and the others all had outstanding literary talent.  Their presentations of traditional tales have genuine 

psychological power attained through effective and subtle realization of traditional motifs, and their creative 

dramatizations of the the meanings of beliefs are important examples of imaginative oral literature” (Walker, Lakota 

Myth ix) 
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example the use of  recurring and rhythmic Lakota verbs, the cadence of the Lakota language as 

evident in the special register, and in particular, in the stanzas where formulas for the warrior 

narratives proliferate, for example, in the descriptions of warriors preparing for the greatest of 

warrior rituals, the annual Sun Dance.
358

  George Sword relied on these recurrent verbs and other 

phrases and scenes, as well as story patterns, and their encoded and implied cultural meanings 

(Foley, How to Read 84). 

The cues that Bauman identifies as the keys to performance are special codes, figurative 

language, parallelism, special formulas, appeals to tradition, and disclaimers of performance; 

these keys vary from tradition to tradition and individual performance to individual performance 

and are culturally specific (Foley, How to Read 85).  In Lakota oral tradition, an example of a 

special code is in the dialect that George Sword speaks; according to Foley, dialect evokes a 

frame of reference (How to Read 86).  The language of George Sword’s narratives is Lakota, 

however, embedded in the narrative is the older Dakota dialect; as explained in the use of om 

versus ob.  In essence performance induces its own frame of reference and anyone working with 

a specific tradition must be fluent in that exchange (Foley, How to Read 85).
359

  Finding one or 

more of the keys prevalent in a text like George Sword’s, will not always be an indicator that the 

texts is genuine oral tradition based narrative.  Instead what is important is how common and 

prevalent that key is in that text; and for the receiver to be fluent enough in the language to 

decode it (Foley, How to Read 87).
360

  When George Sword describes the Sun Dancers in 
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 What Foley calls the “grand descriptions of horses and armaments, and other sound-bytes drawn from the shared 

traditional wordhoard” (How to Read 83). 
359

 Of this, Foley writes:  “it’s well to remember that any language, no matter how powerful or stable it may seem, 

requires fluent hearers as well as fluent speakers” (How to Read 86). 
360

 Foley writes, “The responsible reader must learn the particular  oral-poetic language in order to know which 

features serve as keys to performance, and tradition in exactly what shape they take within a particular genre (How 

to Read 85). 
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figurative language he invokes performance and creates a traditional frame of reference.
361

  In 

one of the last descriptions of a Sun Dancer who lay like a dying fish grasping for breath after 

the Sun Dancer frees himself from the sacred pole; or the description of a Sun Dancer from the 

Hunkpapa tradition hanging by four ropes attached to skin on his chest and back, his legs lightly 

swinging in the air as he is suspended from four poles.  George Sword describes these events 

vividly, alerting the audience to what is occurring, and how these images should be received by 

the audience.
362

 With regard to parallelism, what Aristotle defines as increments that make up 

the whole and are themselves discrete units, George Sword’s text demonstrates its presence in 

the way he organized stanzas in his narrative so that those discrete units can be set apart, for 

example in the descriptions of the medicine men, but can, and are taken as a whole in the 

narrative in the Sun Dance manuscript (Foley, How to Read 89).
363

  As for special formulas, as 

shown in Parry, Lord, and others including Foley and Hymes’ work, they are found in many oral 

traditions.  Oral-Formulaic Theory is founded upon their prevalence in the many diverse oral 

traditions; because of the diversity of oral traditions in the world, scholars including Foley warn 

against reduction to a single model, i.e. original model formulated by Parry and Lord (How to 

Read 91).
364

  Special Formulas are, as this dissertation demonstrated, found in Lakota oral 

narrative tradition in the form of recurrent and rhythmic verbs.  Thus, features are:  recurrent and 
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 See text in Foley, “As for Voices From the Past, again the keys translate to the medium of oral-connected texts, at 

least to an extent.  Consider the highly formal, multi-line similes so typical of Homer’s poetic language, a good 

many of which gloss the clash of armies in the Iliad by ironically juxtaposing deadly warfare to the untroubled 

innocence of natural domestic scenes” (How to Read 88). 
362

 Foley states, “With written oral poetry, traditional figures of speech can and do survive for living oral poetry into 

authored texts never meant for live consumption.  Such is the power and resiliency of the traditional language that it 

can key performance even in text-bound forms of oral poetry, provided the readers can “hear” the signals.”  Thus, in 

these cases, for example in George Sword’s written text, “performance imposes an interpretive frame nonetheless 

(Foley, How to Read 88). 
363

 The word units in his stanzas follow the next, one parallel to another.  Once again, Fluency in the language of 

Lakota oral tradition is essential in order to “read the signs” and “know what they stand for” (Foley How to Read 

90). 
364

 Foley warns, “[There is] no single feature can ever qualify as a litmus test for performance across a spectrum of 

oral poetries” (How to Read 91). 
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rhythmic verbs, and phrases, recurrent scenes or themes, and repeating story patterns.  Other 

features analyzed in Chapter Four are initial or beginning and final or ending formulas in the 

stanzas as well as words or phrases that indicate the passage of time that are formulaic within the 

narratives.   

Using Bauman’s keys to performance, the appeal to tradition is the closest to a universal 

signal according to Foley (How to Read 91).
365

  In George Sword’s text, the use of the word eya, 

is an example of an invocation to tradition.  The base word is eya and is conjugated to function 

as a final or closing element in the narrative where its use is in the form eyapi, meaning “they 

said.”  A third person plural form indicate that these narratives are told by the people by using 

the “they” form in eyapi.
366

  This coded appeal to tradition uses the strategy of attributing these 

narratives to the people, as coming from the people.  Indeed in Chapter Three, he stated, “I will 

write that which all the people knew” (CHS Ledger 108:1).  Through this statement, George 

Sword reaffirms ties to the traditional way of telling narratives among the Lakota people. 

The last feature Bauman elucidates is a disclaimer of performance which is not common 

in Lakota oral tradition.  In contrast, in Lakota oral narration, the narrator first gives a 

biographical statement as to why he or she is qualified to speak; as demonstrated in George 

Sword’s narrative.  In Chapter Three, he tells the reader, “I know the old customs of the Lakotas, 

and all their ceremonies for I was a wicasa wakan, and I have conducted all the ceremonies.  I 

have conducted the Sun Dance, which is the greatest ceremony of the Lakotas” (Walker, Lakota 

Belief 74). 
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 Foley writes, “[In essence] it creates a frame of reference within which the poet will operate and identifies for the 

audience what well –marked path to follow (How to Read 91). 
366

 The syllable pi indicates the plural “they.” 
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The second approach to reading oral poetry or narrative is Ethnopoetics a method that 

embraces pluralism and differs markedly from the western-mindset which categorizes American 

Indian oral poetry as prose because it lacks syllabic lines (How to Read 95).  Finnegan defines 

Ethnopoetics as a term that focusess on the voices of nonwestern peoples:  “a redefinition of 

poetry in terms of cultural specifics, with an emphasis on those alternative traditions the West 

gave names like “pagan”, “gentile”, “tribal”, “oral”, and “ethnic” (Oral Traditions 16).  Thus in 

Ethnopoetics oral poetry or narrative is evaluated on its own terms, primarily within its own 

cultural matrix (Foley, How to Read 95).  So that for American Indian oral poetry and narrative, 

its origin, form and development is culturally specific and determines how it is best understood.  

In identifying features common to Lakota oral narratives, the analysis in this dissertation sets out 

those that are understood within the Lakota culture as constituting oral narrative; and poetry in 

the form of song which is covered in a limited way in this dissertation due to its narrow scope.  

The analysis completed by Hymes which describes a process grounded in Ethnopoetics is more 

applicable to George Sword’s texts in terms of evaluating its structure.  Dennis Tedlock’s work 

with Zuni poetry and storytelling embraces a Zuni cultural matrix wherein each poem and story 

is heard and interpreted on its own terms; by looking at performance through voice quality, 

volume control, intonation, and even through the acknowledgment of silence (Foley, How to 

Read 95).  Tedlock accomplishes this through variation in typography to recreate its oral 

performance (Spoken Word 20-21).  Hymes’ focus is structural and  thus more appropriate to 

George Sword’s work; by recognizing “stanzas” in George Sword’s text early on in the 

translation process, its structural components are identified and validated in terms of how 

consistent and prevalent they are.
367

  This reflects an Indigenous perspective, a change from a 
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 Foley writes on Hymes’ work, “Hymes developed this method specifically to breathe life back into Native 

American texts whose recording left only faint, run-on prose, traces of complex and poetically sophisticated works.  
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strictly western perspective where the rules for what constitutes a line, verse or stanza are 

determined according to a western mindset.
368

  In this dissertation, narrative and poetry are 

defined as Lakota in origin and form as narrated by George Sword who was also a reciter of 

poems in the form of songs.
369

  Accepting its unique cultural matrix requires that one experiences 

oral narrative using the units, i.e. stanzas, that George Sword developed; and the lines in Lakota 

songs that are composed syllable by syllable with varying syllable lengths for men’s songs and 

for women’s songs (Foley, How to Read 95).
370

  When these basic units and divisions that have 

survived in the text are recognized on their own terms we reinstitute their original poetic form 

(Foley 2002: 103). 

In the past researchers who evaluated George Sword’s work did so by working primarily 

with a translated copy; such translations were obtained earlier in the 20
th

 century, sometimes 

through others who may not have spoken George Sword’s Lakota dialect.  At the time, for 

example, when Ella Deloria translated a version of the Sun Dance narrative, few scholars noticed 

that these translations were made by one who was fluent in the Dakota dialect and not the Lakota 

dialect that George Sword used in his narratives; although this may not have been as relevant in 

that time period, most scholars agree today that in oral tradition studies, since dialect evokes a 

frame of reference it cannot be dismissed or ignored (Foley, How to Read 86).  At the time that 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Instead of settling for the misreading of prose, he urges us to conceive of a different kind of poetry, one iin which 

the texture of verses, stanzas, scenes, and acts is partner to a story line.  By portraying Native American texts 

according to their own rules rather than defaulting to our own unexamined assumption, he restores the poetry in 

them” (How to Read 103). 
368

 See also page 22 where pauses are indicated for George Sword’s Sun Dance narrative, stanza 81.  The rhythmic 

pattern is demonstrated by how the stanza begins with tka anpetu wanji, a phrase that is an initial element indicating 

time, followed by a slight pause and continues to wanjica ca; again a pause continuing with okata kin wanica; again 

a pause continuing with iyolilita ca; pause continues with an older phrase he ognaya om ite; and ends with wayecila 

kin, where wayecila is a verb wanyanka meaning to see.  This stanza is formulaic and was earlier used is stanza 17 

of the Sun Dance narrative. 
369

 A later study should look at what constitutes a strictly Lakota definition of poetry as was attempted in this study 

where Lakota songs were used as models for Lakota poetry. 
370

 What Foley identifies as “its own shape, identity and rules. 
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Deloria made the translations, in that early time period, she may have been the only one who was 

able to gain access to the George Sword material through her work.  Today, one could argue that 

because the translations were completed by one who was not fluent in the Lakota dialect, George 

Sword’s text was not evaluated on its own terms.
371

   

George Sword’s narratives, numbering two thousand, two hundred and forty lines of text, 

are translated from their original language, Lakota into English. They are translated so that word 

for word they comply with what this researcher deems is a faithful copy.
372

  What cannot be 

translated are the encoded and implied meanings as faithfully as possible because an unspoken 

contract or agreement exists, where the narrator agrees to convey to the listener or reader the 

essential information needed to understand the narrative, assuming that the receiver will uphold 

his or her end of the agreement through his or her fluency in the language of the narrative.
373

 

The aim in Ethnopoetics is to read a poem or narrative like George Sword’s on its own 

terms;
374

 in essence, to strive to put the voice back into the narratives which is beyond the scope 

of this dissertation.
375

  Nonetheless,  in working with texts like George Sword’s, scholars 

including Hymes, developed methods focusing on structure and organization of the oral narrative 

that are useful for this study since these approaches use the poem’s own Indigenous cultural 
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 Of this Foley states:  “Most people encounter the Anglo-Saxon epic Beowulf in one of a number of modern 

English translations.  Not unexpectedly, these translations strive after “good poetry “ in the modern idiom, so that 

the work will stand on its own.  If the only contact between poem and reader is through a translation, so goes the 

argument, then the translation cannot afford to look backward; it has to be its own poem, no matter how “unfaithful” 

to the original.  The problem is that even such a praiseworthy aim as this masks a deeper problem; under such 

conditions, we simply aren’t reading Beowulf on its own terms.  To be more precise, only to the extent that Old 

English and modern English poetics overlap are we reading this oral poem on its own terms” (How to Read 102-

103).  Perhaps in the same way, Dakota and Lakota can be viewed. 
372

 Researcher is fluent in the Lakota dialect. 
373

 George Sword indicated that he wrote as he spoke. 
374

 See Chefitz, Columbia Guide, p. 76. 
375

 Foley writes, “Hymes developed this method specifically to breathe life back into Native American texts whose 

recording left only faint, run-on prose traces of complex and poetically sophisticated works.  Instead of settling for 

the misreading of the prose, he urges us to conceive of a different kind of poetry, one in which the texture of verses, 

stanzas, scenes, and acts is partner to a story line.  By portraying Native American texts according to their own rules 

rather than defaulting to our unexamined assumptions, he restores the poetry in them” (How to Read 103). 
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matrix as the basis for analysis.  Structurally, George Sword’s narratives are organized in lines in 

stanzas where for every word, every syllable carries meaning.  Lines of songs utilize rhyme, 

simile and metaphor; songs that represent Lakota poetry, syllable by syllable and line by line and 

verse by verse that can further be categorized into warrior poetry and women’s poetry; that are 

men’s songs and women’s songs.  George Sword’s narratives, as translated in the early part of 

the twentieth century, were taken as anthropological lists of cultural items to be catalogued, 

ceremonies and beliefs to be recorded; its literary value largely ignored.  When heeded, Hyme’s 

urging, using Ethnopoetic methods allows scholars to see the true texture of George Sword’s 

work.  For text like his, where the performative aspect as championed by Ethnopoetics is 

missing, it is important to work with the text in the target language (Foley, How to Read 103).  

This kind of textual representation allows the text to be viewed on its own terms:  an example 

follows from the third narrative, stanza 6 in George Sword’s text: 

Original Lakota Text: 

Maka he amaniya zuya aye kta ehatanhans ohanhepi wan el oyasin wityapi tipi wanji el 

ogna na tokel igluza omanipi kte ca on iyecehce igluzapi witayapi na oiyokipiya 

woiyuskin ou woglag yankapi tehan sni hehanl inapapi na hocokatanyan  

Word-for-word Translation 

Earth, that, upon, war party, go along, shall, from, on a certain night, a, in, all, gather, 

dwelling
376

, one, in, in, and how, to hold one’s self up, travel, shall, when, just like, hold 

one’s self up, together, and, pleasant, gladness, talk, sit, long in time, not, every now and 

then, to come out, and, in a circle 

Ethnopoetic Word-for-word Translation
377

 

In their journey upon the earth, to war against the enemy, on a certain night, all the 

warriors gather in one place.
378

  There, in whatever way they are to dress for war, they 

dress accordingly, as they assemble.  In camaraderie they sit and converse in good cheer, 

shortly they emerge and gather in the center. 

                                                           
376

 Witayapi tipi  is a concept of a gathering place. 
377

 The ethnopoetic word for word translation required fluency in the language and a growing trust in the natural 

structures of the language itself which  
378

 Witaya meaning “together, in company”. 
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 The goal is to transfer as many of the oral poetic features of Lakota narrative tradition as 

possible (Foley, How to Read 105).  What the Ethnopoetic word-for-word translation required is 

a fluency in the language and trust in the natural structures of the language itself.  This 

dissertation’s aim was to accomplish this task through translations completed for the three 

shorter narratives and the longer Sun Dance narrative; all were translated from the original 

Lakota language into the target English language.  In the appendix one can see and read how this 

is accomplished through layers of translation that bring out a kind of warrior narrative that is 

traditional to Lakota oral narration.
379

  Inherent in the text is its oral derivation, in the stanzas in 

which George Sword composed them.  Although it is beyond the scope of this dissertation, it will 

not be impossible to read, represent and re-perform George Sword’s texts.  What this study does 

not do is to examine performance and audience participation due to the time lapse between when 

these narratives could have been performed and the present time. 

 In chapter 4 recurrent formulaic phrases, scenes and story patterns that varied within 

limits in George Sword’s text, were described and explained.  In particular formulas that 

contained recurring verbs [EX].
380

  Special formulas like those are found in many oral poetries 

and narratives; in fact so much so that a theory originating in the work of Parry and later Lord, 

became prominent among scholars of oral tradition.  What is called oral theory in this 

dissertation is known by other names including “Parry and Lord Theory” and more widely as 

“Oral-Formulaic Theory.”  Foley labels it as “Immanent Art” and views it as an approach that 

                                                           
379

 The way in which George Sword elected to organize these narratives in stanzas reflects Lakota oral tradition; and 

his own rhetorical style in the process.  See chapter r of this dissertation. 
380

 Foley writes, “Variability in the density of special verbal formulas reinforces at least two lessons.  First, there 

truly is thoroughgoing diversity in oral poetry; a feature that qualifies as a key in one poetry may well be rare in 

another.  Second, and complementarily, no single feature can ever qualify as a litmus test for performance across a 

spectrum of oral poetries” (How to Read 90-91). 
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concentrates on the trajectory from structure to meaning (How to Read 107).  The way in which 

Immanent Art differs from Oral-Formulaic Theory is in the way that formulaic phrases, scenes 

and story patterns are viewed, not as ends in themselves, but in the way the term “immanent” 

implies, as intrinsically linked to meaning (Foley, How to Read 109).  Thus, using Parry and 

Lord’s studies, the structure of George Sword’s narratives have been analyzed and explained 

throughout this dissertation.  In many ways, this is an initial step in a complex process where the 

logical next step to take is to apply the methods described in Immanent Art. 
381

 

 In the four decades after the publication of Lord’s seminal text, The Singer of Tales, in 

1960, comparative applications of Parry and Lord’s Theory have made to  European, Russian, 

Chinese, Japanese and other traditions.  The problem with this broad application of Parry and 

Lord’s theory, scholars generally thought, lay in the theoretical emphasis on structure and not 

enough on meaning and art.  To address the lack of focus on meaning and aesthetics of oral 

poetry and narrative, scholars, including Foley, broadened or expanded Oral-Formulaic Theory 

to move beyond structure; and inquire about the traditional implications of the formulaic aspects 

of oral poetry; and inquire about meaning.  So that, the recurrent phrases, themes and story 

patterns are keys that open a larger context through what Foley terms, “a special code” (Foley, 

How to Read 113).  That in fact, within these narratives George Sword utilizes this special 

language to access Lakota traditional identity in the larger context.  This special language is a 

register; defined by Hymes as “ major speech styles associated with recurrent types of 

situations” (In Vain 440).  So that George Sword’s way of speaking in these narratives reflects 

how Lakota oral narratives are composed.  George Sword, it could be argued, chose to use this 

                                                           
381 For practical reasons this cannot be completed at this time. 
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special register, knowing that his Lakota audience had specialized knowledge of this language in 

the dialect he spoke.
382

  In general George Sword brought into harmony his word selection and 

rhetoric to accommodate and reach his Lakota audience; one could argue that his word selection 

was entirely from this special register whereas his rhetoric reflected his own style.  Thus he was 

free to show his mastery of the tradition.  His ability to effectively use this special language is 

reflected stanza by stanza in his narratives; in doing so he is able to share these narratives with 

others who are familiar with this special register (Foley, How to Read 115).
383

  During the period 

Walker collected narratives and songs from George Sword and his contemporaries, the Lakota 

people shared a common language register for oral tradition, where he and others were able to 

utilize this special language to convey Lakota oral tradition among themselves and to outsiders 

including Walker.  Their speech reflected a way of speaking that is old and conservative.
384

  

They were fluent enough in this special language to compose, in George Sword’s case, vividly 

and eloquently.  Its use ensured its survival, its resiliency captured and celebrated in George 

Sword’s written text.  This special language served as a basis for composition for Lakota oral 

narration and song; once it is learned, it is useful for and aids in composition.  How well one 

accesses this special language is reflected in how well one tells a narrative; in George Sword’s 

case he seems to be quite fluent in it.
385

  Foley indicates that “registers are more…coded than 

everyday language…their “words” resonate with traditional implications”.  In essence they are 
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 Although George Sword and I are separated by historic time, in translating his work, and through life experience 

as a speaker of the Lakota dialect, the specialized knowledge as encoded in the language and dialect he spoke were 

familiar to me. 
383

 Thus according to Foley, “within a shared, traditional medium like oral poetry, registers are expressive vehicles 

shared by many speakers and hearers (How to Read 115). 
384

 “According to Foley, “[O]nce established as a dedicated medium, a focused register will persist because its 

governed by stricter rules for variation than are broad-spectrum everyday languages…variation within limits is the 

register’s life blood” (How to Read 115-116). 
385

 Conversely, how well this dissertation is able to portray his narratives as the best of Lakota oral narration based 

literature to date will demonstrate how fluent the researcher is in this special register.  What Immanent Art seems to 

imply is that it must work in both directions in order to be effective:  narrator to receiver. 
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the link that connects oral tradition based narratives to their oral tradition (Foley, How to Read 

116).
386

  Within this context, Foley argues through Immanent Art that “every performance occurs 

in its own time and place;” and that, “all…performances in a given tradition..[occur] in the same 

performance arena” where the terms performance arena signify not an actual physical place or 

historical time but at any point in time where for example, when a Lakota narrative is told.
387

  

Thus through the work accomplished in this dissertation, this would occur when George Sword’s 

narratives are read, so that when George Sword evokes the performance arena with certain 

beginning phrases one who is fluent knows to switch from ordinary Lakota to the language of the 

oral tradition narrative.
388

 (Foley, How to Read 118-119. 

 In analyzing George Sword’s narratives in text format; Oral-Formulaic Theory provides 

the best approach:
389

  identifying formulaic phrases, recurrent scenes or themes, and recurrent 

story patterns to in essence establish a grammar for the narrative’s register; so that this register 

can be analyzed and a determination can be made on how the register works (Foley 2002: 120).  

Using this procedure, a final step would be to find out how the grammar connects the narrative to 

Lakota oral tradition; to look at these recurrent phrases, scenes, or story patterns and ask what 

their implications are. 

                                                           
386

Foley writes, “Immanent Art shows how oral poets converse in coded structures with traditional implications 

(How to Read 117). 
387

 Foley states, “From this perspective it’s the enactment or ritual of poetry that creates the place…with the onset of 

performance, however its signaled, something changes:  applicable rules for composition and reception lock into 

place and participants begin using the designated register”(Foley, How to Read 116-117). 
388388

 Regarding fluency, Foley writes, “…true fluency demands more than a mechanical grasp of a language” 

(Foley, How to Read 120).    This is a key statement as in the past scholars have worked primarily with translated 

copies of George Sword’s text without gaining fluency in the language of the original text.  The importance of this 

dissertation is that the researcher has fluency in the original language of the text. 
389

 Indeed for texts like Beowulf, the Odyssey and Iliad as well. 
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A key question in the process followed throughout this dissertation is:  What are the 

traditional implications?
390

  In Lakota oral narrative, recurrent verbs and rhythmic verbs are the 

units used to compose the narrative.
391

  They are the words or word-units that provide the 

narrator with essential vocabulary for him or her to use to compose;  indeed for the process of 

composition to proceed in a traditional manner this special vocabulary has to be used.  In this 

study, it was a major thrust to identify and describe this aspect of traditional oral narrative 

grammar.  It was an important advancement to explicate how these recurring verbs and rhythmic 

verbs, that are Lakota words and word-units, contribute to the process of composition; to identify 

along with them, themes and story patterns.  The aim was to do this, not as an end in itself, but to 

look at these words and word-units within stanzas, but to find the traditional meanings encoded 

in them.  The only way to achieve this was through a fluency in the language of the poetry.
392

  

Within the narratives themselves important knowledge on meaning and cultural implications are 

embedded in the language of oral tradition.  The literal translation of this narratives is a 

significant contribution to Lakota oral narrative literature. 

In conclusion, the overall aim of this study and the general implications it hold for 

American Indian Studies is best understood in Parry’s words:  

The prinicples of oral form thus gotten would be useful in two ways.  They would be a 

starting point for a comparative study of oral poetry which sought to see how the way of 

life of a people gives rise to a poetry of a given kind and a given degree of excellence.  

Secondly they would be useful in the study of the great poems which have come down to 

                                                           
390

 This question would literally mean the traditional implications of George Sword’s words (Foley, How to Read 

123). 
391

 Analogous to what Foley calls “building blocks of oral traditional narrative” (How to Read 109). 
392 Generally if one is fluent in this special register that George Sword accesses in his narratives, one is fluent and 

knows what he is saying because this is language that is routinely used in a group’s oral tradition setting.  Once a 

scholar discovers how language works in that register, he or she can gain important knowledge on meaning or 

cultural implications embedded in that language (Foley, How to Read 10).  
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us as lonely relics of a dim past:  we would know how to work backwards from their 

form so as to learn how they must have been made (469). 

In this study, the aim was to describe and examine the practice of oral narrative poetry in 

the work of George Sword in order to identify the factors that make a certain form necessary; 

and then to analyze that form in detail.  A secondary and minor goal was to apply the knowledge 

thus gained comparatively; to other Lakota narratives and song.  A final step may be to evaluate 

the texts by appreciating their literary merit within traditional constructs:  Where an important 

question is:  How does the Lakota culture define Lakota oral narrative? 
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Appendix A Narrative 1 

1 

ikce wicasa wakinyan owiciyakapi wan le Wakinyan kin wiyohpeyata tipi keyapi iciu ohinyan 

heciyatanhan unkiye sa kin on 

2 

hena Wakantanka ta akicitapi keyapi  na on hena wicasa hecapi keyapi ca he tanka hel otipi ce 

iyapi 

3 

na on tuwekeciyas  nonge wanil wanahonsni  na woope nahon sni canna Wakinyan ktepi eyapi 

4 

na hena isiya oyate  wan onpi kin iyececa ya onpi eyapi  na on maka  kin ataya wanyag omanipi  

na  amagajuya omanipi 

5 

Na maka kin waicaga keyapi  na on taku kesa waste kagapi  na icaga kagapi na wamakaska na is 

wicasa hena is isam icagapi kta on na tuktel maka wanji  howinyapi  canna yujajapi na taku el 

onpi oyasin kahintapi 

6 

Na heon sunka wakan kin he itancanya Wakinyan tawapi  na wicayuhapi wamakaska oyasin 

wicayuhapi tka sunka wakan he aitancanya un wica kiyapi 

7 

tka Wakinyanpi kin el wicasapi kin ecakel tuwini wicasa tang gnayaha wanwicayaka okihi sni 

eyapi  tka tuwa Wakinyan iwicahabla keya ehatanhans he wicasa wanwicayaka keya oihanble 

ognaya ecela 

8 

hehal Wakinyan el wamakaska tona wicayuha oonyapi kin hena lena eepi sunka wakan sunka 

zitkala wicatankala pisko uupijata icapsipsicala ocaje  istanica tanka miniyata oonyapi kin 

agliska gnaska  tuswecal mini mahel onpi sni 

9 

tohanl lilahci Wakinyan agli canna agliska kin Wakinyan agli kin el opapi nakun gnaska kin 

hecel hena  mini hiyu kin opeya huyupi  na makata hinhpaypi keyapi 

10 

Wamakaska unmapi kin hena Wakinya iyowajipi sni 
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11 

taku wanji  Wakinyan towanpi el hiyu ca Wakinyan ktepi eceyapi kin he hecel cajeyatepi 

Wakinyan etanhan Heyoka iwicahabla na wakiciconzapi  tka ecel econ sni kin on he ktepe es 

eyapi eya taku wamakaska kesa kapi 

12 

Na heon wicasa ekta wanna Wakinyan Heyoka ihanbla wan lecel woglaka ihanbli wai 

wiyohpeyatahan ista nicatanka wan mahiyohin ca hecel wakangli iyecel iblable na Wakinyan 

wicoti egna ewacin maksapa wicasa san iciyayapi ca huha iyohila sa on yuglaksiksa wicanape 

kipiya on oiciwapi na Hoksila wicasa ankantula wasteya wacin ksapayo wicoskate kin lena nita 

oyate ekta yuha yaki na lena tain yayin kta ce eyapi 

13  

hecetu kin on yuinahniya Heyoka woze kta ca wicasa tuwa ehana Heyoka ihanble wan icu 

icekiya na heya woihanble wan iwahanble na he itahenakeya(?) Wakinyan u kiya canna ekta 

tuwa akecita pasa nawahon eon eya 

14 

hecel ehantanhan Heyoka kin wayupta ca heya he heyoka woyaze kta econnisipe le eya hecel 

tokel econnisipi kin ognaya oyate egna tainiyayin kta ce eya 

15 

hecel  wana heyoka woze kta ca oyate wicoti kin Hocokata wizi tipi iticagapi tipi cigala na tipi 

taninla wizila na tusin ota sni conala ticage wowapipi hena Heyoka ihanble taninpi kin hecapi 

wipa ipaha tusin nonpa ipaha iglepi na tona Heyoka ihatanpi hena oyasin el wicakicopi 

16 

Canna Heyoka kin wanji glahnigapi na Heyoka teca eon he yutan na tokel slolya keyapi 

wanglake cinhan iyecel owa na Heyoka teca kin sunka wakan hin tokeca ca ankanl yanke kta 

keya ca iyecel sunkanl yanke kiyapi na ataya wicasa sanyapi Hu ha oyasin sa on yuglaksiksin 

sayapi na iyujipa el pehin oyasin yugmigma iyakaska na el ticanicahu wan el iyakaska wahukeza 

wansanyapi ca huha 

17 

hehal Heyoka oyasin lecel iglutanpi wizi Hanska pahcihcipi otanpi na wizi ogle wahlokapi onpi 

na nata el tacanta ogi wan nata ataya ite ko okigi na pesleta el wahlokapi na etanhan pehin 

okaske wan hinapayapi na wizi eya wica nape coka iskoya na iyehankeca baslecapi na nonge el 

owinpi na najute entanhan kangi sin owecinhanhan ksinpi ca iyaglaskapi na eon tuweca kes itazi 

hayapi Hanska wahukeza Hanske wahehanyan kannacega wan hinkpe nonpa is yanmi ece iyagna 

yuhapi tka hena ecakel itazipa sni ecakel wan sni inahni econpi on iyacinya  

18 
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hehanl teca Heyoka kin lecel igluza san ipeya epe can he hecetu na sunkawakan ankanl iyotanka 

na wahukeza he yuha na heyoka olowan wan ahiyaya ca olowan kin lee 

1 Mahpiya mimeya u kiye lo 

Mahpiya mimeya u kiye lo 

Wamiconze co wanna ka 

Ecetu wakiye 

2. Mahpiya mimeya 

         U kiye lo 

         Wamiconze co wanna ka 

         Ecetu wakiye 

19 

hehanl Heyoka wohanpi kin el pte ceji ece wohapi kin el El wahinkeza on iyeya ca taceji wanji 

icapa icu hehal Heyoka oyasin wohapi cega ikanyel najipi na hena Hiyupi na cega etanhan taceji 

eon hena Heyoka kin nape on yuze Eyayapi iyabya yuha iyayapi na tuktel Wicasa wicahca iyeca 

yankapi wanwanyag yankapi el taceji he Ewicagupi cana wicasa eon Haye eyapi  na yutapi tuwe 

wan teca heyoka woze kin he kici yuonihanpi on 

20 

he oicon oyasin Heyoka oyasin woiha woecon ece econpi oyate wan wanyakapi Na iha wicayapi 

kta Heyoka teca kin Wakinyan wakiconzapi eon wanna tanyan iglusta kin on ikiciyuskinpi eyapi 

21 

Heyoka oyasin cajepi wan lee ciyeke sni iwicakiyapi Heon Heyoka oyasin iyapi eyapi oyasin 

Unzihekta  eyapi sa 

22 

Na hehal Heyoka oyasin kolakiciyapi Na tuktel anpetu wan el witaya wohanpi Na el Heyoka 

lowanpi Na el Heyoka tuwicahan oyasin tanin kiyapi 

23 

Na ake anpetu wan kahnigapi na Heyoka wica ece oyate wicoti kin Hookawinge Heyoka waci 

ahiyaya na lowanpi na cancega kabupi kin Heyoka kin wacipi tka yuonihanya wacipi sni tka 

skatapi iyecel lila wankanlkanl iye iciya wacipi 

24 

hehal Heyoka wan iye isnala anpetu wan el Heyoka iglutan na oyate wicoti Hookawinge Heyoka 

hiyaya na Pehin ka ablel yeya na pecoka el kangi san owecinhanhan iyakaska Na tancan sa iciya 
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na Oyaya oyasin wase on yuglaksiksa akiya o inkpa oyasin okijata owa na pte ha sina wan Hin 

kin ataninya yuhinyaka tanhan in leska el akicaska aceskikan glaksa Na ecakel itazipa wan yuha 

wan eya iyustag nakun cancega sayapi wan yuha nape ogna 

25 

Na olowan kin lecel ahiyaya ca cancega kabu na tancan koya iglu homnimni anongnong etowan 

wacici Hiyaya na eyasta canna wanbli hupahu siyo tanka wan owatanla yajo 

26 

Olowan kin lee 

1. Wi wan wakanya 

Yake kin cante 

Iyapa maye 

 

2.  Wi wan wakanya 

Yanke kin cante 

Iyapa maye 

27 

Na hehal tuwa Heyoka woze eeyas nanhahci tokehci Econsipi iyecihci Econ sni kecin na 

Nahanhci Wakinyan kowicakapa na ake Heyoka woze ici nonpa woze na aki eci yamni woze 

Hehanyan Wakinyan kokipe sni tka hecena Heyoka iglawa on 
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Narrative 1 Literal Translation 

1 

Common men tell of Wakinyan in this way:  Wakinyan dwells in the direction where the sun sets 

at the west, the people say.  Always from this direction it arrives. 

2 

Those soldiers are Wakan tanka’s and the way they are, they are like men, the people say.  So, 

they dwell there in the great mountains, so the people say. 

3 

And whomever heeds not nor obeys custom/law and hears not, when at such time Wakinyan kills 

them, the people say. 

4 

Wakinyan, are beings like us; resemble us.   Everything is transparent to them; they are all-

knowing.  All of the earth they see as they travel with the rain. 

5 

And everything on earth is made to grow and flourish; and animals and men, too.   The places on 

earth where it is putrid, there, a cleansing comes. 

6 

And that is why the horse is the one in charge of all animals because he belongs to Wakinyan.   

7 

Whoever has a dream about Wakinyan, if that man says he saw Wakinyan, it is only through 

dreaming.  It is something that cannot be lied about. 

8 

Certain animals belong to Wakinyan including the horse and dog.  Birds that fly that belong to 

Wakinyan are gulls, night hawks, swallows, and the horned lark.  The lizard belongs to 

Wakinyan.  The water creatures that belong to Wakinyan frogs and those that live near the water 

such as the dragonfly.   

9 

Whence Wakinyan arrives, lizards follow, as do frogs.  Where  the water falls, they, too, fall to 

the earth. 

10 

All other animals Wakinyan is not concerned with. 
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11 

Where Wakinyan looks something comes from it so it is killed.   That which is called by name is 

Heyoka. 

12 

Therefore, among men, now Wakinyan Heyoka dreamers, in this way, I know.  It happened this 

way:  From the west, a bird came for me and with great haste I went to the dwelling of 

Wakinyan.  There I was greeted by a man who painted himself white all over his limbs.  He 

approached me and spoke to me in the following manner:  “Boy, purify yourself; clear your 

mind.  Wicoskata, the things that belong to you, you will return to your nation with these, and 

show them in a good way.  Do this.”  He implored. 

14 

The Heyoka must do the ceremony according to the way he is told.  The event must occur in full 

view of the people.  This shall be done, it is said. 

15 

Therefore, when a ceremony is to occur, in the center of the camp, a small, old and worn tent is 

set up.  There are not many tent poles, however, the wind flaps are propped open.  It is decorated 

accordingly.  Whoever is a Heyoka is invited. 

16 

The Heyoka select a new Heyoka as one of their own.  They honor the new Heyoka  by helping 

him adhere to the details of his dream.   He is painted a certain way. 

17 

So then, all Heyoka dressed in fine clothes according to custom. 

18  

Now then, a new Heyoka dresses in this way:  painted white, he sits upon a horse with a spear in 

his hand and he sings this song: 

The clouds in a circle, they have arrived. 

A vow is being fulfilled. 

The clouds in a circle, they have arrived. 

A vow is being fulfilled.
393

 

19 

                                                           
393

 This is a personal statement having to do with the Heyoka’s belief. 
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At the Heyoka feast, a buffalo tongue is boiled and taken and given to the old men.  They cry out 

in joy, “haiye!” and eat it.   It is the new Heyoka that is honored at this feast. 

20 

A custom is that the deeds of the Heyoka are done to amuse the people and make them laugh.  

The new Heyoka’s commitment to Wakinyan is thus completed and all are glad for him. 

21 

All Heyoka have a name and they are called “Ceye ke sni.”  Therefore they speak and say things 

backwards. 

22 

Now then, all Heyoka form a fellowship with each other.  On a given day, they gather and make 

a feast.  At that time all their customs are made manifest. 

23 

And again, they select a day and only the Heyoka men gather where the people are camped.  

They dance a certain way
394

 within the circle of the camp.   

24 

Sometimes, a Heyoka, alone, on a given day dresses as a Heyoka and where the people are 

camped, comes into the circle. He carries a bow to shoot with and holds a red painted drum in his 

hand. 

25 

And he sings a song as he beats the drum.  He dances to his song, turning his body and looking 

from side to side.  Dancing he comes and goes past.  When he finishes he blows straight into an 

eagle bone whistle.  

26 

The song he sings is this: 

 

Sun mysteriously sit 

Causing my heart to stir 

Sun mysteriously sits 

Causing my heart to stir. 

27 

                                                           
394

 See word for word translation. 
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The fear of Wakinyan motivates the Heyoka to do as he is told.  He performs the ceremony a 

second and a third time for this reason.  The time comes when he no longer fears Wakinyan, 

even then, he still considers himself a Heyoka. 
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Appendix B Narrative 2 

1 

Wicasa is wamakaska Wakinyan wakangli he na katapi kin hena otuya sni eyapi tka hecel 

wowicala tawapi kin le e  

 

2 

Tuwa katapi kin he Wakinyan iwicahanbla ca tokel wakinconza pi na iconsipi tka ecel econ sni 

kin on he akicita ktepi le eyapi 

3 

Na wicasa wan wakangli agli he cinhan he pehin el agli he ca yummiya yugmigma selececa kin 

hel hecel eyapi e he nata heciyatan yugmigma pahtin kta wakiconzapi tka iyecel econ sni kin ou 

he iyecel oyaka iyecel heconpi 

4 

Henhanl tancan el hiyu na oyaya tokeyatan yumnimisya iyaya cinhan he ake iyecel eyapi e 

heciyatanhan  hecel oiciwa kta tka wakiconzapi eyapi he eyapi 

5 

Na wicasa Wakinyan ktepi he kape na hecel eyapi he Wakinyanpi kin ekta opeyapi eon wanna 

ekta glokiyaglapi ca wanna ekta ou welo
395

 eyapi  na 

 

6 

He ktepi  iyahakan Wakinyan ukiya canna wicasa eon he Wakinyan ukiye kinhan heciya opa na 

om
396

 kin keyapi 

7 

Na akes heyapi wicasa Wakinyan ktepi kin he tukta kin he can ognakapi eonpapi ohakam el 

Wakinyan ountan hanpe lo
397

 eyapi he opeyapi kin ou tuktel hpaya hecinhan el Wakinyan 

onajinya oupi 

8 

Na on wicasa Wakinyan ktepi kin he Wakinyan te on kecinpi on cekiyapi na taku cinpi kin kila 

icekiyapi 

                                                           
395

 Buechel, see p. 575, we, and p. 325, lo…for the sake of emphasis. 
396

 Translated as with.  Research. 
397

 Buechel, p. 325, …for the sake of emphasis. 
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9 

Wakinyan kin hena wakinyan ukiye kin el opa na taku makatakiya taku kte keyapi iyapi na on 

wicasa wan wakinyan ktepi he cekeyapi na heyapi nita oyate lel yankapi el iwastegla yaku kte na 

onsi ewicayakiyin kta 

10 

Wowicala hena hecetu hca lakapi tka ehantanhan isiya wicasa wanjigji woksape yuhapi kin hena 

wowicala kin hecetu sni eyapi yunkan na on wicasa ota slolyewicakiyapi kin he wowicake 
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Narrative 2 Literal Translation 

1 

Man or animal Wakinyan strikes dead with lightning for a reason, they say, and (this is it) 

according to their beliefs. 

2 

The one who is killed had a dream of Wakinyan and vows and receives orders but heeds them 

not, for that reason, an akicita kills him, they say. 

3 

And the man lightning arrived, whose hair, where he was struck is balled up, there they say; his 

head is bundled up (in that way), selececa, on his forehead.  (He was to) fulfill his vow but did 

not do so, for that they tell of him. 

4 

Then, his body, where his limbs are curled, it is, again, said accordingly, that where he is 

afflicted, he was to adhere to his vows in total but did not, they say. 
 

5 

And the man Wakinyan killed, they speak of him and say, “That man that Wakinyan killed, they 

speak of him and say, he is designated as one of them, that is why, now, they take him and return 

home, now they come, “ they say. 

6 

In the time after; preceding the time after his death, whevever Wakinyan ukiye occurs then he 

who was killed joins, takes part in Wakinyan ukiye, they say. 

7 

And again it is said that wherever the man is laid to rest, afterward, at that place Wakinyan 

strikes.  The reason for that is because they allowed him to join them, wherever he is laid to rest, 

in that place Wakinyan is present. 

8 

And on account of that, the wakinyan dreamer killed by Wakinyan, it is thought that wakinyan te 

ou, therefore or for that reason, the people pray to him (wakinyan dreamer) and ask for whatever 

they desire in their prayer. 

9 

Wakinyan, when Wakinyan ukiye, joins in and is permitted to kill as he strikes earthward, thus to 

the wakinyan dreamer, the people pray, “nita oyate lel yankapi el wastegla yaku kte na onsi 
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ewicayakiyinkt,” these are your people, gently return among them and pity them and protect 

them.” 

10 

The beliefs are thus firmly held, a long time ago, each man had wisdom and those beliefs are 

sometimes doubted.  And many men are taught (slolyewicakiyapi) that is a truth. 
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Appendix C Narrative 3 

1 

Ikce wicasa ozuye econpi wicasa tuwe wanji toka wicayapi ekta zuya yacin kin  

2 

tokala wicaya wanji is nonpa ecel om aokiyapi na tukte wanji kahnigapi  

3 

canna anpetu wan el wohan na twewe wicdacin kin wicakicopi na wanna tipi ogna ahiyotanke 

canna canonpa opagipi na hupguzapi na Ho wakantanka le iyahpeyaya taku wowahtani wanil 

misna wasanica wanji kte eya hehal iye onpa na unmapinakun oyasin onpa 

4 

Nakun wohanpi kin he waksica ognakapi na ciska nonpa el ognakapi na hoihanke eciya tanhan 

onpa yutapi na ake iyeyapi canna ake ciska nonpa icupi na ake nonpa yutapi na woyute wacanla 

okawinge yutapi na tebyapi 

5 

Na tuweni nonpa okawinge sni wasuyapi tuktel zuya wohanpi wanji nonpa okawinge cinhan he 

ozuye kin secaya wa a kipapi keyapi 

6 

Maka he amaniya zuya aye kta ehatanhans ohanhepi wan el oyasin wityapi tipi wanji el ogna na 

tokel igluza omanipi kte ca (on?) iyecehce igluzapi witayapi na oiyokipiya woiyuskin ou woglag 

yankapi tehan sni hehanl inapapi na hocokatanyan  

7 

Inajin na sunk kag lowanpi na yahan ahiyayapi na eyastapi na lila ungnahala akisapi na hehal 

olowan he lila ahiyayapi na itazipa el wauhinkpe on icatasahan lowanpi apapa najinpi na oyasin 

yusisi iwacici najinpi na lowanpi 

8 

Olowan: 

3.  Kolapila tohal wagli keciyas ecin  homawaniye 

4. Kolapila tohal wagli keceyas ecin homawaniye 

9 

Olowan ota on lowanpi 

10 
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Lecel igluzapi wanjigji ptehinca haji mahel ogleyapi iyakanl pteha sina inpi na wajin wan ogna 

kinpi nakun wanjijgi wahukeza yuhapi kta na wikan okakse wanji kinpi  

hanpa okazante wan kinpi waksica mignakapi na wizi hanska otonpi hecel hiyayapi icahan 

winyan kin lowanpi na tuwe zuya iyayapi kte con hena cajeyal wicakici lowanpi na heyapi 

“ohitika con ake wanna iyayinkte,” eya
398

 lowanpi 

11 

Na ihinhanna el wanna zuya eyaya titanhan 

eyotanka na ipahlalya iyotankapi toka azuye wicayapi itkiya etonwan iyotonkapi na wanjigji 

ehake upi kin “sunk kagi lowan” aon na leya lowan au “takommi tiwohanhan inajin omawani 

keyas tuwa caje omayake ca epe na ake wa u welo,” eya lowan au 

12 

Na tuktel iyanka canna canna peji ko wokiya kagapi na hena otipi nahahci okapi sni han koska 

nonpa iwicacinpi na “Blotahuka oti” el awicaglipi na pte waste wanji owieasipi(?) na on takuku 

agli wicasipi wakceyapi nonpa tan owasopi na tacante ogin hena aglipi “Blotahuka oti” el aglipi 

13 

Canna hena spayapi na blotahuka el opewicayapi kta tuwe kagapi sni ka icupi na tuwa Blotahuk 

opeyapi kta con kico yesepi na hena wicakico i na awicagli tuwa heconsipi kin he Blotahuka 

wowase eceyapi na on wowitan glawapi 

14 

Ozuye wan wicotapi ehantanhans Blotahuka sagloga wahecetuya wicakagapi hena ozuye kin hel 

wiyukcanpi kta ca on hena wicakagapi 

15 

Hehal akicita wicakagapi kta on Blotahuka wowasi ion ake koskalaka waste nonpa wicakico i na 

awicagli hehal ataya zuya itancan con koskalaka kin hena he wicakiya “ozuye kin le waste kta ca 

on Blotahuka kin lena wicakagapi ca nis leniyas akicita itancan nicagapi Blotahuka ho 

anawicayagoptapi kta nanita hoksila (honge)
399

 kta on akicita wicayakage kta” eyapi hehas 

akicita wicakagapi 

16 

Hehal tuwepi nonpa atokanyan wahukeya nonpa kagapi inkpata okijata na el okijata iyokijin(?) 

el sonkaha ohiye nonpa baslecapi iyakaska pi na okijate nonpiya kangi son ptaptaya iyakaskapi 

na tacante ogi  con i el akagegepi oikan yamni kagapi na wahukesa he el iyakaskapi na koska 

sinte nonpa koska wastepi kta itepi na heca nonpa iwicacupi na wacaconpi canna hena koska kin 

                                                           
398

 When…eya follows a phrase or sentence, …may be rendered, …he said what precedes, p. xxxi, Riggs, Dakota 

Grammar with Texts and Ethnography. 

 
399

 “some” is honge. 
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mni aku wicakiyapi canna “ozuye wicoti” ataya mni wickagli omanipi hena toka sankanyan ata 

wicayapi kin iye toka ktepi wowitan yuhapi kta wowicakican 

17 

Wanna toka tahmakoce ekta wapaya ihuni kin iconhan koska nonpa na etan owicakiyapi yunke 

enatanhans hena toka ta otoweya
400

 onpi ca hena tunweya sa ewicakiyapi na koska kin tuwe 

hecel econsa kin he woyuonihan yuhakiyapi 

18 

Na hehal Blotahuka kin wanna toka ekta takul atogyapi canna Hocokam iyatankapi na koskalaka 

tuwe wicakahnigapi tuwekesa Blotahuka wanji na is akicita tuwekesa el opa cin kin okihi na 

hena aglimna wicayapi na hena tuweya yapi kta ca okihipi canna wicasa kin tuweyayin kta 

yuowecinhan ewicaglepi 

19 

Is hoka eya ipahlalya inajin na lowanpi na tukte tokeya eglepi he cajeyatapi na ake wanna ake 

iyayelo tiyata heyapi na tona ewicaglepi otiyohi cajeyal ilowan ihuni wicayapi hehal inyag 

iyayapi ca awicasapi na wicakice lo wanpi 

20 

Iyayapi con ekta wanna sunka ho kupi kin on ozuye kin he nahonpi kin hehal heyapi “hochanhe 

tuweya u kiyelo” eyapi na oconhegla canna iyaye wicayapi conhan wicasa eya el lowanpi ion 

hena eepi is wanji tokeca el aopeya ake ipahlalya inajin cokata ptece ptayela egnakapi na el 

wicasa kin wanji canonpa opagi 

21 

Na yuha inajin canna ozuye eciyatanhan tuweya u kiye etkiya wicasa tona okihipi etkiya 

anawicatapi tuweya kupi kin iwastegla awicapapi he wacanhiye koyag kupi kin he iye tokeya 

icupi cinpi on heconpi wasigla sni tka woyuonihan heca na ake tiya takeya gli (?)heconpi wasigla 

sni tka woyuonihan heca na ake tiya takeya gli. 

22 

Hehal tuweya u kiye
401

 kin ogla wecinhan kupi tuwe tokeya wan wicayake he takeya kin ozuye 

etanhan ipahlalya najinpi na tuweya lowanpi hecel tuweya ku kin tokeya kin ku na ptece 

wasamglip
402

 con na ongihpeya canna “Haye” eyapi na tuweya glipi kin ipahlalya iyotanke 

wicakiyapi na  

23 

                                                           
400

 Otonwahe, pl 783, n. town (village, city). 
401

 The narrative difference between u kiye and ku is very significant in Stanza 22 so that Sword switches from they 

are coming to he comes.  See page, 505, Buechel, “ukiya,” v. col. Pl. They are on their way home, …this is said of 

many, whereas ku is said of one.  See entry. 
402

 This word may be wasabglepi, meaning to place something black for a sign, p. 549, Buechel. 
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Canonpa opagi yuha najin con he iyatan na tuweya tokeya con unapon kiya na ecel oyasin u pan 

wickiya na hehal wicasa tuwe eye sipi kin he heya Ho makoce kin lena yuptokakin inicage tuktel 

inayaji na sungmanitu oskiciye esa wanlaka kin omakiyaka yo na ungna mayagnaye cinhan hehal 

tuweya gli kin he taku wanyaka hena oglaka 
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Narrative 3 Literal Translation 

1 

Of ordinary men, warriors
403

, whoever, wants to go to war against a hostile nation
404

. 

2 

His particular friends, one or two men will assist him and whoever is selected and to war will go 

along. 

3 

When at such time on a given day, a feast (is prepared) and those who he wants are invited.  And 

they arrive and fill a house as guests (sit).  Upon their arrival a pipe is filled and held in the hand.  

And he, who prays with the pipe, implores, “Ho Wakan Tanka
405

, this prayer I send to gain your 

favor, without (any) transgression, on my side
406

, join as one, so it shall be,” he prays, then he 

smokes and the others also smoke. 

4 

Also, the food prepared is placed in a serving vessel
407

two buffalo horn spoons are placed in it.  

At either end of the circle it is sent around.  Each one takes and eats two spoonfuls; this is 

repeated again by each.  Then it is passed around clockwise until they eat it all. 

5 

Moreover, never does it come around twice.  That is, in a war-feast, the food is not passed 

around a second time.  The people say that if the food is passed around a second time, misfortune 

will befall the warriors. 

6 

On account of the upcoming journey against the enemy, on a certain night, all the warriors gather 

in one witayapi tipi.
408

  There, in whatever way they are to dress (for war) they dress 

accordingly.  Together in company, they sit and converse gladly (in camaraderie); within a short 

while, they emerge and in a circle (gather). 

7 

                                                           
403

 “ozuye econpi wicasa” a Lakota concept that literally translates to “war-doing work-men.” 
404

 Toka meaning one of a hostile nation; the word comes from tokeca, an adjective meaning different, another (or 

other). 
405

 Translated as “Great Sacred.” 
406

 Phrase appears to me “misna (I alone) wasanica wanji kte.” 
407

 Waksica is not just a plate but in the old language it means a common vessel.  One common eating vessel. 
408

 Witaya meaning together, in company. 
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They stand and sing.  Sunk kag lowanpi
409

 and finish singing; and very suddenly shout.  They 

start again and sing the song, keeping time with the arrow hitting the wooden side of the bow, as 

they crowd together
410

.  All dance, shaking their shoulders, they dance. 

8 

The song they sing is: 

Friend, rejoice 

When 

I return 

To think  

Yes,  

I walk,  

Howling,  I walk
411

. 

 

Friend, rejoice 

When 

I return 

Suppose 

Howling, I walk. 

9 

They sing many songs
412

 

 

10 

In this manner they dress.  Some wear calf skin under a female buffalo skin shawl worn over the 

shoulder.  Some have spears and sharp weapons.  A coiled leather chord they carry on the(ir) 

back(s).  Moccasin strings they carry.  They carry for each other a serving dish.  And old 

leggings they put on and wear.  In this way they pass by.  In the meantime, the women sing.  All 

                                                           
409

 A certain song. 
410

 Ica ta s’a han lowanpi. 
411

 Like a wolf. 
412

 Did Sword intend to insert songs?  In a narrative or story telling mode does the narrator then insert songs? 
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of those going to war are named as the women sing, “Ohitaka con ake wanna iyayinkte,” they 

sing, “He who is brave, is getting ready to leave, again.” 

11 

The next morning, they emerge from their homes and sit together facing the direction they will 

leave for war.  Those coming last sing:  ”Always among the tents I roam, but someone betrayed 

my name (called out my name), that I is why, I say (this) and come again,” with these words they 

sing as they approach. 

12 

And wherever this is going on, even grass is used and made into a dwelling.  Still or before 

okapi, two young men are selected and to Blotahuka oti they are brought and told to find a good 

female buffalo and given the task of bringing one thing or other:  two ribs of the animal; a strip 

from the body; and the sheath covering the heart of the buffalo.  These they bring to Blotahuka 

oti. 

13 

Then these are cooked. 

Who is asked to serve Blotahuka does so with honor.
413

  Especially in the selection of those who 

will join the Blotahuka.  No one is made a Blotahuka but are invited to it.  Those who are invited 

are called.  The one who is asked to serve is told to go and bring those who are invited to join the 

Blotahuku. 

14 

They select about eight to be Blotahuka from the many warriors.  They will think about the 

war
414

, that is why they are selected. 

15 

Then warriors are to be inducted so again the servant for the Blotahuka goes and brings back two 

good young men and all the war leaders speak to the young men and say, “our effort at war shall 

be good (fortuitious) thus the Blotahuka are made and you are made akicita, obey the voice of 

the Blotahuka.   Some of your young men (boys) shall be made warriors,” and they are indeed 

made warriors. 

16 

This Stanza is actually two separate thoughts:  I have divided it into A. and B.: 

A.  Two young men, good and pleasant are selected.  Then those young men are allowed to 

bring water.  They bring water for the entire camp
415

.  

                                                           
413

 Blotahuku el opewicayapi.  Also, blotahuku opeyapi kta.  Kta indicates that it will happen.  They will join. 
414

 Ozuye where the prefix “o” forms a noun of the verb zuya meaning to go on a war party.  An army is camped. 
415

 Ozuye wicoti or war camp. 
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B. Those in the camp all prepare to meet the enemy so that they will have the honor of 

killing the enemy. 

17 

Now with good fortune they arrive in enemy country.  Meanwhile the two young men and 

some who have come to help.  In the enemy village are scouts (come to their aid and assist 

them) and the young men that do this, honor is given them. 

18 

When the Blotahuka seek revenge upon the enemy, at such time, the young men selected are 

brought to the center of the camp circle.   The men who want to join and are able to go, 

whether a Blotahuka or an akicita, whoever is able is placed in (a) row (single file). 

19 

Some singers stand together and they sing.  The one they placed, they call him by name.  

“Now again he goes homeward,” they say.  Those they placed, all are called, singing their 

names, they make them come.  Then running they leave so they yell out for them and sing 

with them. 

20 

Those who left return with wolf howls:  the call of war.  Those listening say, “hon hon he, a 

scout approaches.”  In response to these words a commotion ensues and the men go forth.  In 

the center they join the singers.  Among them may be one who is different who joins in.  In 

the center a man fills a pipe near a pile of buffalo chips. 

21 

And with it he stands.  The scouts return from the direction of the enemy.  All men who can 

charge toward the returning scouts and strike gently and deliberately.  They return with 

goodwill and he who touches them first is blessed by it.  Therefore they do this.  To be struck 

this way is not an insult but an honor.  Afterward they turn homeward. 

22 

Then the scouts, forming a line one behind the other, return.  The one who first sees them, 

starts the line, and they line up behind him.  They sing, “tuweya lowanpi,” as they approach.  

The first of the scouts stops at the place where the buffalo chips are in the center.  As they 

dismount, they say, “ha-ye,” and give thanks.  They are thus allowed to sit together in a line.  

The first scout who returned is allowed to take smoke the pipe first.  The rest are allowed to 

smoke. 

Then the man who is told to speaks and says, “This country that you passed through where 

you stand looking around, some wolf movement did you see?  Tell me, perhaps, I do not 

know but you might lie to me.  After this is said, thus, the man speaks and tells all he saw.
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Appendix D Sundance Narrative 

1
416

 

Wi wanyag wacipi oyakapi 

Wicasa ecela wi wanyag waci itancanpi na tohani winyan wanji heca kte sni  

2 

Wicasa wan wi wanyaga waci kin he toka kici yapi el yapi na om kicizapi kta itokam wi wanyag 

waci hoye iciyapi kta 

3 

Tuwe tokeya he econ kte con he itancan kta wan hee na tuwa iye iyokipi kin he kici itancanpi 

4 

Itancan nonpapi heniyoslalapi eya otapi eyas nonpalala ececapi  

5 

He cel wasuyapi 

6
417

 

Na istakukesa wonihiceye wicahiyagle canna hoye iciyapi 

7 

Tka iyeska kicizapi hel opa sni 

8 

Na hoye iciyapi kin he iye takunni sica akipapi kte sni tka isna wasanicayapi kta eyapi 

9
418

 

Na wanna tona wi wanyag waci hoye wicayapi kte con oyasin iglujujupi na iparlalya
419

 wihinape 

etkiya etowan inajinipi 

10 

Na wicasa wakan iglawan wan hoyeye sipi kin ins iglujuju na wicilazata inajini na okihi kin 

lowan iye wakan olowan tawa wan heca ca 

11 

                                                           
416

 Sword’s numbering system designates this as 1. 
417

 This is Sword’s Stanza #2. 
418

 This is Sword’s Stanza # 3. 
419

 There is no r in the Lakota alphabet, this r represents a guttural h sound. 
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Iho hanhan he topa eya ca ehake eye cinhana ihecegla woglag hanbloglaka
420

 na lecel eya 

12 

 Anpe wi kin wasteya nongopta icuwo peji hinyapaza oyasin ite tokeca ahinape cinhan hoksila 

wahehatu kin lena ite wanwicalakin kta ce eyapi 

13 

Tka wamakaskan yeye cinhan hena om ite wankiciyakapi kta ce eyapi 

14 

Na wokicize kin le el taku wacanrize
421

 oyasin nagi wasakala kte na wacanrize hena oyasin 

mitawa kte 

15
422

 

Tka miye etkiya taku wowartani
423

 wanil mita oyate ekta wakinajin kta eya ce kinhan 

16 

Hehal tate ouye topa kin ekta tuwa warupakonza ewicakiyapi kin na ihukuya wamakaskan 

wanbli cetan tehan houtka hena oyasin ca nonpa niciyuzapi kta ce eyapi 

17 

Anpetu wanji towanjica ca iyolilita ca iyblageyela okatakin wanica hena kici ite cokaya kici 

wanyecila kapi kta ce eyapi ce eyasta hehal wicasa el najinpi oyasin haye eyapi 

Eyasta hehal wicasa el najinpi oyasin haye eyapi 

18
424

 

Hehal
425

 olowan kin le ahiyaya  

19
426

 

Oyate waste wakage lo 

20 

Oyate waste wakage lo 

                                                           
420

 Hanbloglaka, p. 165, v.a. (hanble-oglaka).  To tell of one’s own intercourse with the spirits, relate visions; to 

speak unintelligently; to pray. 
421

 In wacanrize, the r represents a guttural h.  Although there are no r’s or q’s Sword uses an r symbol and a q to 

indicate a guttural h and a k’ sound as in k’un. 
422

 This is Sword’s Stanza 4. 
423

Although there are no r’s Sword uses an r symbol to indicate a guttural h in wowartani. 
424

 This is Sword’s Stanza 5. 
425

 Hehanl is a narrative device. 
426

 This is the first verse of the song he sang. 
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21 

Kola lena micage con 

Oyate waste wakage lo 

Kola lena micage con 

Oyate waste wakage lo
427

 

Kola lena micage con 

22
428

 

Hehal enakiyapi na wokicize el opapi eya taku icekiyapi na tanyerce
429

 iyeceturce
430

 sni eyas 

hecena econpi kta na  

23 

Wicasa wi wanyag waci kte cinhan hehanyan wicasa kin he yuwakanpi eciyapi na on wakan 

iglawa on na takuni sicaya econ sni na tokecincinya ou sni 

24
431

 

Wicasa wakan otapi tka conala o wi wanyag waci kaga okihipi
432

  

25
433

 

Hecel  anpetu wan taku owi 

wanyag wacipi kin he el woilagyapi hena igni ou  

26
434

 

27 

Ptehicala cepa waste ha wan na he yuwakanya kpayapi na tanyan kagapi hin kin opeya kagapi na 

pehanpi na yuwakanya yuhapi takuni asape sni ya he waonyapi tokahe kin he e 

28
435

 

                                                           
427

 This begins the second verse of the song the man sang in the original numbering system. 
428

 Sword’s Stanza 6 
429

 The r in Tanyerce represents a guttural h sound. 
430

 The r in iyeceturce represents a guttural h sound. 
431

 Sword’s Stanza 7 
432

 There appears to be a break in the narrative here in accordance with Sword’s numbering system. 
433

 Sword’s Stanza 8 
434

 There is no 26 in the numbering scheme.  The original journal utilizes a different numbering scheme as well.  The 

use of this numbering sequence does allow the reader to compare this translation to that which was published by the 

American Folklore Journal in 1920---- for comparative purposes. 
435

 Sword’s Stanza 9.  Stanzas 28 through 36 are thus numbered 9 through 17 in Sword’s original numbering system.   
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Hehal pte tan wasin wan wica nape iskoya 

29 

Tacante oge wasin wan 

30 

Pau wan 

31 

Houpe wan 

32 

Maka wase tan 

33 

Canli etan 

34 

Nazonspe cigala 

35 

Mima
436

 

acanga 

37 

Hehal
437

 wi wanyag waci kin iye taku koyag 

waci kta cinhan lena ee kta 

38 

Peyoza ipaza oskapi topa hena pecokan el aopaza  

39 

Wanapin tahasaka mimela ohommi waskiskitapi na tosan inyuupi na cokanya wanbli wiyaka 

wanjila iyakaskapi wikan sopi wan ikan cante el aiyopteya napin 

40 

                                                           
436

 Is this mima or mila, meaning a knife? 
437

 Hehal or hehanl is a narrative device to transition from that which was told previously to what follows thereafter.  

If it is to be more specific then k’un is used as well to what was previously narrated. 
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Masicala ha wan wasleslecapi na owaslece wanjigji oyaya topa ecel iya iglaska 

41 

Tarca
438

 ha nonpa kpayapi nitehepi oicige 

42 

Tahasaka wan tatanka kagapi na nakun wanji wicasa toka kagapi na heniyas can wakan pa wosla 

eglepi el opa el iyakaskapi 

43
439

 

Win kan sonpi hanska wan el 

44
440

 

Can kapestopi nonpa hena on cante parlokapi is hena on okaska najin 

45 

Na on oigwapi kta maka ooncage tonakeca oyasin na inya to nakun 

46 

Hena oyasin tanyan iglustanpi hehal
441

 wi wan wakicepa wi kin he el wicasa oyate el itancanpi 

kin oiyagle iyarwayela ominiceyapi etanhan wo iyowinkeya icupi 

47 

Hehal
442

 wi wanyag waci itancan kin he wanna anpetu wan el pi iciya 

48 

Nakun kici itancan kin he kici tipi wan tuweni ogna yanke sni makoskal hocokatakiya etonwan 

eiticagapi iyarwayela omniciye etanhan wicasa eya owicaqupi hena wicoran
443

 kin he 

wicakiciyuecetupi kta el skanpi 

49 

Ti igluska pejirota blaska owinjapi na catku el maka kin tanyan kagapi 

50 

He owag kagapi eciyapi ti isleyata tahasaka pte ha sla eciyapi heca wan egnakapi 

                                                           
438

 The r in tarca represents a guttural h. 
439

 Sword’s Stanza 24. 
440

 Sword’s Stanza 25. 
441

 Hehan or hehanl is a narrative device to move the narration forward perhaps in this case as a transition to move 

on from what was previously said or told. 
442

 Narrative device. 
443

 “iyarwayela omniciye etanhan wicasa eya owicaqupi is repeated again in Stanza 52 verbatim. 
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51
444

 

Wi wanyag waci itancan nonpa wicayutapi tanyan iglujujupi na pehin kaablelyeyapi umala 

canonpa opagepi wan yuha na nonpi sinahinspa hinyakata inpi 

52 

Iyarwayel ominiciye etanhan wicasa eya owicaqupi hena om yapi kta ca 

53
445

 

He tohanyan piciyapi kin hehanyan woyuta na mini hena yutapi kta icakis iciyapi okihaniciyapi 

54
446

 

Tuktel wicasa wakan wan ti kin etkiya wi wanyag waci itancan nonpicaska mani yapi na ihakam 

iyarwayela ominiciye ethanhanpi qon is yapi. 

55 

Oyate kin iyarwayela awicayuta najin hiyeya 

56 

Wicasa wakan kin ti el inajinpi na kaetulake el tima iyayapi is iya wicasa wakan kin oyasin 

iglujuju na zitkala son luta ataya ojutanpi wan peleta el pegnaka na sina hinspa wan in na 

yanka
447

 

57 

Catku el owing kagapi na el pte ce wan gnaka 

58  

Wi wanyag waci kin nakun tona om i oyasin ti isleya tanhan iyayapi 

59 

Hehal wicasa wakan kin nape kin nonpi glublaya coktakiya iyotanka 

60 

Hehal
448

 can nonpa opagepi he  

61 

                                                           
444

 Sword’s Stanza 27. 
445

 Sword’s Stanza 28. 
446

 Sword’s Stanza 29. 
447

 Yanka seems to differ from iyotanka in the following stanza 59.  Yanka, (Buechel, p. 624), v.n., to be; to sit.  El 

yanka is to be home.  Iyotanka, (Buechel, p. 260), see iyotaka, v.n.  to sit, sit down, rest, camp perhaps.  Be sitting. 
448

 Narrative device. 
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Pahu kin isleyatan yus nape yublaya yanke el qupi 

62 

Hehal
449

 wicasa wakan kin nape qon anogmons icu 

63 

Canna wicasa tona hel yankapi
450

 haye eyapi wopila he e 

64
451

 

Hehal wicasa wakan kin owanka kagapi el wiziliye izilyapi hena wacanga heca ca izil yapi hehal 

izcilyapi yin kta 

65 

El epazo naake ipazo na ake epazo na hehal icitopa el izilya 

66  

Hehal wicasa wakan kin cannonpa opagepi kin pte ce el ankanl egle na oyape kin wankanl kiya 

yuza ca Hanbloglaka
452

 

67
453

 

Wakantanka kamaka takiya ahiton wan na usi
454

 emakiyayo 

68 

Na tate ouye topa ektakta warupa koza yankapi ihukuya zitkala ooncage nankapi kin hoksila 

wastepi wahehatuyerci waicionyapi kta hoyeniciyapi qon he wanna iyapi otkonzela kta on taku 

oyasin winyeya yanka tka anpetu wanji to wanjica ca iyablakela ca iyolilita ca he kici ite cokaya 

ite wanjecila kin kta ce eyapi ce 

69 

Taku wowartani wanil tanyerci woecon ihuwiyakiyapi kta eya ce 

70 

Hecel cannonpa kin le iyarpe onyececayapi
455

 kta ce eyapi ce 

                                                           
449

  
450

 Yanka, (Buechel, p. 624), v.n., to be; to sit.  El yanka is to be home 
451

 Sword’s Stanza 30 
452

 The concept of hanbloglaka is beyond its literal sense, there are many words like this in reference to the sacred, 

culturally. 
453

 Stanza 67-69 is a prayer. 
454

 This word is usi and not unsi which is used as unsikapi in Stanza 278, meaning onsika or poor and destitute, 

(Buechel, p. 398). 
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71 

Ake haye eyapi 

72
456

 

Hehal iyata na hupagluza ca wi wanyag waci itancan he tokeya onpa hehal oyasin unpapi henala 

73 

Hehal ake cannonpa he ikikcupi na iye upi etkiya oyasin glapi 

74 

Hehal is wicasawakan kin ohakam ticagapi na taku oyasin winyeya eglipi ekta i 

75 

Hecel wanna wasteya wi mahel iyaya hehal taceji ohanpi ceg wanji el aipi na wicasa oyasin el ipi 

na
457

 

76
458

 

Wicasa wakan kin owanka kagapi el cannonpa pahu isleyatan kiye tonwan opage ompapi he icu 

kta yamini ayugata na icitopa el icu 

77 

Na na iconhan
459

 is el wizilye izilyapi kta isiya yamini epazo na icitopa el zilya 

78 

Hehal wicasa wakan kin canonpa kin icu na Ptecel el ankanl pahu kin egle na oyape kin wankanl 

kiya yus yanke ca kiya yus yanke ca oyasin a inila yankapi 

79
460

 

Wakantanka kamaka takiya ahitonwan ca unsi emakiyayo 

80
461

 

Hoksila waste wahehantu lena om ite wayecila kte con wana iyapi otkonzela 

81 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
455

 There is no direct definition of this word.  The base word is ececa, a word meaning to be so, or to be affected 

with, (Buechel, p. 137).  It is a verb that is conjugated to mean you shall cause us to be affected by it. 
456

 Sword’s Stanza 32. 
457

 In the numbering system used Stanza 76 begins here at na. 
458

 Sword’s Stanza 33. 
459

 Narrative device. 
460

 Sword’s Stanza 34 
461

 Repeated in Stanza 68. 
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Tka anpetu wanji to wanjica ca okatakin wanica iyolilita ca he ognaya om ite wayecila kin kta ce 

eyapi ce 

82 

Oyate mitawa om taku wowartani wanil wani kta ce eyapi
462

 

83 

Na tatank na tawicu cincala opeya mi ito kaga wapaya
463

 ca oegle miciciya yunka hena on oyate 

wani kta ce eyapi ce 

84 

Oeyasta oyasin oyate kin Haye eyapi hehal lowan 

85
464

 

Heyaya le hibu we
465

 

Heyaya le hibu we 

Heyaya le hibu we 

86 

Wakanpi
466

 maka sitomniya henake taku waye lo 

Eyaya le hibu 

Wakanpi maka sitomniya henake taku wayelo 
467

 

Eyaya le hibu we lo 

Heyaya le hibu we 

Heyaya le hibu we 

87
468

 

Hehal canonpa kin iyarpeyapi na onpapi 

88 

                                                           
462

 End of prayer. 
463

 Wapaya as a word is not defined.   See footnote. 
464464

 Sword’s Stanza 35. 
465

 This is the first verse of the song according to Sword. 
466

 Difficult to define.   
467

 This is the second verse of the song according to Sword. 
468

 Sword’s Stanza 36. 
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Hehal wi wanyag waci oyasi iglujujupi na sina wanhiyakata inpi na wanblirupahu hohu wan 

ahiyohi siyotanka yapi catku ta iparlalya najinpi 

89
469

 

Wicasa wi wanyag waci roka wayupika oyasin tahaska qon he oksa iyotankapi na lowanpi na lila 

iyasape canna wi wanyag wacipi kin oyasin ceyapi he 

90 

E Toqo weceyapi eciyapi 

91 

Olowan tokeya kin he ahiyayapi na yamini tahasaka kin iyuswu apapi na icitopa el iwacipi apapi 

92 

Hehal wi wanyag waci oyasin wacipi 

93
470

 

Hehal olowan ota on lowanpi  

94 

Na hehal cega ogna taceji ohanpi qon he wicasa wakan kin itanhan hanke ciqala yuspa icu na 

waglurtata 

95 

Hehal oyate kin oyasin wotapi 

96
471

 

Olowan ospaye topa ahiyayapi na hehal enakiyapi 

97
472

 

Na he topa econpi na tukte el woinarni canna nomnom kaska econpi 

98 

Na hehal yuonihanya iglakapi oyate kin ataya na tuktel makoce wan waste el kiyela etipi kta 

 

                                                           
469

 Sword’s Stanza 37. 
470470

 Here the songs are sung.  CHS has songs recorded. 
471

 Sword’s Stanza 38. 
472

 Sword’s Stanza 39. 
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99 

Hel wi wanyag wacipi kte cinhan hel 

100 

Canna wakiconza eya blaye conka iparlalya eyotanke canna wi wanyag waci itancanrca hee ca 

ake iglujuju na sinahinspa wan yuhiyakata in na canonpa opagepi wan yuha na wakiconza 

yankapi wicitokam iyotanka 

101  

Tohanl oyate iglakapi oyasin iglustapi hehal wakiconza kin yapi kta canna wiwanyag waci 

itancan kin tokeya inajin na ya hehal ihakam wakiconza aye 

102 

Hehal iglaka oyasin aye na etipi kta 

103 

Itahena yamini ipage eyarpapi na icitopa el hocokatonya oyate kin eti wicakiyapi 

104 

Iyarwayela ominiciye etanhan qon hena eepi ca hecel eti wicakiyapi 

105
473

 

Hehal tatanka pa seca wan aglipi he yuwakanpi kta on 

106 

Wanna can wakan atuwe ayin kta on tuktel owi wanyag waci tipi kta makoce el wicasa waecon 

wicaya itancanpi hena maka omaniya cacega gluhapi na eyotanke 

107 

Na tuwe tuweya
474

 yapi kte con hena yus awicaglipi 

108
475

 

Wanna uyowecinhan ewicaglepi na roka kin is iparlalya inajinpi na 

109
476

 

Olowan kin le ahiyayapi na tuwe tokeya najin kin he cajiyatapi na hecel owecinhan caje 

wicayatapi 

                                                           
473

 Sword’s Stanza 40 
474

 A Lakota concept. 
475

 This is misnumbered in the original text so that this is 109 not 108.  There are two 109’s in the original text.   
476

 Sword’s Stanza 41. 
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110
477

 

Ake wanna ka iyaye lo 

111 

Sunka hetan he iyaye lo 

112 

Tiyata heyape lo 

Ake
478

 wanna ka iyaye lo 

Hoksila
479

 sica
480

 he iyaye lo 

Tiyata heyape lo 

113 

Wanna oyasin cajeyal ihuni wicayapi hehal yu owecinhan iyayapi hehal iyawicasapi na winyan 

kin ugnayicala
481

 hotonpi 

114 

Na winyan wan titakuye can wakan atoweya iyaye cinhan kici lowan na heya 

115 

Ehanna wicasa kin he wihitika kici lowan 

Sunka hetan ohitike con ake iyaye eya lowan  

116
482

    

117 

Hehal can wakan hel el ipi sni tka waktogla oranpi kin on kal inajinpi 

118 

Na eciyatanhan yuowe cinhan kupi 

119 

                                                           
477

 Sword’s First Verse of the song they sing. 
478

 Sword’s Second Verse of the song they sing begins here. 
479

 At this point person’s name may be inserted. 
480

 This word may be sika, an interjection meaning, pitiful one!  It is something of an aside by the person telling the 

story to stir pity in ther hears for a character of the tale, (Buechel, p. 462). 
481

 Sword for the first time seems to hesitate how to write this word, ugnayicala. 
482

 There is no 116, this is misnumbered in the copy maintained by the Colorado Historical Society. 
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Hehal koskalaka hena aokawinge awicaupi na kohan roka najinpi etkiya buhigla na cokam warpe 

ptayela paslal glipi 

120 

Ca tuwe tokeya he ape cinhan iye tokeya toka wanji hecel kte kta eyapi kin 

121 

On  iye tokeya el ipi kta rci 

122
483

 

Hel tuweya kupi olowan ahiyayapi tuweya kin kupi na roka wicicokam gliyotankapi canonpa 

opagipi na onpa wicakiyapi 

123 

Na hehal wicasa wan wi wicayugi na heya 

124  

Tuktel inayajin na sungmanitu oskiciye esa wanlake hecinhan owotanla omakiyakayo
484

 

125 

Ungna mayagnaye cinhan 

126 

Eya tuweya gli kin is heya eya le 

127 

Hecinskayapi wakpa reska el remahel iyeye el oblaye hel kangi wicasa oyate tanka ahi wicoti 

can tanyerci wan wicablake lo eya 

128 

Haye eyapi na 

129 

Hehal tuweya glipi oyasin oturanpi na hehal enakiyapi 

130
485

 

Ihecegla wanna can wakan kakse aye okolkiciye oyasin cancega gluhapi na iyarwayela aye  

                                                           
483

 Sword’s Stanza 42. 
484

A similar question was asked at the end of Narrative three. 
485

 This is Sword’s Stanza 43. 
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131 

Wi wanyag waci itancan na wicasa wakan kin koya yapi 

132 

Wi wanyag waci itancan ake sina hiyakata glowin na canonpa opagi gluha na is wicasa wakan 

iye tokel cin kin iyecel igluza na sonluta yugahapi ojutonpi wan peslete el pegnaka na 

133 

Can wakan tuktel he cinhan el eyotanke na okolakiciye hena lowanpi na iyasa wacipi 

 

134 

Wicasa wakan kin wacanga izil kiya kta ca yamini ipazo na icitopa el izilya 

135 

Na heha canonpa icu na heya 

136 

Wamakaska marpi hepiya okiyapi oyasin wasteya nongeopta icu wo 

137 

Tuwa sonluta eciyapi na tuwa wagnonka eciyapi tuwa skeluta eciyapi tuwa wasnasnaheca 

eciyapi hena can nitawapi na akanl hoksi icaga yakiyapi hoksila waste wahehantu wan waicionya 

ca 

138 

Can nitawa owalote tka tokel tanyan hoksi icaga yakiya he iyecel mita oyate hoksicala icagapi 

kta eya ce
486

 

139 

Na taku wowartani wanil oyate icagapi kta ce eye ce
487

 

140 

Hehal olowan kin le e 

141
488

 

Aupe cokanya wakan nawajin qon 

                                                           
486

 Is this a shortened version of eya cekiya, v. to have said, praying, (Buechel, p. 145). 
487

 Ce eye ce is said after a prayer. 
488

 Verse one of the song sung. 
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Aupe cokan wakan nawajin qon 

142 

Oyate iyekiyaya wakan nawajin qon 

143 

Hocokata wakan nawajin qon 

Aupe
489

 cokanya wakan  

Nawajin qon 

Oyate iye kiyaya wakan 

Hocokata wakan 

nawajin qon 

144
490

 

Hehal canonpa iyarpeyapi 

145 

Hena glustapi iconhan can wakan kaksa sagloga yus ewicaglepi 

 

146 

Topa wicapi 

Topa winyan 

147 

Wicasa waste koskalakapi 

Winyan wastepi wioskalakapi 

148
491

 

Koskalaka hena tokeya yuowecinhan wanji tokeya he toka kte waktoglaka na yasta na hehal can 

wakan hute el nazonspe wan on yanmi ape konza na icitopa el oyataya ape ca ayusta  

149 

                                                           
489

 Sword’s second verse of the song sung starts here. 
490

 Sword’s Stanza 44 
491

 Sword’s Stanza 45. 
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Canna he can wakan kakse kiyapi eciyapi 

150 

 Titakuye hena ungnagicala hotonpi na outran kiyapi na 

151 

Hehanyan wica kin oyasin yuowecinhan is iyecel econpi  

152 

Hehal winyan topa qon hena can wakan kin kaonkapi 

153 

Insiya oturanpi kaonkapi canna  

154 

Okolakiciye hena iyapapa asapi na wacipi lowapi na 

155
492

 

Can wakan tanyan yustapi hehal
493

 wicasa cankaksapi na can wakan orlateya iyeyapi na 

akiyuhapi otapi anonka ta wicasa wicota akiyuhapi na wicasa iyuha can wape yuhapi na  

156 

Kupi na topa yuha gli najinpi  

157 

hehal koskalaka lila wicota tiya takiya ehake sunka hopi 

158 

Hehal hena iyuha bu wicahigle hel wicakata wanjigjicahe lila inyakapi kin on iciyahapapi na lila 

ricahanpi
494

 on hecila 

159
495

 

Can wakan wanna aglipi na itawoksa warpe hena oiyohanzi eglepi na el okolakiciye lowanpi na 

wacipi 

160  

                                                           
492

 Sword’s Stanza 47. 
493

 Narrative device. 
494

 Williamson, John P. , An English-Dakota Dictionary:  Wasicun Ka Dakota Ieska Wowapi, American Tract 

Society, New York, 1908, p. 232, v.i. stumble. 
495495

 Sword’s Stanza 48. 
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Canna okolakiciye titkuye el woyute wicakicicaipi canna opapi sni eyas koya wica wota 

161
496

 

Hehal
497

 wicasa wakan kin wiwanyag waci itancan kici hocokata kiya upi 

162 

Canna oyate iyasa wacipi qon oyasin inila yankapi 

163
498

 

Lecel wayuha upi eya tuwe hena wowasi wicagapi hena koya 

164 

Wi wanyag waci itancan sina hiyakata in na canonpa opage yuha na tokeya u na wakan kin is 

ihakam u na wowasi hena taku aupi kta hena yuha upi 

165
499

 

Pte hicala cepa waste ha qon 

Na pau 

Na honpe 

Na canpahu etan 

Na tahasaka tatanka 

Na tahasaka toka kagapi 

Na pte tan wasin 

Na cante oge wasin 

Maka wase ipagmiyayapi wan 

Hena yuha wicahakam upi na 

166 

                                                           
496

 This is Sword’s Stanza 49 

 
497

 Narrative device. 
498

 Sword’s Stanza 50. 
499

 Sword’s stanza 51. 
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Can wakan el hipi na wicasa warwala na waste wan karnigapi na can wakan bosla hin kta hute 

maka mahel hin kta he oqe
500

 kiyapi 

167 

He woyuonihan kin nakun he wanji e e el ipi na 

168 

Ake wicasa wakan he canonpa opagipi he on hupagluza na iyarpeyapi na ciqalyela hanbloglaka 

169
501

 

Hehal pte hicala ha qon can wakan inkpata can ape ptaya kin el iyakaskapi ehatanhan 

170 

Ptehicala ha qon oyaya kin ka iciyoptaya can ipasisapi yublag 

171
502

 

Na is 

172 

Can wakan okijata tka uma hanke kaksapi ca he okajaya el pau qon he na mahel houpe qon he 

aopemni na canpahu qon hena yuptaya na pau houpe hena yuptaya partapi na okjata el yuglakiya 

iyakaskapi icipawega iyakaskapi na tahasaka tatanka kagapi he e  

173 

Na tahaksak toka kagapi hee hena el okakosya iyakaskapi 

174
503

 

Na tacante wasin  

Na maka wase iyugmiyayapi he can wakan on sayapi 

175
504

 

Na pte tan wasin qon is he can wakan hin kta maka orloka mahel egnakapi 

176
505

 

Wicasa wakan kin can wakan he saye kte con han olowan wan on lowan 

                                                           
500

 Oqe means to dig. 
501

 Sword’s Stanza 52. 
502

 Sword’s Stanza 53. 
503

 Sword’s Stanza 54. 
504

 Sword’s Stanza 55. 
505

 Sword’s Stanza 56. 
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177
506

 

Ho taninya hibu we lo
507

 

Ho taninya hibu we lo 

Ite taninya hibu we lo 

Mita makoce kin han 

Tatanka omani wakage lo 

Hena cicu we 

178
508

 

Ho taninya ibu we lo 

Ho taninya hibu we lo 

Ite taninya hibu we lo 

Mita makoce kin han 

Tatanka omani wakage 

Lo hena cicu we 

179
509

 

Hena yustapi hehal
510

 okolakiciye oyasin najipi na can wakan wikan sonpi ota ikanyapi na nakun 

can wakan el wicasa ota oyuspapi yubosla ayapi na tohal yu wosla eglipi hehal cancega oyasin 

kabubupi na lila iyasapi 

180
511

 

Hehal oksa can okiyata pastatapi na tusu on tipi tanka hena etan aglipi na on ticagapi na tiohomni 

warpe on keyapi 

181
512

 

Hena tanya yustanpi hehal
513

 roka eya cancega gluhapi na tima ipi na owanka onsto lowanpi 

canna wica ece iglutapi na wapaha wahaconka wahukeza hena kiconpi na tiyatanhan 

                                                           
506

 Sword’s first verse of the song. 
507

 Welo is a particle, see ye, (Buechel, p. 632), it follows at the close of a sentence to give emphasis to what is said.  

It is used by men only. 
508

 Sword’s second verse of the song. 
509

 Sword’s stanza 57. 
510

Narrative device. 
511

 Sword’s stanza 58. 
512

 Sword’s stanza 59. 
513

 Narrative device. 
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yuowecinhan inyag au na tankatanhan tipi kin aohomniya aokawinge inyakapi na hehal tima 

eyaya na mazawakan yuhapi ehatanhans tahaska toka qon he ai uta wacipiiciyapi 

182
514

 

Hehal tona okicize wohitika wicaka onspepi hena sagloga wahecetuya hena sagloga wahecetuya 

cokam yus ewicaglipi 

183 

Wanjigji iye yus iwicacupi cinyakel najinpi tka iwica cupi sni hena woriyapi na canzeka wacipi 

na lila maza wakan uta wacipi 

184 

Wanna enakiyapi kta canna tuwe tuweya ta toka kte he wicapaha wan can iyakaska yuha 

tiyopatakiya wicitokam waci gla na ake is wicotapi kin ihakam waci agle na tiyopa el kihuni 

canna wicapaha he kamakatakiya koskoskos
515

 ku co opayate ataya uziheta waci ukiya ca 

mazawakan utapi. 

185 

Yamini kawingapi na icitopa el oyasin akinape 

186
516

 

Yus ewicalgipi hena oturanpi 

187
517

 

Hehal
518

 wanna wi wanyag waci oyasin tipi el au kta kican iciyapi tka  

188 

Tuwa itancan he tokeya yin kta apepi wanna itancan he tantanka pa qon he nape anonkata on 

oyuspe na pute kin tokeya tokatakiya pazo yuze 

189 

Na wi wanyag waci oyasin iparlalya inajinpi tipi etkiya 
519

mani yapi na  

190 

                                                           
514

Sword’s stanza 60 
515

 Illucotionary choice. 
516

 Sword’s Stanza 62 
517

 Sword’s Stanza 63 

 

 
518

 Narrative device. 
519

 Before “mani yapi na” Sword’s stanza 65 begins. 
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Oyasin ceya yapi 

191 

Ake he toqo weceyapi eciyapi 

192 

Na tipi kin aokawing aohomnipi na hehal timaiyayapi ti islya ta iyayapi catku ekta yapi heciya 

yankapi kte ekta 

193 

Pte pa qon tiyapatakiya catku el ahu onpa 

194
520

 

Wi wanyag waci tipi oyasin wi hinape etkiya tiyopa 

195
521

 

Hehal
522

 wi wanyag waci tawoyuha ohakam el wicakicicahipi 

196 

Ihecegla roka kin el a i na tahasaka pte ha sla wan yublayapi na he wopagiyapi 

197 

Na olowan tokeya kin he yamni iyuswu ahiyayapi na hehal wi wanyag waci kin toqo weciya 

najipi na icitopa el iwaci apapi hehal yastapi na wacipi na eyastapi na iyakisapi 

198 

Hehal hanhepi he ataya waci wicakiyapi na 

199
523

 

Ayanpapi hehal aupao owasteca wahehal wi wanyag waci itancan he can wakan el iconya najin 

na toqo oweceya najin 

Wi
524

 wanyage wace oyasin 

200 

                                                           
520

 Sword’s stanza 65. 
521

 Sword’s stanza 66. 
522

 Narrative device. 
523

 Sword’s Stanza 67. 
524

 At the beginning of “wi wanyage waci oyasin,” Sword’s stanza 68 begins. 
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Tima hiyupi hehatan wotapi sni na mini yatkapi sni tka twicicalapi wanjigji tona naharci 

wicayuzapi snit ka owicakiyapi na kici iciyokipipi heca wan aupao hehal opehatanhan narmala 

mini na canha pastotahanpi  

201 

Waga ca canhan heca ogna icicahiyapi wan tawicusa ka I he 

202 

Woiyowinkiye selececa 

203 

Is koskalaka lila icante waste uo wi wanyag waci hena om glatka 

204
525

 

Anpetu nonpa na hanhepi nonpa hena wacipi hena el wotapi sni na akiran iciyapi 

205
526

 

Wicasa eya rokapi etanhan wicakarnigapi hena mini hiyoya wicakaga omanipi nakun 

wikoskalaka wastepi ecel cancega icabu oska wicasi omanipi  

206 

Hena oyasin wicayustapi hehal
527

 hena iyuha wi wanyag waci tima otuhan ahipi  

207 

Mini nakun woyute koya ahipi  

208
528

 

Is icabu oskawicasipi hena outran ahipi na 

209 

Icabu hena roka el wicakicupi isiya mini na woyuta koya  

210
529

 

Na wi wanyag waci oyasin hinhana hehal arwayela yanka hiyeya iconhan 

211 

                                                           
525

 Sword’s Stanza 69. 
526

 Sword’s Stanza 70. 
527

 Narrative device. 
528

 Sword’s stanza 71. 
529

 Sword’s stanza 72 
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Wi wanyag waci wakan kage itancan he 
530

 owanka wakan kage maka tanyan kalape na mina na 

nazonspe aqel heniyas on 

212 

Owanka kage tka taku econ oyasin yamini epazo na icitopa el epata na kage 

213 

Owanka cokanya maka el canicipawega wan kage na el wase eya icu na ecegce akala nakun canli 

icahitonpi is iyecel akala na 

214
531

 

Hanbloglaka ca lecel eya 

215 

Wiyorpeyata tate ouye ekta tuwe warupakoza ewicakiyapi ihukuya tuwa wanbli ewicakiyapi 

hoksila waste wahehatu wan hekta canli onicignake kta keye qon wanna canli onicignaka tka 

216 

Anpetu wanji to wanjica okataki wanica iyolilita ca he kici ite coka ite wanyecilake kta ce eya 

217 

Mi i itokaga wapaya tatanka twicu cincala opepeya ca oegle mi ciciya yunka hena on oyate wani 

kta ce eya ce 

218 

Tate sica maka sica hiyaya yunka mitahocoka el iwastegla miyohomimiya iyaye yunka hena on 

oyate wani kta ce eya ce 

219
532

 

Tate ouye topa hena iyuha hecel owanjila eya 

220
533

 

Na wankanl wakan tanka eya ca is iyecel ake eya 

221
534

 

Makatakiya hecel eya onci nisnala wowicagayaye eya ca is ake iyecel eya 

                                                           
530

 Sword’s stanza 73 begins here. 
531

 Sword’s stanza 74. 
532

 Sword’s stanza 75. 
533

 Sword’s stanza 76. 
534

 Sword’s stanza 77. 
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222
535

 

Hehal tatanka pa he owa 

223 

Maka wase on sa icaguhanhan na ista ogna na poge ogna hena peji rota blaska yusanpsan opurle 

na hena el lowan 

224 

Olowan 

536
Taku sitomniya kola le maqu qon 

Taku sitomniya kola le maqu qon 

Tatanka kin sina 

Maqu keye lo 

226 

Waste keye na maqu qon 

225.a. 

537
Taku sitomniya kola le maqu qon 

Tatanka kin sina maqu keye lo waste 

Keyin na maqu qon. 

227
538

 

Woecon lena el tuktektel lowanpi tka lena el ca ake olowan wan. 

228
539

 

Kola mitasunke ota  

Wanlake lo 

Kola mitasunke ota  

Wanlake lo 

                                                           
535

 Sword’s stanza 78. 
536

 Sword’s song verse one. 
537

 Sword’s song verse two. 
538

 Sword’s stanza 79.  This is misnumbered so instead of 226 this should be 227, as corrected. 
539

 Sword’s stanza 80, song verse one. 
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Oyate kin hena mitasunke wanlakape lo. 

230
540

 

Kola mitasunke ota  

Wanlake lo 

Oyate kin hena mitasunke wanlakape lo. 

231
541

 

Hena kagapi iconhan oyate kin tona wi wanyag waci tipitanka el oupi iconhan warwakiya oupi 

na itopa el itankata tuweni opta iyaye sni wasuyapi. 

232
542

 

Hehal wi wanyag waci oyasin wakan owicawapi eciyapi 

233 

Iyakilecel owica wapi sni tka kita ayutokecaya owicawapi 

234 

Ehatanhan owicawapi sa kin he le e 

235 

Ite ataya maka wase on sayapi ite okawinge wicanape kipiya inyan to on icazopi na parte etan 

kahuku pahute ikiyela icazo ahiglepi na tapon anonkata isiya iyecel icazo ahiglepi na iku etan iha 

hukuta el icazo ahiglepi 

236
543

 

Na tancan ataya sayapi inyan to on wicanape kipiya hinyete alia el ogna icazopi  

237 

Nape okihe he isi iyecel na naju (?) opa sni econpi sni 

238
544

 

Peji rota blaska yupehan nata iyuskita na i ogna wanbli rupahu hohu siyotanka wan na oyape 

ogna peji rota opemni yapa na inkpa el wanbli wa cehin siyotanka el iyayuskitapi sutaya 

kapmniya sni na he tohal wacipi hehanya yajo nartakapi 

                                                           
540

 Sword’s song verse two. 
541

 Sword’s stanza 81 

 
542

 Sword’s stanza 82 
543

 Stanza 83. 
544

 Sword’s stanza 84. 
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239
545

 

Tahasaka wan hoksicala nata inskoya mimeya waspapi waskiskitapi na coka oika yunke he tahu 

el anpinpi to sam inyupi na cokaya oiyakaske el wanbli gleska situpi aukaza wanjila iykaskapi 
546

Masti ska ha waslecapi 

240 

Oyaya ociqa topa kin hena iyakaskapi na is hee sni cann ptehinparpa yupehapi wan heca ca onpi 

241 

Peji rota etanhan yuhanskeya yukcalaya kagapi na nape ogna yuhapi nape sani 

242
547

 

Tarcaha sla kagapi kpayapi nonpa miypeha yapi 

243
548

 

Pe el peyoza ipazo topa oskapi ca pecoka kisonpi el aopazapi 

244
549

 

Na hes wapaha is wahukiza wahaconka hecegce yuha wacipi yunke 

245
550

 

Wanna wi wanyag waci oyasin tanyan wicayustapi hehal
551

 wacipi kta canna tahasaka yublayapi 

na roka oyasin el yankapi 

246 

Icbu oskapi hena wicasa wan karnigapi na hena iyuha qupi canna icu na yuha inajin na wicasa 

wohitka nonpa iwicacu na icabu oskapi hena okihans wicaqu 

247 

Canna yuha wakte oglakapi 

248
552

  

Na roka kin wicakicu hehal wiwanyag waci oyasin ecel igluzapi na ospaspaye tonton ewicaglepi 

                                                           
545

 Sword’s stanza 85. 
546

 Sword’s stanza 86 begins here. 
547

 Sword’s stanza 87. 
548

 Sword’s stanza 88. 
549

Sword’s Stanza 89. 
550

 Sword’s stanza 90 
551

 Narrative device. 
552

 Sword’s stanza 91. 
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249
553

 

Roka kin olowan tokahe wan ahiyayapi yamini iyuswupi icitopa el iwaci apapi 

250
554

 

Yamini iyuswupi iconhan wi wanyag waci tuwa cin kin toqo weceya najin ite ogna peji rota 

parta yuha qon hena ite el gluza na hecel ceya 

251 

Wasicun eya is wakanpi eya sitomniya canonpa wakiyuze con toka wanji taku wowartani wanil 

wakte kte eya is mitasunke yunke kte hena eglasta na hehal
555

 siyotanka i ogna ekigle na olowan 

ya wankanl icupi iconhan is siyotanka oniyahanskeya yajo na cancega iyapapi 

253 

Hehal is sitotanka kpakpayela yajo 

254 

Wacipi oyasin pehin ka ablel yeyapi 

255
556

 

Hehal wicasa wan wanbli situpi su koza wanjila aopayan na ta wicu na titakuye ton okihepi on 

sunka wakan wasterca wan na tona okihi sunka wakan topa is yamni naceca waqiupi koya na is 

256 

Woyute spayapi koya hena roka kin wicaqupi 

257 

Is tuwa cinpi hena hoksicala nonge parloka kta on hena wowiyuskin wicaqu 

258 

Is hoksicala he tanyan wokoyake kica tonpi na ite sa is gi hecel kicon kiyapi 

259 

Na he nonge parolokin kta on pehila kin oyasin yugmigma wankanal ipakicirtapi 

260 

Hehal wicasa qon he tokeya na tasunke na tona om u qon hena  

                                                           
553

 Sword’s stanza 92. 
554

 Sword’s stanza 93. 
555

 Narrative device. 
556

 Sword’s stanza 94. 
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261 

Winyan kin lowan upi na winyan leya lowan 

262 

Owokiye tawa  

263 

Toka wan paha najin ca tayakpe na el hiyuniya tka ya kte e qon 

264 

Ehanna niti na ya on we 

265 

Blihiciya ye 

266 

Eya lowan u na eyasta ca ugnagicala hoton 

267
557

 

Wi wanyag waci tiyopa ogna timahiyu hehal roka yankapi hena cancega kabubupi 

268 

Ho iyaye lo eyapi tasunke outran kta hena hena kapi iyuonihapi hinajin na sunka wakan itancan 

he wicasa iye tawa kin he tona ta opi el oyasin weyarara kage na tona toka kte hena owa hecel 

tuwe cin kin he otukiran eciyapi 

270
558

 

Owinga taku waste wan hoksicala he okin winjapi na el eonpapi na wicasa otukiranpi he el 

hinajin na wakteoglaka mina pestola wan yuha najin na he eglasta na hoksicala he nonge orloka 

orlateya owin kitonpi hel mina pestola on capa 

271 

Nakun nonge wankanlkiya yuksa el capi iye  

272 

Hoksicala atkuku he hecel cin ehatans eya 

273 

                                                           
557

 Sword’s stanza 95. 
558

 Sword’s stanza 96. 
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Hoksical he ceya ate eya is ina eya ceya esa nanronpi cinpi sni 

274 

Heca kin el winyan wanjigji cinca ceyapi kin owicakiyapi tka lila ceyapi sni narma ceyapi 

275 

Hecel wicasa nonge cawicape glusta na hoksila taku waste owinja con he yuha na sung itanca 

hena huya naku woyuha ota nah el sunka wakan tona awicahi hen abya outran na ecel kinape 

276
559

 

Wi wanyag waci kin wanji cante parloke kta ca wicasa tuwe ehanna cante parloka heca wan el ya 

canonpa opagepi wan yuha na opage qu tka wanjigji tehan wicala sni konzahanpi naharci taku 

cinpi wicaqupi keyapi sni hehanyan wicalapi sni konzahapi 

277 

Wanna wicala na canonpa opage qupi qon iyarpeya na hehal wanna cante parloke kte con he can 

wakan el wikan sonpi hanska nonpa wankanl iyakaskapi na cante parloke kte con ikiyela inajin 

na wicasa cante wicakiparloke kte con el u na wi wanyag waci wicasa najin el hi najin na 

pagopta yuza ca yuwankanl icu na yuon eonpa yu itonkam eeonpa na aze icokam oyuspa ca coku 

yuzigzil icu he itokam 

278 

Wi wanyag waci yunka eonpapi hehal ceya rpya 

279 

He toqo weceyapi eciyapi yuzigzica hehal mina pesto on conica ha icartagya yuzil yuza ca 

glakiya capa na can kapestopi wan el iyeya nakun aze unma eciyatanhan isiya iyecel iyekiya na 

280 

Hehal yunajin kiya hehal toqo weciya he yasta na hena we arara kul kiya au 

281 

Titakuye hena wanyag najinpi na oterika akipapi na is tawicincala lila cante sica najin na narma 

ceya he naharci yuze sni. 

282
560

 

Hehal cante parloka wicasa he u na isto el oyuspa ca winkan sonpi hanska nonpa winyeya 

iyakaska otke con el au na cankapestopi ipasisapi i on winkan el ahi ikoyag ya sutaya iyeya  

283  

                                                           
559

 Sword’s stanza 97. 
560

 Sword’s stanza 98 
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Hehal winkan el oyuspa ca yutigtitan icu heha wana canwakan el okaska najin hehal
561

 

284 

Wi wanyag waci lowanpi canna cante parloka qon waci na winkan ikoyake eon etahan iyurci 

eyayin kte rci lila yutitan waci 

285 

Coku  na ha hena lila yuzigzil eyaya hehal iyurce wacin tka okihi sni on glakikiya
562

 ihuni waci 

ci hiyayin na tuktel el lila rci yutitan ka itonkam iye iciya he conica iyurci icu wacin tka okihi sni 

286 

Hehal titakuye he wanji hiyu na can wan qu he sunka wakan ca karol iyeye si ca cante parloka 

can kin icu na wan wanyaka najinpi el karol iyeya hecel lila winyan unsikapi na is hoksila 

unsikapi hena akinignila ahiyayapi 287 

Roka etanhan he tuwe tokeya icu kiciyasupi na he tawekiyapi 

288 

Ota sung outran kiyapi 

289 

Hehal cante wicakiparlo ki con el u na cante parloka qon glakikiya waci yutitan waci qon el u na 

ilazatanhan hiyu na hinyete anong oyuspa na yuha ka i tukam glirpayapi cante parloka iyurci 

glirpaya 

290 

Hecel cante parloka he owots honya ta rpaya akiyuha icupi na onajin tawa ekta akionpapi 

291 

Toka yutita kici irpaye hehal canteparoloka ta glirpaye  

292 

Hogan iycel I camcam iyaya na hehanyan skaska sni ta rpaya 

293
563

 

Nakun is atokaya waji okaska najin kta on isiya wicasa tuwa econsi na canonpa opagi qu 

294 

Isiya iyecel canswoju topa paslatapi na wi wanyag hel okaska najin kta 

                                                           
561

Narrative device. 
562

 Illuctionary effect. 
563

 Sword’s stanza 99 
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295 

Ake canpaslatapi el wi wanyag waci wicasa kin inajin na tuwa econsipi he el u na pagopta yuza 

ca yuonka eonpa na yuitonkam eonpa na tokel parlokapi oblake con iyecel econ na 

296 

Ake kikta na ake aglapsiya eonpe na ablo orlateya kiparloka 

297
564

 

Hecel ataya topakiya parloka ca can wakan ciqala otiyohi winkan ikoyake el ikoyagya na isi 

yutitan waci yaka 

298 

He kitala tehan ikoya najinpi iyuskapi kin el lila wicayaza 

299
565

 

Waci kin wanjigji ipuza tapi na tarpaye konzapi tka tohani wanjini hecena te sni 

300 

Watukapi koya otitapi eciyapi  

301 

Wi wanyag waci na tasunke wan kici econ kta ehatanhan anpetu wanji tasunke he tima kaska 

kigle na anpetu isiya miniyatke sni na is wote sni gle na hehal wi iyaye hehal sunka wakan he 

yuskapi 

302 

He wicasa tawa kin kici waci kin on wicasa kin hiyete el kiparlokapi conica el na sunkawakan 

ikan kin el iyakaskapi 

303
566

 

Nakun tasunke parloke sni kes gluha wacipi 

304
567

 

Nakun tatanka pa seca topa is nonpa qu cerpe tapetu el parlokapi na qin wacipi sa 

305
568

 

                                                           
564

 This is numbered in error by CHS.  There are two 296’s. 
565

 Sword’s stanza 100. 
566

 Sword’s stanza 101 
567

 Sword’s stanza 102 
568

 Sword’s stanza 103 
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Wi wanyag waci wan okaska otke kta napco el nonpakiya kiparlokapi na winkan iyoyake kte 

cinhan maka icartake sni ikoyagyapi 

306 

Wicasa kiparloka yustapi na yuwankanl icupi na 

307 

Maka kin icartake sni e ikoyag yapi hehal si kin maka kin icartake sni tancan kin maka icartake 

sni ikoyaka ca wi wanyag waci lowapi icunhan wicasa tuwa kipartoke con he el u na hohotela 

oupe se paha yeya canna okokos yeya canna pa kin kahukul iyayin kta kecin na si kin lila 

nagwagwaka he Lakotapi tka Honkpapaya ewicakiyapi he ta wicoranpi 

308
569

 

Wi wanyag waci wanjigig cerpi wawicaspapi heya tankapi iskoya wawicaspapi hena yawapi na 

waonyapi na isiya titakuye winyanpi owicakiyapi na winyan kin hiyete aliya tonana waspapi  

309 

Hena cerpi wakonyapi eciyapi. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
569

 Sword’s stanza 104 
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Sun Dance Literal Translation 

1 

Only men are to be leaders of the sundance and one who is a woman is not ever to be one. 

2 

The man who is dancing the sundance, that man is going to fight one of a hostile nation and to 

participate in a battle.  Prior to this he cries out, that is, he sends out his voice in a vow to dance 

in the sundance. 

3 

Who first is to do the sundance, as previously mentioned or told, that one shall be the leader and 

whomever he pleases he joins with him to lead. 

4 

Although there are many, only those two men are leaders. 

5 

That is the law. 

6 

Or anything feared that has come upon the people
570

, then is a voice sent out or a crying out 

indicating a vow is made. 

7 

But, a battle among the whites is not one of those instances when a vow is made.
571

 

8 

And those who sent out their voices and made vows, nothing bad shall befall them but one’s self 

(is protected from evil), they say. 

9 

And now how many sundancers have sent out their voices and made vows among the people, as 

previously told, all undress and line up like soldiers in rank formation, facing the east where the 

sun rises.  They stand looking eastward. 

10 

                                                           
570

In wicahiyagle, the prefix wica refers to all the people, in general. 
571

 This is a curious statement.  Is it a colonized statement for Sword to make to make sure that the whites don’t take 

it wrongly and punish the Lakota (or Sword) for this ceremony? 
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And a man who considers himself sacred, is asked to send out a voice.  He undresses and behind 

them he stands and if he is able, he is asked to sing.  Such as sacred songs that belong to him. 

11 

Be it so, he sends his voice out four times and at the last, when he finishes, he at once speaks.  

He tells of his own dreams and visions 

12
572

 

Thus, he prays, “In a good way listen and accept, when the grasses, its faces appear different, 

then young boys about that time, these faces you shall see, “ he implores. 

13 

But, when creatures, with them, their faces you shall see, he implores. 

14 

The man’s prayer ends here:  And at the battle, what is wacanrize all nagi wasakala and all 

wacanrize shall be mine. 

15 

As for me, without hardship, I will return to stand with my people, he cries out when. 

16 

Then from the four directions all those that fly and far below them all the creatures, the eagle and 

hawk, all of them, the two of you they shall take hold, he implores. 

17 

A calm clear blue sky day that is not too warm, your face in the center, along with his, you shall 

see, so they say. 

18
573

 

Then he sings this song: 

19 

I made a good nation 

I made a good nation 

Friend, these you made for me 

20 

                                                           
572

 Stanza’s 12-14 are the man’s prayer or invocation 
573

 This is Sword’s Stanza 5.  
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I made a good nation
574

 

21 

Friend, these you made for me
575

 

I made a good nation 

Friend, these you made for me 

I made a good nation 

Friend you made these for me. 

22 

Then they finished and join the battle.  Although whatever they prayed for, even if it is not 

exceedingly done accordingly, even so, they shall do it and…
576

 

23  

The man who desires to sundance, that man dedicates himself to it and considers himself 

consecrated and for that reason he does nothing evil nor does he live as he pleases. 

24 

There are many holy men however only a few are able to accomplish the sundance. 

25 

Thus, on a given day, what is needed for the sundance is sought. 

26
577

 

27 
578

 

The first offering is a good fat calf’s skin that is consecrated and is tanned and made well.  It is 

folded and kept pure and unsoiled.   

28
579

 

                                                           
574

At the end of this stanza is the word con or k’un that is a narrative device.  It also refers to something that was 

said before. 
575

 See Footnote 11. 
576

 The numbering sequence followed truncates this here but originally it seems to belong with Wicasa wi wanyag 

waci kte…in the next stanza number 23. 
577

 There is no 26 in the numbering scheme.  The original journal utilizes a different numbering scheme as well.  The 

use of this numbering sequence does allow the reader to compare this translation to that which was published by the 

American Folklore Journal in 1920---- for comparative purposes. 

 
578

 What follows is a list of what is need for the sundance. 
579

 Sword’s Stanza 9.  Stanzas 28 through 36 are thus numbered 9 through 17 in Sword’s original numbering system.   
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Then, the meat and fat from the middle back of the buffalo, about the size of a man’s hand. 

29 

The fat from the membranous bag that surrounds and protects the buffalo’s heart. 

30 

The head of an animal.
580

 

31 

A stick. 

32 

Some red earth.
581

 

33 

Some tobacco. 

34 

A small axe. 

35 

A mima (knife?) 

36 

Sweet grass for incense. 

37 

Then, whatever is the one who is to sundance shall wear to dance these are it. 

38 

Four decorated eagle feathers to wear at the scalp lock. 

39 

A round circular piece of dried parchment, its edges toothed as a feather is worn as a necklace.  It 

is painted light blue and in the center a single eagle feather is tied.  A braided leather cord is used 

to wear it over the heart. 

40 

                                                           
580

 Perhaps a buffalo skull. 
581

 To use as paint. 
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A rabbit hide is cut into small strips.  And one small strip is tied to each limb. 

41 

Two tanned deer hides are made into a skirt for one’s self. 

42 

With a dried parchment a buffalo effigy is made and also a man who represents one of a hostile 

nation and both of these are tied to the sacred tree when it is raised. 

43 

A long braided cord to 

44 

Two sharp wood pieces, those to be used to pierce the heart, or to stand tied 

45 

And with some kinds of earth shall they draw upon themselves and also blue stone. 

46 

Those things they complete the things pertaining to themselves.   

Then in the moon of the calf-fatten moon, the men whom are leaders of the people, from the mild 

society they obtain counsel
582

 and permission. 

47 

Then the sundance leader, on a given day, prepares himself and gets ready. 

48 

And also, the man that he is leader with joins him to construct a tent previously unused, far from 

the others, facing toward the middle of the camp.  Some men from the gentle society are given to 

help them, that is the custom. 

49 

In the tipi, they spread sage and at the back part of the tent prepare the dirt well. 

50 

They prepare a place to the right of the back of the tent, they place there a dried skin from a 

buffalo hide from which the hair is removed and is bare. 

51 

                                                           
582

 Course of action. 
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Both sundance leaders are honored, in a good way, they dress and the hair of the head is 

loosened.  Only one holds a pipe filled with tobacco.  Around their shoulders they both wear 

buffalo robes. 

52 

From the gentle society some men are given to them, the reason being to accompany them. 

53 

For as long as they prepare themselves, for all that time, food and water, shall consume (not).  

They make themselves suffer and go without food and water. 

 

54
583

 

Wherever the holy man lives, both the sundance leaders walk toward his tent.  In the procession 

are the men from the mild society given to them as previously mentioned.
584

 

55 

The people get up and watch the procession quietly. 

56
585

 

They stood at the house of the holy man and after a while they went inside.  He himself, the holy 

man, dressed himself and (a fan) of red bird feathers all filled out to be worn in the hair adorns 

his the top of his head and a buffalo robe he wears around his shoulders as he sits.
586

 

57 

In the place of honor an altar is constructed and at
587

 it lay a buffalo chip. 

58 

And also, together with some of the sundancers
588

, he arrived and all went to the right of the 

place opposite the entrance.   

59 

Then the holy man holds out his hands spread out toward the middle he sits.
589

 

60 

                                                           
583

 From this Stanza to ___the narrative is exceptionally skilled. 
584

 This may be omitted in the literature draft since this is repetition and may not be lyrical as stated. 

 
586

 Amazing description of the holy man. 
587

 The word is el and in this stanza it is very important to precisely define el. 
588

 The narrator accounts for everyone present.  The main participants and all others. 
589

 He prepares to accept the pipe. 
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Then that pipe filled with tobacco 

61 

The bone of the pipe,  

62 

Then, the holy man, took it in his hands. 

63 

When he does this, some men sitting there said, haye!  They do so in gratitude. 

64 

Then, the holy man, where the altar is prepared, incenses, such as sweet grass is used to incense.  

Before the does this, he takes the sweetgrass to incense. 

65 

He takes some sweet grass in his hand and points it and again he points it, and again he points it.  

Then at the fourth he burns it. 

66 

Then, the holy man places the filled pipe upon the buffalo chip.  And he takes a hold of it and 

raises the small end of the pipe-stem that is taken in the mouth, points it high and speaks in the 

manner of a dreamer. 

67
590

 

Creator of all things, look ward the earth and command me to speak (your will?) 

68 

And at the four quarters of the wind, winged ones dwell and under them small birds in likeness 

grow.  A good boy, about that age, shall assist and take his part.  You have sent out your voice 

and cried out on your own behalf, now you go.  However, all things shall be equally well 

prepared and ready on a day that is calm, clear with blue skies, and not too hot.  In the center, 

you shall join him, his face you shall see, he implores. 

69 

He cries out, “No hardships shall we endure as we successfully complete these deeds.”  

70 

Thus, this pipe, we take a hold of and internalize, he implores.  

                                                           
590

 Stanza 67-69 is a prayer.  These are more difficult to translate culturally as well. 
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71 

Again, they express joy and gratitude. 

72 

He lights it and raises it while praying, so that the sundance leader is the first to smoke it then all 

spoke it until it is done. 

73 

Then, again, the pipe, they retrieve and whence they came from they return. 

74 

Then, the holy man goes to where, afterward a tent is erected for him and all is set up prepared 

and ready. 

75 

Thus, now the sun sets in a good way, then,
591

the tongue of a buffalo is boiled in a kettle and it is 

carried there and all the men come there. 

76 

Where a place is prepared, the holy man is to take the pipe that is offered and smoked.  He 

reaches for it three times and at the fourth he takes it. 

77 

And in the meantime, he is to to offer incense to burn, and this too, he offers it three times and at 

the fourth incense is burned. 

78 

Then the holy man takes the pipe and puts it on the buffalo chips, places the stem and the 

mouthpiece upwards and takes hold and all sit silently. 

79
592

 

He says the following prayer: 

Great mystery 

There earth toward look with pity toward me 

80 

With innocent youth, together as one shall be. 

                                                           
591591

 Perhaps because this is the greatest of all ceremonies, Sword uses all the symbolism and power of narrative to 

put his thoughts down.   
592

 Stanzas 79-87 culturally specific. 
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Now they equally go. 

81 

A blue day without heat, a pleasant day, as one shall we proceed along that way, the holy man 

implores. 

82 

Our people shall live without tribulation 

83 

And, the buffalo together with his wife and young, I seek to set for myself, prosperity
593

 and 

good fortune.  And also, together with my people shall we live, he implores.
594

 

84 

He finishes speaking, all the people express joy and say, “Haye.”  Then he sings. 

85
595

 

Saying this, he arrives, 

Saying this, he arrives, 

Saying this, he arrives. 

86 

Sacred ones all over the earth, those also, I am related to, saying this, he arrives. 

Sacred ones all over the earth, those also, I am related to, saying this, he arrives.
596

 

Saying this, he arrives, 

Saying this, he arrives, 

Saying this, he arrives. 

87 

Then the pipe they seize
597

 and smoke. 

88 

                                                           
593

 Itokaga grants property and good fortune. 
594

 The holy man’s prayer is complete. 
595

 This is the first verse of the song he sings. 
596

 This is the beginning of the second verse of the holy man’s song according to Sword. 
597

 Canonpa iyarpeya is a Lakota concept.  Seize refers to the verb, the culturally connotation is larger.   
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Then all the sundancers dress and wear a robe, fur out, and bringing eagle bone whistles, they 

stand at the place opposite the entrance, lined up in a row like soldiers in rank formation. 

89 

All of men who are skilled sundance singers gather around the aforementioned dry skin and sit.  

And sing and shout, then the sundancers weep.
598

 

90 

That is, they lament for the enemy. 

91 

The first song (through) the third, they sing and lightly beat the drum.  And at the fourth song, 

for dancing they strike it. 

92 

Then all the sundancers dance. 

93 

Then they sing many songs. 

94 

And then in a kettle they boil a tongue of a buffalo as aforementioned and the holy man takes 

from it a small piece and makes an offering. 

95 

Then all of the people feast. 

96 

They sing four verses of a song and then they finish. 

97 

And they do this four times but where they are in a hurry, they repeat it twice. 

98 

And then all the people in a reverent way move camp to where where the land is pleasant and 

there
599

 they camp. 

99 

                                                           
598

 Here, the numbering sequence used (not Sword’s) truncates with the word, he, or that.  I leave it off and include it 

in Stanza 90, as it appears to say, “he e.” 
599

 Kta in this context is translated as there, at that place, shall they camp. 
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In the desired place where the sundance will be. 

100 

Then some magistrates, in the middle of the plain, they sit down in a row, lined up like soldiers 

in rank formation.  Then the sundance leader dressed and wearing a buffalo robe with the fur out, 

carrying a pipe filled with tobacco sits before the magistrates. 

101 

When all the people move camp then the magistrates shall proceed.  Then first the sundance 

leader stands and goes, then behind him go the magistrates. 

102 

Then all prepare to
600

 move, go, and camp. 

103 

On this side, three times they seize the pipe and at the fourth, in a circle, the people are allowed 

to camp. 

104 

As mentioned before, the gentle society, are they who allow them to camp. 

105 

Then, to consecrate the dry buffalo skull they brought back. 

106 

Now, the sacred tree, to seek they are to go, on account of that, where the sundancers tent shall 

be placed, the men who are made leaders prepare.  Those men travel on foot and carry a drum 

and sit. 

107 

And those who are to go seek the tree are taken a hold of and brought. 

108 

Now in a row they are made to stand and then, the singers in a row rise up and stand. 

109 

This song they sing and who is first to stand they call by name and thus, in succession they call 

out their names. 

110 

                                                           
600

 Kta, shall is translated in this context as to. 
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Again, now, there he goes. 

111 

A dog, from that place he goes. 

112 

At home they say this 

Again, now that one is going, 

Boy, pitiful one, he is going, 

At home they say this. 

113 

Now they finish calling all of them by name then in a row, one behind the other, they leave.  

Then all shout for them and the women cry out like the screech owl. 

114 

And the women and her relatives who are to seek the sacred tree, she sings with him and says. 

115 

The man who was long ago courageous with him she sings, a dog from that place and time he 

gained courage, as fore mentioned, again he goes, saying that she sings. 

116
601

 

117 

Then, although they have not arrived at the sacred tree, they stop there and tell of war-like 

exploits and deeds. 

118 

And from there, they return, in a row, one behind the other. 

119 

Then, they bring the young men in a circle they bring them and meanwhile where the singers 

stand a loud sudden drum noise is made and in the midst with leaves (or branches) together they 

return. 

120 

                                                           
601

 There is no 116, this is misnumbered in the copy maintained by the Colorado Historical Society. 
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Thus, who wishes to be the first to strike, he will be the first to kill one of the enemy nation, they 

say. 

121 

For that reason, they strive to be the first. 

122 

Coming back from seeking they sing a song.  The scouts return and the singers, before them sit 

down on their way home.  A tobacco filled pipe they allow them to smoke. 

123  

And then, a man questions them and says this. 

124 

In what place, you stand and wolf movement, perhaps you saw?  I would like to know, tell me in 

a straight forward way. 

125 

Perhaps, if when you deceive me? 

126 

Well, the scout who returns, he says, well, this. 

127 

At Mountain Sheep River in the Big Horn Mountains, a mountain ridge continues to a plain, 

there I saw a large Crow encampment.  I saw it accurately. 

128   

“Haiye,” they say in gratitude. 

129 

Then, those who were seeking returned an all gave gifts and then they finished. 

130 

At once, now they go to cut the sacred tree.  In fellowship all have their own drum and quietly 

proceed. 

131 

The Sundance leader and the holy man also proceed. 

132 
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The sundance leader, again, wears around his shoulders a robe with the fur out and has a tobacco 

filled pipe.  And the holy man, he dresses in what way he wishes.  In like manner and a prepared, 

stuffed, and presented dead red shafted flicker
602

  he wears as headgear on his head. 

133 

The sacred tree wherever it is, there they  stop
603

 and in unison sing and shout as they dance. 

134 

The holy man is to offer sweet grass to incense and so he points it three times and at the fourth 

he burns it. 

135 

And then the pipe he takes and says this. 

136 

All animals, this side of the clouds, they assist, all, in a good manner listen and accept. 

137 

Who is named the red shafted flicker, and who is named the red-headed woodpecker, and who is 

named the oriole, and who is named the kingbird.  In that place, the wood is yours and upon it 

you allow your young to grow.  Good boys around that age assist.  

138 

The tree that belongs to you, I borrow, however, in what way, in a good manner you allow your 

young to grow, accordingly my people shall nurture their infants, he cries. 

139 

And without hardship the people shall grow and thrive, he implores. 

140 

Then, the song is this. 

141 

Bring forth, in the center I shall stand in a sacred manner. 

Bring forth, in the center I shall stand in a sacred manner. 

142 

The people acknowledge I shall stand in a sacred manner. 

                                                           
602

 See notes in word for word translation.  This bird signs when good weather is coming. 
603

 The actual word is eyotanke (rest) but the stanza ends with “as they dance.”  
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143 

In the center I shall stand sacred 

Bring forth, in the center, I shall stand sacred. 

The people recognize holy  

in the center  

I shall stand. 

144 

Then, those who smoked the pipe. 

145 

They finish their own.  In the meantime, to cut the sacred tree with an ax, eight are chosen and 

made to stand. 

146 

Four male, four women. 

147 

The men they are good young men.  The women are good young women. 

148 

The young men first are placed in a row, one behind the other.  One of them is first and he tells 

of killing the enemy and war-like exploits and finishes speaking.  Then at the root of the sacred 

tree, an ax with, three times he pretends to strike and the fourth, he directly strikes it and leaves 

it.   

149 

So then, he is named he who is allowed to cut the sacred tree
604

.  

150 

His immediate relatives cry out like the screech owl and allow him to give gifts away. 

151 

                                                           
604

   See stanza 120, “Thus, who wishes to be the first to strike, he will be the first to kill one of the enemy nation, 

they say.” 
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So far, all the men, placed in a row, one behind the other, they themselves do so accordingly. 

152 

Then, those four women, as fore mentioned, cut down the sacred tree. 

153 

They too, give gifts when it is cut down. 

 

154 

Those who came in fellowship shout as they beat the drum and they dance and they sing. 

155 

They finish the sacred tree.  Then the men who cut the tree, quickly beneath it, lift it and carry it.  

Many hold it on both sides.  Many men lift it and carry it.  And all men carry small branches and 

have them. 

156 

The come home and four times they have it and they return and stand. 

157 

Then, the young men, very many, toward home, one last time, like a wolf they howl. 

158 

Then, all of them, where loud noises are, there they assemble and one by one they run very hard.  

Because of that they collide and really stumble on account of that, and that alone. 

159 

The sacred tree they now bring back and all the leaves they use to construct a shade.  And there 

they sing fellowship songs and they dance. 

160 

So then, the immediate relatives of the fellowship bring food for them and even though they do 

not take part, they feast. 

161 

Then, the holy man and the sundance leader both come toward the center place. 

162 

So then, the people shout as they dance, as fore mentioned.  The rest are still and quiet. 
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163 

Thus, the come, with things.  Well, also those that are put to work. 

164 

The sundance leader wears around his shoulders a robe with the fur out and holds a tobacco 

filled pipe.  And he comes first.  And the holy one comes behind.  And the assistants who are to 

bring things come bringing them. 

165 

A good fat calf hide, as fore mentioned. 

And a workbag, 

And a stick used to dig wild turnips, 

And a chokecherry wood,  

And a buffalo effigy, 

And an effigy of the enemy, 

And the fat meat from the middle back,  

And the membranous bag from around the heart. 

A ball of red earth used as paint. 

They carry those and behind them they come. 

166 

The arrive at the sacred tree and a mild and good man is selected.  The sacred tree shall stand, its 

root in the ground, there he is appointed to dig. 

167 

That is an honor also.  It is one of them.  They are there. 

168 

(And)
605

 again, the holy man, that tobacco filled pipe he seizes and raises and speaks briefly of 

his vision. 

169 

Then, the calf skin, as fore mentioned, above the sacred tree, where the tree leaves are bunched, 

there, it is tied from the tree. 

                                                           
605

 This word was at the end of Stanza 167 but belongs here. 
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170 

A calf skin, as fore mentioned, past the limbs of the tree, it is fastened and spread out. 

171 

Or 

172 

The sacred tree forks, but the other half they cut off.  So that, at the fork, the pau as fore 

mentioned, those, within, houpe, as fore mentioned, roll up and chokecherry wood, as fore 

mentioned, together and pau houpe, those are tied together.  Where it is broken, they tie the 

buffalo effigy that they made. 

 

173 

And the effigy of the enemy, that is tied and hangs loosely. 

174 

And the fat from the buffalo heart and the red earth that is made into a ball they use to paint the 

sacred tree red. 

175 

And the fat from the middle back, as fore mentioned, that one, where the sacred tree shall be, in a 

hole in the earth it is placed. 

176 

The holy man, sacred tree, to paint red, as fore mentioned, while he does so, a song, he sings for 

this. 

177 

Voice clearly visible (he) arrives, 

Voice clearly visible (he) arrives, 

(His) face clearly visible, (he) arrives, 

My country, if when, 

Buffalo journey I make 

Those I give you. 

178 

Voice clearly visible (he) arrives, 
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Voice clearly visible (he) arrives, 

(His) face clearly visible, (he) arrives, 

My country, if when, 

Buffalo journey I make 

Those I give you. 

179 

Those they finish, then, the whole fellowship stands and they attach leather cords to the and also 

on the sacred tree many men take a hold of and carry and set upright.  And when it stands 

upright, they beat the drum and shout. 

180 

Then, around, tree forks are set in the ground.  And with lodge poles a large tent, those from 

what they bring back, with them they erect a shade.  Around it they put up leaves for a roof. 

181 

Those are completed well.  Then some singers their drum they have and they go inside.  And to 

flatten the open space they sing a song for this.  When at such time  only the men put on fine 

clothes.  They put on a headdress, shield, spear and from their camp, in a row one behind the 

other, they come running.  From the outside, surrounding and encircling the tent, they run.  And 

then they go inside and out.  All along they possess guns, the enemy effigy they shoot at while 

they dance together. 

182 

Then how many battle brave and can impart knowledge, about eight of those.  Those eight are 

led to the center and placed there. 

183 

One by one, they desire to be taken and lead.  They stand but they are not taken.  They take 

offense and dance in anger. 

184 

Now, they shall finish, then who is a scout, that enemy he killed, a scalp he ties to a piece of 

wood.  He holds it and toward the door, he goes before, dancing he goes.  And again, the crowd, 

they go after dancing.  And he reaches the door, then, the scalp, toward the ground, he swings 

back and forth.  Thus he comes so the whole crowd, dancing backward they come, thus, a gun 

they fire off. 

185 

Three times they go back and at the fourth all exit. 
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186 

Those that are placed they give away things. 

187 

Then, where all the sundancers dwell, they shall go there so they get ready. 

188 

But
606

 who is the leader, that first with the rest following, shall go.  They wait.  Now, that leader, 

a buffalo head, as fore mentioned, with both hands he holds.  And nose first he points forward in 

full view (of the people). 

189 

And all the sundancers, lined up in a row, stand and toward the tent they proceed walking. 

190 

And
607

all weep as they proceed. 

191 

Again, in unison they lament for the enemy.  

192 

And the tent they encircle and surround.  And then they go in and out to the right of the tent, at 

the place of honor they proceed and go, to
608

 sit at that place. 

193 

As mentioned before, the buffalo head is placed facing the door at the place of honor. 

194 

All sudancers camp with their entrances facing east. 

195 

Then afterward, their possessions are brought to them. 

 196 

At once, the singers arrive there. A dried buffalo skin they spread out.  They use it for a drum.  

197 

                                                           
606

 Tka is placed at the end of Stanza 187 but it belongs at the beginning of stanza 188 as Sword did not truncate this 

stanza as was done by CHS. 
607

 Na is placed at the end of Stanza 189 but, originally Sword did not truncate the stanza here. 
608

 Kte is translated in this context as to. 
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And the first song, three slow beats they sing.  And then, the sundancers stand lamenting the 

enemy.  And at the fourth, a dancing rhythm they strike then they finish.  And they dance and 

stop.  And they shout. 

198
609

 

Then all through the night they make them dance. 

199 

Come morning, the dawn is pleasing.  About that time, the sundance leader, in the meantime 

stands at the sacred tree and laments the enemy.  All the sundancers weep.. 

200 

Since the time they entered they fast.  And do not drink water.  But their young women, some 

still not yet married, but courted and fondly attached.  In the morning, such a young woman 

secretly brings water and the inner bark of a tree opehatanhan. 

201 

It is cottonwood bark that is mixed in which she brings to her man. 

202 

Seeking permission so it seems.. 

203 

Or a young man with a good heart drinks water with the sundancers. 

204 

They dance two days and two nights.  On those days and nights they do not eat and they starve 

themselves. 

205 

Some men are singers from those they selected.  Those men are made to seek and fetch water.  

And also, good young men, thus, seek drummers and singers. 

206 

All this they accomplish. Then all came into the sundance area to present gifts.  

207 

They bring water and also food. 

208 

                                                           
609

 The narrative moves forward in time abruptly, into night. 
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Or those they told to drum and sing came to give gifts away. 

209 

And the drummers, they too, repay the singers, water and food also. 

210 

And in the morning, all the sundancers, in the are quiet. 

211 

In the meantime, the sundance sacred leader makes an altar.  Some dirt is well sprinkled and with 

a knife and ax he prepares the altar.   

212 

But everything he does three times and at the fourth he touches with his hand and makes it. 

 

213 

In the middle of the dirt, a cross he makes and there some red earth he takes and just so he pours 

it.  And also some tobacco is mixed in and in a like manner he sprinkles it. 

214 

He prayed and this is what he said: 

215 

To the west at the four quarters of the wind, there who are called wingflappers, below who are 

called eagles, a good boy about that age, before he said that he would place tobacco for himself, 

as fore mentioned.  Now, he places the tobacco for himself, however.  

216 

On a pleasant day, with blue skies, and without heat, you shall see his face in the center with 

mine, crying he says. 

   

 

217 

I face the south , at the lead position, I place the male buffalo, his wife and young, to set down 

and carry a place for me.  With those the people shall live, he implores. 

218 
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Unfavorable winds and unpleasant lands come and pass by, around my sacred center, and leave.  

It is because with those the people shall live, he beseeches.  

219 

Thus, the coming of the four winds are alike, he said. 

220 

And, above the great sacred said so, and thus, accordingly, again. 

221 

Toward the earth, he said, well, grandmother, you alone nurture, thus again, accordingly. 

222 

Then buffalo skull he writes on.  

 223 

With red earth he marks it. In the eyes and nose he stuffs flattened sage that is balled up.  And all 

the while he sings. 

224 

The song he sings is: 

Something, present everywhere, this he gave me, as before. 

Something, all over, friend, this he gave me, as before. 

He bid the buffalo to give me a robe.   

He rendered it good and gave it to me, as before. 

Something, present everywhere, friend, this he gave me, as before. 

He bid the buffalo to give me a robe.   

He rendered it good and gave it to me, as before. 

227 

At these traditional events songs are sung but again, one song is: 

228 

My friend, I have many horses, 

As you know, 

My friend, I have many horses 
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As you know, 

A nation, my horses, you have seen. 

230 

My friend, I have many horses,  

As you know, 

A nation, my horses, you have seen. 

231 

While they make those, some people are where the large sundance tent is.  During the time they 

are quiet and no one crosses the entrance.  That is a law. 

232 

Then all the sundancers made sacred markings upon themselves. 

233 

The markings are not all alike but unique to each. 

 234 

The way it has always been done is this. 

235 

The entire face is painted red with vermillion.  Around the face is painted a mark, about the 

width of a finger, with the blue stone.  And from the forehead, below, near the upper part of the 

nose, a mark is placed.  And on both sides of the cheek a similar mark is placed.  And from the 

chin below the lower lip a mark is placed. 

 

236 

And the whole body is painted red.  With the blue stone, a mark, about the width of a finger is 

make, all along the shoulder.  

238 

Flat sage is folded and tied and worn around the head.    And in the mouth is an eagle bone 

whistle.  At the end of it is an eagle plume tied tightly and not loose.  And as long as they dance, 

they blow into it and kick up high as they dance.   

239 
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A piece of dried skin about the size of an infant’s head, is cut in a circular form, its edges 

feathered.  On a cord, it is worn around the neck.  In the middle is tied a spotted eagle feather.  A 

rabbit fur is cut. 

240 

To arms and feet small pieces are tied.  Or, if it isn’t that, then tags of buffalo hair are folded up 

and such are worn.   

241 

Some sage is lengthened out to make it longer and it is made to fan out and it is held in one hand.  

242 

Two deer hide are finely tanned.  These are made to cover the loins.   

243 

On the head, at the part, four hair ornaments with ornamental work, in the middle of the head 

where they braid their hair it is worn as a decoration. 

 244 

And, it may be, a headdress, or, a spear, shield.  In this way, just so, they carry them to dance.  

Then,   

245 

Now all the sundancers are perfectly ready are prepared to dance.  The dried parchment is 

unfolded and the singers all sit at it.   

246 

The singers select a man and give him the finely decorated drumsticks.  He takes them and 

stands with them.  He takes two courageous men and gives them the decorated drumsticks.   

247 

Then, they have them and they tell their war exploits. 

248 

And he returns them to the singers.  Then the dancers all dress accordingly and by groups they 

physically place them. 

249 

The singers sing the first song. Three times, the beat is light, at the fourth, the beat is to dance to. 

250 
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During the time three light beats are struck, any sundancer who desires, can stand and lament the 

enemy.  The bundle of sage that he has, as mentioned before, with these, he holds them at his 

face and thus cries.  

251 

Speaking mysteriously, in a sacred language, to say, I raise the pipe all over.  An enemy I shall 

kill without difficulty or my horse will throw him down.  He finishes speaking and then puts the 

flute into his mouth.  And some songs they start up, while with a long breath he plays the flute.  

And the drum is struck.   

253 

Then he blows the flute in swells.   

254 

All dance with their hair loosened and free from braids. 

255 

Than a man with a hair ornament, asingle decorated eagle tail feather sewn (comes).  So, his wife 

and immediate relatives, how many are able (come) with a very good horse.  And how many are 

able (bring) four horses or three.  Perhaps the horses carry gifts. 

256 

Or cooked food as well.  Those they give to the singers. 

257 

Or those who wish to, their infants ears shall be pierced.  In gladness, they give those. 

258 

The infant, he or she, in a good manner, is dressed in fine clothing.  And his face is painted red 

or rust colored.  Hence he is dressed.  And he  is to pierce his ears so his hair is gathered and 

pulled up for him. 

260 

Then the man, as before, is first.  And his horse and how many he comes with, as mentioned 

before.    

261 

(Those)
610

 women come singing and this is what the women sing: 

263 

                                                           
610

 Henna is appended at the end of Stanza 260 but it belongs in Stanza 261. 
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His is to be helpful. 

263 

An enemy, on a hill, stands.  So, you charged  him.  And he reached for you, but you overcame 

him, as before.  

264 

Long ago, niti, and you are 

265 

Put forth. 

266 

Saying, she comes singing and she finishes and cries out like a screech owl that wails at night. 

267 

The sundancers enter through the entrance.  Then the singers, sitting at the drum, strike it. 

268 

They say, “thus, he goes.”  They mean those who are to gift horses. 

269 

They mean the honored one.  He comes and stands.  The man who owns the leader of the horses.  

However many wounds he has and how many of the enemy he has killed, he makes himself 

bleed.  Those who wish prudently say that they will give away gifts. 

270 

A good robe is laid out for the infant and the infant is placed there.  And there, the man who is 

given the gifts, he comes and stands.  And he tells of his war exploits, all the while he has a sharp 

knife that he holds as he stands there.  And he finishes speaking and the infant he pierces his ear 

below where they wear earrings, there he stabs him. 

271 

And also the upper ear above where he pierces, he cuts there. 

 272 

He, the infant’s father, well, that is what he desires. 

273 

The infant cries out “father” or “mother,” but he hides his crying so no one can hear. 

274 



283 
 

At such times, a woman wants to help her child who crying but they do not cry harshly but only 

mildly.  

275 

Thus, the man who pierces the ear is finished.  And the good robe the child spread, as mentioned 

before, he now owns.  And the leader of the horses, he now owns.   And many things, he now 

owns.  And, there in that place he brought some horses.  Those he separately gives away.  And 

thus, he exits. 

276 

One of the sun dancers is to pierce at the heart so a man who long ago pierced.  He went to such 

a man.  A tobacco filled pipe he has and offers it, as mentioned before.  But, some men (such as 

that), for a long time pretend to refuse.  Still yet, they want something.  They say, what they want 

is not given them.  For a while they pretend to refuse. 

277 

Now, he agrees and seizes the tobacco filled pipe, as mentioned before, that is offered.  And then 

the one who is to pierce, as mentioned before, he stands close to the sacred tree.  There two long 

leather cords are tied up high.  And the man, as mentioned before who is to pierce him 

approaches him and takes a hold of him around the waist, moves him.  He takes him and lays 

him carefully, face up, on his back.  He takes a hold of the skin at the chest (above the breast) 

and stretches it.  

278 

Prior to that, the sundancer whom he lay carefully on his back, lies there weeping.    

279 

He is lamenting the enemy.  The (man who is to pierce) stretches the skin, with a sharp knife, the 

fleshy part of his skin he touches and while he stretches, he pierces transversely, not cross-wise.  

And a sharp stick, he quickly, puts it through it.  And also, the other breast, he also (pierces) does 

so in like manner.   

280 

And then, he lifts him up and makes him stand.  And (the sundancer) stops lamenting for the 

enemy.  And then, blood trailing down, he makes him come forth. 

281 

His immediate relatives who are watching feel grief come upon them.  And or, his fiancé stands 

with great sadness and silently weeps.  She is not yet married to him. 

282 



284 
 

Then the man who does the piercing, comes and holds him by the arm.  Two long braided ropes, 

made ready and tied are hung, as told before.  He brings (the sundancer) there and the sticks that 

protrude from his chest are quickly tied securely to the ropes. 

283 

Then, the leather chord catches so he takes a hold and pulls (not with his hand), and now he 

stands securely fastened to the sacred tree.  

284 

Then as they sing the sundance songs, the one who is pierced at the heart, as told, dances.  And 

from the leather chord to which he is fastened, as told, he pulls hard to tear himself free while he 

dances.   

285 

The underside of the skin and the outer skin stretch as he pulls.  Then he tries to tear as he dances 

but is not able to.  On account of that, he moves transversely, dancing all the while.  And where 

(he can) he pulls very hard, putting all his weight back as if to fall.  He is trying to tear the flesh 

but he is unable. 

286 

One of his immediate relatives comes forth and the stick he gave, it is a horse that he says to 

throw away.  So, the one who is pierced takes the stick and throws it to the spectators.  Thus 

destitute women and, or destitute boys, fight over it quietly. 

287 

Someone from the singers is first to take it, it is ruled, and they say, it is his to own. 

288 

Many give horses away. 

289 

Then, the man who pierces, as mentioned before, approaches.  And the pierced (man), as before, 

moves transversely, dancing all the while, pulling, as before.  He approaches (the dancer) and 

from behind he comes and takes a hold of both shoulders, falling backward.  His flesh tears as he 

falls backward. 

290 

Thus, the pierced man, for a short while lies fainted.  They lift him and place him returning him 

to where he had stood before while dancing. 

 

291 
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First, pull, each other, to fall, then, heart, pierce, faint, to fall down. 

292 

From that time, he faints and lies like he is dead.  He trembles like a fish.  

293 

And also, in a different manner, one stands fastened.  He is to stand thus, and on account of that, 

he, too asks a man (to do this for him) and gives him a tobacco filled pipe. 

294 

He himself in a like manner  where there are four wooden poles set up, the sundancer, in that 

place shall stand fastened.   

295 

Again, where the posts are set, the sundancer stands.  And whoever is ordered he approaches.  

And around the waist he holds him and lays him down.  And in what way, I
611

 have told you of 

the piercing, as before, accordingly he does so.   

296 

Again, he sits up and again, (on his stomach) prone, he is placed carefully.  And on the shoulder, 

beneath, he is pierced.   

297 

In this way, all four places he is pierced (in the front, as before), so (where) the smaller sacred 

tree (is) where he dwells, a leather cord is tied and he is fastened there.  He quickly pulls as he 

dances in place. 

298 

There, very close, fastened they stand for a long time.  When they are loose they feel much pain. 

299 

The dancers, each one is very thirsty and faint.  And they pretend to attack, but, never one, thus, 

ever dies.. 

300 

They are weary and exhausted. 

301 
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 Sword’s voice come in.  The “I” is Sword. 



286 
 

The sundancer and his horse with whom he is to do so, from the first day, his horse is inside.  It 

is tied and placed there.  And during the day, the horse does not drink water nor does he eat.  He 

stands and then when the sun sets, then, that horse is untied.   

302 

That man whose horse it is with him he dances.  On account of that the man is pierced at the 

shoulder.  His flesh is tied to the horse’s cord. 

303 

And also, his horse is not pierced but to have it and to dance. 

 304 

And also two or four buffalo skulls he carries.  His flesh at the upper part of the back is pierced.  

And two or four buffalo skulls he carries (pulls) on the back, always, while he dances.  

305 

A sundancer is fastened and to be hung up.  When this occurs then he does not touch the ground.  

Near the back bone, in two places he is pierced and a leather cord is attached.   

306 

They finish piercing him and they lift him up. 

 307 

His feet do not touch the ground, his body does not touch the ground, thus, fastened.  In the 

meantime, they sing sundance songs.  The man who pierced him approaches him and he pushes 

him as if he were on a swing.  When he does this, he causes him to move back and forth.  His 

thinks that his head will be thrust down and he struggles.  This custom belongs to the Lakota but 

they call it Hunkpapa. 

308 

Each sundancer gives flesh offerings, to say they are large.  The arms are cut, and those are 

counted and are sacrifices offered.  And their immediate relatives, women help them.  And the 

women, along the whole shoulder, a few are cut. 

309 

Those are called flesh offerings



 


